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ORGAN DoNATION:
PARTS

I-IV

Rabbi Joel Roth

Preface
I shall forego an extensive excursus on the history of organ transplantation, as interesting
as it would be. I do so because the reality of transplantation is so clear that the historical
discussion would add little of substance to our halakhic deliberation. Similarly, I shall also
not include an extensive description of the scientific background. \Vhenever such material is required to comprehend the halakhic discussion, I shall include it within the body of
the halakhic discussion. 1

Part 1: Artificial Limbs
1his paper wa.s approved by !he C.JLS on!Uarch 16, 1999, by a vole of eighlecn infrwor (111-0-0). Voiing infavor: Rabbis
Kassel Abelson, Hen Zion Hergman, /','/hot iV. /Jmff, Jerome /H. /t.,fJstein, Hnruch Hydnum-Kohl, it~ynm .S. Geller, iVechama
TJ. Gn!rl7Jf'rg, Arnold .'H. Gondman, Su8rul Grossman, Judah Kog<m, H~rrwn R. Kurtz, Alan n. T.ur:as, Aarnn T.. .'Harh:l('r,
Uond F. !lfosvs, .James S. Rosen, .Jovl Roth, Fliv Kaplan Spitz, and Gordon Ti.1.ch:vr.
17w Commiuvv on .fm:ish T.aw and S!andarcLs1!{1he Rabbinical 1ssembly provides guidance in mailers rijhalahhahfor the
Conservative movement. The individual rabhi. hou.•ever_. i,., the autlwrityj(>r the inte17>retntion and npplication (?fall matters
~{ halahhah.

Is the use of artificial limbs and organs permissible in Jewish law? Are any limbs more
problematic halakhically than others? If permissible, are there any restrictions in general
or in particular?
•\ good summary of that material ean be found in •\braham Steinberg, ed., nW7Di n'n:J';,; ,i'iD7'?p'SJ'N
(Jerusalem: The ilr. Falk Schlesinger institute, 1991), pp. 191-210.
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In general, the use of artificial organs and limbs for transplantation is the least problematic halakhic area. So long as the chances for successful implantation and use are greater
than the danger involved to th<: patient from th<: procedure or its possible after effects, it
is difficult to see what the halakhic objections might be. Indeed, for precisely this reason,
there is very little in the halakhic literature on the use of arti1iciallimbs and organs, with
the exception of the case of the artificial heart. Thus, it is clear that the use of artificial
heart valves, 2 bone replacements, joints, and skin is acceptable without any reservations.
We should, in fact, include dialysis in this category of deliberation/ since dialysis is a
type of mechanical replacement for insufficiently functioning kidneys. The cleansing of
toxins from the blood can be accomplished artificially either by hemodialysis or by peritoneal dialysis. The former requires the patient to he hooked up to a machine, usually several times a week for several hours each. It causes a significant loss of mobility to the
patient, who must always be near his or her appropriate place of treatment. Peritoneal dialysis, in which the removal of toxins is accomplished via a stoma in the abdomen, is much
more convenient for the patient as far as restrictions on normal life activities is concerned.
It does, however, entail greater medical risks than hemodialysis. The greatest risk is the
risk of infection - peritonitis. However, since kidney failure results in death, it is clear that
the risk and/ or inconvenience of either of these methods is far outweighed by their benefit, and, when medically indicakd, there can he no halakhic objection to dialysis.
One more artificial "organ" should be included in the category of the clearly permissible. The heart-lung machines used during open heart surgery are, of course, artificial organs. Obviously, however, they are not used except in cases when open heart surgery is required, and we must assume that the surgery is being performed because there
is greater risk or danger to the patient without it than with it. Under those circumstances,
it is clear that there is no halakhic objection to the use of the artificial heart-lung machine
during the surgery.
The single artificial organ to which significant attention has been paid in the halald1ic
literature is the artificial heart. At present, of course, there is not much of a success rate in
the use of an artificial heart, and work on it must be considered still experimental. On the
one hand, therefore, it might he possible to claim that its use is currently forbidden in Jewish
law. Since the likelihood of success is so minimal, the patient should not agree to its implantation, and the halald1ically committed doctor should also not agree to pedorm the operation.
That is precisely the contention of Abraham Sofer-Abraham, who wrote in his medical commentary to Shullian Arukh entitled Nislunat Avraham: 4 i1:1:::l pi1 1l'\ l'\1i1 i:::l1i11L' t:l1'i1 :::l~~:::l
.nl'\T l'~:::l? N;J1i?1 ilT::J mn'J? tl'::JOil? il?m? i10N il'i1'1L' i:::lnO~ , 'J1'0Ji1 - "Tn today's situation
where [artificial heart surgery] is entirely experimental, it seems probable that it is forbidden
fur the patient to agree to such surgery, and fur the doctor to perform if'
On the other hand, even that is not so clear. Mter all, the most famous case of artificial heart surgery was that of Dr. Barney Clark, in 1983. Dr. Clark lived for 112 days after
implantation of his artificial heart. And, his surgery was pushed up one day earlier than
originally scheduled because his doctors were convinced that he would not live out the
2

This ineludes even porcine parts. See below, pp. 2081I.

3

I recogni,e, of course, that dialysis machines and heart-lung machines (which will l!e mentioned in the next
paragraph) are not aetually artilieial organs. Organs are permanently aHixed or implanted and these are not.
NoneLheless, Lhis is LlH~ appropriate plaee for Lheir mention.
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night if surgery were not performed immediately.5 So, for Dr. Clark, even the very experimental procedure served to prolong his life, the dangers of the procedure and its uncertainty notwithstanding. The halakhic dilemma, of course, lies in the fact that the judgment
of the likelihood of prolonged life with an experimental procedure can only be made with
relative precision after the fact. Nonetheless, it is sufficient to note that an absolute prohibition against the use of an admittedly experimental procedure is unwarranted. We should
remember that initiating a highly experimental treatment is likely only when all else has
failed, and the condition of the patient leaves no other option, short of allowing the patient
to die. Under those conditions, it is not self-evidently clear that use of an artificial heart
must be considered halakhically forbidden, even today.
Since the matter of agreeing to experimental treatment is not the subject of this paper,
we shall suffice with a brief statement. We quote the following from Dr. Avraham Steinberg:"
0'~11'i1 o'?1!:l'tJi1 ?:> ?~'P i~:>, .~1ip 7~T~ m~? '1!:l~tv i1?1n
?1!:l'tJ 1N ,i1tv1n i1!:l1in ,,,~ moJ? o,~,, n~:>, ,i1:> ,~ o'?:::l1p~m
~ip? ?1?~ 11'N~ 1N ,1"n nN TiN'tv pn' 1nN ,~~ itvN ,inN 'J1'0'J
i1?~i1? '1:>'0i1 oN p mw~? im~w N'i1 O'P01!:li1 mpo~ ••• mn'~ nN
.m~? p:>'Oi1~ i1i1' ?111 N1i1

[Tn the case of a] sick person whose death is expected soon, and
who has already received all of the known and customary treatments, and now they want to try some new drug, or other experimental procedure on him, which, on the one hand, might prolong
his life, but, on the other hand might hasten his death ...the conclusion of the poskim is that it is permissible to do so, if the likelihood of saving is greater than the danger of dying.
One of the central issues in the literature regarding cadaver heart transplants has been
the question of the harvesting of the donor heart, and whether or not that very act constitutes an act of homicide. When we deal with heart transplants of that nature, we will
address that question. In the matter of artificial hearts, however, the issue is moot, since
there is no donor. In that regard, then, the use of artificial hearts is less problematic
halakhically than the use of cadaver hearts because one side of the equation - the donor
side - has no halakhic problem whatsoever, since there is no donor.
Of course, even in the use of artificial hearts there is a recipient, just as there is in
cadaver heart transplantation. We shall focus now, therefore, on the halakhic issues as
they involve the recipient of a heart, either cadaver or artificial. If the issues can be
resolved permissively, we shall have reached the conclusion that artificial heart transplantation is permissible (and that cadaver heart transplantation is permissible from the
perspective of the recipient).
In the earliest discussions of the halakhic status of heart transplant surgery, the
questions regarding the recipient focused on two issues: (1) Does the removal of the diseased heart itself constitute an act of homicide?' (2) If it is an act of homicide, what is
the legal status of the heart recipient following a successful heart implantation?
5

Sec th•· !Vnu York 'llnws, 24 Mar.l9R.'l, p.l.
.~l7 ",C1!\ 'l::l::ll:l"!>1!l1 l:l"10J" 11l7 .'1 11:1 ,(1994 ,1ll'T'?1V p'?!l ,,, 1V"l7 p::l~;J :c''?1V11') nwT!l7

n'n:J?,, ,7'7!l7?psJN

489-490. llr. Steinberg provides a bibliography there, inn. 90. See especially lggrot Moshe, Yoreh lle'ah,
pt. l, no. 36.
The question of the halakhic acceptability of brain death is irrelevant to this issue since heart transplants are
not perforned on hrain dead recipients.
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The major sources brought to bear on the first question reflected a dispute between
Rabbi Zevi Ashkena,-:i (Hakham Zevi, 1660-1718) and Rabbi Yonatan Eybeschuet..: (16901751). In three teshuvot," the Hakham Zevi dealt with the case of a woman who was
preparing a chicken to be soaked and salted and claimed that she could find no heart in
it. TI1e Hakham Zevi affirmed that the chicken was to be considered kosher because no
creature can live for even an instant without a hea1t." Therefore, he concluded, the cat
which had been nearby waiting to eat must have managed to take away the heart without
the woman's noticing. TI1e chicken, however, is kosher~ What's more, even if there are witnesses who claim that they saw the whole process from beginning to end and who testify
that there was no heart, the chicken is still considered kosher because they must be lying.
Eybeschuetz took issue with the decision of the Hakham Zevi, at least in the instance when there are witnesses.'" He claimed that the witnesses are to be believed
because we have no real grounds to make them into false witnesses by our mere assertion that they must be. The reality must have been that there was no normal heart
(hence the testimony of the witnesses), but rather, p7 1"1'!\1~~1 1nl\ 1:::l1 1Zi'1 ••• 1"11~1"1~ 1Zi'
:::l~il 01p~:::l1Zi~1Zi~ il'il1Zi ••• ~~:J :::l77 il~11 1ill\1~ 7'!\ - '"It should be assumed that there was
some organ (tissue) which did not at all have the appearance of a heart, but which fulfilled the function of the heart."''
Among the earliest poskim who dealt with the issue of heart transplants, the views of the
Hakham Zevi and the Kereti u'Feleti played a significant role. Rabbi Judah Gershuni wrote: 12
1~!\J ON1 ,1Zi1n :::l~ ~11i1Zi~ '1:J p10~ il~1nil~ :::l~il N'~1il~ 11"11~ Ol\
p 1''-11il :::l~il 1il\~1il '"371 1i~:J :::l1ZinJ l\1il :::l~il 1"1!\ l'l\'~m1Zi:J ~:J'm
il>l'1tJ 1iJ'n:::l:::l 011p~ il'il1Zi ~l\1 ••• p 1i11Zi37~ 110!\1 11Zi>ll\ p ON ••• 01!\
1!\::l 1Zi'1 il>l'1tJ :\ 11il~ il~'n1i:J~ 110!\ 1"1!\T ~:J:::l ,O'l\>l11il 1i137':::li' '>l ~37
.il1Zi1n il'1:::l:J il1il1Zi1n :::l~ :l"nl\ r~m1Zi1Zi il~1 ... n~11i l\~1 1!\~ 110'!\

Regarding whether it is permissible to remove the heart from a
dangerously ill person in order to implant a new heart, for if we say
that immediately upon removal of the heart he is considered dead
and that murder is committed by removing the heart ... [i]f so, it
may be forbidden to do so ... [a]nd even though the person was
already in the category of a terejah by determination of the doctors,
it is nonetheless forbidden before the fact to kill a terefah and
involves a violation of the negative commandment "Tiwu shalt not
murder" ... [a]nd the subsequent implantation of a new heart constitutes the person as a new being.
The source for Gershuni's initial premise is the Hakham Zevi, as he himself says in a
part of the responsum not quoted. '1/ote, too, how Gershuni moves from the first of the two
issues (is it murder?) to the second (what is the status of the patient after receiving the
" •T"l7 ,1"l7 ,1"l7 ''C , ':::!~ o:m n"11V
~ And any body rnotion that exists must he considered rnerely convulsive (0,:1,~), and not indicative of life.

"' See 'n1~::J '1 p"c .'01 'l7C '?:l ''C ,(1"1' '?l7) 'n?!l1 'n1~.
'' interestingly, the 'n?!l1 'n1~ did not declare the chicken kosher. He declared it tPrefah on the grounds that it
didn't have a normal heart. Tiw Hawn Tsh (Rabbi ,\braham Karelitz, 1878-1953), Yoreh Tle'ah 4:14, took
exception to the decision of the 'n?!l1 'n1~, at least according to Eybeschuetz's own reasoning, for it is the
absence of a heart tlwt makes an animal terej(tlt, not the normalcy of the appearance of tlw heart.
12

.3 (issue 64), Nisan 5729, p. 1.38, reprinted in the collection of his responsa, ?1p 1!lC
Jerusalem .)740, p. 37811.

n117:l01 111-i, vol. 18, no .
1'!l1~,
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heart?). The fact that the person is now alive does not necessarily imply that the act of
removing his heart was anything but murder. No matter what the positive result, the doctor has committed murder. 13
Rabbi Menahem M. Kasher also dealt at length with the views of the Hakham Zevi
and Eybeschuetz. 11 After quoting from the responsum of the Hakham Zevi, Kasher wrote: 15
j?1 N~ ,:::l~i1 1J~~ 7'~!J1Jlli n:l7:::ltv , 1n!J'tv '!:l~ 1'1:::l1~ N::S1' tv11!:l~ '1i1
N:::l LlN 1n!J'tv~ 'N111:::l1 , tv~~ n~ 1'1 1~ tv'tv N~N ,Ll"n npTn 1~ 7'Ntv
i1~nm~ ~N1tv'~ 110Ntv ,~ p10!:l~ tv' ,m:::> mm mtvl'~ eN .~1Ntv~

t:l'1~1N t:l'N!:l11i1tv ~N, ·1:::l:::l m::>l' n·~~ N1i1 '1i1tv ,m:::> mm mtvl'~
mm i1tvl'' N~ eN 1tvN~ i1:::l11N 1m' i1!:l1pn i1'n'tv 1tv!:lN mmi1 '1' ~l'tv

mm

1m• C"n p!:lo pN ::>":::>ni1 nu'tv~
.N::>' N~ p!:lo 77:::>~ ~"~ ,m:::>
,t:l'N11 C"n m l'l1:::l Ci1tv t:l"n~ n'N11 i1n'~ C'1'n~ 1'nl':::J t:l':::l11N
.i1l'tv "n N~N CJ'Ntv 1tv!:lN 1~'!:lN1

It clearly follows from his words that according to his (the Hakham
Zevi's) view, when his heart is removed from him, he has not only
lost the presumption of life, he has the legal status of a dead person. And surely according to his view, if one comes to ask whether
to undergo such surgery, one must decide for him that it is forbidden for a Jew to undergo such surgery, a priori. In doing so he commits suicide. And even though the doctors claim that the surgery
may enable him to live longer than he would without the surgery,
[their claim] is still in the category of "doubtfuL" And, according to
the Hakham Zevi, "doubtful" longer future life does not permit
"certain" death for life which is "certain" at this moment, even if
it is possible that [his current life] is only temporary.
And, like Rabbi Gcrshuni, Kashcr also links the second issue with the first. ~car the
end of his teshuvah Kasher wrote: 16 1~ :::l~i1 1N'::S1i1 t:lN ::S":::lni1 '1:::l1~tv ~'l'~ 'n:::ln:::>tv i1~ ~l'
.t:l'n~i1 n"nn 7'l'~ :::l~i1 n~ntvi1tvn'n:::l tv'tv N::>~J ••• n~ p1 1~ tv' t:l1Ni1 - "Regarding my earlier claim that according to the view of the Hakham Zevi one has the legal status of a dead
person if his heart has been removed ... it follows that the renewal [of life] by the heart
implantation is a type of revival of the dead."
Furthermore, Kasher makes an important observation regarding the relationship of
the views of the Hakham Zevi and Eybeschuetz. He wrote: 17
i11::S1J Ll'~l'!:l~tv , 1T i111j?J:::l j?1 l'l1J Ll'1:::lTJi1 Ll'~11li1 7':::l ~"1~i1 p:::l1
1j?l'J '~~11Ji1 :::l~i1tv:::l ~:::lN ,:::l~i1 ~tv Ll'1'j?!:lni1 N~~~ 1nN 1:::lN:::l n11tv!:lN
nN ~'l'!:l~1 '1N1:::l U~j?J tv1ni1tv 1l' n'~::Sl' m•n ~U:::l pNtv 'N111:::l TN '1i1
.c1p:::> ~Ui1 •p~n ~:::> nN m'ni1~ t:l'~1Ui1 ~:::>

And so, the debate between the two sages whom I have mentioned regards only this point: that perhaps a condition can exist
13

Cershuni does not reach a definitive conclusion. Indeed, the section of the responsum from which the quotation in the paper comes ends with

11

'"Nomn, p. 12, OnJ7:l '1:11, p. 24la.
16

:·l:l'm;, p77 01:::1 '711l 11'l7 1'1~

11~1.

See Noam, vol. 13, 57.'l0, pp. 10-20, printed as well in T":J ''0 ,D!l1177:l1117n ,'l p7n ,onm '1:11, pp. 240-245.

Noam, p. 20,

OnJ7:l '1:::11,

p. 244b.

" Nomn, p. 11, OnJ7:l '1:11, p. 240!..
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where some organ (tissue) can fulfill the function of the heart.
But when the normal heart is removed [and there is no such
other tissue present], surely [both agree] that the body has no
independent vitality until the new heart is appropriately implanted and controls the functions necessary to revitalize all the parts
of the body as prior.
Rabbi Kasher makes very clear that, in his opinion, the dispute between the Hakham
Zevi and the Kereti u.'Feleti does not have any real significance regarding the matter of the
permissibility of removing the heart from the potential recipient of a tJ·ansplanted heart.
Even according to Eybeschuetz, when the damaged heart is removed the person is considered dead because there is no basis to claim that there was some other tissue pe1foming
the functions of the heart at the time of the removal of heart. 1"
Rabbi J. David Bleich has also written an extensive article on the subject of the artificial heart." He, too, concurs that the dispute between the two sages of the eighteenth century may not indicate any difference between them with regard to the removal of the discased heart. He wrotc: 20

It has been argued that, since according to the Hakham Tsevi it is
impossible for any creature to survive without a heart, removal of
a diseased heart ipso facto causes the death of the patient and
hence constitutes an act of homicide. Reanimation by means of
subsequent implantation of a cadaver heart would thus be viewed
either as a form of pirkus (convulsive movement) or as the generation of a new life.
Actually, the selfsame argument can be formulated in a manner which is entirely consistent with the position of the Kereti
u.peleti. As already noted, this authority accepts the basic premise
that, absent a heart, a living creature cannot survive. Kereti upeleti
merely posits the possibility that cardiac functions may be assumed
by an organ which does not at all resemble a normal heart. Hence
Kereti upeleti might well concede that removal of the heart from a
living creature would lead to its immediate demise.
Before we deal with the question of whether or not the removal of the diseased heart
is itself an act of murder, let us deal first with the matter of the status of the recipient subsequent to the implantation of the new heart, even if we assume that the removal of the
diseased heart was an act of murder.
We saw above that Gershuni, Kasher, and Bleich refer to the person as a type of new
person, an instance of revival of the dead - at least according to their understanding of the
view of the Hakham Zevi. So, let us pose a question that will seem absurd at first blush. If
a person is killed and then revived, is his halakhic identity the same after his revival as it
18

Kasher also docs not reaeh a dcJinitive eon elusion in his earlier version. His rcsponsu1n~ in _IVoa.nt~ ends with
Tn l:lnl?:l '1:::11, however, there is an additional small section which does al'lirm that the

':>11l )1':171'1~ 1:::11:11.

rem ova I of a h(·art from om· live person for implantation in another constitntcs munkr, and while that state-

ment was made about the donor, there is no halakhie dilierence between removing tlw heart ol' a still-living
donor and removing the heart of a still-living recipient.
19

The article appears in Hebrew in :"lll ':>Y:JlV :11m 2S (S744): 1S1-163, and in English, A.M. Fuss, erl., .Jewish
T>au• Association Studies TTT (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987), pp. 1O'J-145.

'" ln the English version, p. 121, and in the Hehrew article (in slightly different wording), p. 1.';5.
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was before his death? If the answer is affirmative, his wife would still be his wife, his children would not have automatically inherited his estate, his family would not have been
required to sit shivah and begin the recitation of kaddish. lf the answer is negative, his wife
would be free to remarry without a get, mourning rites should have begun, and his etltate
would have been passed already to the heirs. These questions may be fascinating (though
absurd) to raise, but the answer to them is of interest to us for only one reason. If the person remains the same person halakhically, and if a doctor is confident that he will be able
to resurrect th<: p<:rson he kills hy implanting an artificial heart, there may he grounds to
conclude that the act of removing the heart would not itself be an act of homicide. Such a
possibility is untenable if the person becomes somebody new as a result of the implantation. TI1e "earlier" person is dead, the "revived" person is an entirely new entity.
It is quite clear that the literature cannot be full of prior precedents on this matter.
TI1ere seem to be two approaches to this issue in the literature. One of them is reflected
well and succinctly in an article by Rabbi Moshe Hershler, who wrote:"
",ni'Y' ,,,_:::l z:mm il117:l7J i:~J::JUil ::J7il 7117 mpli117il 0:17117 p17 1l7i O~il
11oi .li11711ni') "t:JiJii>)il JiiinJi" p:177) ~1il iJi1::J~7i')il ::J7il 7117 m7li117il1
c1~il 7117 m::J::J 1Ji~ Jij') c1~ minil7 i::J ,ilT:::l 1i::JTil7 1i?)Ji t:Ji::Jiin 711l
t:J1~117 t:Ji~11 1J~117 7::J1 •• /'il":::lj?il 1i::J 10~J tJiJi?)il JiiinJi nmli') .:l717)il1
Jij') ~7 c71:l77)117 m7inJi 7:17 1~10 ni::J1il ,Jii')::l ::J117nJ117 1n~ jliinJi7 op
Ji~ 1j?i Ji117il1 1~i~1il117::l 1i7)1 j?~liOil71 l~::l 71~1177 p~ l::l t:l11177) ••• T7il
li7li117il c:l7 p11 , in 1Ji~1 Jij') c1~i1 17i~::J ~~j')J ,::J7 71uJ m ,~117J1 ,::J7il
.iliinJi7 m op 1171nil ::J7il

Ought we to consider that with the stopping of the natural heart the
person becomes categorized as "dead," and that the implantation
of the artificial heart constitutes a type of new "resurrection of the
dead?" We are duty bound to mention in this context an important
axiom: that resurrecting the dead is not within the power of
humans or science. TI1e key to resurrection is entrusted only to
Gocl" ... and whenever we see a person resurrected after being considered dead, the end proves about the beginning that the person
was never really dead....Therefore, there is no reason to ask in our
case and to wonder whether upon removing and stopping the heart,
leaving the person without a heart, it is as though the person has
ceased living and died, and only upon implantation of the new
heart been resurrected.
Hershler's approach is more theological than halakhic. True resurrection of the dead
is only within the capability of God. If humans perceive something as death followed by
resurrection through human agency, it could not have been death. lf that is the way it
appeared to us, we must change our definition of death. Thus, there is no halakhic impediment to the removal of the diseased heart. It cannot be murder since the subsequent rean21

"01:1':>01:::1 'l11:1!>':>7j01 :::1':>01" in ,;Jo/l!Ji ,;::J'?,; 4 (5745): 84-90. The quotation comes l'rorn p. 87. An earlier version
of this article appeared in <T!l ':>~:ltv 0111n, S74.'l, pp. 99-10:\. The quotation d<ws not appear in the 0111n
01!l ':>l1:1tll version.

"" He adds: n1'l1:J001 J?j 01':>l17j':> 001 nl'O'l nW!lln ,0':>1l1 'j?'7~ 1Ntll1 l1tv'':>N1 101'':>N 01tl/l1?j:J ON'~17j UNtv nll1!l1n01 ':>:11
.07N )tl/'011
23

He adds: And all of the instances which we do find, like the acts of l•:lijah and l•:lisha and other righteous of
the world~ are rniraculous occurrences, beyond nature and hurnan ability.
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imation of the person demonstrates that death had not really occurred. For Hershler, then,
the status of the "reanimated" person is clear. It is the same person as before, because
there was no death.
Not surprisingly, Hershler's approach is not shared by Bleich, who seeks more classical halakhic evidence to answer the question. He starts with the premise that, with the
removal of the heart, the person is, in fact, dead, at least according to the IIakham Zevi
and Eybeschuetz. Assuming that, what is the person's status following reanimation? The
Gemara records:''''
iPtmW i1:Ji cp .C10:J'l't •'11i1 '1i1:J

t:l'i1~

I111YO 11:JY l'ti'T ':Ji1 i1:Ji

I111YO 1':JYl1 i~ 'I1'l i1'1;1 i~N i1lWi;1 .i1"MN1 '~ni '37:J in~i;1 .Ni'T ':Jil;1
.NO'l W'ni!1~ NI1YW1 l'\!137'(1) ?::l:J l-t? ,i1'? i~N •'11i1:J C'i1~

Rabbah and Rabbi Zeira made their Purim meal together. They
became drunk, and Rabbah arose and slaughtered Rabbi Zeira.
The next day he prayed on his behalf and restored him to life.
The next year he said to him: "Let the master come and we will
have a Purim meal together." He responded: "A miracle does not
occur every moment."
In commenting on this episode recorded in the Gemara, Rabbi Hayyim Joseph David
Azulai (IIida, 1724-1806) wrote the following:''
1i1'W11p 'YP~ 'N11 !1~1 i1?37:J unwl '::l l'ti'T 'i nwN .p~noi1? W'1
T'W11'P mwN? w1p? Ti~ i1'i1 l'ti'T 'i in~? i1'n '::l1 ,p1w? i1i!11i11
'W11'j71 t:l'W1n T'W11'p 'Y:J1 1!1W1i'- i'Tn~i;1 '~11 ,N'i1 i1'1l~1 t:l'W1n
iTI;137:J n~w 1T:J 1'1iT N1iT1 , TN::l? 1N:J mw1n t:l'l~1 Ul:J 1::l?iT 111l 'N~p
NI11M Nn?•~ , •n i1iT '::l1 ,iT'1'1 T'W11'p iTY'P~~ t'JN iTi'I1~ 1!1!1'~ iT liT
!1~ iWl'\::l Nj7111 1l"iT ?37:JiT I1!1'~:J iT~~y iTl1p iTWl'\iT1 NiT N~?'1 1N .l't'iT
iTI11N1 Nn?•~ 'N?lN , 1'0M 1N N':Jl '"Y 'n1 i:Jjll N?W::l 1N ,!1~ iNWl1
,W'N I1WN1 ,'N~p 'W11'p '37jl~ N?1 ,C1NiT ?::l I11~::l iTI1'~ iTI1'iT N? iTI1'~
iWN::l 1'~ iT:J i!11~ 'M iWI't::l iT?Y:J1 ,N~i;1Y1 W'l'N1 'W11'j7 iT:J 0~!1 N?1
•1!11~ 'l~? iT'i1

The following is in doubt: Vlhen Rabbi Zeira was slaughtered and
clearly dead, was the marriage between him and his wife absolutely dissolved with her becoming marriageable to others, such that
when he was resurrected the next day he had to betrothe her anew
bet:am;e she was unmarried? [h this t:ase] t:mnparable to one who
remarries a woman whom he has divorced, which requires a new
betrothal because the first marriage is gone, terminated by
divorce, and a new situation is now present; such that similarly in
the case where her husband has died, his death makes her permitted to others and terminates his marriage to her and when he
is subsequently revitalized it is a new matter? Or perhaps, the
premise that a woman at:quires the right to marry others upon the
death of her husband applies only when the man has died and
remained dead, but if he were never buried and was resurrected
21
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by some prophet or righteous figure it becomes clear that his
death was not a normal death, and his original marriage is not
terminated, his wif<: remains married to him and any betrothal
contracted by her with another is null and void, and when her
husband is revitalized he may resume marital relations with her
immediately, as it was before his death?
The Hida raises the question of the halakhic status of a person who has died and been
resurrected. He couches it in the clearest of all categories, a man's marriage to his wife.
Death terminates a marriage. If the resurrected man is halakhically a new creature, that
new creature was never married to the woman who was the wife of the person who has
died. If, however, the legal status of the revived man is the same as it was prior to his death,
he is not a new creature, and remains married to his wife. This is the question that the
Hida has raised. He turns to the Yerushahni to find the answer.
The Mishnah reads:" 6 :::J"' 11n:::l n7)1 tz.71n :::J"' 1:571 TN:::ll) •nN:::J N? CN 1'1V:::l:s77) 1"tJ''- ili '1i1
!Jj, ili '1i1 1Z.71n - "[If a man says:] 'Let this be your divorce from now if I do not return
within the twelve months,' and he dies within twelve months, it is a valid get." On this the
Yerushalmi comments:' 7 17)N '01' ':::J1 ,N1VJ'? n1n17) 1nN "'-n '1 ?N1VJ'? n1n17) Ni1ntz.7 1i17)
i1'n1 t:l'OJ 1? 11VYJ 17)1N 'JN ,N1VJ'? i1110N - "What is the law regarding her right to be married rimmediately upon learning of the deathl? Rabbi Haggai said: 'She is permitted to
marry limmediatelyj: Rabbi Yosi said: 'She is forbidden to marry limmediatelyj. For I say
that perhaps miracles were pe1formed for him and he was resurrected:"'" Obviously, if the
classical codes include the view of Rabbi Yosi as law, the answer to the question of the status of the resurrected man would be clear. He would be the same person after revival as
he was before death. However, that is not the case. When Maimonides recorded the consequences of the Mishnah he wrote:" ... 1V1n :::J"' 1:571 TN:::ll) 'nN:::J N? CN 1'1V:::l:s77) 1!J'j, ili '1i1
:::J"' 1nN 1:57 t:l:::J' t:l1pi):::J N1Z.7Jn N? ntz.711m N'i1 '1i11 N1:::J'1V 11VtlN 'Ntzi tl":s7N tz.71n :::J"' 11n:::J nl)
'NJni1 C"pn'tzi:::l tz.71n - "[If one says to his wife:] 'This is your divorce from now if I don't

return within twelve months' ... and he died within the twelve months, even though it is
impossible for him to come and she is divorced, she should not get married in a case when
the levirate law would apply until after twelve months have passed and the condition has
been fulfilled." In other words, Maimonides' concern is whether her remarriage would be
permitted because she is a widow or because she is a divorcee. Tf the former, she must
comply with the levirate laws if they apply; if the latter, the levirate laws are inapplicable
by definition and she may marry whoever she wishes. So, he mandates that she wait until
she definitely becomes a divorcee, making the levirate laws inapplicable. :VIaimonides is
obviously not concerned with the possibility that the husband himself might return after
being miraculously revived.
The question for the Ilida then becomes the following: Does the failure of the poskim
to take account of the view of Rabbi Yosi indicate that he is mistaken? If the view of Rabbi
Gittin 7:8, 76h.
27

Gitlin 7:.), 48d (40a).

~f\

That is, had the man hecn resurrected and returned home ·within the twelve rnonths, he would not be
divorced l'rom his wil'e. And if' we would permit her to remarry immediately upon hearing of' the death of' her

husband, we do not take account of this possibility, and the result might be that she would be married adulterously to a second husband heeause her original husband has been miraculously resurrected and returned
horne vvithin the time rrarne or his condition.

" M.T. Hilkhot Gerushin 9:11, and d. S.A. Even HaEzcr, 144:3.
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Yosi is mistaken, then a person who was miraculously revived would be legally a different
person from the one who died. And if Rabbi Yosi is not mistaken, why do the poskim ignore his view? The Hida wrote:·30
i1i'tV 'J~~ 1J"i1 ,i1'n1 C'OJ 1~ 1'tV31J N~'tV~ ~~:I ''tV"n N~ t:l'p01~i1'tV Z'JN

N~ N~131'~1 N~131'~~ ~"~

31 N~131'~~

'tV"n1 ~"1 ''~N1 .~~:I n'::l'tV N~

CN1 '~~'tV11'i1~ n:::11~ ~"~ -~~:I n'::l'tV N~1 Ni1~ 'tV"n N~1 'tV"::l ,'tV"n
i1~ N'Ji1~ N~1 ,l"INT 1l"l'tVN i1':::J N1':\N 'l"l::lN 'n1 t:l'OJ 1~ 1'tV31J l"l~'tV 1nN
,;,,~ 11'1 N11~~l'1
,~,~~ 1~ l"I'N Ni1:::J1 .'n Z'J10:::J~, ,'N11 n~'tV ;,~

c,,

.i1l'1'~1 TN~::l l"l~'tV i1l"l'~i1 ,'Ni1 ':I '~1l"IN 'N1

Even though the poskim do not concern themselves at all with
the possibility that he was revived by miracles performed on his
behalf, the reason [for the lack of concern] is because it is a very
uncommon occurrence. And even Rabbi Meir who is concerned
about infrequent occurrences, 32 is not concerned with very infrequent occurrences, and surely is not concerned with this possibility which is utterly infrequent. Nonetheless, it is clearly
demonstrated from the Ycrushalmi that if one is miraculously
revived after he has died, he remains married to his wife. Even
the fact that he was definitely dead is irrelevant since, in the end,
he lived. And regarding this even our [Babylonian] Talmud would
agree, that if something like this happened, the death would be
as though it didn't happen.
The Hida makes several important points. First, the silence of the poskim does not mean
that Rabbi Yosi is incorrect. They ignore his view because the law simply docs not mandate required behaviors on the basis of infrequent occurrences, and certainly not on the
basis of utterly infrequent occurrences. Second, even though the Bavli's analysis of the
:\Iishnah in Gittin ignores Rabbi Yosi's view altogether, that should not be misunderstood.
The Bavli ignores Rabbi Yosi because what he posits is so unlikely, not because he would
be wrong if it actually occurred." Third, the person may, in fact, have died. The death, however, is rendered null and void by the subsequent resurrection. The Hakham Zevi and
Rabbi Yonatan Eybeschuetz can be correct that the removal of the heart entails certain
death. Wl1at the Yerushalmi proves is that the death is superseded by the subsequent
revival, without any legal change in the status of the person who died.
As applied to the question under discussion, Bleich puts it well: 34
According to Birke Yosej's analysis, it necessarily follows that
removal of a diseased heart followed by implantation of either a
cadaver organ or an artificial heart does not constitute an act of
See above, n. 25.
"
32

.m~,p~ :1:::!1:-J:J ~:J,m .~

,tY''P m~:J'

Yevarnot ll ~a, and rererred to in many plaees.

'' 'lbis point is very important for the Hida. lf the interest of the llavli in the levirate issue must be understood
to imply that it is the only possible issue, the Ravli would have rejected the view of' Rabbi Yosi, not simply
ignored it. If the Havli rejects a view of the Yerushahni, it is the Havli which prevails in the determination of
the law. Rabbi Yosi would be deemed im:orreet, and were any person to he resurrected he would have to he
eon side red a ne\\· person, legally speaking.
·" 4

English article, p. 117; Hebrew version (not quite identical with the English version), p. 1.S3.
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homicide since, in his view, death is retroactively nullified by
virtue of subsequent animation.
To this point, therefore, we conclude that the status of the recipient of an artificial
heart is the same after the implanation as it was prior to the removal of his heart.
According to Hershler this is so because he cannot have been considered dead, since resurrection is only possible for God, not for doctors. According to the Hida, it is so because
the subsequent resurrection nullifies the death and the view of Rabbi Yosi in the
Yerushalmi proves that the status of the individual is unchanged after his revival from what
it was before his revival.
It is a little surprising that Bleich did not refer to a source even earlier than the Hida.
Rabbi Hayyim Benveniste (1603-1673) refers, as well, to the same issue, though from the
perspective of the death of the woman. He wrote:"'
1'\':::JJ '1' l;y i11l'n :J1lli1 !1'1'\11 i1!1'~ i17l':J nnn i1llil'\ i1!1~ Cl'\1 'll'\ 11:J01
l;Y:Ji1 I1P'T i1l'p~ l'\1;1 ''1l'~l1llii1 pi;> l'lli'7l'\1 "1l'I1~1~i1 pi; 1i1'1;l'\ 1~:l
p l'\J'Jn '1 I1llil'\1 l'\1:J1l'~ 1l'O lli'1 ,1nl'\1; l'\lliJi11; i171:J' i1l'l'\1 i1'7l'~
38 • '1'\l':::ln

And it seems to me that if a woman died, unmistakably, while married, and was then revived by a prophet, like Elijah with the son of
the Zarephatit" or Elisha and the son of the Shunamit, 10 her marital relation has not been terminated, and she may not marry
another. And there is support [for this contention] from the precedent of the wife of Rabbi Hanina ben Hakhinai.'''
The case of the wife of Rabbi Hanina records the miraculous resurrection by Rabbi Hanina
of his wife, whom he surprised by returning from the academy after a twelve-year absence
from home. Upon seeing him, she died. Rabbi Hanina cried out to God: "Is this her reward
[for faithfulness during my long absence]?" He prayed on her behalf, and she was resurrected. This incident is taken as support for the claim of Benveniste because there seems
to he no indication that there was any need for a new act of betrothal by Rabbi Hanina.
Rabbi Eliezer Waldenberg deals with the question of the need for a new betrothal following the stoppage of the natural heart for open heart surgery in a thorough responsum.
lie writes there:'"
i1l'l'\1 i1'l;l'~ 7l':Ji1 I1P'T i1:i7p~ l'\?1 mtJ'lli~:J i11;11:1i1 !10l:l l;Y:Ji1 i1?l'i1
!1~ l'\1;1 1JJ11'J 11'-:::l ?l' pw ?:J~:J i1J'~ p1 :::l"l'\1 , 1nl'\1; l'\lliJi1? i11;1:J'
1;:;)1 'l'\11:J1 'l'\11:J1 1~Ti1 ?:l !111'\'~~:::J 1l:llli~l 7l':Ji1 ?lli 1!11'n1 ll)~~
'1i11 ,?l':Ji11;tli 1!1p'T 7?:J 1:l '1' ?l' Yp~l l'\1; i1~ 1~Tl; :Jl;i1 1ll'\~1i1 '1'
11; 0'1'Tn~lli:l l'\?'~~1 ,i111~" lli'l'\ 1lllil'\:l l'\'i1i1 1ll'i1 7:J:J 1l'l11'l l'\'i1
.w1n~ pw11pl; l;?:J i1p1pT i1ll'l'\ i1n~w~ "n m'nl; 1nm :J?i1
35

.'::! l11K 110<1 m;ll;'l ,1"' ''0 1Tl1;'1 )::JK ,;'1':>111;'1 nOJ:J

77

2 Kings 4.

l Kings 17.
'' Ketuhot 62h.
30

1 Kings 17.
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2 Kings 4.

11

Ketubbot 62b.

" 1":J ''0 ,T"D p'?n ,1Tl1''?K r·~ n"11V. 'lbe quotation in the paper comes from P· .)2, letter heh.
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The author of the Keneset ha-Gedolah concluded definitively that
the marital relationship was not terminated, and that the woman
could not marry another. If so, deduce from that by an argument
of "surely so" regarding our case (of open heart surgery) in which
the man does not actually die, and his vitality continues in reality throughout. It is absolutely clear that the act of removing the
heart temporarily does not terminate the marital status. His wife
is considered throughout to be married, and certainly when his
heart is restored and he resumes normal family life she requires
no new act of betrothal.
'lhus, it is clear to Waldenberg that the person remains after the surgery exactly the same
person as before the surgery. And, in a later responsum, 13 he makes very clear that there would
be no difference in this regard between a case in which the heart is physically removed from
the body and a case in which the hea1t is merely stopped, but not physically removed.
There is one more direction for our discussion of this issue to take. We quoted Bleich
above'' to the effect that the Kereti u 'Feleti may not disagree with the Hakham Zevi. Bleich
also argues in the oppo;,ite direction, and hi;, argument i;, convincing. TI1e argument
between the Hakham Zevi and Eybeschuetz is most probably over the probability that the
chicken had some other organ that took over the functions of the heart. The Hakham Zevi
considered that so unlikely a prospect that he was compelled to consider false the testimony that there was no heart present. But what would the Hakham Zevi say if he had incontrovertible evidence that some other organ had in fact as;,umed the functions of the heart?
Surely it is not the physical presence of an actual hemt that determines for him whether
there is life present. \Vhen people die, the hea1t remains physically present, but the people
are dead. ~Why should the opposite case be any different? If some other organ were clearly
and incontrovertib~y fulfilling the hmctions of the heart would there he any reason for the
Hakham Zevi to disagree with the Kereti u'Feleti? Logic would dictate a negative answer.
What must matter for both of them is whether there is something causing the blood to flow
through the circulatory system. If there is, the person is alive; if there is not, and it cannot
be quickly restored, the person is dead. It is a functioning heart or hea1t replacement that
is determinative for both. Death is not caused by the stoppage of the heart, hut by the irreversible cessation of cardiac activity. Were that not the case, every instance of open heart
surgery would also be an act of homicide, for the pulsation of the heart is stopped on purpose45 and the functions of the heart taken over by a heart-lung machine. No halakhic
decisor has even raised this issue, let alone determined that open heart surgery is forbidden
because it constitutes homicide. TI1e reason must he obvious. It is cardiac hmction that is
critical, not whether that function is being carried out by one's hemt.
Bleich is not the only, or even the first, to make this claim. It appears before him, too.
The earliest claim to this effect. as far as I have been able to find, was made bv Rabbi Aryeh
Leib Grossnass, who wrote:' 6 ?:::> i11V1:ii' i1J1:J~i11V 1JJ'J:ii'::J ?::J!ot ,!l~:J '1i1 ::J? •?::11 :{!l:J :>"ni1tv ~!'t1
'!'t11::J :J"!'t •n i1'i1 ::J?i1 1::1 1?ntvtv:J ::>"n!'t1 :ii':li? t"]!'t 1"]1'-:::J 01i1 n:>1i~ CiT po!lJ !-t?1 ::J?i1 '1'p!ln
o?1:ii'~ !1~ i1'i1 !ot? - "And even though the Hakham Zevi wrote that without a heart one is

considered dead, surely in our case we must consider that the person was never dead since
" Thid., no. 64.
"Above, p. 199.
15

Tn order Lo prevenl movemenl or Lhe organ being operated upon.

"

:1',~

:::1''7

!1"1lV

(London: .)733), vol. 2, 36, p. 1201>.
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a machine fulfilled all the functions of the heart and the flow of blood through the body
did not stop even for a minute, and after the implantation of the heart the person was
alive." Hershler also made a similar claim. 47
A fine synopsis of the issues and the directions we should go in on this issue can be
found in Cil1:lN T1~1V) :""
C'111:l1 C':l1U C"1:J'0 1'il'1V 1:17 C1pr1' 'N1!l1il :l71'il1 il"'N tmil T1:!1'11~:l
1'~'1V ill;>ml;> 1m~ il'il' TNW pn' ,ill;>mil '~' n:J1Nill;>1 mn')il nni;;s-il~;>
T"1V1 pN:Iil ilT p):s7:l 'Tll'\ C':JOil1 .nm!l :Jl;> mn') l;>:J:J1 ,C'11!lO
nn':!l'1 C11V~ 110'1'\1; ilT:l 1)11V 'Tl'l'\1 C)~N1 .[l;>"T] l'\''U'l;>W 1l'\:l1:17'1N
mn!l :Jl;> n1n') l;>:J:J l'\l;>il , 11':17 1'1:!1' 1N •1!lU~ :Jl;>il nl'\:!1'1il c;s-:s;:J ill;>1nil
1n1l'\ T'U'p1V~ 11'\ ,ill;>mil l;>w 1!l1m :Jl;>il !11'\ Ll'l'\':!1'1~ 1'1'\ C)~l'\ 'C1'il
il1V:l7) t']Uil 'pl;>n l;>:J7 c1 n~1Til 7w 11'p!ln 7:J1 m!l11n '1' 7:!7 pu17n7
'T1:l7~1V l'\71 '111Vp l'\1il 1:l1 il7m7 rm~ 1~1:l7il ('m:Jl'\7~ :J7) il)1:J~ '":17
Tl'\:J 1M1'~:l1 ••• il71nil nn':!l'1 c1w~ mn!l :J7 nm'):l p!lp!l~w '~ 7:!7
.m1:J~ '":17 il1V:l7) ."]1'-il 'pl;>n l;>:Jl;> c1 n~1Til 1)"il1 ,:J7il 11p!lnw

With the passage of time, God willing, and the advancement of
medical knowledge, [this matter of artifieial hearts] will progress
to the point that the chances for successful surgery and the prolonging of the life of the patient will be good and clear. It is probable that at that time it [implanting an artificial heart] will be
permissible for a terminal patient, just as any open heart surgery.
And Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach agreed with me on this
matter. Indeed, I have seen that some have judged this forbidden
on the grounds of the murder of the patient by the very removal
of the patient's heart. But the argument requires investigation
because in every open heart surgery today, while it is true that
the heart is not removed from the patient's body, drugs are
administered to stop the heart completely, and the function of
causing the blood to flow through the entire body is carried out
by a machine (artificial heart) which is external to the patient
and to which he is attached, and I have not heard of anyone who
harbors reservations about open heart surgery on grounds of
murdering the patient... and especially in this case where the
functioning of the heart, i.e., causing the flow of blood throughout the body, is fulfilled by a machine.
We have thus supported logically, theologically, and by formal halakhic argumentation our
intuitive feeling that artificial hearts must be halakhically acceptable, provided they are
medically feasible.
There are two final postscripts to add to this section of the paper. First, we have been
dealing with the long term use of an artificial heart as a permanent replacement for one's
natural heart. lt is in this area that the success rate is thus far not very great, though
improving. Artificial organs are also being used with greater success as temporary replacements, pending finding a natural organ for implantation. Since the success rates are reasonable, there is little halakhic objection to attaching a patient to an artificial heart
17

See above, n. 21. Tn the <T!l'?l7:J11i ;'111n article, seep. 101, and in the ;'!N1!l11 ;'I:J';>;'I article, seep. tl7.

<tf\

See ahoV(\ n. 4.
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replacement while waiting for the availability of a heart for implantation. The wrinkle in
this is that the longer one is attached, the more medical problems are likely to develop,
particularly infection and internal bleeding, and with these developments, the patient
becomes an increasingly less likely candidate for a transplant. Thus, careful attention must
be paid to the likely time until the replacement heart becomes available.
Second, when the time arrive;, that use of artificial hearts becomes common, it will
probably be possible in some instances to utilize parts of the diseased heart which are still
functional for implantation in others. There should be no halakhic objection to such use,
provided the decision to implant an artificial heart is made independent of the need of a
potential recipient for heart parts. 1"

Conclusions
The use of artificial heart valves, bones, joints and skin is permissible.
Both hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis are permissible.
3· The use of a heart-lung machine during open heart surgery is permissible, as is its
use as a temporary measure awaiting the availability of a heart for transplantation. In the
latter case, consideration of the likely time span before receiving the heart for transplantation should be a factor in deciding whether or not to use it, since prolonged use may create complications that will make successful transplantation less likely.
4· Use of an artificial heart as a long term matter is fraught today with dangers, and is
very experimental. Agreeing to such surgery should be discouraged so long as there is any
other alternative whatsoever. However, if there is no other alternative available and the
prospect for prolonged life is greater with an artificial heart than without it, it is permissible to implant an artificial heart even today:'''
.5· ~When the success rate for artificial hearts becomes such that the likelihood of successful implantation and use are greater than the danger to the patient from the procedure
or its possible after effects, the routine u;,e of artificial heart;, will be permi;,sible. Indeed, it
will be preferable because it will eliminate the need to wait until a donor heart becomes
available, and it will obviate the need to fix the moment of the death of the donor. The act
of removal of the diseased heart is not an act of murder, and there is no change in the
halakhic status of the patient after implantation than before removal of the diseased heart. 31
1.

2.

***

'9

See the end oi Hershkr's article, rderred to above, n. 21.

"' Compare below, n. 68.
" This claim is an interesting correlative to the ease oi eon version. There we claim halakhically and psyehieally
that the convert is "reborn" after conversion even though he or she is the same person physically. Here, the
person remains the same person legally and psychically even though he or she has heen "'rehorn" physically.
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Part II: Use of Animal Organs
1his paper"""' approved by the CJLS on M1trch 16, 1999, by a vote of eif5-hlem infiwor (18-0-0). /lilting infiwor: Rabbis
Kassel Abelson, Ben :Lion Berf511'an, L'lliot N. Dorff, Jerome ill. L'pstein, B1truch Frydmwz-Kohl, Myron S. Geller, Neclwma
TJ. Goldberg, Su.san Grossman, Judah Kogen, T1?mon H. Kurtz, Alan n. T.uca.s, Aaron T.. ;}fackler, T.ionel F:. Moses, Mayer
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Is the use of animal tissues or organs for transplantation in humans permissible in Jewish
law? If permissible, are there any restrictions?

TI1e use of animal organs for human transplantation is no less experimental than the use
of an artificial heart." In a certain sense, the success rate for such experiments is even
more disappointing than the rate for artificial hearts. Attempts have been made, though
not in any great numbers, since 1964. Thus far, all attempts at the transplantation of animal organs into human beings have failed to prolong the lives of the recipients significantly.'1 Even in the most successful case thus far, the Baby Fae case of 1984, in which the
heart of a baboon was implanted into the chest of an infant, the infant continued to live
for only twenty days. Thus, it is clear that all of the cautionary comments made in the previous section with regard to the experimental nature of artificial heart implantation will
apply to this issue as well."
If and when animal organ transplantation becomes a medical feasibility, it will go without saying that halakhah will demand that the animal organs be taken from the animals
with all due consideration to the issue of L:l"n •7:!7:J i:l:'~. It will be equally true, however,
that the primacy of human life over animal life will also be an halakhic given.
This is not the place to engage in a lengthy discourse on the issue of L:l"n •7:!7:J i:l:'~.
We shall suffic<: with hrid proof that th<: primacy of human life over animal life will he an
halakhic given. TI1e Bible itself hints that animals are to be used by humans for their
needs. Gen. 1:28 gives humans dominion over the animals, and Gen. 9:2 ff. intimate the
right of humans to utilize animals for their needs. Nahmanides also makes it very clear in
his commentary to Gen. 1:26 that the term 11i'1 implies dominion and rule.
The idea that humans have the right to use animals for their own purposes, and that fuat
was the intent of creation, is implied in the baraita quoted at the very end of Kiddushin (82b):
:;~See
53

above, p. 195 for our brief comments on experimental treatment.

.A summary of att.·mpts at such implantation can be found in \\i.E. Parks ct al., Surgical Clinics<~[ i'v'orth.

America 66:663, 1986.
54

See I.. L. Hailey et al., .lAMA 254:.3.321, 1985.

"" In regards to both arlilieial hearts and animal organs, I have been speaking only of the permissibility of their
use. I can as yet conceive of no circumstances in which it would be halakhically mandatory to agree to either
type of n1cdical cxpcrim<~ntation.
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7l'1ll.'1 7:JO 'iN1 f"i' ':J~ 'r1'Ni N7 '?;)'?;) :ii';)1N iTl'7N p 11l'l';)ll.' 'i
•••• 'JIV;.,IV~ N~N 7Ni~J N~ ~m ,il'~:J N7ll.' L:l'0)itlr11';) Cil1 , ')mn

Rabbi Simon the son of Elazar says: I never saw a deer tending
crops, or a lion bearing a burden, or a fox operating a store, and
they sustain themselves without suffering, and they 'Were created
only to serve me ....
The earliest responsum that deals specifically with the applicability of C"n '7l':J il'~ to
uses of animals by human beings is by Rabbi lsraellsserlein (1390-1460)' 6 who affirmed that
pulling feathers out of a live goose was not forbidden on grounds of Ll"n '7l':J il'~, so long
as one was doing it for one's need and use, since all creatures were created for the use of
human beings. His student, Rabbi Jonah (Ashkenazi), 57 subsequently wrote 58 in the name of
Tosafot Avodah Zarah'" that even though the prohibition against C"n '7l':J il'~ is Nr1"i1N1,
if there is some purpose behind the act, it is permissible. To this Rabbi Jonah adds that the
"some purpose" means "some medical purpose," even for one who is not dangerously ill.
Finally, for our purposes now, this view is codified by Rabbi Moses Isserles:" 0
'7l':J i n i10'N C1ll.'l';) i1':J !1'7 ,C'i:Ji iN'tl.'7 1N i1N1tli7 1'i~i1 i:Ji 7:J

.c"n
The prohibition against cruelty to animals does not apply to anything which is needed for purposes of healing, or other matters."'
When that time comes, and it becomes clearer exactly what issues of C"n '7l':J il'~ may be
involved, it will be critical to have a paper dealing with that subject. That paper will have
to discuss even the ultimate question, namely, whether considerations of Ll"n '7l':J il'~ can
ever outweigh the use of an animal organ to save or to prolong a human life. The focus of
our discussion at the moment, however, is on the permissiblity in halakhah of having an
animal organ implanted into a human at all.
W11ile the issue of C"n '7l':J il'~ is what makes animal organ transplantation more
halakhically complicated than artificial organ transplantation, animal organ transplantation is not a difficult halakhic issue. Given the axiomatic premise that human life takes
precedence over animal life, there could be no halakhic objection to the use of animal
organs to save the lives of humans. Even now it is not at all uncommon for valves from the
hearts of pigs to be utilized in heart valve replacement surgery of human beings. 6" Of
cours<;, if artificial and animal organs were both equally feasible and equally effective,
whatever issues of Ll"n '7l':J il'~ might exist would make it preferable to utilize an artificial organ. Obviously, though, if both were available, but the animal organ would be more
effective, it would be preferable to an artificial organ.
" .;,"p ''O ,o•:~n:l1 o•po!l ,J1V1:1 n~11n

" See helow, n. 230.
58

.1"':> ]'1 ,U"l ';>';>~ ,1n':11 110'N 1!l0

'" Prohably lla, J'1j71l7 :1"1, even though the wording is not exactly as quoted hy the 1n':11 110'N 1!l0.
60 • , , . ,
01

'YO ,'il '"0 1Tl"i1 T:JN

For other rcsponsa ·which also affinn that O""n "~Y:J 11"~ docs not apply ·when there is medical need, see
/T '"O ,l"n tvN .,,.,,tv 11"1tv ,'~ '"O ,N"n :Jj:'Y" np~n 11"1tv ,n"p '"O ,N"n 11"~ T".l:J 11"1tv ,N"Y '"O ,l"n :Jj:'Y" n1:Jtv 11"1tv
.n"O ''0 ,1"'n 1l!J''?N f'~ n"11V

"' It is interesting to point out that the Cemara in Ta'anit 2lh also posits the similarity of swine internal organs
to human internal organs. On that basis it mandates that a pestilence among swine is grounds for declaring a
fast for humans. See Orah Hayyim 576:3.
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After the Baby Fae case, Rabbi Shlomo Goren wrote an article in the Mizrahi- Po'al
ha-Mizrahi newspaper mmm'' in which he wrote:
o1w~ 01~-t:::J il'n 7w ''~~-t 1~-t p:J:J :J7 n7nwil~ W1wn7 il:JO 7::J p~-t
il11il' ~-t7 ,n,7:~m il7nwilil1V il1'~:J ,7n1V1'1V :J7ilw 1)~-t O':l7)::J11V~1V
il:l7~1Vil 7::J ~-t77 m~7 pmm~ 01 np~oil7 il:J~-tw~ 11V~-t~ 1m'
7::J1V ilJj'0~7 l\1~'1-i l\:!1'1' •••• 011-iil 7:!7 r1')171:l'0~ 11-i r1'7~-t1tJp7tJ)'l-i
n~-t ~-t7~7 1:J ~-t:!l'1':l1 p:J:J 7w :J7il 7::J1' n'~-t1~, il)'n:J~w 11:Jr1'1V
il':l7:J o1w 111:11nn ~-t7 ,01~-til 7w ':17:JtJil :J7il 7w '7)1':!1'j')1~il 11'p~n
o1w p~-t ~-t7'~~1 , p:J:Jil 7w 1:J7 7nW1il 1ilTn:J1V 01~-t:::J mm '1)'11i 7w
1ilTn:J ~1p 7w 1N il'n :J7 n7nwil~ r1'11il' n'nN 1N n'm7il nn"nOil
0'~'7 1:J:l7~ 01Nil 7w 1"n 1'1Nil7 0"1:l'Oil 17:!7'1V 'l-i)r1:J ,01N 71V
il71nil 7w il:l71Vil "n nN N11V7 po7 N7w '1:l , il:l 1:11 :J;;~il '~:l ,0'11~0
•'~-t1~1-')111'::J T1'0):J

There is no reason to be concerned about implanting the heart of
a baboon, or even a beast, in a human being. For we are convinced
that the transplanted heart, insofar as the transplant succeeds, will
he nothing more than a pump for the provision of oxygcnat<:d
blood to the brain, with no influence whatsoever on the human,
intellectually or p;;ychologically. . . .It follow;, a;, a conclu;,ion,
therefore, that whenever it becomes clear that medically speaking
the heart of a baboon, or similar animal, can fulfill the functional
purpose of the natural heart of a person, there will arise no problem of changed identity of the person into whose chest the
baboon's heart has been transplanted. As a result, there should be
no halakhic or Jewish ethical reservation regarding the transplantation of the heart of an animal or monkey into the chest of a
human being. [This permission] is conditio~al upon an increased
probability that the life will be increased by more than a few days,
as is now the case, otherwise we should not endanger in vain even
the temporary (terminal) life of one who is sick, for a surgical-medical experiment.
Some of the wording of Rabbi Goren's conclusions will make better sense when it
is understood that he devoted a large part of his article to proving that it is not the heart
alone which dd<:nnincs and controls humann<:ss and human characteristics and attributes. One can even understand the issue on a theoretical level. After all, the Midrash
count;, and list;, fifty-eight characteri;,tic;, which emanate and are controlled by the
heart. 61 Perhaps, then, metaphysically speaking, if one were to implant an animal heart
in a human being, that human being might acquire the characteristics of the animal
that its heart controlled, and lose those characteristics of his own human personality
that were controlled by his now-removed human heart. Once Rabbi Goren was able to
dismiss that concern, there remained for him no other real halakhic concerns. Nor do
there remain any such concerns for us.
Lest there be any ambiguity whatsoever, we should make clear that if and when such
transplants become frequent, there will also be no restriction whatsoever on the animals
63

6 Kislev 5745 (30 Nov. 1984), p. 5, \vitl1 conclusion on p. 8.

"' Kohelct Hahbah 1:38. Bihlicalproofs are adduced for all 58.
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which can be used. Yehudah ha-Levi said it well enough in the Kuzari:"' 'l'\ij7i1 'l'l':::J mvp
tl1l'\lli ml;>p;, ll1i':::J:l7i1 nnl'\ tll'\ ':J nl'\T i'N n?.)Ni1 1:!1' 1;>:17 ':J tlN ,i1N1~i tltvl;> 1l;>'~N , i'Tni1 ii'.) i1Nli1i1
mpl;>i'.) p'l;>:l7 :::J"n - "It bothers the Karaite to derive any benefit from a pig, even for
purposes of healing. In fact use of a pig [by eating it] would be no more than a minor
infraction for which a person would be liable for lashes [and not liable at all when used
for medical reasons1."66
It is highly premature to attempt anything hut a brief comment about the latest experimental technology called xenografts or xenotransplantation. The technology attempts to
utilize organs of animals for transplantation into humans (usually pig organs, which resemble human organs both in infancy and adulthood). Obviously, if such a technology were to
become scientifically feasible, many problems could be solved, particularly the problem of
the shortage of available organs for transplantation. The major problem to be met, scientifically, is the matter of rejection by the body of the "foreign" implant. One of the avenues
being tested includes some genetic engineering of the pigs to include some human genes,
in order to minimize that problem.
TI1erc arc, also, scientific concerns that have to be resolved, including the danger of transferring disease from animals to human beings, which is probably what happened with Hl V.
Titis is a very new field, and it is in its infancy. Halakhically, however, there would be
no objection to the utilization of such organs for transplantation. 67

Conclusions
1. Wlten medically feasible, the use of animal tissue or organs for transplantation into
humans will be entirely permissible.
2. At that time, there will be no restrictions on the animals that may be utilized as donors.
3· Animal transplants are currently experimental, with little probability of extending
the life of the recipient significantly (if at all). Under these circumstances, agreeing to such
a procedure should be weighed very carefully against its risks. 6"

***
65

Kmari .3:49, in the llvir l'ul!lishing ed. of .57.3.3, p. 134.

"'' I admit that tlw wording of tlw Kuzari is a little eryplie. It seems to me unthinkable, however, that Yehudah
ha-Levi is claiming that deriving benefit from pig meat for purposes of healing would l!e punishable in
.Jewish law. That rnight be possible only if one were tallcing of someone not seriously sick. .!\lore likely, the
phrase ;'1N1!l1 !:ltv? 1'7'!lN is parenthetical, and 1;; '7!7 ':l l:lN is the direct continuation of1•m;, )i' ;"iNl;"i. This is

the way I have translated it.
07

I offer Web site URLs for several arlides about xenografts. Tiw Jirst of them ends witl1 a link to a bibliography:

lvww.onysd.ednet.erbd-g98s16/librarilxenografts.html
www.tlw-scicntist.libmry.upenn.edu/yr19951august/ ...

lvww.rbikenelvs.rbike.edulnzedlxenobkgd.htm
unt•tr.crlc.goulneirlorl/EID/vol2nollmichler.htJn
6'

I am very aware of the difficulty implied l!y the fact that I am discouraging .lews from allowing themselves to
he used as experiments, and allowing tlwm to derive the benelits of otlwrs doing just tlwt. Nonetlwless, I
remain convinced that this difficulty does not override tl1e l1alakhic mandate to preserve even iU?tv

""n

v. . l1en

tampering with it is not likely to produce positive ben.·fits to th(' patient. The 'vording of the conclusion avoids
positing an absolute prohibition~ however. I can .i1nag.ine c.ircUinstances s.i1n.ilar to those of the Dr. Barney
Clark case in which it would l!e halakhically permitted to allow oneself to undergo a transplant from an animal donor, even knuwing the experimental nature of the operation and the slirn chance for prolonged benefit.
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Part III: Live Donors - Blood and Bone Marrow
77Iis paper was approved ''J thr ens on March 7, 2000, hy a voir o!Jifieen infrmO/; onr oppossrd, andfi1!P ahstaining (IS1-.5). Voting in favor: Rabbis Kassel Abelson, F:lliot N, Dotj{; Paul Drazcn, Samuel Praint, Ncchama D. Goldberg, 4mold
Goodman~ ./wlnh Kogen~ H:nzon H. Kurtz~ Alan B. Luuts, Anron L. _Mackler_, Daniel J.\'evins~ Paul Plotlfi.n, .lames S. Rosen,
Joel Roth, and Cordon Tucker. T7rJting against: Rabbi F:lie Kaplan Spitz. Abstaining: Rabbis llrn Zion llergman, Susan
Crossman, l\tfayer RabinouJilz, Avram Israel Reisne1~ and Joel K Rembaum.

nu' Committee on }et,ci.sh /,aw and Stnndanl.s (!f the Habbinical A.s.semb(J·· provi.de.s W'idance in matters (!f halalrlwhfor the
Conservative movement. 17w individual rabbi, howevet; is the aulhorityfor the interpretation and application of all matters
of halairhah,

Is it halakhically permissible to donate blood or bone marrow for one who needs them
now? If so, is it ever halakhically required to do so? If so, when? May one donate blood for
deposit in a blood bank? For storage for one's own later use? May one donate blood or bone
marrow for compensation? Under what circumstance, if any, may blood or bone marrow be
donated on Shabbat?

At th<: present time, there an: only four transplants from liv<: donors: blood, how; marrow,
liver parts, and kidneys."'' The first, blood, is often not even popularly thought of as a transplant, though technically, of course, it is. There would be a certain logic to treating all four
of these together. However, there are also good reasons to treat blood and bone marrow
together, and kidneys 70 separately. TI1e two things that distinguish blood and bone marrow
from kidneys are that the former two replenish themselves after being removed from the
donor, while the removed kidney does not; and, in general, there is very little danger to the
donor from the extraction of the blood or the bone marrow, while there is some danger in
the removal of the kidney, both immediate and potentially in the future. Because these differences are so important, this paper will treat kidneys separately in the next section. The
drawback to this approach is that in those few areas of real halakhic concern regarding
blood and bon<: marrow, the isslH:s become the same as those involved in kidney transplants, and it is our intention to leave detailed discussion of those issues to the next section. Hopefully, this will not be too difficult a problem.
We shall take no time in proving both the need and usefulness of blood and bone marrow in the critical medical treatment of patients, both being exceptionally clear.
As a general and guiding principle it would seem logical to posit that the utilization
of organs, limbs, or tissues from live donors would be least difficult to justify halakhically when: (A) the extraction or removal of the organ does not produce any significant medical danger to the donor; (B) the life of the donor subsequent to the removal of the organ
(' 9

Ovary implantation and sperm donation \VOuld be other instances or live donor 1.ram:plantation, \Vith tlleir
own set of complicated halakhic issues. Since these matters are the subject of a separate paper before the
C.TLS (sec below, pp. 461-.109), this paper will not lrcalthem at all.

70

Whatever conclusions will apply to kidneys will apply, in principle, to liver parts, as well. Thus, we will not
treat them separately. However, sec hdow, pp. 30B-309.
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is basically unaffected by the fact that it has been removed; (c) the donor does not require
special treatments or extensive medical follow-up; and (v) the implantation of the organ,
limb, or tissue extracted from the donor is the most beneficial treatment for the recipient
and has a good medical chance of working. 71 TI1e first three of the points above most surely apply to blood and bone marrow donation. In th<: case of blood, the discomfort is usually no more than the initial discomfort of the insertion of the needle, and the follow up
"medical treatment" is basically limited to drinking more than usual for a brief period of
time, and restricting the giving of a subsequent donation for a period of six to eight weeks.
(None of this is to deny that some people get very nervous and/or faint prior to donation,
during it, or subsequent to it; feel weak after donation and must lie down for some brief
period; and generally find the experience unpleasant and would rather avoid it entirely.)
In the case of bone marrow donation, the amount of marrow removed is usually between
three and five percent of the marrow of the donor, and it takes between two and three
weeks for the marrow to be replenished. TI1e discomfort of donation is greater than that
of giving blood, as absolutely evidenced by the fact that bone marrow aspiration is carried out under general anesthetic, that the donor is kept in the hospital for observation
for a day or two, and that there is often soreness around the pelvis which is the primary
site of the aspiration. The fact of the use of general anesthetic also increases the medical dangers to the donor.
But, when all is said and done, neither procedure is particularly complicated, nor are
the inherent dangers very great. TI1e follow up is relatively simple. And the beneficial and
life saving or prolonging effect of the donation cannot be gainsaid. Even the issue of the
danger of the general anesthesia must be kept in perspective. At the current time, the mortality rate from general anesthesia is about l in 10,000, and appears to be even lower for
young people, those in good health, and those who are anesthetized for only brief periods. 73
It seems inescapable, therefore, to conclude that blood and bone marrow donations arc
halakhically p<:rmissible, at least sometimes.
We have couched the first question of this section of the paper in terms of blood and
bone marrow donations to "one who needs them now," because that is the simplest of the
issues. We shall discuss some of the more complicated issues in a subsequent section,
where we will deal thoroughly with the primary sources which allow these types of activities only under the circumstance - 1J'J~I;> iil;>1ni11V:J, and particularly the responsum of the
Noda B'Yehudah. 74 Vlhat is clear now, however, is that when there is "one who needs them
now," blood and bone marrow donations are permissible.
The question to which we move now, then, is whether one can be halakhically compelled to donate either blood or bone marrow for the life saving benefit of a 1J'J~I;> iil;>m.
TI1e Nishmat Avraham states the following with the apparent agreement of Rabbi
Shlomo Zalman Auerbach: 7 '
71

Tn adopting 1l1ese criteria, T agree v. . ith Dr. Abral1arn Steinberg, \\'llo lists them in the entry 0'1:J'N l1?l1tvi1 in

the nw7~i n•n:J'm ,;·"r~77p•sJN, p. 21 :l.
Tl1e greater pain involved in bone marrow donation carries vvit.h it some lwlakhic complications. See

below, n. 249.

See Alan F. Ross and John H. Tinker, "Anesthetic Risk," in Robert Miller, erl., Anesthesia, 3d ed. ('kw York,
1990), vol. 1, pp. 712ff.; and .1. David Bleich, Contempomry Haiakhic Problems, vol. 4 (New York: Ktav
Publishing House, lne. and Yeshiva llnivcrsity Press, 199.1), pp. 286£., and especially n. 29.
7'1

.'"1 ''0 ,i11?1 i111' p?n ,Nl'.ll1 i111jl':J 1?1U

-, .(2)~ j?"O ,tY'~1l/ ''0 ,mi;:JN m:;,i;;, ,tl:-J,:JN !1~1l/l
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tJ111'~ 711.7 i1l::JO 11.7' 1N Ci11iil m'n:J~ n11'1') m::Jo 7::J 7'N TN:l - c~11 m~
TN:l •••• 1)~~ c~11il m~ !in'p7 T~T:J 1'1'77::J il~1iilil :JP11 NtJ111'~1
1~~11 !iN :J1)7 iln~tli~ :J1ip7 il1~~1 , im~ il'il' !'11111il 7::J7 ili1N::J7
·1N:Ji11'1N T"tlii).iJ '!iN C':l0il1 ,7Ni11i'~ 11.7~) 7'~il7 '1:l 1i1~il 1'1117

Bone marrow- Regarding this there is no surgical danger for the
donor, even though there is a very small degree of danger as a
result of the general anesthesia. . . .In this case it is likely that
according to all opinions it is permissible, and it is a mitzvah for
familial relations to volunteer at the time of need in order to save
a Jewish life. And Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach agreed with me
in this matter.
The essence of the claim is that the only argument which might he presented against
some type of mandatory donation of hone marrow is the argument that it poses danger
to the donor. Since those arguments are inapplicable to hone marrow donation, there
could he no grounds for a prohibition. Thus, it is surely permissible. It looks, though,
that the choice of the word mitzvah is not accidental, and that it implies an act of goodness and piety- a good deed- hut not a legal obligation that could he compelled in the
case of refusal. Tt is also unclear why the donation would be a mitzvah for family members, hut not for others. 76 Though Sofer-Ahraham gives a hint of something beyond mere
permission, it is difficult to deduce a legal obligation from his words. Finally, it would
follow from this statement of the Nishmat Avraham about bone marrow, that it would
apply i~n1 7p to blood, at least so far as the mitzvah status of donation at time of need
is concerned. It is not clear whether the Nishmat Avraham would mandate an actual
obligation for blood donation.
It is possible that his very carefully worded statement is an attempt to take into
account the opinion of Rabbi Eliezer Waldenherg, to whom Sofer-Abraham addressed
a question in 5736. The Nishmat Avraham had published an article in Noam about
medical experimentation on human beings. Rabbi Waldenherg sent him some comments, which he subsequently published in Ziz Eliezer. 78 There he wrote:
ilJ:lO 7::J 7'N11i C'11:J1p C'N~1iil CN1 'ilJ1 N'il il:l7il7 '1'1111 p 7111
!i:l'i117 1~~11 !iN i10~7 C1N7 17 in7Jj TN11i C'11'~~11i il7N::J C'10'J:J
C:A1 ,il~11:l1 1~1~ t:mn7 p1 ,inN il71n !i:J1tJ7 1~1'-:::J il7N:l11i C'10')
itli~N 'N ilT ,ili11'1 1'1 '~ 711 p i1:J11 11'11N :J"n7 7:JN , 1:l:J il1~~ C"p~
.C' J~ C111i:J

Therefore my legal opinion is that if the doctors determine that
there is no danger in the experiments which they suggest, it is
permissible for a person to allow himself to he experimented
upon for the benefit of another ill person, and similarly, to
donate blood and such things. Indeed, he perfoms a mitzvah
thereby. But it is absolutely impossible to obligate him for such
things by law of Torah.

70

llut see our discussion hdow, p. 315.

" Noam (Jerusalem: ;m'?1!7 ;mn

p:~~.

5734), vol. 17, pp. 160-16.).

'" Vol. 13, no. l 0 l. The quoted selection is from par. 6.
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There is also a later responsum in which Rabbi Waldenberg reaffirms his view. It is
important to note that rcsponsum, since one might otherwise be misled by it. In .5743, the
Ziz Eliezer was asked if there is an obligation for a sickly and squeamish (:li~ 1i1 1Z.71i;>n)
person to donate blood for a dangerously sick person who requires his blood type, which
is rare and unavailable for purchase from the blood bank, when donating will weaken the
donor and make him bedridden, even though it will not make him seriously ill. Since the
question is couched in terms of a sickly individual who would become bedridden as a
result of donating blood, it might be possible to understand the answer as restricted to such
people. That would be a misreading.
lt seems clear, therefore, that the term mitzvah, as used both by the Nishmat Avmham
and the Ziz Eliezer refers to a permissible, desirable, admirable and laudable, but not
mandatory act. TI1at, too, is what the term will mean throughout this section, unless othen\cise indicated in the section itself.
One basis of Waldenberg's responsum 79 is the claim that nobody could ever be obligated to donate a quantity of blood equal to or greater than the amount on which life might
d<op<:nd. And, since the Gemara ddin<:s a quarter of a log as tlw minimum definition of
1Zi~l," 0 a very small amount indeed, it follows that nobody could be required to donate more
than a ni37i:Ji. TI1e prohibition cannot be restricted to the sickly, because even the healthy
would be potentially endangered by giving more than what the Gemara considers i1:l71Zi
min. Thus, even though the question is about a sickly person, the answer is not restricted
in any way. It applies to all. And this is what Rabbi Waldenberg concludes:

p !;>371
p~i:::l f~n1Zi ;~ pi1 .inN 01p~:::l iJT 01 l10 Qili1Zi~ Ni;>1 iJl~O 1:::1 1Zii1Zi
ii1ZiN1 ,iJT:::l 1Z.7i m1ion n1~ .m~ pni Ni;>1Z.7 1Ziili~1 1~1~ 01inl;> 1~~:17
.iJT:::l 11~371;> i;>~1i1Zi i~ 1pi;>n
1i;>i~N inN ni;>:::m o1Z.7i;> 1~1~ in1i1 ni:~Ji:Ji nni;> 01Nil !;>37 :J1in pN

Therefore there is no obligation on any person to give a quarter of
a log or more of his blood, even in order to save someone who is
endangered and whose blood type cannot be acquired elsewhere.
One who wishes, of his own desire, to donate his blood, and feels
that he will not be hurt by that, perfoms an act of piety. Blessed is
the lot of one who can do so.
Bleich31 rejects the reasoning on the Ziz Eliezer as "fanciful." The Gemm·a, after all,
views bloodletting as therapeutic,"' and surely more than a ni37i:Ji was removed. Bleich
may well be correct about that, but Waldenberg's conclusion should not be rejected so
quickly. First of all, this is not his only proof, and we shall get to his other proof shortly.
Furthermore, later in his responsum he claims that if it were legally mandatory to donate
blood in times of such need, the most devoted advocates of such a mandate would seek the
incorporation of the mandate in civil legislation, which has not happened, says the Ziz
79

l":l ''0 ,T"D j?1:>n ,1Tl7'':>N f'~ n"11ZI, published also in l"7Jj? '7Jl7 ,:1"7J1Zin ,'1 11:l ,:1N1!:l11 :1:l':>:1.

"" See Hulin 72a, Nazir 38a. Although translating rabbinic measures into modern terms is very diliicult, a log
seems lobe about 0 ..) liters, and a n'l7':l1 one quarter of that. One liter= 0.264 gallons. Thus, 0.3 liter would
•·qual 0.079 gallons, and one qumter of that would be 0.019 gallons. That mnount translates to approximately

0.16 pinl. T11at is, the Gemara's ddinition of the amount of blood on which the 1ZI!:ll depends is about 16 percent of the amount of blood taken from blood donors at a blood bank. And, in fact, in times of emergency it
is possible to remove more than a pint of blood from a donor ·without very great danger.

tn See ref'erenee above, n. 73, Bleich, p. 235, n. 28.
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Eli.ezer. Indeed, to the best of my knowledge, there has been no such suggestion made in
the United States or in Tsrael, ever. Even the medical profession has not made such a recommendation. ln both the United States and israel, furthermore, blood donation cannot
be compelled even from members of the military, even when on duty. They may be given
inducements to donate, and disinducements if they do not volunteer to donate, but by law
they cannot be compelled to donate, and their refusal to donate is not actionable by the
American or the Israeli army. Furthermore, if it were halakhically mandated, one should
be able to coerce people and remove their blood from them when there is a need, even
against their will. Yet, nobody entertains such an idea. Even those whom we shall soon
refer to who cun~ider blood donation mandatory do nut make thi~ claim.
The basic source for the claim that people can be coerced to perform mitzvot that they
do not wish to perform is found in the following statement of the Gemara:" 1
71:1:J i1lVY m~m:J ?:J~ot i1lVYn ~ot? ml?.):J C'i1i'.)~ot C'i:J1 i1i'.):J ~otJ'Jn
1:!7 1n11ot l':Ji'.) ,i1lV1:!1 1J'Iot1 :J?1? ,i1lV1:!1 1J'Iot1 i1:J10 i1lV:ll 1? 1'1?.)11otlV
•1lV£lJ ~otlnw

We have learned: To what does this apply [Rashi in Ketubbot: that
one is given forty lashes]? To negative commandments, but regarding positive commandments, for example, they [i.e., the court] tell
him to make a sukkah and he does not do so, to prepare a lulav
and he does not do so, we beat him until he dies.
The quotation above might he understood to imply that there can he coercion only regarding positive commandments. That is, for negative commandments one could receive only
after-the-fact whipping, but one could not be whipped in order to make one comply with
the negative commandment. We shall quote several authorities, however, whose words
make quite clear that coercion is also possible for negative commandments (like, for example, the negative commandment 11?.):lln ~ot?). We must, of course, refer only to negative commandments where the coercion would come in time to prevent the violation of the negative commandment, otherwise, we would apply the first clause of the baraita, namely, that
the person who had already violated the commandment would receive the regular, court
administered lashes as punishment, but not as preventive coercion.
The Ran wrote the following:"'
?1:J~ot?i'.) 117.):!7? i1li ~ot? c~ot i1'? P'P'i'.) ri'.)n ?:J1~ot i1'i11 no£J:J i1'i1 o~ot
1:!7 11ot 'Jiot i1l1i ii'.)lot'lV 1:!1 11ot i1'' p'n?.) lot'i1 i1lV:lln ~ot? n1l?.)1 !")lot ri'.)n
•1lV£lJ ~otlnw

If it was Passov(;r, and one was eating hamctz, we h(;at him if he
doesn't agree to stop eating hametz. Even though it is a negative
commandment, we ~mite him either until he ~ay~, "I'll ~top," or
until he dies.
There is really no ambiguity in these words of the Ran. What they clearly mean is that if
coercion can prevent further, on-going violation of the negative norm, we do not satisfy
ourselves with the claim that the court will administer the accustomed lashes for violation
of that norm; rather, we hit the person who is violating the norm in order to prevent that
person from further violation. And, it is absolutely clear from the last words of the Ran, "or
33

Ketubbot ll6a, and eL Hulin 132b, espeeially Rashi's dillering explanations of" the first elause.

"' llidduslwi lw-l{mz to Hulin 13211.
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until he dies," that he is referring to the same type of hitting as the baraita which is the
focus of our current discussion. It follows from this claim of the Ran, that if one were violating 1m~m !\? by refusing to give blood for someone who needs it, we should be mandated to "twist his arm," quite literally, until he agrees to do so.
Now, one might argue that there is a difference between the case of the Ran and the
case we are discussing. In the Ran's case, the person is actually doing something. TI1e
"something" that he is doing is an act which is legally a negative commandment ("Thou
shalt not eat any hametz"), but the person is not simply sitting and doing nothing. In our
case, though, the person is not doing anything. He is just standing there and refusing to
do what 117.):li'n !\? would mandate that he do. Maybe the Ran's claim does not cover such
a case. Tf one wishes to argue thus, it must be pointed out that our case would have to be
considered as one of i11Zi:li'? pn'li1 11\?, that is, a negative command which is rectified by a
subsequent act."' TI1at is, if one has eaten a forbidden food, there is no act which can be
done to rectify what has already taken place; but if one has refused to give blood, and the
person is still alive and in need of the blood, there is an act which can be done to rectify what has taken place (i.e., the refusal) - give blood now. Tiwt is precisely what a 11\7
i11Zi:li'7 pn'li1 is. If one were to raise this objection to applying the Ran to our case, a quote
from Rabbi Zevi Ashkenazi (1660-1718) would indicate that, in fact, coercion should be
possible even in such a case: 86 1":::J '1\11 ,7pn? 11Zi~I\1Zi 1:::J1 l\1i1 01\ i11Zi:li'? pn'li1 11\7:::J ~!\
I\:::Ji171 Tl\:::li'J 11\7i1 11:::J:li'' I\71Zi ,1n11\ p~1:::l - Even in the case of a i11Zi:li'? pn'li1 11\7, if it is a
matter which can be corrected, surely the court should compel him, in order that he not
violate the negative prohibition from now on.
Wbat the Hakham Zevi is saying is that though one does not usually get lashes for a
i11Zi:li'7 pn'li1 11\?, if one is violating that 11\?, and can be coerced into not violating it before
it is too late, we should coerce the person not to violate it. The result, of course, will be
that the person will have learned his lesson, and will not violate it in the future. That is
directly applicable to our case. If we truly believe that refusing to give blood is a violation
of 117.):li'n 1\7, most cases will be such that the coercion could bring about the non-violation of the commandment in the first place, and would surely t<:ach the on<: coerced that
he ought not to violate the commandment in the future.
One might, however, object even to the application of the Hakham Zevi to our case
on the grounds that it was our logic that provided the i11Zi:li', when, in fact, there really is
no biblical aseh which serves as the rectification of the 11\? of 117.):li'n 1\?.87 To respond to
this we refer to the claim of the Gemara"" that Rava coerced Rav Nathan bar Ami, and
took four hundred zuz from him for charity. The Tosafot"' question how Rava could have
coerced him, when that seems to violate the dictate of the Gemara 90 according to which
no comt may compel compliance for any mitzvah for which the Torah itself stipulates a
reward, and the Torah stipulates a reward for charity in Dent. 15:10- "For in return [for
giving charity] the Lord your God will bless you in all your efforts and in all your underus

liar example, the Torah commands in Lev. 19:13 that, 'Thou shalt not rob." In Lev. .5:23-24, however. the
Torah mandates a positive aet whieh reetiiies the oHense, namely, restoring the stolen article, plus a twenty
percent penalty.

"" llnklunn LPvi, no. 105.
Tt is for precisely that reason that we said above: .. would have to be considered as"

"" Kctuhhot 49h.
tw

Thid., s.v.

i1""~:::;,N.

"" Hulin llOh.
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takings." Not all of the answers of the Tosafot are relevant to our discussion, but one of
them is particularly relevant. Tn their final line, the Tosafot contend that the reason Rava
coerced Rav Nathan bar Ami is because there are two negative commandments about
charity: y~~-tn ~-t7 and y~pn ~-t7 - "Do not harden your heart and do not shut your hand
against your needy kinsman."" The actual commandments in the Torah concerning charity include two negative commandments. That is why Rava felt it justified to compel the
donation from Rav Nathan, sav the Tosafot. On this claim of the Tosafot Rabbi Pinhas
ben Zevi Hersch ha-Levi H oro.wit7. (1730-180.5), teacher of the Hatam Sofer, makes the
following observation:"'
l'til1 , 11:::ll'' ~-t71Zi 1n11-t 1'~1~ 1~-t7 l't~'l't1 l't~'i11 1i17 ~-tp'0~1 l'~1Zi~
m~m:::l 7:::l~-t i11Zil'n ~-t7 m~~:::l C'11~~-t C'1:::l1 i1~:::l 1"~ 'P T~P7 TJ'1~~-t,
'~-t111 i1llil'n ~-t7:::l 11:::ll''lli c11p cni1 ,,,~ ~-t71 ,~,7 ,,~ '1~1 i11Zil'
~-t7 c~-t i1:::l1 i1lli~-ti1 p1~
~-tn'~-t1~ i1llil'~ ,,~n i1llil'n ~-t71 m1~-t 1'~1~
•1~-t7i1 1:::ll'lli 1n~-t7 mp7~:::l cni1 ,,,~ ~-t7~-t .'1~1 1J~, i1~1

w,,,

Implied [by the claim of Tosafot] is that it is established law for
them that where there is a negative commandment, we may coerce
someone in order to prevent them from violating it. Thus, when we
say later on, on page 86: "To what does this apply? To negative
commandments, but regarding positive commandments," etc., we
must say that the Gemara there is not dealing with [what is appropriate] prior to violating the negative commandment, for surely
under those circumstances we would coerce him, for negative commandments are more stringent than positive ones, as it says at the
beginning of Chapter ha-lshah Rabbah, "lf he refuses, compel
him:' Rather, [therefore, we must say] that there the Gemara is
dealing with lashes after the 1~-t7 has been violated.
We must und<:rstand what tlw claim of the Sejer Hafla 'ah is. The fact is, he claims,
that the Tosafot argue that an act of coercion was legitimate on the basis of the fact that
there are two negative commandments regarding the matter about which the coercion
took place. That argument would be useless and irrelevant if it were not clear to Tosafot
that coercion for negative commandments is mandatory, or, at least, permissible. Thus,
the clearest proof that we can coerce for compliance with negative commandments
comes directly from Tosafot. Of course, if that is the case, we must understand the first
part of the baraita 93 to refer only to lashes after the negative commandment has been
violated, and not to imply that there would be no lashes for negative commandments
prior to the commandments being violated. Regarding lashes prior to the violation of
the commandment, negative commandments are no different than positive commandments. For both, coercion to bring about compliance is acceptable. And, it is not only
acceptable, it is logical. W11y? Because there is a greater stringency regarding negative
commandments than positive commandments, and if it is permissible to coerce the
observance of positive commandments, surely it is permissible to coerce observance of
negative commandments. And how do we know that there is a greater stringency to negative commandments than to positive ones? We know it because the Gemara in
" Ueut. 15:7.
92

Se.fer Ha.Jla'ah, to Ketubbol49b, concerning Tosaf'ot s.v.,

'·' See ahove, p. 216.
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Yevamot'' quotes a baraita which indicates that we must force a priest to refrain from
forbidden marriages, and those prohibitions are negative commandments. Yet, we find no
instance in which we are told to compel priests regarding positive priestly commandments.
TI1e claims of the Ran, the Hakham Zevi, and the Sefer Hujla'ah are logical and compelling. In most instances, violating a negative commandment means that one is doing an
act which is forbidden. It is like illli:!71 01p. Violating a positive commandment means that
one is refraining from doing what one is commanded to do, that is, like illli:!ln 7l'\1 :::Jlli. If one
has violated a negative commandment by doing the forbidden act, coercion is unwarranted
because there is nothing one can do about it. But if the negative commandment is such that
its violation is an on-going matter (as in the eating hametz case), or that violating it means
not doing something that is required of one (for example, not throwing a drowning person
a rope violates 117.)Yn N7), there is something one can do about it that would result in compliance with what is required, and that is to compel the person not to violate the
negative commandment by doing what it is that that commandment demands (i.e., stopping
eating hametz or throwing the drowning person a rope). These types of negative commandments are more like a positive one, and just as coercion for positive commandments is normative, so, too, is coercion for negative commandments which are similar to them.
What follows from what we have been discussing for the last several pages is that the compulsion issue which was raised by the Ziz Rliezer is not so easily ignored, even if his thesis
about the amount of blood which constitutes "life blood" is "fanciful:' If one considers failure
to donate blood to be a violation of 117.):!7n N7, there must be serious discussion of the compulsion issue. TI1ere has been no such serious discussion, either in halakhic circles or in
non-halakhic circles. That can only be because nobody really considers compelling blood
donation, literally, to be a viable option. If so, there is no way to call it a violation of 117.)Yn N7,
and that is the category that most of the literature discussing the question seeks to apply to it.
As much as we may wish to encourage and laud those who willingly undertake to donate
blood to those in need, Rabbi Waldenberg correctly urges caution against drawing the conclusion that such a donation falls under a person's mandatory halakhic obligation. It is a
cautionary note that must be taken to heart, for we would not wish to stipulate a halakhic
requirement which we could not really insist upon. We would have to be honest with ourselves about the implications of donation as an halakhic requirement. It is one thing to call
an honorable and laudatory act a mitzvah; it is quite another to call it mandatory, with all of
the legal implications implied by such an decision.'' Furthermore, as we shall see below,"'
Waldenberg's thesis is not dependent entirely on this element of the argument.
TI1e above, however, does not mean that no poskim have decided that donation of
blood under such conditions is a requirement. Rabbi Samuel ha-Levi Wos>mer of B'nei
Berak is one. He was asked whether a person who has a rare type of blood and refused to
donate it for a critically sick individual stands in violation of the prohibition of 117.):!7n N7
1:!71 01 7:!7 - Do not stand idly by the blood of thy neighbor'7 - even if the donor is physically weak, or does not wish to be bothered, or is afraid of donating blood.
BBh, referring to Lev. 2l:B, ancl cf. Sifra, ad loczan.
05

'!&
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Others who have taken the same stand include Rabbi Moshe Tlov Welner in Oll'17:l;'l1 ;'111n;'l, \11-YTTT, 5716-17,
pp ..'l07ff, "nd, "PP"rently, the Hrisker l{"v, "' indic"ll'd in " lcttn to Assia, vol. 14, no. 1-2, p. 20fl, written
by Rabbi Avigdor Nebenzahl.
See below, pp. 220ff.
Lev. 19:16. Tiw responsum appears in tY''1 ''O 7:l"1n ,';'1 p'm ,'1'7;, t:l:ltll and was reprinted in ,;'IN1!l11 ;,::~';>;,
:l"?:lj?-t:l"'ip .?:l!J ,;'l"?:ltlm ,'1 11::1. We shall deal with the issue of 1!J1 tl1 'i!J 117:l!Jn N'i in the next section of this
paper, beginning frorn the start of the section and dealing ·with it in all its complexities.
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TI1e answer of the Shevel ha-Levi is unequivocal. He states: 11Y'1V:l 01 ru~ p1 nnp7 ON
1T1'7 :l'1n~ 'N11:l l"i1::l:l ••• i1J::l0 j?!)07 m~:v O'J::l~ N1j?J N71 ••• 711'- N7 - "If one takes a reasonable quantity of blood ...which does not put the donor even in the category of 'doubtful
danger,' ...then surely under those conditions he is obligated to give:' At the end of the
responsum Woszner makes very clear that his answer applies even if donating the blood will
put the donor in the category of i1J::l0 1:l 7'N1V i171n, someone who does not feel well, but is
in no medical danger. 98
A similar position had also been adopted by Rabbi Moshe Ze'ev Zorger in his responsa when he wrote: 99
O'J::li17 :J"1n~ 1J'N1 l"YN1 7N1tv' 111~7 1~1~ nn7 :J"m~tv mtv!)
01' 7::l:l 0'1V:l7~1V Ni1:l 'JNtv ,i1J::l0 'N11~ 11':ln '''m7 i1J::l0 j?!)O:l 1~~:17
.mN1i1 w1n tv'n::li17 7'N1 ,m::lc tvtvn o1tv i1T:l 7'N1 p O'tv1:l7tv

It is obvious that one is obligated to give his blood for another
Jew's need. Even though there is no obligation to put oneself into
"doubtful danger" to save one's fellow from certain danger, this
case is different for it has become a regular occurrence to do so
without entailing any danger at all. One should not deny the evidence of the senses.
Others who have adopted this view include Rabbi Moshe Meiselman,'"'' and Rabbi
7tv 1'1 i1T :l~~:l 1V'1V 111:l
:l"n1 ''~'J'~ N1i111::l'Ci1 ptv , 1Y1 01 7Y 11~Yn N7 - "It is clear that the prohibition 'Do

.T. David Bleich. 101 Rabbi Avraham Steinberg also wrote: 102

not stand idly by the blood of your fellow' applies to this situation. Since the danger is
minimal, one is obligated." Obviously, too, any whom we shall find in the next section
of this paper would obligate one to donate a kidney would also have to affirm that one
must donate blood and bone marrow.
Even though we have intimated above"' 1 that our discussion of 11~Yn N7 will be in the
next section, we should look back to the Gemara which discusses the prohibition of N7
11~:l7n, before we reach any tentative conclusion about the issue of compelling blood and
bone marrow donations. There/ 01 the Gemara requires two verses- Lev. 19:16 (11~:l7n N7
1Y1 01 7Y) and Deut. 22:2 (17 1n1:ltvi11)- to deduce that one is required to attempt to save
the life of another both i1'1V!)J:l and '11'-N 1l'~1 n1U'~. That is, one must save
the life of the other by one's own actual action, and one must be willing to expend
one's own moll(;y and take the trouble to hire others if one cannot do it oneself.
Maimonides writes 11'' that the obligation of a doctor to heal p10!)i1 1~Ntv i1~ ''!):l 77::JJ
1N 1J1~~:l 1N 1!)1'-:::l 1N 17'~i17 71::l'1 p10~ N1i11V i1N111V::l N1i11V 1!)1'- T1N n1N!)17 "17 1n1:ltvi11"
'IH

Though 1 arn convinced that this is the correct reading of his responsum, one thing does give me pause.

At the end he writes: !\'01 msi'J 11l:l '!\11 OIU11V!l 01 nl'nl:l m':>!\1V 1j?'l7J'll7':>1- "Regarding the hasie question about normal blood donation, it is certainly in the category of a mitzvah." Nonetheless, the wording
and the tone oJ Lhe rest oJ the responsu1n eonvinees 1ne thaL he really 1neans "'obligation'' in his usc oJ
Lhe 'vord ~~rnitz.val1.~'
''' 011V~ :l1V'1

(Jerusalem, 1989), vol. l, no. 84, p. 246.

wo01!\1!l11 Oi:J':><T

(Jerusalem: l1:J1Vll1 J1:l~, 5741 ), vol. 2, p. 11 B.

""See reference ahove, n. 73, llleieh, p. 284£.
HI'

See reference above,

111·"

See ahoV(\ n. 97.

H11

Sanhedrin 73a.

ll.

71' n'N7!Ji n•n::/;,1 ,1'i!J7'?p•SJN, P· 21 B, n. 62.

'"'Commentary toM. Nedarim 4:4 (4lh).
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1l1~:m:J -

is included in the explanation of the verse "And you should restore it to him,"
namely, to heal his body. That is, when he sees that he is in danger and he can save him
either with his own actions or his money or his wisdom [he must do so].
It seems quite clear that Maimonides' 1~1:\:::J is the same as the Gemara's i1'1V~J:J. In
both it seems very clear that the intent is "through one's bodily action:' This is clearly the
meaning of the Gcmara itself which is speaking about one who is drowning or being
mauled by an animal. If I can save that person myself, I must do so. If it is necessary for
me to hire help, I must do so. The meaning of both the Gemm·a and :\Iaimonides is, to
quote the Ziz Eliezer: 106
;,~~ 1:::l owl;> nnl;> ~I;> l;>:J~ , 1~1:\:::J l"l'T'~ ;,!;>1:11~ l;>y mm:::Ji ~111.'~
.o"~:g-y;, 1"n i1l:J~~1 1~u m'~:g":!7:JW

Clearly that their intent is to some physical bodily action [on the part
of the one who is saving], but not to giving him something of the very
essence of his own body and the very stmcture of his own life.
Rabbi Shaul Yisracli shares the understanding of the Gcmara which we have given
above in the name of the Ziz Eliezer. But since his words will take us on another excursus, we shall quote him in full, even though a major part of the quotation deals with kidney donation, which is the subject of the next section of this paper. Rabbi Yisraeli wrute: 10c
11i:::l1Z.' i1~:J pi ,;,l;>:g-;,;, :J1'n p~w ,1J~:Ji11Z.' m~~:\1i rm~~ ;~l;>J i1:!7
.;,~ m~:J p:::l'O "]~1 , 'JD7). TDND nw;n 1T o~ "]~1 ,l;>':g-~;,l;>w t1mro
~:g-1':::l1 i1'l;>:::l l1~:\ 1i ;,~pi 1~ i:J~ .~1i1 1~1m 01il1l;> ::J7'n
ol;>1~

rw

.~1i1 p:::l'Oi11Z.' '~ l;>y "]~1 ,o;m;, "]U:J w;nn;,l;> ;~1:11 1J'~W ,i1T:J
1i':Jn l;>,:g-;,1;> 'i:::l:J i1T:J o:~ 11.'' "l11i'On l"li~" ':::l o~ .:Ji ~~;> ,i1~~:::l
~1i1 O"n nl;>:g-;,1;> Wiili1 0~1 ".i1T:J i1~:!71;> l;>:::J1'1V '~ 1pl;>n 'i11.'~1" m~~
w;nl;> i~1:!7 "JUi11Z.' O'i:Ji ,i1'r:J ~:g-1':::l1 m~:g-y m~ 1~ ,o; l1~1il1
T'~D,i~ 11.'' 01j7~ l;>:::J~1 ,:J'1n p~ i1T:J 0:111.' i1~il ,Oi1j7i1 :::J:g-~1;> i'Tni1l;>1
m:J:!7i1 m'm~m T'ii1 m1w~ O'J~l;> ;;m ~1i11V ,i111.':!7~ im:J m l;>y
.(i1j7~:J

It can further be deduced from the examples which we have
brought that the requirement to save applies only to what involves
the trouble of the saver, and even if it demands physical effort, and
even some small amount of danger. Ilowever, there is no obligation to donate from one's own body either an organ or tissues, like
a kidney, or similar things, which will not regenerate in the body
of the donor, even if the danger is, as we have said, not great.
There is l11i'On l"li~ in such an act, in order to save the life of
one's fellow, "and fortunate is he who can do it." And if what is
required to save a life is a blood donation or bone marrow, or such
things, which the body will regenerate and restore to the status
H'u See
1" 7

above, n. 78.

Assia, issue S7-58, Kislcv 5757, vol. 1S: 1-2, pp. S-8. This arlide hy Rabbi Yisracli, a senior member ol' tlw
Cl1ief Rabbinate Couneil, also appeared in Englisl1 in, lVJ. Haperin and D. Pink, eds., 17w Proceedings (~/the
First International Colloquium on Medicine, lo'thics & Jewish /,riw (.Jerusalem: Schlesinger Institute for

Medieal-HalalJ1ie Research, 11)1)6), pp. 231-237. See also a related article by the same author in Assia, issue
59-60, lyyar 5757, vol. 15: 3-4, pp. 105-107. Our discussion of the kidney related matters which llabbi
Yisradi raises hegins hdow, p. 313.
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quo ante, it nonetheless seems that even here there is no obligation. In any event, one should urge these as an act which can be
defined as p1i1 ni1lV?.) tl'J!)?. [Emphasis in original.]
First and foremost for our current deliberation, Rabbi Yisraeli clearly understands the
Gemara exactly as we have understood it above, and as the Ziz Eliezer has understood it.
That understanding makes it impossible to view blood or bone marrow donation as an
obligation stemming from 11?.):!7n l'\?. What he adds to our discussion, however, is the association of the donation of blood or bone marrow to the category of 1'1i1 n11lV?.) tl'J!)?,
"inside the line of the law," "beyond the line of strict justice," "beyond the requirements
of the law." What we shall undertake now, therefore, is an analysis of this category of
p1i1 n11lV?.) tl'J!)?, with particular attention to the degree of its mandatoriness, and the
right to coerce its observance.

Let us quote first several of the passages of the Gemara which involve the category of
p1i1 n11lV?.) tl'J!)? and which are relevant to our deliberation. We shall omit those which

invoke the principle, but are irrelevant to our discussion. 108 A passage in Ketubbot reads: 109
[1i1lV?.) mlp? i1:!1'1 ':J 1:J?.)lV C':!711' 1Jl'\1 :11p1p l'\1i1lV'?.)] p:JT :1i1? l'\':!7:J'l'\
,[11:J?.)? 1nl11:J?.) 1:J 1Tn mlp? i1:!1'1lV )'!)ni1 ?:!7:J ':J] 'T1T i1'? 1:J1U:!I''l'\ l'\?1
l'\!)!) ::11? l'\:!71l'\ p::1r1 l'\1:Jl l'\1i1i11 W"n ?'J':Ji '11i1 l'\? 1l'\ 'J':Ji '11i1
i1'?i1'J i1'11i1l'\1 i1'? 1:J'1U:!I''l'\ l'\? ~10? , '11n pi'?.)' 'm i1'? 1:J'1U:!I''l'\1
•1::1:!71 p1i1 ni1lV?.) C'J!)? l'\!)!) ::11 .i1':!71l'\? l'\!)!) ::11

A question was raised: lIf someone J sold lland, and we know that
he sold it because he wanted to buy something specific with the
money, and, it turned out] that he did not need the money
[because the owner of the item he wanted to buy changed his mind
about selling], is the sale reversed or not? Come and hear: There
was a case of a man who sold land to Rav Papa because he needed to money to buy oxen. In the end he did not need the money,
and Rav Papa returned his land to him. Rav Papa acted beyond the
requirements of the law.
Taken as it appears, there is no way to understand this passage except to imply that Rav
Papa acted in a way that the law did not require him to act. His act was one of righteousness, not legal mandate. Furthermore, there is no clue in this passage to the possibility that
Rav Papa might have been able to be forced to act in this way, even though the law did not
require it. Rav Papa did the moral thing, but not all moral things are legal mandates, and
they cannot be compelled, even though they are moral.
A second passage reads:"''
'l'\nl'\ 1n?,)? .l'\1i1 l'\'?:!77.) i1? 1?.)l'\ .l'\"n '17 1J'1 l'\'Tnl'\1 l'\nn'l'\ l'\'i1i1
1?.)l'\ •' ' P'!)J l'\P l'\?1 l'\1i1 NlV':J ' ' 11?.)l'\1 i1'n'TnN i1'? i11?.)N1 i1'?.)p?
10

"'1'hese include Herak hot 7a, which refers to Cod's own prayer that He act )'1;'1 n11lll?:l tl'l!l'? in His dealing

·with lsrad, and Uerald1ot 45h, ·which deals with two people stopping their eating to join one in zinnnun.

wo97a.
"" llava Kamma 991>.
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C')~7 ~"n 'i •••• tzr:J poY 1'1 '0j7)~~ :J1!'1~1 i17i1') i1'~7n 7•r :Ji7 i1'7
•i:Jlli ~1i1 T'ii1 !ii11V~

A certain woman showed a dinar to Rabbi Hiyya. He told her it was
good. The next day she came back to him and said: "1 showed it to
[others] and they told me that it was no good. And, indeed, I could
not use it:' He told Rav: "Go exchange it for her, and wTite in my
ledger, 'TI1is was bad business ...."' Rabbi Hiyya acted beyond the
requirement of the law.
First let us understand the story. Rabbi Hiyya was a prosperous and wealthy man, and an
expert in money. According to the law, experts in money are not liable for a mistaken
identification of a coin as good. Rabbi Hiyya gave such a mistaken identification to a
woman, and when she came back to complain, Rabbi Hiyya instructed his nephew Rav to
give her a refund in apparent compensation for his error. Ultimately, however, the Gemara
affirms that Rabbi Hiyya was not, in fact, obligated to exchange the dinar for the woman.
He did so beyond the requirements of the law. In this passage, too, there is not a hint of
any type of legal obligation to have acted T'1i1 !ii11V~ tl')~7, nor of any ability to coerce
one to act that way.
A third passage reads: 111
'ii i11i1 ~i:Jl ~1i1i1 i1':J Yl~ ~ni1~:J 7•T~j7 i11i1 '01' ':li:J 7~ll~1V' 'i
7"~ ?l'11V i1~~ i1'7 i~~ . •7 •71 7"~ .n~' 1'1~ ~p1 1i1)':Jm~ •,~,~, ~~1'1~

~, 7~ i1'7 :J'i1' iii1 , m:J i1~T iii1 .mp~~1 ~m ~, 7~ i1'7 :J'i1' .~m ~, 7~
~~711 •71~7 7"~ , 1i1:J i1'~m7 iii1'~7 'Y:J ~i' i11i11 i1"Tn .i1ip~~1 ~m,

·~7 1)'~1

Ti'T

'01' 'i:J 7~ll~tv' 'i ~m •••• 1m1p~~ ~7 171 1m1p~~
•i:Jlli ~1i1 T'ii11ii11V~ tl')~7 '01' 'i:J 7~ll~1V' 'i !111i:J~

Rabbi Yishmael the son of Rabbi Yosi was walking along the road,
when he chanced upon a man who was carrying a bundle of wood.
He put it down, and was resting. TilC man said to him: "Help me
lift them." Rabbi Yishmael asked: "How much are they worth?" He
answered: "A half zz1z." He gave him a half zuz and declared the
wood ownerless. TI1e man took possession of the wood [and asked
again that Rabbi Yishmael help him lift it], so Rabbi Yishmael gave
him another half zuz and declared it ownerless. He saw that the
man was about to take possession again, so he said to him: "'To the
whole world I declare it ownerless, except to you." ... But was not
Rabbi Yishmael the son of Rabbi Yosi an elder, and one for whom
the act of helping to lift the wood was not commensurate with his
stature? Rabbi Yishmael the son of Rabbi Yosi was acting beyond
the requirement of the law.
In this passage we find Rabbi Yishmael offering to buy the wood from the man, so as not
to have to help him lift the bundle. TI1e man takes advantage of Rabbi Yishmael by accepting the money and then repossessing the wood, and asking for help again. Rabbi Yishmael
pays him a second time. Only when he is about to be taken advantage of again, does he
cut the man off by claiming that the wood is no longer "ownerless" for the man. The
Gemara wonders why Rabbi Yishmael had to do any of this. Mter all, elders and people of
''' llava Mctzia 3011.
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stature are exempt from having to help others load and unload.' So, Rabbi Yishmael
could have ignored the fellow right from the start. The Cemara answers that Rabbi
Yishmael was acting p1i1 ni111ii'.) C'J~7, beyond the requirement of the law. ln this passage,
too, there is no due to either mandatory behavior or coercion. Quite the contrary, the simple meaning of the Gemara's question implies that the Gemara perceives no type of obligation whatsoever on the part of Rabbi Yishmael to act as he did. His behavior is unexpected, and can be accounted for only as an act beyond the requirements of the law.'''
We look to another talmudic text, which reads:"'
!\:!~'?.) 7"!\ .l\0'1 '::J1 l\j?111i::J 7l\m11i ii'.)1 i1'in::J 7'il\1 7'p11i i11i1 i111i1' ::Ji
::J"n 7"!\ ?1i1i'.) 1?.)'0 i1::J 1m1 7l\i11i' l\::J !1711.7 17!\ 'ii1 7"!\ ?1i1?.) 'i'Jil\ 1!\::J
n:J11il\ 7!\1?.)11.71 i11::Jl\1 l\i1 ':J ,p1i1 ni111ii'.) C'J~7 ,i1'7 ii'.)l\ ?'mn .i'ini17
C'J~7 l\n11i
iO'in in::J7 1i1"ii'.)7 1i1J'i1i1l\1 Ni::J1i'.)::J 'ii'.)n 1Ji1
.p1i1 ni111ii'.)

'ni'

Rav Yehudah was holding up the cloak of Mar Samuel and walking with him in the market of ground grains. He (i.e., Rav
Yehudah) asked him: "What would he the law if someone found a
purse here?" He answered: "The money would belong to him."
[He asked:] "And if a Jew came and identifted it [as his] on the
basis of a clear identifying mark, what would be the law?" He
answered: "He would be obligated to return it:' [He asked:] "Is
that not a contradiction?" He answered: p1i1 ni111ii'.) C'J~7. Just as
in the case of the father of Samuel who found donkeys in the
desert and [yet] returned them to their owners after an entire year
because of T'1i1 ni111ii'.) C'J~7.
.
first let us understand what the facts of the case are. By law, if one lost an article in a
public place frequented by both Jews and non-Jews, the finder is entitled to keep the lost article, on the presumption that the loser would give up ever recovering it since it was likely to
have been found by a non-Jew, who would not return it. The market of the ground grains
was just such a place, and, therefore, the answer which Mar Samuel gave to the first question
of Rav Yehudah is not at all surprising. But when Rav Yehudah posed his second question,
and was told that the finder would be obligated to return it, if it were subsequently identified
by a Jew, the Gemara finds it baffling. Does that answer not contradict the first answer, which
seemed to assume that the item belonged to the finder, whether the loser was Jewish or not?
Samuel's answer is that the grounding of the answer to the second question is not the law,
but the principle of p1i1 ni111ii'.) C'J~7, and is consistent with the behavior of Samuel's father
in returning the donkeys. ~What the two cases have in common is that the law does not require
that the lost item(s) be returned, but they should be returned because of p1i1 ni111ii'.) C'J~7.
Unlike the first three examples we have looked at, this one does carry an element of
obligation. Samuel uses the word ::J"n in his answer to the second question of Rav Yehudah.
That is a word associated with obligation. Nonetheless, the word cannot here imply "legal
n'See the baraila on Bava Melzia .'lOa.

"'That seems to be the understanding of Maimoniclcs, too, who records (M.'l~ Hilkhot ltoze'ah u-she-mirat
Nef'esl1 1:3:4): This is the rule: Tn anv case wl1en if' it. \-vere one's own animal he would load or unload, one
must help his fellow load or unload." And if one were a 1'Cn, and aets beyond the requirement of the law,
tlwn, even il' he were the greal Patriarch and saw his fellow's animal bent under the weight ol' his burden ol'
st.rmv or v. . ood, or similar t.l1ings, he should load or unload \vit.ll l1irn.

"' llava Metzia 24!..
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obligation," because that would contradict the final answer. Thus, this passage seems to
imply a type of obligation associated with p1i1 n11tt7~ tl'l!)?. Of course, it is possible to claim
that Samuel's use of the term :l"n was not intended to imply actual obligation, and that he
used it as a literary parallel to the answer to the first question. That is, both answers come
from the language of the Mishnah in the second chapter of Bava Metzia, and the distinction
drawn in the Mishnah is always between "the item would belong to him" and ""the finder
would be obligated to return iC Once the final answer of p1i1 n11tt7~ tl'l!)? is given, it
becomes retroactively clear that the term :l"n did not really imply obligation. That seems to
be the way Maimonides understood this Gemara. For in recording this law, he wrote: 115
m~~ tt7l\"nl '1i1tt7 ,i1'l~'O Tnl1 ?l\1tt7' 1\:::J ''!)l\1 1?1V i1l\'~~i1 '1i1
1''' i1~11i1 '1?tt7 l\'i1tt7 !)":171\ .i1l\~~ tl"1::l:l7 1~11\ l\1i1tt7 i)!)~ i1?!)ltt7::l
?l\1tt7'? i11':ll\i1 nl\ 1'Tn~ p1i1 m11V~ tl'l!)? i1tt71:171 1tt7'i11 :J1Ui1 111:J
.i1'm'o nl\ Tn'tt7::l

The lost a1ticle belongs to him [i.e., the finder] even if a Jew comes
and offers identifying marks, for the loser had given up hope of
recovering it when [he discovered that] it fell because he assumed
that a non-Jew had found it. Even though it is his, one who wishes
to walk in the path of the good and the right, and acts beyond the
requirements of the law, will return it to a Jew who identifies it as his.
TI1ere is no way that Maimonides could have codified his legal conclusion from the passage we are discussing this way if he had taken the term :J"n to imply obligation. He must
have understood it in a less literal way. Clearly, the implication of this decision of Maimonides
is that p1i1 n111V~ tl'l!)? is beyond the realm of the enforceable, and within the realm of the
moral, but not legally mandated. We shall look at several other primary passages before we
look to those who understand the implications of this passage differently from Maimonides.
Another tahnudic passage reads as follows:"'
•1i1"~''"? ?ptt7 .l\1~n1 1\n':::Jn 'l\?1ptt7 1mi1 i1'? 11:Jn mn 1:J 1:J i1:J1
1~1\ •'::li1 l\l'1 i1'? 1~1\ •1i1"~''" 1i1? :Ji1 i1'? 1~1\ .:J1? 11~1\ 1nl\
11~1\ .1i1"~''" 1i1? :l'i1' .(::l::J •?tt7~) "tl':J1U 111:J 1?n TY~?" 7'1\ i1'?
?•r i1'? 1~1\ •,,,~ 7? n•?1 P'!)::l1 l\~1' l\?1::l p•mu1 PI\ "l:s7 i1'?
"11~tt7n tl'P'1~ mn1l\1" 7'1\ i1'? 1~1\ •'::li1 l\l'1 7"1\ •1i1"1:1l\ :Ji1
.(::l::l ''tt7~)

Some porters broke a cask of wine of Rabbah bar bar Hannah. He
took their cloaks. They came and told Rav. He said to him:
"R<:turn th<:ir cloaks." H<: asked: "Is that the law?" Rav answcr<:d:
""Yes, 'In order that you tread in the path of the good' (Proverbs
2:20)." He returned their cloaks. The porters said to Rav: "We are
poor, and have labored all day long and are hungry, and we have
nothing." Rav said to Rabbah bar bar Hannah: "Pay them their
wages." He asked: "Is that the law?" Rav answered: "Yes, 'And you
should observe the paths of the righteous."'
The term p1i1 n111V~ tl'l!)? does not actually appear in this passage, but it is the way Rashi
explains what Rav meant by quoting the verse from Proverbs. We accept the notion that
""IVI.T. Hilkhot Ce,eilah va-Aveidah ll :7.
Mctzia 83a.

uc llava
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this passage reflects an instance of 1'1i1 !ii1lll~ t:l')~?. There is simply no way that Rav's
answers to Rabbah bar bar Hannah could be understood to imply actual legal mandate
since the porters had broken his wine cask through negligence and he was entitled to take
their cloaks, and he did not owe them for their labor.
Surely, though, this passage also intimates an obligatory nature to 1'1i1!ii1lll~ t:l')~?.
Wl1en Rav answers "Yes" to Rabbah bar bar Hannah's question, "Is that the law?," twice,
what else could he possibly mean but that the latter was obligated to take the actions that
Rav had commanded? But, it is interesting and important to note that Rav quotes a verse
from Proverbs as his support for the obligation of Rabbah bar bar Hannah. Rav Yosef
taughtm that 1'1i11ii1lll~ t:l')~? was derived from the Torah itself, from Exod. 18:20 - illlN
plll:V'. The Tosafot"" explain that Rav utilized the verse from Proverbs, rather than the
verse from Exodus, on the grounds that 1'1i1 !ii1lll~ t:l')~? would not have been sufficient
grounds to obligate Rabbah bar bar Hannah to comply with what Rav had ordered,
because the porters had caused him so great a loss. Clearly implied by Tosafot is that
p1i1 !ii1lll~ t:l')~? is not a catch-all. Nonetheless, this passage does imply some type of
obligation to a moral decision, which is not mandatory law.
The very passage in which the Exodus verse is used to deduce the category of t:l')~?
1'1i1!ii1lll~ is important to quote:n 9
C'7lll1i' i1:::lin N7 pn1' 'i i~N1 , 1'1i1 !ii1lll~ t:l')~7 1'r ,"plll:V' illlN"
11'~:17i1lll N~'N N7N ?1)"17 N!i'r'm1 ')'1 N7N .i1i11'1 1'1 i1:::l 1)1'(1) 7:!7 N7N
•1'1i11ii1lll~ t:l')~7 11:::l:l7 N71 i1i11'1

1'1 7:v t:li1')'1

"Which they should do" - this refers to 1'1i1!ii1lll~ t:l')~7, as Rabbi
Yohanan said: "krusalem was destroyed only b(;cause they judg(:d
Torah judgment therein:' And should they judge arbitrarily!? Say
rather, "[It was destroyed only] because they insisted on acting
according to Torah judgment, and did not behave beyond the
requirements of the law:'
The V(ory words of th(; V(ors(; imply that one should act on p1i1 !ii1lll~ C')~7, and the very
forceful statement of Rabbi Yohanan indicates that sometimes the moral thing to do may
be different from the requirements of the law. On the other hand, his very statement
implies that there is no ability to coerce behaving 1'1i1!ii1lll~ t:l')~7, because if it were possible, his court should have made people behave that way and avert the destruction of
Jerusalem. So, Rabbi Yohanan lauds 1'1i1!ii1lll~ t:l')~? greatly, and makes clear that failure
to act on it may have disastrous consequences, but he does not really claim that acting on
it is mandatory or enforceable.
There is yet one further passage that comes up in the discussion of the commentators
as relevant to our deliberation, even though the phrase 1'1i1!ii1lll~ t:l')~? does not appear
in it at all. That passage reads: 1' 0
i~1N i17i11 11':::l •7 m~ 1i':::ln7 i~1Ni1 pm' 'i i~N N:::lN i:::l N"n 'i i~N
.C'~lll '1' 1'1N:!t7 N:::l:::l :::l"n ,:1711' ')'N

Rabbi Hiyya bar Abba said in the name of Rabbi Yohanan: "II one
111

Bava l\ifel:t;ia .)Ob.

Jw llava
11

~Bava

1' 0

Metzia 24h, s.v. 0'l!l'7.
l\ifel:t;ia .)Ob.

llava Kamma ll8a.
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says to his fellow, 'You owe me a maneh,' and the other answers, 'I
don't know,' the other is obligated [to pay him], if he wishes to discharge his duty toward Heaven."
It is pretty clear why this passage comes up in the context of our discussion. 'I11e phrase
"to discharge his duty toward Heaven" means, essentially, to act beyond what the law
requires. ~ote, then, that if we equate these two, this passage also indicates an obligation
to act 7'ii1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7, though it seems not to imply any way to enforce that requirement.
We have looked briefly at seven talmudic passages. Of those seven, four do not imply
any obligation to ad piil ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7, though they dearly recognize that the moral thing
to do may be other than what the law requires. Tiuee of the passages intimate an obligation to p1i1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7, two by using the term :J"n and one by answering "yes" to the
question "is that the law?" If we assume that what is obligatory can be enforced or coerced,
then these passages also indicate some type of cnforccability. 121
Our next step, then, is to see what became of these passages in the process of
halakhic evolution. A critical comment appears in both the Mordecai''' and the Hagahot
Niaimoniyot. 121 We quote from the latter:
'?Jl 1n::l1Vl'\1 •••• p1i1 ni11V?J C'J~7 7"l'\ i'"rni17 :J"n ••• 'i'lil'\ 1l'\::l l'\~?J
1i17 1'~"::l 11i11 l'\l'Tn1 11'::11 ,t:l'?J1V ,,, nl'\~7 l'\:J:J :J"n l'\in:J 7iUi1:J
C'l~7 1:Jl''?J7 P'~"::l Pl'\ t:ll (1'l?J1l'\i1 7"~) i?J1l'\i1 '~ l'\n'l'\1::l '::li17
'1::l1 Ci17 cnl'11i11 ~01' :Ji 'ln1 mwl'7 11':J n71::l'i1 t:ll'\ p1i1 ni11V?J
ilim 1'1 7l' t:lil'i:J1 11'?Jlli11V 'J~?J l'\7N c'71V1i' il:Jin N7 pm' 'i i?Jl'\1
n11Vl'7 i1'7 P'~"::l1 Pl'j?i'J 1l':li 1V'i~ p1 .p1i1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7 11Vl' N71
.il"':ll'\iil 7"::ll' 1'1i1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7

"If he found a purse here ... he is obligated to return it. He said
to him: 1'1i1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7 . . . ." And we also find in the latter
ha-Gozel: "He is obligated if he wishes to discharge his obligation to Heaven." And since we see that they used to compel
people, as is demonstrated in ha-Omer (must be: ha-Umanim),
we, too, compel a person to act p1i1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~\ if he is able to
do so, for Rav Yosef taught [on the basis of the verse in Exod.
18:20 which begins] "And you should inform them" etc. [including 111Vll' i1Vl'\ as a source for 1'1i1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7], and Rabbi
Yohanan said that Jerusalem was destroyed only because they
insisted on acting according to Torah judgment, and did not act
7'ii1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7. And so explained our ~laster from Chinon 124
that we compel one to act p1i1 ni11Vi'J t:l'l~7. This is the language
of the Ra'avia."'
"'We shall ignore in all Iollowing deliberation oi this issue tlw possibility that these passages make n1111li'J l:l'lll7
1'101 dillerent for scholars than for others. Tl should not go unnoled, however, that Responw Heshiv Moshe 4/J
(H.abbi Moses 'l(,it..lbmnn) mal"" just that point. H•· goes as fm· as to say that for an ::J11VM l:l1N an ad which is
Ior others in the category oi 1'101 n1111li'J l:l'lll7 is Ior him 11i'Jl ]'1.
1:: 2

Hava Metzia, ch. 2, siman 2.57.

"'HillJwt c,"eilah va-Aveidah, eh. ll, letter gimel.
'"The reference is probably to H.abbi Mattathias of Chinon, who was one of the teachers of the H.a'avia.

"'I am not able to lind this passage in SP;(er RrL'auia. OI eourse, that book contains almost nothing on sedarim
Nashim and Nezikin. H.a'avia's comments on these were probably included in his book Avi-asaf, which is
known to us only frmn quotations of it.
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The Hagahot Maimoniyot begins by quoting the passage we have quoted above, page
224, which includes the claim of obligation to return the lost article. He then refers to the
passage which did not include the phrase p1i1l1111Zi~ t:JiJ!:l?, but spoke of "discharging one's
obligation to Heaven," above, page 226. Titen he refers to the passage in which Rav made
Rabbah bar bar Hannah return the cloaks of the porters and pay them for their labor
(above, page 225). He concludes from these passages, that there is both an obligation and
enforceability to p1i1 l1111Z.7~ t:JiJ!:l?, and since the consequences of not acting l1111Z.7~ t:JiJ!:l?
p1i1 can be so catastrophic (as evidenced by what Rabbi Yohanan had to say, above, page
226), we, too, compel behavior on the basis of p1i1 l111llm t:JiJ!:l?. The Hagahot, however,
includes the words "if he is able to do so," and we shall have to see what those words are
understood to mean. It is not at all clear who the "he" is, and what his ability has to do with
the matter. Note, however, at least, that the cases to which the Hagahot applies coercion
seem to be restricted to lost mticles and loans which the borrower cannot rem em her.
Rabbi Joseph Karo, in the Beit Yosef, has this to say: 126
~1i1 tJ11Zi!:l1 , p1i1 l1111Z.7~ t:JiJ!:l? ?:11 p!:l1:::l p~ 1Z.7"~1i1 Ctzi:::l Cn11i '1 :::ll1:::l
1:::l:l7~? P'!:l":::l1 ~:17'~~, ::J"!:l:::l i:J11~i1 ::Jl1:::>1Z.7 ;,~ ?:11 'Ji1~m •'l':l7:::l
Ci1:::l 1:::lTl ~? 1i1i'Ji~ i1i~1 '!1"~1 i1::J1:l7 1li1~ , 1'1i1 l1111Z.7~ C'J!:l?
.j1i!:):J

Rabbenu Yeruham wrote in the name of the Rosh that there is no
coercion for p1i1l1111Z.7~ t:JiJ!:l?, and that seems simple in my view.
I am amazed at what the ~Iordecai wrote in the second chapter of
[Bava] Metzia, that we do compel compliance with l1111Z.7~ C'l!:l?
T'1i1. In those examples which he brings as proof compulsion is
not mentioned.
Karo quotes the claim of the Rosh/20 quoted by Rabbenu Yeruham, according to which
there is no coercion for p1i1 l1111Z.7~ t:JiJ!:l?. But more than merely quoting it, he expresses
agreement with it, claiming it to be vittually self-evident that coercion for p1i1 l1111Z.7~ t:JiJ!:l? is
impossible, almost by definition. As far as the cases cited by the Mordecai and the Hagahot
111aimoniyot are concerned, they prove nothing, since none of them mentions coercion at all.
Tiw Bcit Yosd is concct that nom; of them mentions coercion din:ctly. We had deduced co<:rcion from the use of words like ::Ji'n and "yes" in answer to "is it the law:' Remember, though,
that we have already referred to Maimonides' codification of the law for one of those passages,
and it did not intimate any obligation or enforceability whatsoever, even though the word :::l"n
appeared in the tahnudic passage. 128 It is very likely that Karo understands the obligatory
nature of these passages exactly as Maimonides does. Indeed, there is great logic to that understanding, since it is difficult to understand why it would be called p1i1 l1111Z.7~ t:JiJ!:l?, if it were
enforceable. It is probably the peshat of the term that led Karo to assett that it was vittually
self-evident to him that p1i1 l1111Zi~ t:l'l!:l? was not enforceable. Very clear expression of this
view can be found in the work of Rabbi Samuel David Munk, who wrote: 129
'"Tur, Hoshen Mishpat 12, Beit Yosd s.v. OM11' 1l':l1.
'''See Rosh lo Bava Mel,ia 2:7.
1 ~H'lhe

talmudic passage appears ahove, p. 224, and the cmnmcnt of .1\lairnonidcs, above, p. 22.5. Note, too, that
the term )'1<1 n111Z7~ O'l!l':> appears in legal contexts in Mairnonides only there and in Hilkhot Ge,eilah va'\veidah 11:17, and in Hilkhot Roze'ah n-Shemimt '<efesh 1.3:4 (see above, n. 11.3). In none of these is there
any intimation oi coercion. He also uses the term in Hil!Jwt Y.:sodei ha-Torah 5:11, and in Hil!Jwt De'ot
1:5, bu11l1ere tl1e conlexl is not legal.

''" lVr1t Sruleklw (Jerusalem: M. Safra, 5735), siman 1.)5.
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i1i11'1 mm l'\7w 1')'~:ll'\'i1 i1tJ11V!ll'\i:l01 77:::> i1'1'\i l'\7:J i17 'n1 1V"l'\ii11
l'\'i1 i1\:J11V!l 1i Ni:l01 ••• p1:l p~ni~ pN1 p1i1 7~ N7N 1']1:::>7 1":l7 1'111Vi
7:JN , i~Np N~7~:l N:l1'n1 i'ini17 :l"n p1V7:l p1n17 'N1:l1V 1~ 1=> 7:::>
1)':li 'i:l1 7~ :Jmw '":l :lii1 7w 1~~\:J 1i1T1V 'i)1 ·1=> 7~ p!:i1:> pN
1Vi'!l N71 ':l1i~i1 7~ ')i1'~1'11 ')'~:l N1i1 \:J11V!l1 1V"Nii1 t:l1V:l t:ln1i'
•11'1i1'~1'1 t:l~\:J

And the Rosh rejected that idea [i.e., that one could coerce for
p1i1!ii11V~ t:l')!:i7] without any proofs whatsoever, on the grounds
that it is a simple premise in his eyes: that the Torah does not
grant permission to a court to coerce except for legal judgment,
in which no mercy has a part ri.e., as it surely does in !ii11V~ c•m7
p1i1] ... and this idea is so self-evident that it becomes preferable
to force the meaning of the phrase, "he is obligated to return it,"
to mean a mere obligation, which is not enforceable. And it seems
that this is the reasoning also of the Beit Yosef who wrote concerning the view of Rabbenu Yeruham, which he had quoted
from the Rosh, "and that seems simple in my eyes, and I am
amazed at what the Mordecai wrote," without ever explaining the
source of his amazement.
The thesis which cannot easily accept forcing the meaning of the word :l"n is best
expressed by the BaH, who wrote as follows: 130
•.• 'N71p1V ')i1 i1'7 1i:l!i1 N)n i:l i:l i1:li1 N1:l1~:l p~1Ni1 t']10:l N!i'N
N)'1 i1'7 i~Np 'N~ p N7 t:lN1 ,Nm i:l i:l i1:li7 i1'7 t']":l i11i1 :li1 ~~'(V~
i~Np1 1'11N'~~ 17N pi!:i:l p11V:l 'i')iN N~~:l p1 •••• 1!:11:::>7 N:l N7 t:lN ':li1
N:l:l i'mi17 :l"n ~~w~ mn!:i7 ,p1i1 m1w~ t:l')!:i7 t:l11V~ i'mi17 :l"n
p71 ".:l"n" 'N~ ,p N7 t:lN1 ••• Ni!i:l 7n:\i1 pi!:! i~N1:l t:l'~1V '1' 1'1N~7
11':l n71=>' t:JN p1i1 m1w~ t:l')!:i7 1:l~·~7 i1'7 P'!l":>1 '=>1i~i1 po!:i
N=>'i1 i'tni17 P'!l":>1 i1"':lNi1 r':lNi po!:i p1 ••• i'1V~ N1i11V ,mw~7
pN1 1V"l'\ii1 t:l1V:l t:ln1i' i"ii1 'i:l1 N':li1 '":l 1i1'~ •i'1V~ N~1~i11
i1"!l:l:l 'i"~ N1:l1~ 1i1)i1 N7N ,'1'1'71 ••• p1i1 !ii11V~ t:l')!:i7 7~ p!:i1:l
t']N1 p:>)1 '1Ni i:l1:l i'1V~7 1']1=>7 7Ni1V':l 1":l 7:>:l 7':\i11) p1 1'1'1V'i!l1:l
·1=> p1i1 7'N1V '!:! 7~

At the end of Chapter ha-Umanin, regarding the case in which
the porters broke casks of Rabbah bar bar Hannah ... it is implied that Rav would have compelled Rabbah bar bar Hannah,
for otherwise what did he mean by telling him that the law was
thus .... Similarly in the case of one who found a purse in the
market, in chapter Eilu Mezi'ot, where he said that he is obligated to return it because of p1i11ii11V~ t:l')!:i7, at least that implies
that he must return it if he wishes to discharge his obligation
to Heaven, as it says in the latter chapter ha-Gozel . . .for if
not, what is the meaning of "must." ...Therefore the Mordecai
decided that we do compel obedience for p1i1 !ii11V~ t:l')!l7,
where he is able, that is, when he is wealthy.... And thus did
'"' llaH, Hoshcn Mishpat 12, s.v.
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Ra'avan'" and Ra'avia decide, that we compel one to return it
when the finder is wealthy. 112 Nonetheless, the Beit Yosef quoted
the words of Rabbenu Yeruham in the name of the Rosh, that we
do not compel for p1i1 T11111il';) tl':J!l? . . .but that is not correct.
Rather, all of these instances refer to cases of coercion, as I have
explained. And it is the custom of all Jewish courts to compel a
wealthy person in an appropriate and just matter, even though
that might not be the law.
'I11e BaH quotes the three passages which intimate coercion, which we have already seen
above. What else could those "intimating" words mean if not some type of coercion? This
is the opposite of the view of lVlunk, explaining the Rosh and the Beit Yosef. The peshat of
words like :::l"n implies coercion, so, even if it seems that the peslwt of p1i1 T11111il';) tl':J!l?
does not, that must be mistaken. And that is precisely what the decision of the Mordecai
(and the Hagahot Maimoniyot) makes clear.
The question to ask, however, is where did the BaH get the claim "where the finder is
wealthy'?" Obviously, he quotes it in the name of early Ashkenazic authorities, so the tradition does not originate with him. It seems most likely that it is the BaH's explanation of
the phrase in the Mordecai and Hagahot 11!Iaimoniyot which reads: 11'::::1 n71:J'il CN, and
about which we said earlier13 '1 that we would have to come back to it. 'I11e phrase, as it
appears in the Hagalwt Maimoniyot is cryptic, to say the least. It means, according to the
BaH, that if the finder is able, that is, if returning the lost article will not cause him financial problems, then we would coerce him to return it. Of course, there is nothing in the
words of the Mordecai and the Hagahot Maimoniyot that actually states that the finder
must be wealthy. What's more, the talmudic passage which seems to be the essential source
for this derivation gives no clue that a wealthy person is necessarily being spoken about.'"'
Tn that passage'" Mar Samuel answers a question posed to him by Rav Yehudah, and there
is no hint that his answer is restricted to a wealthy finder!
Nonetheless, the BaH is a decisor of considerable influence, and, in any event, the
view is reflected in early Ashkenazic authorities. It is not surprising, therefore, that this
view of what type of coercion takes place, and in what types of cases, finds echoes from
then on, either just as stated, or with modifications which attempt to bring conflicting posi131

I am not able to find exactly this statement anywhere in Sefer 1\a'a.va.n. However, in his comments to Hava
Met,ia 24h (p. 197, end of h. in the Grossman Publishing ed., with commentary Even Shelerrwh), the Ra'avan
does say:" ... therel'ore, it is right (!>l'1) that Simon should act )'1;'1!1111V7:l O'l!l'? and return the purse to

lkuven.'' And in his comments to Ketubbot 49b (page 260c in that ed.), he dot·s mention wealth as a factor
in determining whctlwr we compel a fatlwr to support his children. If the fatlwr is wcaltliy, we compel him;
if he is not, we request, but do not compel.
'''Tiwir view is also quoted by the SP;/'er ha-Agudah (E!a,ar Bra,il ed., Jerusalem: Ci730), Bava Mc~ia, p. 20,
par..)4, \\'l1ieh says about returning a lost artiele T"1jl n11tvi':) 0":1!:1~: ·~ . \nd it is our eustorn to return it, and so
did Ra'avi<J and R<:~'av<:~n decide th<:~t w·c coc-1-cc to return it if the finder is rich.'' But :owe pn·vious note.
ln

Above, p. 227.

1"'

It is intcn·sting to nott· that in S.A. Hoshcn Mishpat 2.19:.1 Rabbi Joseph Karo wTill's: "Even though by law
one is not obligated to return an ohjeetlost in a place where the majority are not Jews, even if a Jew imlicates a definite identifying mark, it is good and just to aet )'1;'1 n111V7:l O'l!l'? and to return it to the Jew who
identified it."' This cmnment of Karo nrakes no distinctions hascd on wealth, and seerns to imply this behavior a8 deE:irahle for anyone. Also, tl1ere iE: no elue lwre to any type of coercion ...\t tl1e end of this paragraph

the Rem a adds the following comment: "And if he (i.e., the finder) is poor, and the owner of the article is
rieh, it is not necessary to aet )'1;'1!1111V7:l O'l!l'?7' Wllile the Rcma does make tlw distinction between rich and
poor, this passage makes no statement about eoercion. However, see below·, pp . .2.)3-2.)4.

Above, p. 224.
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tions closer together. Let us look at an example from Rabbi Menahem Mendel Krochmal
of Nickolsburg (1600-1661 ), the Zema.h Zedeli, who wrote:'' 6
C')~l;l C1lt7~ ••• 1'Tnil7 1'1~ ')l' 1)'~ 'i'')1~il ~~~'tV i1T C~ '1) ~"~
~;,~ '::l11~il :JT1::> '::lil1 j'1:-J 1"111\V~ C')~'~ P'~"=>1 j'1il 1"111\V~
1il7 P'~"=>1 '1Tl'il ':J~, 7":J~1 ptm p1 ••• m~·~~ ;,7~ p1~:J 1~~1
?•pw mil ~:J11 ~;,~ '=>11~:J en;, 1m •p1;, m1w~ C')~? mwl'7
'i')1~ 1~=> ~~~ iT'? 1~~ '1:::>1 ·~1?:11 ~p1w:J 1~m :J11 0'11"\:::J ?1r~,
:Jn::> 7~)\V m•:J ?ll m1~::> illt:'l') po~, 1?w ,,~ '1il ;,•7 1~~ 10~
m1w~ C')~? mwl'7 cnil P'~"=> ~?1 ~~ ii"':J~17 '1) 7"n •:::>11~;,
1~1:J~ '1il 7"::>l' 1'\Vl' ii':-J ii1':J~il 7l':J1 ')l' il'il ~~,~illV 1\V~~ 1'1:-J
inil :-J11i1' :J11 1il :Jn::> W"~1il1 :\"l'~, •j'1il m1w~ C')~? ?ll P'~"::>1
p~1::> p~1 iT'? '~":::>1 ,~7 7"n .•. 7~1~\V 1~1 il'1n:J ?·r~, ?•pw
p~1::> p~1 ~7~ p :Jn::> [~71] •7 ;,~1) 7"::>l' p1i1 m1w~ C')~? mwl'7
:J"n pw? tJP)1 P'=> P'~"=>1 i111~ c•o::>) T1111ii:J 7:J~ ptJ1W:J
m11ii:J 7:J~ PtJ,w:J r~,=> r~1 ~'~ ;,•?ll P'~"=>1 ·~1, ••• 1'rnil7
•P'~"::> C'O::l)

Nondhcless it seems that if th<: one who found the purse is not
poor, he must return it ... on grounds of j'1il 1"111\V~ C')~?. We
coerce for j'1:-J 1"111\V~ C')~? because that is what the Mordecai
wrote regarding what is taught in chapter Eilu Mezi'ot . .. and thus
decided Ra'avan and Ra'avia that we coerce people to comply
with T'1il 1"\11\V~ C')~?. Furthermore, there in the Mordecai, regarding the case of Rava who was holding the cloak and following
after Hav Nahman in the market of leather workers etc., he said to
him: "If one found a purse here what would be the law?" He
answered: "It would belong to him." And the conclusion there is
that the loser of the purse would be as one who is yelling about
his collapsed house. On that passage the Mordecai wrote'" as follows: "Tt seems to Ra'avia that the reason that we don't compel in
that case to act in accordance with 1'1il 1"\11\V~ C')~? could be
because the finder was poor and the loser was rich:' Thus it is
clear that we coerce for 1'1:-J 1"111\V~ C')~?. And even though the
Rosh wrote concerning the case of Rav Yehudah who was holding
the cloak of Mar Samuel and following after him ...as follows:
"Not that we compel him, for we do not compel for 1"\11\V~ C')~?
1'1il," it seems to me that he meant only that we do not coerce
with physical force, but he admits that we could coerce by taking
away possessions. Since [the Gemara] uses the expression :J"n
1'Tnil7 ... surely we can coerce him, but not by physical force, only
by removing possessions.
The other talmudic case to which this passage from the Zema.h Zedek refers, appears
in the Gemara immediately following the Rav Yehudah and Mar Samuel incident.us The
new incident is identical with the earlier one, except that it takes place in the market of
I.'\('

Lentah Lnleh, B9.

137

1\·Tordeeai, Bava l\·leLzia, eh. 2, 257.

''" llava Mctzia 2411.
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the leather workers. The characters are Rav ~ahman and Rava. Rav Nahman gives the
same answer as Mar Samuel to the first question. But when Rava asks what the law would
he if a Jew came and offcn;d an identifying mark, Rav Nahman answered that the finder
could still keep the purse. Rava asks: "But he is standing there yelling and claiming his
purse, with identifying marks." To this Rav Nahman answers: "His screaming and yelling
is just like one who yells about the fact that his house has collapsed or his ship has sunk."
That is, his yelling is ineffective to bring about the return of the lost item.
The responsum of the Zemah Zedek was, in fact, about a case very similar to the case
of the Gemara. He asserts that if the finder is not poor, 119 he must return the item. He gives
as his proofs all of those we have seen referred to already. Then he adds an additional proof
based on another statement of the Mordecai, deduced by the Ra'avia from the Rav Nahman
and Rava incident. That incident seems to be identical with the Rav Yehudah and Mar
Samuel incident, yet Mar Samuel and Rav Nahman give two different answers. The Ra'avia
explains that, in fact, there is no contradiction between the two incidents. In the latter, the
finder must have been poor and the man who lost the item was rich. That is why Rav
Nahman did not insist on action piil ni1tli7) Ll'l!:l7. Had the finder been wealthy, even Rav
Nahman would have insisted.
Thus far, then, we see how the Zemah Zedek accepts the claim of the Mordecai and
Hagahot Maimoniyot positing wealth as the determining factor in whether ni1tzi7) Ll'l!:l7
piil would be coerced. He even offers a further proof which we have seen in his words for
the first time. However, he cannot ignore the Rosh, and he attempts to close the gap
between the Rosh and the }lordecai. For the Rosh, too, the Gemara uses the phrase :::J"n
i'Tnil?, and it is virtually inconceivable to the Zemah Zedek that the Rosh would simply
ignore th<: implication of the words. Thus, lw says, the Rosh, too, agrc<:s that if the finder
were wealthy we could compel him to return the item. The difference between the Rosh
and the Mordecai is entirely in the manner of coercion. Here, however, the Zemah Zedek
gets a little unclear, at least as far as the view of the Rosh is concerned. For the Mordecai,
all is clear. We could force the finder to return the item, even to the point of physical coercion. For the Rosh, we can force the finder to return the item (that is what Ll'tl:ll n1i1il
must mean in this discussion), but we cannot have recourse to physical coercion. He does
not seem to answer how we accomplish this if the finder simply refuses. In any case,
though, he has reduced the gap between the two views by positing that the Rosh, too,
allows for some type of coercion for piil ni1tli7) Ll'l!:l7.
We shall quote only one more passage which directly reflects the view of the BaH. The
Rabbinic Court Decisions of the State of Israel has the following: 1111
L:l'J!:l7 l'!:l1:J c~ m371 'ntv W'i')iil :::Jn:J ':::J '370 :::J' ''tl 7)"1n 37"1tv:::J illil1
c~ piil ni1tv7) Ll'l!:l7 p!:l1:Jtv il371:J il:J7il7 37'i:Jil n":::Jil1 , piil ni1tv7)
7~itv':::J 1"':::J 7:J:::J plil1l p1 •i'tv37 ~1il itv~:J pl:J mtv377 11':::J n71:J'il
.m:::J :::J"n 1l'~ piil Ti')tv !:l"37~1 p:llil1 '1~iil i:::J1:::J i'tv377 ~1:J7

ln the Shulhan Arukh, Hoshen Mishpat, siman 12, paragraph 2,
the Rema wrote two views about coercion for piil ni1tli7) Ll'l!:l7.
The BaH tipped the balance in law in favor of the view that we do
coerce for piil ni1tli7) Ll'l!:l7, if he is able, for example, when he is
'"'Clearly he is changing the quality oi the limier Irom "wealthy" to "not poor:' Nonetlwlcss, tlw intent is the
same, and it is useless for us to spend Lime on this distinction.
1411

Pishei Din Rabban£yim, vol. 11, p. 262.
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wealthy. And that is the custom of all Jewish courts to compel a
wealthy person in an appropriate and just matter, even though that
might not be the law.
We have already noted that we have seen references to compelling compliance with
p1i1 n11tli7.) tl'l~? only concerning the return of a lost article or money. This leads to an

interesting question concerning what we have been discussing: Even if there is coercion
for p1i1 n11tlii'.) tl'l~?, does it apply to categories that do not involve the return of money
or lost articles? A quotation from the !Winha.t Yitzha.k is the only passage this author has
found that deals with the subject at all.w Rabbi Isaac Jacob Weiss wrote: 142
1"tli1 l't:J'i1 ,tl'l'l37 1l'ttli:::l 37:::lnl1 37:::l1n:::l , 1Ml'\ tl1j?7.):::l tll

p

17.)1? tll'\ 37":1:1

1l'l't ~10 ?::! ~101 , p P'17.)l't i11':::ll't:::l l'tj?111 '"'1 , p1i1 m1tv7.) tl'J~?
.'17.)1j?i'.) 1l'ttli:::l :J"l'\tzii'.) , 11':::lM7.) 117.)7.) j?1 1'TM7.)

And it requires investigation whether to say so even in other
instances, with a plaintiff and defendant in other matters to which
p1i1 n11tlii'.) tl'l~? applies. And it is reasonable to say that we claim
thus specifically in the matter of a lost item, in which, in the final
analysis he is returning money which originated with the other
person. That would not be the case in other matters.
Rabbi Weiss' contention is logical and compelling. If there is going to be any coercion at all for p1i1 n11tzi7.) tl'l~?, it is reasonable that it should occur in an instance in
which we are returning to a person what came from him anyway. So, for example, if one
dropped a purse in a location frequented by Jews and non-Jews, even though one might
relinquish ownership because one suspects that the purse could well be picked up by a
non-Jew, it is nonetheless logical that if a Jew picked it up it should be returned to the
original owner who identifies it, even though he has really relinquished ownership of it.
It may not be legally required, since the owner has relinquished ownership, but one
could claim that it is right and just to return what was his originally. That is a far cry
from claiming that one who is exempt from a certain act because of his stature or status
should be compelled to do the act which falls under the category of 1'1i1 n11tlii'.) tl'l~?.
The person may choose to do it, but his act does not merely return to another what was
his to begin with.
As was noted in the decision of the Rabbinical court, Karo makes no statement in
the Shulhan Arukh on the matter of coercion for p1i1 n11tlii'.) tl'l~?, 143 but Moses Isserles
does. He wrote:''''
'1ltli '~ ?37 ~N , p1i1 n11tli7.) tl'l~? OJ:!'? ~1::!? p?1:J' 1'1 n':::l 1'N1
:::l"~ '::!117.)) tl'p?m tv'1 ,(tv"l't1i1 ctv::J1 '"1 tltv:::l '":::l) '1l't1i1 17.) tli1?
.(l'\37':1:7.)1

The court may not coerce someone to act beyond the requirements of the law, even though it might seem appropriate to them
141

11 '
111

I have also not succeeded in finding any source which speaks of compelling compliance with n11111~ O'l!l'?
p111 in a non-iinancial nwtter.

Minhat Yitzhak, vol. .5, 121.
llut sec above, n. 134, for a eomment hy Karo on 1'101 n11111~ O'l!l'?, with no eommenl on eocreion, and the
reaction or tl1e Rem a.

'" Hoshcn Mishpat, siman 12, par. 2.
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(Beit Yosef in the name of Rabbenu Yeruham and the Rosh), but
some disagree (Mordecai, chapter two of [Bava] Met11ia).
The Rema dutifully records both of the views we have already seen. By the generally
accepted principles of decision making in the Rema, his view coincides with the first view,
and not with the o•p71n 1Z7'. That, of course, does not prove that those who came after him
must agree with his decision. But, for the moment, note that both Karo and Isserles agree
that there is no coercion for l'1i1 n111Z.7r.! O'J!:l7.
Since the o•p7m 1Z7'1 of the Rema is clearly the Mordecai, and since we have noted earlier that the phrase 11'::J n71:::l'i1 ON which appears there is problematic, we shall now turn
our attention to a different strand of interpretation of the Mordecai.
Rabbi Yonatan Eybeschuetz (1690-1714) wrote the following: 145
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"And some disagree" - This view appears in the Mordecai. But
none of the proofs which he offers there is conclusive evidence
that the court has the authority to compel people to behave o•m7
p1i1 n111Z.7r.!. Furthermore, one can make a deduction based on a
careful reading of the language of the Mordecai, who wrote: "We
compel for 1'1i1 n111Z.7r.! 0'J!:l7 if we are able:' Now the fact that he
made the matter dependent upon our ability or lack thereof is not
comprehensible, for what does this have to do with compromise.
Even in actual law, what can be done if we do not have the ability. And because of our many sins, the authority of the court has
diminished since the powerful ones have ascended. But if the
court has the ability to compel for law, then, according to his view,
it should compel for compromise too. Why should compromise be
any different than law?
14 :>

Uriln -ve-'linnim, Tumirn to Hoshen .1\lishpat, sinran 12, subpar. 4.
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And the BaH explained "ability" to mean that the person is
wealthy. If one looks in the Mordecai he will sec that the distinction between a rich person and a poor person is said only later by
the Mordecai, and he did not intend it earlier, as is apparent from
hi~ language there. It therefore ~eem~ dear to me that the only
proof that the Mordecai has from all the cases he quoted is the fact
that they say :J"n, and that seems to indicate coercion. But that
means coercion by words, as there are views in Yevamot and
Ketubbot regarding the cases where we coerce him to divorce.
And we say to him: "You must do as we say. If you do not obey,
you arc considcn:d a sinner." But we do not cocrc<: him physically or with excommunication, or similar things, since the strict law
does not require what we require of him. Look at Ketubbot 50, in
the context of 1ilJ'rl'"tV:I7, looking there at Tu~afut. ... Therefore the
:\Iordecai says: "If we are able" to do what is desirable, that is, if
he is an obedient person who listens to what a Jewish court says,
and does not violate their dictate. But if there is no ability, for he
is not obedient, and the words of the court are as we say:'''" "A
slave is not chastised by words," we may not coerce him physically or with excommunication. All of this is not the case with a matter of law, where we coerce with all manners of coercion. It all
work~ well. And now we can even ~ay that the Ru~h, too, admit~ to
this, and there is no dispute at all.
This has been a lengthy quotation, and it includes other passages that we will have to
look at in order to see what the Urim ve-1lnnim was talking about. He begins, though, by
quoting the final two words of the comment of the Rem a's gloss in the Shulhan Arukh. He
correctly identifies the source of the Bema's comment, but asserts that none of the proofs
of the Mordecai is conclusive. Quite the contrary, he argues, a careful look at the language
of the Mordecai will lead to a very different conclusion. After all, the Mordecai says that
we coerce for p1il rl111V7.) C'J!:l7 if we are able (1J1':J n71:J' C~), making the last clause
appear to be part of the theory of coercion, and not just a statement of actual ability of the
court to enforce its decision. As part of the theory it makes no sense, says Eybeschuetz.
Even in actual law, if the court does not have the ability to enforce its decision, nothing
can be done. But we do not make the court's ability to cnforc<: part of the th~:ory of ~:o~:r
cion. W11en we state a law in the abstract, we would simply say that we may compel obedience. So, here, too, according to the theory of the Mordecai that coercion is permissible for
p1il rl111V7.) C'J!:l7, there ~huuld have been no reason fur him to include the "reality" matter, "if we are able." Thus, Eybeschuetz's claim to this point is that the language of the
:\Iordecai does not support the conclusion that real coercion is permissible, since if that is
what he was arguing, he would never have included the phrase "if we are able" as part of
the theoretical statement. At this point, therefore, the Tumim remains without an explanation for why the Mordecai included that cryptic clause.
1

"'The rel"erence is to Pro\. 29:19, as understood by the gernara in Ketubhot77a to imply that physical coercion
is likely to be far more effective than verbal coercion since ";\ slave is not chastised l!y words:'
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This is not the reading oi tlw printed version oi the Mordecai. Tiwre tlw reading is as quoted by tlw Hagalwt
Mainwniyot, 11':::1 n'71:J' L:IN. That is the phrase which we said above was cryptic. Now it is clear that l{abbi
Eyhcschuetz has a different version in that statc1ncnt.
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Then Eybeschuetz refers us to the explanation of the BaH, according to which that
clause refers not to the court's ability, but to the ability of the finder to tolerate the loss of
the article which is legally his because he is wealthy. Eybeschuetz rejects this interpretation of the clause in the Mordecai on the grounds that the distinction between wealthy and
poor is utilized by the Mordecai only in the passage which follows the one in which the
cryptic clause appears. Had the Mordecai intended that interpretation to apply to his previous passage, he would have introduced it there. Indeed, we had noted above, page 234,
that there was nothing in the words of the Mordecai to indicate a distinction between
wealthy and poor. That distinction only appears in the next comment of the Mordecai.'"'
Having rejected the possibility that the passages referred to by the Mordecai themselves
imply actual coercion, and having rejected the explanation of the BaH as to what the
Mordecai was the talking about when he used the phrase "if we (he) are (is) able,"
Eybeschuetz contends that the only basis on which the view of the Mordecai can be based
is the fact that the passages contain words like :J"n, which indicate some type of coercion.
But, says the Tumim, getting to his own explanation of what the Mordecai meant, that refers
to verbal coercion, similar to the views of some commentators in passages in Yevamot and
Ketubbot where the \fishnah says, "We compel him to divorce," by saying to him: "You are
duty bound to do thus, and if you do not obey you are a sinner." Bu4 we do not compel him
physically or with excommunication, or such things, for this is not the strict line of the law.
There are some mishnayot in both Yevamot and Ketubbot that record a requirement
that a man divorce his wife, under certain circumstances. The requirement is sometimes
phrased, i1:J1T1:J 1n'1 ~·~1' (he should divorce her and pay her marriage contract), and
sometimes ~·~m7 1m~ p!:l1:::l (we compel him to divorce). 149 Eybeschuetz refers us to the
commentators on those passages who claim that when the passage in the Talmud says
T'!:l1:::l, that refers to actual physical coercion; but when it says ~'~1', it means oral persuasion, but not physical persuasion. He actually refers us to a single Tosafot in Ketubbot, to
which we will come in due course. We will not start there, however, since it is not from a
passage in which any of our key words of obligation actually appears. The words that
Eybeschuetz says we say to the person we are trying to persuade appear first in the
Tosafori 50 in the name of Rabbenu Hananel. They wrote:
':::li11 T'!:l1:::l r~ rn'Jni'.)1 ~·~1' 1Ji1 7:::>1 '{.)7lli1i'f.) ~':Ji1 7~Jm 1J':Ji1
l'f.)lli t:lllif.) M"i j?O!:l1 ••• m710!:l7 ~7~ T'llil'f.) 7'~ 7~1f.)lli if.)~ on;, ~n·~
p:Ji 111.)~1 ~:::l'i1 7:J~ T'!:l1:::l ~'1i1:J llii!:lf.)ll) ~:::l'i1 ~7~ T'!:l1:::l r~w i1J'f.)
ln1ip7 imf.) ~·~1n ~7 0~1 ~·~1i17 t:l'f.):Jn 11:J"n i:J:::> 17 t:l'if.)1~ ~·~1'
.~7 1n1!:l:J7 7:J~ .~J"i:Jl'

And Rabbenu Hananel deduced from the Yerushalmi that in all
the cases of ~·~1' in the Mishnah we do not coerce. And this is
what it says there:'" "Samuel said: 'We do not compel except for
those who are disqualified."' ... On that basis Rabbenu Hananel
"" llava Metzia, eh. 2, 2.'i7.
11 '

See the m ish nayot of' the seventh chapter of' Ketubbot l'or both. Tn Yevamot, see ch. 4:2, 'J, and 12; 14:1, tl,
and 9 for !>'~1', and 9:.'1 and 1.'1: 12, 1 :l for )'!l1:1.

'"Ketubbot 70a, s.v.
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!>'~1'.

.1. Yevamot 9:4, 1 Ob, and oth"r plac<·s. In addition to th<· <jllOle in th" paosage in th" tnt, Samuel is <jllOted
tlwre as saying: "We do not compel except for the likes of a high priest to a widow, or a priest to a divorcee}'
That is, we compel for biblical prohibitions, but not for rabbinic dictates. Whether this second statement of
Sarnud is really his, or is the 'l'ahnuffs in explanation of his staternent is irrelevant to our discussion.
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decided: "We do not compel except in those cases where the
Talmud states explicitly that we compel. But where the sages said
that he should divorce, we say to him: 'the sages have already obligated you tu divorce, and if you du nut divorce, it is permissible tu
call you a sinner:" But to compel him, no.
W11ile it may he that the 1hmim refers us directly only to om: Tosafot, it is not unlikely that this other Tosafot, quoting the RaH, was one of the commentators to Yevamot and
Ketubbot to which he referred/" especially since the words that he quotes that we say to
the sinner are ahnost identical with the words quoted by Rah. Where does this leave us?
Since ~':!1"1' means "he is obligated to divorce her," it follows that an expression of obligation does not necessarily imply the right to coerce physically. It may refer to verbal inducement or exhortation only, but exclude physical force.
Since the Mordecai has been critical in these deliberations, it is important to note that
he, too, agrees with the claim of the Rah in at least two places. We shall quote one of them:'·;'
~,~,, p:::Ji i1?J~1 ~::l'i1 i;>:::J~ , p!:l1::l W1i'!:l:::J 'Jnp1 ~::l'i1 ~!;>~ p!:l1::l p~
i;>:::J~ .~J''i:::J:li i1''ip?Ji;> 'iW ~,~,;, ~~;> c~, ~,;;,;,~;> 1:::J1'n i1'i;> TJ'i?J~
.~7 C'!J1W:::J 1n1!:l::J7

We do not compel except where the Mishnah explicitly teaches
p!:l1::l. But where the sages said that he should divorce, we say to
him: "It is your obligation to divorce, and if you do not divorce, it is
permissible to call you a sinner:' But, to compel him physically, no.
The wording of the Mordecai is almost identical with the wording of the Rah. Surely
his conclusion is the same. How likely is it that the Mordecai would be so explicit about
the restricted admissibility of physical coercion in this case, yet intend such latitude for
coercion in the p1i1 ni1Wi'J C'J!:l7? It simply is nut likely, claims Eybeschuetz. It cannot be
that the Mordecai would present two such dissimilar positions.
Now let us look at the Tosafot to which the Tzanim himself refers us. It is based on a
Gemara which reads as follows:"'
~,;, 1'J:::J7 1'0::JJ :::Jm::Ji1 1J'pn;, ~W,~:::J W'p7 W'i i?J~ ~:117'~ 'i i?J~
?i1'n11::l ~n::J7i1 p~ ,~ i1'n11::l ~m7;, 1i17 ~':li:::J'~ •..• Ci1?J pm'J mw~1
pm' 'il;> i1'PWJ1 pm ~i:::J:\ ~m;, ~n~ '?J''P 1m pm' ,,, ~J'Jn ,,, W"n
~,;, 1'J:::J7 1'0::JJ :::Jm::J i;>"~ ?'~?J '~?J ~J'Jn 'i i1'1;> i?J~ .i1'Yi::l~
'~ ~!;>~ ,1i1J"W:li '::li1 C1Wi'J .~J'1 1~1;> ~?J7W:::J nii'J~ '~ .i1'JT7 1i1J'n'W:li1
•':li:::J 1i1J'W:li ~J'1 ni?J~

Rabbi Ila'a said in the name of Resh Lakish: "In Usha they
ordained that one who assigns all of his possessions to his sons
must he sustained together with his wife from the estate:' ...A
question was raised: Is the law in accordance with this edict or
not? Come and hear: Once Rabbi Hanina and Rabbi Yohanan
1

"Note that in the Tosarot rererenced above, n. 150, the view or Ri is also quoted. He holds the position that
we do compel for the cases in which th(' mishnah say:-- N"~,". For the purpos('S of our argument, huwever,

even tlwt would not he eondusive proof that Ri would believe tlwt compulsion is also ealled for for 0'l!l7
1'101 n111V7:l, whieh is not even in the category of rabbinic prescriptions.
1'11

Mordeeai, Ketubbot, 194. Tiw other is also in Ketubhot, 204. lloth of tlwse appear in the seventh chapter of
Ketubbot, which is the one in whieh J'!l1:J and 11':11' appear.

'" Kctuhhot 49h.
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were standing when a man came over, bent down and kissed the
feet of Rabbi Yohanan. Rabbi Hanina said to him: "What is that
all about?" He answered: "He had assigned all of his possessions
to his sons, and I compelled them to sustain him." Now if you say
that the law does not follow the edict, that is why he compelled
them. But if you say that the law does follow the edict, he was duty
bound to compel them.
The meaning of the story is fairly easy to follow, until the conclusion. The fact that
the man kissed Rabbi Yohanan's feet indicated great gratitude. That is, Rabbi Yohanan
had done something kind for the man, beyond the requirements of the law, and he was
so grateful that he kissed his feet. From this the Gemara deduces that the law does not
follow the takkanat Usha in this matter. If that is correct, it is clear why the man kissed
Rabbi Yohanan's feet. But, if the law does follow the takkanah, the man's behavior is
not very explicable. According to Rashi it means: If the law follows the takkanah, what
Rabbi Yohanan did for the man was to force compliance with the law, as he ought to
have. And, therefore, Rabbi Yohanan didn't do any favor for the man. So, why did the
man kis;, his feet? Ra;,hi's explanation of the sngya would not be of any u;,e to
Eybeschuetz, because it would be impossible to prove that the piel of the root i11V:l7
means verbal coercion. The way Rashi understands the sugya, Rabbi Yohanan may have
coerced the sons physically to sustain their father. The man shows gratitude for this
coercion of pii1 ni11V~ t:l'J~l;> by kissing his feet. lf it were the law, however, he would
not have kis;,ed hi;, feet, becau;,e the phy;,ical coercion would not have been beyond the
requirements of the law.
Nonetheless, the use of that root for coercion is somewhat strange. The root :::l"n
would be the more common verb to use even for physical coercion to comply with the
mandate of the law. Therefore, the 1l.1mim refers us to the Tosafot,'" who have a very
different explanation: 136
i~~, i'~W 'n~ ~nwm ••• C'i:::li:::l 1J"i1i ,~,~;. Ti~ 1i1J'n1V:l7 '~i1

,~;. i1'i1 C'i:::li:::l cmw:l71;> ,~;. i1'i1 i1~ i1'i1 1'ii1 1~ c~1 ':17:::1 1i1J'n'W:l7
.en 1J':::li 1Vi'~ , 1m~ 1J1i'1V 1:11 c~1:::Jl;>1 cmpl;>;,l;>

This "I coerced them" must mean verbally....And now [the sugya]
flows smoothly. For it says: "Ought he have coerced them verbally'?'' If the sons were obligated to feed their father by law, why
would he have sought to compel them verbally? He should have
lashed them and compelled them to feed him. And thus did
Rabbenu Tam understand.
The view of the Tosafot, probably motivated by the question we have just raised, is
very different from that of Rashi. Here is the way they understand the sugya. The verbs
in the sugya from the root i11V:l7 mean to coerce verbally, but not physically. If the law does
not follow the takkanat Usha, then it is easy to understand why the man kissed the feet
of Rabbi Yohanan, since he had verbally coerced the sons to behave beyond the requirements of the law. But, if the law follows the takkanah, "should he have coerced him verbally?" Tosafot read those two words of the text as a question, as opposed to Rashi who
reads them as declarative.
155

Ket ubbot 50 a, s. v. 1<1l'n'1Vl7.

'"'See, too, Hashha, Hitha, and Shita _Vlckuhhczet, rul locum.
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Now we can follow the thrust of the argument of the Tumim. The only real proof of
coercion for p1i1 rliW.'i'J C'l!:l7 that the Mordecai has is expressions like :::l"n which imply
coercion. But that coercion is not physical, but verbal, similar to the type of coercion
implied, according to many commentators, by the passages in Yevamot and Ketubbot,
where at least claims that 1\'~1' means by verbal coercion, and the threat of being called
a sinner, but not physical coercion. And the same is implied by the understanding of
Tosafot of the S11g:ya in Ketuhhot which we have just analyzed. And, in that .mg:ya, the
gratitude of the man toward Rabbi Yohanan was because he had coerced his sons verbally to act p1i1 rli111.7i'J C'l!:l7.
Having proved that the only possible coercion for p1i1 rli111.7i'J C'l!:l7 is verbal, the
Tumim goes back to the cryptic clause in the Mordecai, which had been explained by the
BaH to refer to wealth. He says: When the Mordecai wrote 1l'1':::l n71:::l'i1 Cl\ he meant, "If
we are able to bring about compliance with p1i1 rli111.77J C'l!:l7 on the basis of our verbal
coercion, because the man is obedient to Jewish courts and obeys what they tell him, fine
and good. But if the man is not inclined to be obedient, we cannot force him physically or
with excommunication. And all of this is the opposite of actual law, where we would compel obedience by whatever means were necessary:' Now, for the 1lLmim, the clause in the
Ylordecai is, in fact, part of the theory of coercion for p1i1 rli111.77J C'l!:l7, and not just a statement of some reality. Our ability to be persuasive in our verbal coercion determines
whether there is coercion even in theory, not just because Jewish courts may no longer
have the power they once did. Even if that same power still existed in Jewish courts, they
could still compel obedience to p1i1 rli111.7i'J t:l'l!:l7 only because of their persuasive powers,
not their enforcement powers.m
Having gotten to this point, Rabbi Eybeschuetz can now add the frosting to the cake.
When the Rosh (and, we might add, the Beit Yosef) reject out of hand the possibility of
coercion for p1i1 rli111.7i'J C'l!:l7, they refer only to physical coercion. But, even they would
agree that the court should engage in verbal coercion for p1i1 rli111.7i'J t:l'l!:l7, and that those
who do not comply could be called sinners. So, in the final analysis, says the Turnirn, there
is no dispute at all. The Rosh and the Mordecai agree with each other. Each was talking
about a different matter.
Just as the view of the BaH had a following in later authorities, so, too, does the view
of the Tumim, either with or without crediting him. For example, Rabbi Jacob Reicher
(c.l670-l733) wrote: 15"
'!:l ':::l1i?Ji1 m71 ••• m:li1 'l11.7 :::l"' ''O :17"11.7:::l il\1:::l?J l\i1 p1i1 ni111.7?J C'l!:l7
l\:::l1i1 Cn1i' 1l':::li1 11.7"1\ii11 , p1i1 rli111.7i'J C'l!:l7 7:17 p!:l1:::l1 rl11\'~i'J 171\
i11?Jn irl1'1 ••• T'!:l1:::>1 i1:::>7i17 ip':li P'O?J n":::li11 •p!:l1:::> T'l\1 m ''O '":::l:::l
~1 i1i:lil pi!:l m:Jm:::>1 0"11.71 1\':110 Ci1?J c7:~JJ11.7 ~"~ n:::l111.7m '":::li1 7:17 ,7
C11.77 '01rl1 '"11.7i ''!:l:::l 11.7":17' i1'l77 1i1l'rl11.7:171 1'l:::l7 1'0:::ll :::lrl1:::l ':::l:\ 1\":17 'l
i'17Ji1 '!:l ':::l1ii'Ji11 ,l\?J7:li:::l C'i:::l1:::l 1l"i1 p1i1 rli111.7i'J C'l!:l7 7:17 T'!:l1:::l1
7:17 1\7 7:Jl\ ,:\"i1:::>1 1?J:li 1rl'71 l'\11.7'7 1\711.7 1'7:17 ;m7 71:1:::> n"i C11.7:::l :::lm
.' n?J11.71 mp7?J '1'

Two views arc explained concerning p1i1 rli111.7i'J C'l!:l7 in the
Shulhan Arukh, [Hoshen Mishpat,] section 12 ...the view of the
:\Iordecai in chapter Eilu Mezi'ot that coercion is possible for C'l!:l7
1

'"Understamling tlw Mordecai Lo refer only to verbal persuasion eliminates tlw eontrarlietion between our previous understanding or the lVfordeeai's intent and the passage or his we (JUOted above, P· 2.37.
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1'1il l1111V~, and the Rosh and Rabben Yeruham, quoted by the

Beit Yosef in the same section, that coercion is not possible. And
the BaH concluded the law in accordance with the view that we do
coerce ... [b]ut I am most surprised at the Bcit Yoscf and the Zemah
Zedek who seemed to have ignored the sugya in Ketubbot, chapter
Na'arah, page SOa, concerning the case of one who had assigned
his possessions to his sons, and they were forced to support him.
Look there in the commentaries of Rashi and the Tosafot [for evidence that] coercion for 1'1il l1111V~ O'J~~ refers only to verbal
mercion. And the Mordecai wrote in Chapter ha-Maddir1w in the
name of Rabbenu Tam, that it means, for example, making a declaration that nobody should do business with him, and similar
things, but not [to coerce him] with whipping or excommunication.
Rabbi Reicher lays out the range of views, which we have already seen. He then
expresses surprise at both the Beit Yosef and the Zemah Zedek for having paid no attention to the SU§JU we analyzed in our discussion of the Twnim. For the Beit Yosef, the surprise is that he did not refer to it as evidence that physical coercion is forbidden/" 0 and for
the Zemah Zedek the surprise is that he did not see that it belies the possibility of physical coercion. For Rabbi Reicher, too, the statement of the Mordecai in Ketubbot that rejects
physical coercion seems to undermine the reading of his statement in Bava Metzia to imply
physical coercion, and the two can be reconciled by understanding the Dava Metzia statement to refer exclusively to verbal coercion.
We quoted above, page 229, the words of Rabbi Samuel David Munk in explanation
of why the view of the Rosh and the Beit Yoscf was so logical that it did not even n:quire
proof. Munk himself agrees with them, and concludes:H"
,:::l, ~,iT o~, ,o,,:::l,:::l r~,:::l o,,~,~il ,,:::l,:::l ii1Vl'~~ il:::l~il 1"Jl'~J p~,
.0'1Vj? 0'1:::l1:::l ~~ r~,:::l :::l"n 0'j?01~:::l ,~~J'(V

So, it seems to me that the law is in accordance with those who say
that the coercion is with words, and if it is a matter where the
poskim have used the word :::l"n, then the words can be harsh.
Rabbi Munk finds the logic of his defense of the view of the Rosh and the Beit Yosef
so convincing and compelling that it persuades him that the law must reflect that logic.
Therefore, the only type of coercion that could be possible for 1'1il l1111V~ O'J~~ is verbal
coercion. His concession to the strength of the word :::l"n is that in those instances where
the poskim have used that word, as in the instance of returning a lost article found where
manv non-Jews are but identified by a Jew, the words used to coerce can be harsh.
There is one more avenue to go down before we ftnish this excursus on p1ill1111V~ O'J~~.
One of the tahnudic passages, above, page 226, that we have been considering as one speaking of p1il l1111V~ O'J~~ did not, in fact, use the term. It used instead the phrase ~:::l:::l :::l"n
0'~1V '1' l1~~?, he is obligated, if he wishes to discharge his duty towards Heaven. We assume
this comment to be the equivalent of 0'~1V 'J'1:::l :::l"n. What we must do now is see whether
the matter of coercion is any different for 0'~1V 'J'1:::l :::l"n than for p1i1 l1111V~ O'J~~.
1'"

I.e., Mordecai, Ketu bbot, 204.

""It is possible that his surprise althe Deit Yosd is over why he did not raise the sugya as a rebullal oi the
proofs brought by the Mordecai.
161

See reference above, n. 129.
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TI1e greatest concentration of items for which there is C'~tv ')'1:J :J1'n can be found in
Bava Kamma.'"' We need concern ourselves with only one of them. A baraita lists four matters for which one is exempt by law, but obligated by C'~tv ')'1. One of the items is: ~~l1:li1
i1j7'?1i1 ')!):J 11':Jn ?tv m~p, one who bends the standing crops of his fellow toward a fire. In
explaining the specifics of this case, the Gemara offers two explanations. First, it asks, if the
crops were bent toward the flame in such a way that the fire would reach them even with a
normal wind (i1'1:>:'~ n11:J) the perpetrator should be liable even by law, so, it must be that
he bent the crops in such a way that they could not be burnt by a normal wind, but could
be by an abnormal one (i1'1:>:'~ i1J'l!<tv n11). For such damage the perpetrator is exempt by
law, but liable to Heaven. Rav Ashi says that the baraita refers to a case in which someone
covered over the standing crops of his fellow as the flame was approaching. TI1is is the case
in which he is not liable at law, but liable to Heaven. W11y is he not liable at law? Because
it is not he who set the fire. \VIhy is he liable to Heaven? Because his act resulted in the crops
being in the category of "hidden," for which the Sages exempt from legalliability. 163 Thus,
if he had not covered the crops, whoever lit the fire would have been liable for the damages
to the crops caused by the fire. Now, however, that the crops are "hidden," he is no longer
liable, and, thus, the act of covering the crops resulted in a loss to the owner of the crops
that will now go uncompensated. TI1is is his liablility toward Heaven.
TI1e Gemara proceeds to explain why the author of the baraita had to list the four he
did, when those four do not exhaust the list of items for which one would be liable toward
Heaven. For each of the four, the Gemara claims, there might have been an argument that
would have led one to believe that the person would not even have been liable toward
Heaven, and the baraita had to teach that one does not argue thus. Regarding our case, the
Gemara gives the following explanations, one for each of the opinions as to its specifics: 164
m1 l!<'nl!<1 1!<)111' i11i1 '~ ,~!<~'' ?l!<~'n1 1i1~ '~) 11':Jn ?tv m~p ~!)1::li1
'~) 1~1!<1 'tv~!< :J1?1 •?"~P ,:J"n'? ~!<? 'm C'~tv ')'1:J1 i1'1:>:~ i1l'l!<tv
~!<? '~) C'~tv ')'1:J1 , 17i1') i1'n'O::l "10::l ~!<)~!< l!<~'n1 1i1~ ,~n'l!< pm~

.?"~P ,:J"n'?

In the case of one who bends his fellow's crops, too, what might
you have said? [He could contend:] "How could I have known that
an unusual wind would blow," and, if so, he should not even be
considered liable to Heaven. Its inclusion in the baraita comes to
teach us that we do not make that claim. And according to Rav
Ashi who said that the case is one of "hidden," what might you
have said? rHe could contend:l "I covered your crop for your benefit," and, if so, he should not even b(; eonsiden;d liabk to
Heaven. Its inclusion in the baraita comes to teach us that we do
nut make that claim.
TI1e reason for the inclusion of our case, according to the first explanation of its
specifics, is to indicate that a person should think about the possibility of unusual occurrences, at least as far as liability toward Heaven is concerned. A human court may not be
able to consider such a person liable, but that person should pay for the damages caused
if he wishes to fulfill his obligation to Heaven. According to Rav Ashi's view of the specifics
In~ lleginning
163

<Jf ch. 6, S.Sa-.S6a.

See M. Bava Kamma 6:5. 6lh.

'" llava Kamma .)6a.
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of our case, it is included in the baraita in order to indicate that even if a person were to
claim that he had covered the crops in order to impede the flame, and without any intention to cause harm to the owner of the crop, that would not b<: suffici<:nt to cx<:mpt him
from liability toward Heaven.
The Tosafot 165 wonder why the theoretical claim according to Rav Ashi is not, in fact,
sufficient to exempt the man from liability even to Heaven, since God knows whether he
is telling the truth or lying, and if he is telling the truth, he should be exempt even in God's
eyes. Their answer is that even if his intention was completely pure, it was his responsibility to be extremely careful and consider the possibility that the act which he was doing
from pure motivation might still cause damage to the very one he was trying to protect.
Since he obviously didn't do that in our case, he stands obligated toward Heaven.
Rabbi Solomon Luria (c. 1510-1574) has a comment which refers to this sugya, and
deals directly with coercion for 0'?.)lli 'J'i::J ::J1'n. He wrote:' 66
:I"YN O'?.)lli 'J'i::J ::J"n ;?.)n'Ni N:::l'i1 7"J 7"n i1::J1llin::J ::J1n:::l 'nN~?.)1
p N7 ONi , 1pn117 lli' i1'~:::l '7::J O'i::Ji::J ?.)"?.) ,07lli7 1~1:::l7 i"::J7 7'Ni
1i1?.) '1:::l i1p'7ii1 'J~7 1i'::Jn 7ID i1?.)p 1'?.)tJi1 '::J" OJ1:::li1 pi~::J i?.)Np TN
.7"?.)i' ::J"n7 N7 '?.)J 0'?.)lli 'J'i::J1 i1'n'O:::l N"O:::l NJN i?.)N N~?.) N?.)'ni
N71 .7":::lY ''~i:::l N7N 1nYi 3711' N1i1 n1::Jllin?.) 3711'i1 Ni11 i?.)Np 'N?.)1
'J'ii NJlli'7 0:1 .77:::l 7"0 N7i ?.)"lli 1:::l '01ni1 1~i'n N71?.) '7 Ni'i1J
N~1' 7"JY7 N7N ,OiN 'J'i n~p?.)::J ''~N N::J1'n n1'i17 Y?.)lli?.) N7 0'?.)lli
1i?.)Nlli o1p?.) 7:::J 7"n mY~ m~~::J 'nN~?.) p1 .i?.)Np ;m7 O'?.)lli ,,,
7::JN 1n1N ::J"n7 T'71:::l' 1JN T'N" 1Y'i1i17 1'1~ N::J ON ,O'?.)lli 'J'i::J ::J"n
i1~1'1 1::J7 7N 1n'lli 'i:::l ",17 110?.) 1J'i ':::l O'?.)lli '1' nN~7 i1nN 1'1~
.O'?.)lli '1' N~'1 1i'::Jn nN

I found a responsum in which the following was written: "It seems
to me that wherever it says 'he is liable before Heaven,' even
though the court cannot coerce him to pay, nonetheless, it may
push him to do so verbally, without [physical] coercion. Tf this is
not so, how does the Gemara say in Chapter ha-Kones, in the context of one who "hid" the crop of his fellow before the fire: 'What
might you say? He could say, "I covered it," and nut be liable even
before Heaven, su the baraita comes tu teach that we du nut say
that.' And what kind of an argument is that, since He who knows
the thoughts of all, knows what his intent was. Rather, [it must be]
as I have explained.'' But this claim is not acceptable to me. Since
the Tosafot did not explain that way, it implies that they did not
agree with that view at all. Furthermore, the expression "laws of
Heaven" does not imply any liability whatsoever according to "laws
of man," but rather [is restricted] exclusively to fulfilling an obligation toward Heaven. And thus did I find in Zofenat Pa'ane'ah:""
Wberever they said ,O'?.)lli 'J'i::J ::J"n, if one comes he must be
informed thus: "We are nut able tu make you liable, but you are
165

Ad locum, s.v. ""10:J.
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Yrun She/ Shlorno, llava Kamma 6:6.
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Xofenat Pa!ane'a,h is a name by which Sefer l<a!avan is sometimes called. The passage quoted by Luria
appears there (see ahov<\ n. 131, for ed. information), p. l90a.
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duty bound to fulfill your obligation toward Heaven, for your case
is handed over to Tt," in order that he will take the matter to hemt,
appease his fellow, and fulfill his obligation to Heaven.
The Yam Shel Shelomo begins by quoting an anonymous responsum, according to
which verbal coercion for t:l'~'tV 'J'1:::J :::J1'n is permissible, even though other coercion is not.
How does the author of the responsum deduce this? He deduces it from the answer of the
Gemara, according to the position of Rav Ashi, to the theoretical argument one might have
raised against considering the one who "hid" the standing crop of his fellow liable 'J'1:::J
O'~'tV. The author's claim is this: In fact, that claim, namely, that he had acted with the best
intention of the crop owner in mind, should exempt him from 0'~1V 'J'1. Wby does it not?
Because since only God knows whether he is telling the truth or not, Hav Ashi believes
that the man can be verbally pressured to pay. W11ile we have no idea of what that wording would be, the juxtaposition of this part of Luria's quote with the next, leads one to
believe that the wording would be something like: "God who knows the thoughts of all
knows whether you are telling the truth. Are you absolutely positive that your motivation
was entirely pure'? lf you are not, you will spend the rest of you life obligated in the eyes
of Heaven to the man whose crop you caused damage to. Would you nut be smarter to fulfill your possible obligation to Heaven, and pay the man for the damage you caused him?"
We should summarize the argument of the anonymous author of the responsum quoted by Luria this way: The Gemara clearly implies that in all matters of 0'~1V 'J'1:::J :::J1'n
there can be verbal, though not physical, coercion. Why is that the implication'? Because
the Gemara should really accept the argument which Rav Ashi says we do not accept in the
case of the man who "hid" his fellow's crops. Now if we should accept it, but we do not
accept it, that can only be because in matters of 0'~1V 'J'1 we can engage in verbal coercion under all circumstances, so the fact that the person has a claim which might be valid
(if he is telling the truth) is irrelevant (since he might also he lying). This seems to he the
way the anonymous author understands the Gemara. Note, that the author accepts the
problem of the Tosafot, but does not offer their answer.
Luria expresses disagreement with the author of the responsum on two grounds. The
first is that the Tosafot raise the same problem as he does, but do not give the same answer.
They give an answer which makes the man liable even if it is assumed that he is telling the
truth. They make no claim that we deduce anything about coercion, verbal or otherwise,
from this sugya. Therefore, claims Luria, they must reject that possibility. And why do they
reject it? Because according to them, there can be no coercion whatsoever, even merely
verbal for t:l'~'tV 'J'1:::J :::J1'n.
The second grounds for rejection are based on the expression itself. Wbat else, asks
Luria, could an expression like "liable in the sight of Heaven" mean if not, "We, the
human court, can do nothing about this case; but you, the person involved are liable in the
sight of Heaven"? "By the laws of Heaven" is clearly intended to be contrasted with "By
the laws of man." It is only about the latter that human courts can do anything. About the
former they are absolutely powerless to do anything but inform the person that they have
an obligation toward Heaven.
W11ere does this leave us regarding coercion for 0'~1V 'J'1:::J :::J1'n? At the maximum, if
we accept the claim of the anonymous responsum, there can be verbal coercion for :::J1'n
O'~'tV 'J'1:::J, but nothing more. If that is the case, this type of obligation is identical in terms
of coercion with the view of the 1l1mim, and others, regarding coercion for ni11V~ t:l'J;Jl;>
p1i1. For both categories the most that a court could do would be to exercise verbal persuasion. II we reject the view of the anonymous responsum, either on the grounds that
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Luria did or on other grounds, we are left with the view of Luria himself. According to him,
there can he no verbal coercion for C'i'J1Zi 'J'1:::J :::J1'n whatsoever. TI1e most there could he
would be verbal informing.
Luria sees a difference between verbal informing and verbal coercion. We have tried
to make that difference clear in preceding paragraphs. It is possible to argue, however, that
what Luria quotes as verbal informing in the name of Ra'avan is precisely what we have
meant all along by verbal coercion. If we say the former, then C'i'J1Z.7 'J'1:::J :::J1'n has even less
enforceability than p1il ni11Vi'J C'J~I;>. If we say the latter, the two are equal, at least as the
1l.unim understood coercion for p1il ni11Vi'J C'J~I;>.
We have been on a lengthy excursus, initiated because Rabbi Shaul Yisraeli linked
blood and bone marrow donation with p1il ni11Vi'J C'J~I;>. 168 TI1e time has come to summarize the route we have taken, and where it has led us. We began with the presentation of
the actual talmudic passages that deal with relevant instances of p1il ni11Zii'J C'J~I;>. Of the
seven passages, four carried no implication whatsoever of obligation for p1il ni11Vi'J C'J~I;>
and surely no implication of coercion; three, by using such words as "obligated" and
answering "yes" to the question "Is that the law?" seemed to imply obligation. Tiwt, in
turn, led us to discuss whether obligation should be understood in these contexts to imply
the right to compel obedience with the dictate of p1il ni11Vi'J C'J~I;>. We quoted
Maimonides, whose view is clearly that it does not. Then we quoted the words of the
Mordecai (corresponding to the view of the Hagahot Maimoniyot) which clearly say that
we compel for p1il ni11Vi'J C'J~7, but appends the words 11':::J nl;>1:l'iJ C!\ (or: 1J1':::J). In tracing what happens to this Mordecai in legal history, we noted that the Beit Yosef, taking his
cue from the Rosh and Rabbenu Yeruham, rejects it entirely, saying that it is clear to him
that there is no coercion for p1il ni11Zii'J C'J~7, and cxpn:ssing surprise at what the
Mordecai had said. We found the explanation of the certainty of the Beit Yosef most compelling as offered by Rabbi Samuel David Munk, namely, that "Torah does not grant permission to a court to coerce except for legal judgment."
The BaH, however, defended and explained the Mordecai. He understood the key
phrase 11':::J n1;>1::J' C!\ to refer to the finder of the lost artick which should he returll<:d
because of p1il ni11Vi'J C'J~I;>. He explained it, probably on the basis of some early
Ashkenazic authorities, though not really implied by the Gemara itself, to mean that the
finder was wealthy. Under those circumstances there is an obligation for the finder to
return it, and the court can compel obedience. We then traced the support for the view of
the BaH through the Zema.h Zedek and the Rabbinic Court Decisions of the Religious
Courts of Israel. We concluded our tracing of the BaH's position with a reference to the
lvlinha.t Yitzha.k who asserts that the coercion issue refers only to instances of returning to
one what was his in the first place, as evidenced by the fact that it applies to the wealthy
who are compelled to return to losers who are poor what was theirs originally. To other
matters, however, co<:rcion would not apply.
Consistent with his view in the Beit Yosef, Karo makes no statement about the admissibility of coercion in the Shulhan Arukh. The Rema also states that coercion is not permitted, but notes that some disagree. The "some disagree," of course, is the Mordecai. In
his comments to the Shulhan Arukh, Rabbi Yonatan Eybeschuetz, the Urim ve-1ltmim,
rejects the vi<:w that the Mordecai means physical co<:rcion at all, and the contention that
a wealthy person is being spoken of. Wbat the :\Iordecai means is verbal coercion, and
nothing more. Eybeschuetz's evidence is based on two things: his version in the Mordecai,
'""See ahove, PI'· 221-222.
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which reads 1)1':ll171::>'il t:l!\, and passages in Ketubbot and Yevamot. The former, according to this explanation, refers to the persuasive power of the court to convince the person
to act T'1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7, and makes no reference to physical coercion. The latter lead
Rabbenu Hananel to conclude that, as a matter of law, physical coercion is utilized only in
contexts where the law indud<:s th<: term T'!:l1::>. That, of course, would <oxdude all instanc<:s
of T'1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7.
We then saw further quotations from the Mordecai that indicate agreement with the
Rah, thereby lending support to the thesis of the 1lnnim concerning the original quotation
from the Mordecai, rather than lending support to the understanding of the BaH. Then we
returned to the Tumim and saw his further proof from the Tosafot's explanation of the piel
of the root il1V37 to indicate only verbal persuasion. Subsequently, we traced the followers
of the 1u.mim through Rabbi Jacob Reicher and Rabbi Samuel David _\iunk.
In a postscript to our extensive treatment of T'1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7, we engaged in a brief
discussion of the admissibility of coercion in matters of t:l'~1V ')'1:l :l1'n. Our discussion was
based primarily on a passage of Rabbi Solomon Luria, quoting an anonymous responsum
and a Tosafot in Bava Kamma. Our conclusion was that the only type of coercion possible
in such matters would be verbal, at most.
If we were forced to take an unequivocal stand from all of the views we have quoted
and explained, it would have to be in favor of the view of the Rambam, the Beit Yosef, the
Rosh, and the preferred position of the Rema. It simply stretches the language too far to
think that there could be a humanly enforced coercive element in matters that are "beyond
the requirements of the law," or "to discharge one's obligation to Heaven." But even if we
do not make that absolute judgment, the weight of precedent from the middle ages on
seems to favor either restricting coercion to wealthy people returning objects to their original owners or to verbal persuasion and coercion. And, if we adopt the later position, it is
uncontested. That is, everybody agrees that the court should attempt to convince a person
to behave p1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7. It is the moral thing to do, and there can be no objection to
attempting to convince a person to behave accordingly. TI1at, however, is a far cry from
claiming that there is a legal right to compel obedience.
None of this is meant to deny that the view that coercion for T'1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7 exists,
if one relies on the early Ashkenazic sources of the Mordecai without considering the legal
history of those sources' claims. That, however, would be irresponsible law.
Rabbi Yisraeli was the only one who attributed the status of T'1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7 to blood
and bone marrow donation. All the others treated it in terms of 11~37l1 lli7. We have now
demonstrated that by either standard there is not a legal obligation to donate either blood
or bone marrow. Given the relative ease of these procedures, however, we affirm that it is
the moral thing to do. Yisradi <oquates a moral act with T'1ill1i11V~ t:l')!:l7, and states very
beautifully: 109 "A moral obligation (T'1ill1i11V~ t:l')!:l7, which is the opposite of midat sedom)
is more than a mere praiseworthy action (midat chasidut). In the latter case, a volunteer
should be encouraged; in the former, one should be encouraged to volunteer:' Yisraeli was
silent about his views on coercion for T'1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7 in his article. But this quotation
makes it very clear. "One should be encouraged to volunteer" is a statement of verbal persuasion and encouragement. TilC most one could possibly call it is verbal coercion.
TI1e motivation of those who would make blood donation and bone marrow donation
mandatory is both understandable and laudable. However, it is probably not implied by the
Gemara either as 11~37l1 1\7 or as T'1il l1i11V~ t:l')!:l7, and takes a step that creates unen1n9

See n. 13 in the English version of the article referenced above, n. 107.
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forceable and bad law. Of course we must encourage people to donate blood and bone marrow, especially to those in critical need. We must admonish them to overcome common
tendencies to claim that one cannot do so for a host of reasons. We must stress what a great
mitzvah they will be perfuming by becoming donors, and how great the reward of saving
another's life will be. Dut, we would be ill advised to posit either blood donation or bone
marrow donation as a legal requirement which any halakhically observant Jew must agree
to when needed. To mandate them as halakhic requirements implies the right to compel
halakhic Jews to donate. We would be better off to take the lesser step, which is more
defensible. To refuse to donate violates :l1tJi11 111i'i1 ll'11il'1 and perhaps 1'1i1 ll1111ii'.) O'J~?,
which cannot be coerced, but does not violate ll'1 01 7l' 11?.)l'll !\7.
There is an obvious difference between donating blood for deposit in a blood bank,
either for the use of someone else or for one's own use, and donating blood for a i171n
1J'J~711i. In the latter case, the person in need of the blood is present and waiting, while in
the former case, the ultimate recipient is not yet in need of the blood. The question, then,
is whether that fact makes any difference in terms of the halakhic permissibility to donate
blood under such circumstances. In addition, we shall see that this issue is tied to the question of the permissibility of donating blood for compensation.
Let us begin with the primary halakhic sources that impinge on our question. The
Mishnah reads: 170
i17 Tll'7 1:::l"n1 1\:::l'PY '1 'J~7 n~:::l .p111i:::l i111i~i111i~1 Y1~11i 1n~:::J i111il'i'.)
7Y ll1?.)1l' i11i'.)11i ·Ti'.)T 17 rm1 ·Ti'.)T ,7 rn ,':::l1 :17 1?.)~ .m m~i'.) l':::l1~
i1ll'i11 i111i!\1 ll!\ i1ll7'- •1?.)11.7 10'~:l 1:::l1 i1'J~:::l 1:li1 ll!\ 1:::l11i1 i11~n nn~
.1\:::l'Pl' ':::l1 'J~7 !\:::l1 0'1l' i1'7l' 1'i'.)l'i1 .i111i~1 7Y i11' llnJ?.)1 nn~tJi'.)
1i'.)~l':::l 7:::l1lli1 ,017:l ll1?.)~ ~7 :17 1?.)~ ?T1T ll1~i'.) '1 Tll1J 'J~ 1T7 :17 1?.)~
.O':::l"n 1:::l 17:::Jn11i 0'1n~ •1m~ '~11.71 1J'~11i '~ 7Y t']~

There was a case of a man who removed the head covering of a
woman in the market place. She came before Rabbi Akiva who
declared the man liable to pay her four hundred zuz. He said to him:
"Rabbi, give me some time:' He granted him time. lDuring that
time,] he waited until she was standing by the door of her courtyard.
He broke a pitcher in her presence that contained about an issar's
worth of oil. She removed her head covering and began patting the
oil [into her palm] and putting it on her head. TI1e man had brought
witnesses to her act. He came before Rabbi Akiva and said: "Am I to
pay four hundred znz to such a one?" He answered: "Your claim is
irrelevant. For, even though one should not damage oneself, if one
did, one is exempt; but, if others cause the damage, they are liable.''
Even though the woman had also caused herself some type of disgrace (damage), the
claim of the man that this exonerated him from liability fell on deaf ears. There is a difference, says Rabbi Akiva, between one who inflicts damage on oneself and one who
inflicts damage upon another. Both have done something wrong, but the former is not
legally liable, while the latter is.
In its discussion of the Mishnah, the Gemm·a 171 quotes a baraita in which Rabbi Akiva
is quoted as saying: 1?.)~l':::l 71:::Jn7 '!\11.71 01~ •l1':::l 01n ll'7l'i11 0'1'1!\ 0'?.):::lll77~ - "You have
'"Bava Kamma ll:6 (90b).
"' llava Kamma 9la.
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dived into turbulent waters but brought up only sherds. A person is entitled to inflict damage upon himself:' TI1c view of Rabbi Akiva in this baraita is that it is permissible to inflict
injury upon oneself. In the Mishnah he claimed it was forbidden, though one who did so
was not liable at law. In its further discussion, the Gemara'" affirms that the view of Rabbi
Akiva expressed in the Mishnah is his view as understood by Rabbi Elazar ha-Kappar. But,
at a minimum, we see that there are two opinions about whether it is permissible to inflict
injury or damage upon oneself.
Maimonides records the law in accordance with the view of Rabbi Akiva of the
\fishnah. He wrote:' 7 ' 1i:Jn::J T"::J 1?.):!1':!7::J T"::J 71::Jn7 tl1N7 i10N - "Tt is forbidden for one to
inflict damage either upon oneself or upon one's fellow."' 74 This, too, seems to be the view
of the Rif and the Rosh, since both quote the wording of the Mishnah without any indication of the contrary view of the baraita. 175 The Tur also affirms that it is forbidden to
inflict injury upon oneself, but then adds: 176 71::Jn7 iNtiJi tl1Ni1 N7N i1::l7i1 i1JiNtiJ i1"?.)ii1 ::Jn::l
1?.):!1':!J::J - "Rabbi Meir ha-Levi Abulafia wrote that this is not the law. Rather, a person is
entitled to inflict injury upon himsel£."' 77 Finally, the Shulhan Arukh' 7" records the law
precisely in the languag•: of the Mishnah.
It seems clear, tl1erefore, that the classical poskim have taken the view that inflicting
injury upon oneself is forbidden. Only according to the Ramah is tlwt not the case. Obviously,
if one adopts the position of ilie Ramah, there can be no halakhic objection to blood donation, even without the presence of one who is awaiting the blood right now. 179 However,
adopting that view would leave one in the position of ignoring the weight of precedent, which
favors the view that self-injury is forbidden. The question, then, becomes whether blood
donation is permissible or forbidden according to the view of the majority of the poskim.
One factor which is relevant to that question is whether the status of the prohibition against seH-inj ury is Nniii1N1 or p::Ji1. II it is the former, we would be inclined to
be strict in a matter of doubt, based on the principle Ni?.)1n7 Nniii1N1 Nj?i~O; and if it
is the latter, we would be inclined to be lenient in a matter of doubt, based on the principle N71p7 TJ::li1 Nj?i~O.
An apparently sti·aightforward answer is offered by the Meiri in his comments to Bava
Kamma, where he wrote:'"'' N1i1 i1i1ni1 T?.) 1?.):!1':!7::J 71::Jn7 iNtiJi tl1N T"Ntv i1Jtv?.)::J 1liN::Jtv i1T 172

llava Kamma ')lb.
M.T. Hovel u'Mazik .5:1.

mHe intimates the same in Hilkhot Shevuol 5:17, where he stales: ,1?J~l1:J 71:Jn'11! l1:J11!J11! J1l~ 1?J~l17 l1107 l1:J11!J
1''il1 0'?n 0l11:J11! ,'l'<11!11l'l'<11! !l"l1l'<- If one swears to do evil to himself, as, for example, he swears to inflict
injury upon himseH, the oath is effective even though he is not permitted to do so.
175

See Rif', 32a, and Rosh B: 13.

'" Hoshen Mishpat 420.
177

The Beil Yosel' (0"?J10 011!::! 11!"?J1 0"1::!) explains the reasoning ol" the Ramah based on the l"aellhatthe
Gemara attrilmt•·s the view of llabbi A kiva in the Mishnah to llabbi I<: lazar ha-Kappar, and the law never
Iollows him. TilUs, the law must he in aeeordam:e with Rabbi Akiva oi the baraita. Tiw BaH ('i:J1n0 0"1::!)
refers to the Cemara in Shevuot Sa as proving that the sages disagree with the view of llabbi Elazar ha-

Kappar from which support for the view of Habbi Ak:iva :in the Mishnah was adduced. Since the sages disagree witl1 hirn, t.l1e systemic principle 0":::11~ i1~?i1 0":::111 1"n"- in a dispute between one sage and the
majority, the law follows the majority- impels us to reject the view of llabbi I<: lazar ha-Kappar, and if it is
that view which supports the Rabbi Akiva version ol' tlw Mishnah, it, too, must he rejected in favor oi the
Rabbi Akiva version of' the baraita.

"" Hoshcn Mishpat 420:31.
"Though see below, p. 243, f'or t.l1e vie\v of' Rabbi \'Ienasl1e Klein, even aeeording t.o tl1e Ramah.

17

'""N?Jp l'<:J:J7 01'M:J0 rl':J,

Kalman Schlesinger ed. (Jerusalem, 1963), p. 266.
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"What we have explained in the Mishnah, that it is forbidden for one to injure oneself, is
from the Torah:' What complicates this apparently straightforward answer is that a few lines
later the Meiri writes: .1~~:17 [:::l] 71:::ln'lV Y:::llVJ C~ ,1~~Y:::l 71:::Jn7 '~lVi C1~ 1'~ 1i~~lV !l"Y~
C'i!l10 i10'~ ~1i1lV 7:>w 1Ji~:::l i:::l:>1 ••• C'i!l10 'i:::l1 ~7~ i1i1~" m~~ 11 p~w ••• 1'7:17 i17n i1Y1:::llV
1'7:17 i17n '1~':::l 1'1:l71:::llV - "Even though the sages said that a person is not entitled to injure

himself, if one swore that he would do so, the oath takes effect. . .for this [prohibition against
self-injury] is not a complete mitzvah, but rather based on the words of Soferim (i.e., is
TJ:::li1) ... and we have already explained ... that all such rabbinic prohibitions are subject to
fulfilhnent in the case of oaths:'
At first blush, there seems to be a conflict within the Meiri's words. He calls the prohibition against self-injury ~1'1"i1~1, and th<:n daims that an oath to injure Oll<:sclf applies
because the prohibition against self-injury is TJ:::li1. The resolution to the problem is found
in the Ran. In his comments to the Rif on Shevuot131 he wrote: P'i~~ 7:::J1ni1 jli!l:::l1 YY~
Y:::llV1~ 'ijl'~ ~7 lVi1!l~ i1i11'1i11~ ~1'1'71 7:::>(1) •17 ~'1'1~ ~lVi1~ 1~~Y:::l 7:::Jn7 '~lVi C1~ 1'~1
1'7:17 i1Y':::llV 7m1'1 ~7w plY7 1~1:171 - "Even though we say in Perek ha.-Hovel that a biblical

midrash serves as the source for the claim that a person is not entitled to injure himself,
nothing that is not explicit in the Torah falls in the category of 'already under oath,' such
that oaths not apply to it." The Ran affirms that the prohibition against self-injury is
~1'1"i1~1. One would, however, still be obliged to fulfill an oath to inflict such injury upon
oneself because one is exempt from such fulfillment only in the case of 1~1:171 Y:::llV1~, and
that applies only to explicit prohibitions of the Torah. The distinction is made even more
clearly by the Ran in his comment to Nedarim 132 where he wrote: !l"Y~ ~lVi1~ ~1'1~1 '1'~ 7:::>
1'7:17 i17n i1:l71:::llV ~'1i1:::l ~ijl:::l lVi1!l~ i1'1'1'71 P':l ,i1i11'1i1 1~ ~1i1lV - ""Even though anything
deduced by midrash has the status of ~1'1"i1~1, oaths apply to such matters since they are
not explicit in the Torah:' Indeed, the same distinction as is drawn by the Ran is the most
reasonable solution to the apparent contradiction in the words of the Meiri. From both of
them, then, it follows that the prohibition against self-injury is ~1'1"i1~1.
Based on precisely these sources, Rabbi Menashe Klein draws the apparently mevitable conclusion, in his monumental work m:>7i1 i1llV~:w'
71:::Jn7 r~w i10'~1 tl'l1lV~ii1 i~lV1 7"7 1"ii11 'i'~~i11'1:l711 1i1'~ P'Y~lV
P'Y~w ~7'~~1 •••• ~i~1n7 i1T:::l p'7T~ '~11 i11'1Y~1 ~'i1 ~1'1"i1~1 1~~Y:::l
jl"l~:::l ~~7:::J7 1~1~ 11'1'7 7~ilV'7 i10~ '~111 11'1 ~1'17'~'(1) ~1lV!l7 '~l
~'~mw 7:::> ~m i17:::Jn ip'Yi11 .~m 1~~Y:::l 7:::Jm 'ii1 pl~:::J7 c1 1mJw:> 'ii11
1~~:17~ tl1 11'1'7 i10~ :::>"~ 1~~Y:::l 71:::Jn7 '~lVi C1~ 7'~ 7""j71 11':::>1 ,C1
.i1im i10'~:::l ~1m •'~lVi 1J'~ i1~1ilV !l"Y~1 1~~Y:::l 7:::J1n m:::J 'ii1lV

We learn, at any rate, that the view of the Meiri and the Ran, of
blessed memory, and the other Rishonim is that the prohibition
against self-injury is ~1'1"i1~1. Thus, surely, we are strict concerning it. ...And from this we can also de due<: the answer to our question, namely, that it is certainly forbidden for a Jew to donate his
blood to a blood bank. For when one donates to a bank one inflicts
injury upon oneself, the essence of which being the actual removal
of the blood. And since we have established that a person is not
"' P. lla,
'" P. Ba.

~:J1l/J N':JN 0"'1.

':>"'?JP !>0

0"'1.

''' Menashe Klein, Mi.-luwh llalaklwt (llrooldyn: 5747), vol. 4, no. 24.), p. 3BO.
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entitled to inflict injury upon himself, it follows that it is forbidden
to donate blood since that constitutes self-injury. And it is forbidden l'(n"11l'(1 even if one wishes to donate.
Rabbi Klein adds one more important point that pertains even to the position of the
Ramah, who holds that it is permissible to inflict injury upon oneself. Based on a claim of
Rabbi Shelomo Luriaw4 that ':J"':J7 111~7 l'(7 'l'(1 111~7 l'(7l'( 1n11':) 1)'l'( i1"1':)1i1 1V11'!)7 17'!)l'(
C'1l:J i''Ti17 17'!)l'( 110l'( - "Even according to the understanding of Abulafia, it is permissible only for need, for without need all agree that it is even forbidden to damage clothing"
- Klein concludes 185 that it would be forbidden to donate to a blood bank even according
to the Ramah, since some possible future need of the donor for blood (which would not
even be the blood he donated) does not constitute "need:'
If the Ramah permits only for need, it must follow that those who forbid must forbid
even for need, otherwise there is no dispute between the Ramah and the others. Indeed, the
Tosafot"" make precisely this point: 111~7 ''!)l'( 71:Jn7 110l'(1V ... '"11l'(1 -"And Ri says .. .that
it is forbidden to injure even for need:'
The responsum of Rabbi Klein was written on January 9, 1964 (though not published
until about twenty-three years later). Klein often takes note of responsa of Rabbi Moses
Feinstein, though in this instance he does not. Feinstein had written a responsum on the
question of the permissibility of donating blood for compensation on October 26, 1962.'"7
lt is, of course, very possible that Klein did not know of it at alL feinstein begins with the
premise that it should be forbidden, since the view of Maimonides is that self-injury is forbidden, and the Ri has made it clear that the prohibition applies even when there is
"need." Earning money is "need," but would still be prohibited according to this. At the
end of the responsum, however, the following appears:
l'(71V -,,,, c':J~ W' C'l'(!)11i1 nmwi1 '!)

7:J

c1 l'('~1i17 17 i17:Jn:J 7:Jl'(

'71pl'(7 p1 ~l'( C1 7'pi17 p.i11) 1'i1 Ll'l':)11pi1 n1111:J1V 1)'~1':) l'(i11 , 110l'(7
'l'(11 {';)"{';) ••• ':J"nl'( mn1V)1V ~l'( p71 •••• (:J"':J) ~"':Ji' ~, n:JW:J 1V11!)1':)':J

T'l'('~11':) C1'i1 Cl 1 ':J"':J 711l '1)'1V i1'i1' l'(71 i17:J i1l'(1!)1 Cl l'(':J'l'( i1n':J Cl
.c1 mpi11 17 i17:Jn:J 110l'(7 pl'( 11V!)l'( p71 , 1':J~ l'(7:J ~':J/':)':J C'l'(!)11i1
.i1711l l'(1:JO l'(1i11V

P'':l 1:J mn/':)7 pl'( 7pi17

i1~11i11

But there is a compelling reason not to forbid this injury of removing blood under medical supervision, for we find that in earlier
generations it was customary to let blood even for palliative purposes, as is explained in Shabbat l29(b) .... So even though matters [concerning bloodletting changed] afterwards ... nonetheless
there must be some therapeutic value even now because such a
great change is improbable. And furthermore, doctors today are
able to take the blood with almost no pain. Therefore, it is
possible that one should not forbid this injury of bloodletting. One
who wishes [to donate] should not be prevented, since this is compelling logic.
18 '1

,!Yl ''0 "n j:>1!l ,N?Jj:> N:J:J ,;ml;>tv l;>tv tl'

'"" lhid., p. 381.
18

uHava Karn rna 91 b, 'Njl N?N jl"1 .
.l"j:> ·•o 'N pl;>n ,!J!ltv?J Ttvn ,ntv?J m1lN m:J,tvm ml;>Ntv
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Feinstein seems to be making two points. First, if the taking of blood were in the category of self-injury, it would have been permissible to let blood in the tahnudic period only for
therap<:utic n;asons, hut not for men: palliative ones. After all, self inflicted injury is forbidden,
as stipulated hy Ri, even for "need:' Yet, the evidence of the Gemara is that it was done even
for merely palliative reasons. Hence, if the Gemara did not prohibit it for the palliative need,
we should not prohibit it for the financial need of the donor who is giving for compensation.
TI1e reason the Gemara did not forbid blood letting for palliative purposes is that there must
always also have been some medical benefit to the person. Tims, even though attitudes toward
blood letting have changed over time, it is unlikely that the changed reality could be so great
that there is no medical benefit to the removal of blood. Fmihermore, the very grounding of
the prohibition may no longer be applicable. Giving blood should be forbidden only if it constitutes self-injury. Today the medical personnel are able to take it without any pain or injury
to the individual at all. Hence, the sole defensible justification for the prohibition is no longer
applicable, and the prohibition no longer obtains.
Feinstein is clearly trying very hard to find a in'il, but his grounds are both weak, and
we would be disinclined to rely upon them. While it may have been difficult for Rabbi
Feinstein to admit the possibility that l;>"m may have been entirely mistaken in believing that
there are medical benefits to blood letting, we do not find such a premise so impossible.
Therefore, any in'il to donate blood which is based on the premise that the removal of the
blood benefits the donor medically would be untenable. Furthermore, enough donors have
black and blue marks on their arms after donation to make the claim that all blood donation
is painless and without injury unacceptable as a grounding for halald1ic decision making.
There is another avenue, however, which seems to be more halakhically sound. TI1e
passage in Maimonides from which the prohibition against self-injury is deduced reads
in its entirety:'""
il:::l~ill;>:::l l'\l;>l'\ , i::Jl;>::J l;>::Jmil l'\1;>1 •1i:::ln::J p::::! 1~~:17::::! 7'::::! 1;>1::Jnl;> Llil'\1;> i10l'\
ill 'iil , 11'~J 1i1 illlil'\ 7'::::! lli'l'\ 7'::::! l;>11:1 7'::::! 1UP 7'::::! l;>l'\illi'~ illi:::l Llil'\
ili1n ili'illil LlN ,(:\:il:::l '::::!1) 1n1:::lill;> "]'01' l'\1;> :'NJlli ,illli:l7n l'\l;>:::l i:::l1:l7
.p'i~il nl'\ il:::l~l;> i~:::l1 l;>p ,l'\tJ1nil nl'\:::lil:::l '1'01ill;>~

It is forbidden for one to injure either himself or someone else. [And
the prohibition applies] not only to inflicting actual injury, but
rather even anyone who strikes another Jew, whether a minor or an
adult, whether a man or a woman, in a manner of strife,'" 9 violates
a negative commandment. Scripture says: "He should not add to his
lashes:' If the Torah warns against adding lashes in the whipping of
the sinner, kal va'homer regarding one who is not a sinner. 190
We quote from the words of Rabbi Abraham Sofer Abraham, who gives a reasonable explanation of the conclusion that should be drawn from the careful wording of
the Rambam. The Nishmat Avraham wrote: 191
""IVI.T. Hilkhot Hovel u'Ma,ik 5:1.
Hl'J

190

Hascd on Exod. 21:22 - C"W.:n~ ,:l.:J" .,~,. ~,...lost editions of ~,...bimonides have a marginal gloss suggesting th('
reading )1'1::1 instead oi )1'~l. For the purposes oi the argument soon to he made, either reading would
lead to the same result.

Tiw aetual scriptural derivation is nol relevant LO our deliberation. See, however, Siire Devarim, 286: N'?
;nzllm !>'? 7l7 1:l1l7 ']'017:l :1':1 ON ,']'01', and Rashi to Ketubbot 3.)a, '?:11n TJ':l1!l1 :1"1, and Sanhedrin 85a.

'" Nishmat Armluun, Hilkhot Aveilut, siman 349:2,

letter~.

p. 265; appearing also in

T'~7:l:1,

Nisan 574.), p. 27.
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1i1 11\) :J'i 1l"il1 , P'~l 1i1 l-ip11 l'?.YtVI':) "11'~l 1i1" :Jn:>tv ili':)/':)1
l-i'l':J'I':) l-i?1 ,n?l'1n? l-i?l\ <P'i:J 11\) :J'i trr.v? l-t? nl-ii il'tlJl' Ol\ ?:Jl-i ,(p'i:J
•imi':) , p/':)1':) ?w n?l'1n? 1?'»l-i l-i?l-i '1»'i ?w n?l'm?

And one can deduce from the fad that he wrote "in a manner of
strife," that the implication is that it applies only when done in a
manner of st1·ife (or a degrading manner). But if one did it (i.e.,
inflict injury) not for the purpose of strife (or degradation), but for
some positive purpose, not restricted to medical positive purpose
but even financial positive purpose, it is permissible.
The wording of Maimonides does not imply an absolute prohibition against inflicting injury. The prohibition is not independent of the intent when inflicting the injury.
Only when the intent is to injure or degrade, as opposed to injury or degradation being
an unavoidable result of the act, does the act fall under the prohibition of ?:J1n. Surely
that is not the case with blood donation. It is not the intent of either the donor or the
technician to inflict injury. The intent of both is merely to extract blood, not to engage
in strife or degradation. Thus, the prohibition against self-injury is simply inapplicable
to the question at hand, and since there is no other conceivably applicable prohibition,
there is no prohibition whatsoever. 192
A different approach is also indicated by Rabbi Joseph Babad in his Minhat Hinu.kh
when he wrote:' 9"
l-i?:J l-ip11 1l"il 1i':Jn:J 11\ 11':)1\1 1':Jl-i il:Jil:J ili1nil il:J"nw m1 1"l'?l1
11\?:::J 1l'l-i ,1i':Jn 11\ ,c??p• 11\ tl:J''tlJ 1? tl'il':)1l\ 11':)1\1 1':Jl\ t:Jl\ ?:Jl\ ,mwi
.iln'l':) l-i?1 mp?/':) :J"n 1l'l\1 ,iliil

It seems to me that when the Torah makes one liable for hitting
one's father or mother, or one's fellow, it does so specifically in the
case where one did so without permission. But, if one's father or
mother ask to he hit or cursed, or [similarly] one's fellow, this negative commandment (i.e., the prohibition against being ?:J1n) does
not apply, and one is not liable either for lashing or death.
Tn the case of blood donation the injury is being inflicted with permission from the
donor. Surely the claim of Babad exonerates the technicians from any liability. It is reasonable, as well, to afiirm that if the actual inflicter of the injury is exonerated by the grant
of permission by the injured party, that party must have had permission to forego his own
prohibition against self-injury. 194
comments: First, it is a littl(' :o-urpri:o-ing that Feinskin hims(·lf did not have rccmHS(' to this argument~
sinee he himseli makes the same deduetion from Maimonides in a dillerent eontexL In ,U!llllr.l Jllln ,;'llllr.l n11lN
'l ''0 ,'N j?1?n Feinstein wrote: '?'?:J 1N'i;'l '?'?:J:J '10 N'i )1'~l111 1l'N ON1 l7r.llllr.l. Seeond, in fairness to Rabbi
1\lenashe Klein, he might interpret Maimonides' clause J1'~l111 to rder only to the case of hitting someone
\-vit.l1out causing any injury. Tf one l1it.s someone in tlwt. \vay, in the manner of strife, one violates a negative
mitzvah even though there is no injury. If there is no injury and no manner of strife, no mitzvah is violated. If,
however, one actually causes jnjury, the negatjvc Injt.zvah js vjolated even jf not jn a 1nanncr ol' strjfe.

1'!2'1\vo

1"'
191

.(D"'llln ,011!l nN~1;'1 :tJ''ilV11'l N"l7 'l7

'P

;:::~ mN ,n"r.~ ;'11~?:1 .11m nmr.~

Tiw daim oJ the 11ln nmr.~ is surely not sell' evidently true. Tiwre is no dear statement in tlw Talmud that permits one to supersede the prohibition against seH-injury. One eould even make the opposite ease f'airly strongly.
The clearest statement of the opposit.. view can he found in the '1 'l70 ,lV!ll1 '],) 'j?Tl m:J';>;] ,;'l"n ,:::11;'1 111l7Jn'?lll
where N'ln;'l '?l1:J wrote: 1n1:J;'l';> '?'?:J 1!l1l '?l7 mw1 tl1N'? J'N ':l 1n1:J;]';> mw1 1'? Jn1l N1;'1 1'i'!lN 11:1n nN m~;'l';> 110N. A
fascinating analysis of the issue can l!e found in Shlomo Yosef Zevin, 0'111':::11 n1'l7:1 :;'l:J';>;'l;'l 11N'?
(1"llln ,j?1j? :::11;'1 101?:1 :tJ''ilV11') in the chapter entitled;]~';>;];] '!l'? p1'i"lV D!llllr.l, PI'· 181-196, esp. PI'· 188-189.
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Finally, Abraham Sofer Abraham'"' claims that Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach permitted blood donation to a bank because the act is ultimately one intended for saving a life,
even if the primary motivation of the donor may have been monetary. That is, the prohibition against i17:m is inapplicable because it is superseded by the mandate of "tV!:lJ n7~i1. 106
We claimed above 197 that the majority of poskim, who disagree with the Ramah, forbid
;;elf-injury, even fur need. Rabbi Moshe Zurger refers 193 to an incident with Abba Hilkiah
in order to draw a helpful distinction. On his way home from the fields one clay, several
sages saw Abba Hilkiah lift up his clothing as he approached a field of thorns and brambles. Obviously, his intention was to prevent tears in his clothing that would be caused by
the thorns. When the sages had a chance to discuss this, and other elements of his behavior, with him, they expressed surprise that he lifted his clothing, but allowed himself to be
pricked by the thorns. Abba Hilkiah answered: i1::J1il'\ i17Yn i1J'I'\ i1T1 i1::J1il'\ i17Yn i1T -"The
skin will heal itself, but the clothes will not:'
If the prohibition against inflicting self-injury applies even to cases of need, without any distinctions, the behavior of Abba Hilkiah is difficult to understand. Based on
this, Zorger concludes:
1n~Y:::l 71:Jn7 t:l'~1i' c1pn:J i1:JY7 i'ni1 1'1:\:::l 1'0!:li17 I'\71V '1::J1V 'ii1
i17Yn 1J'I'\1V i17:::ln 7::Jw I'\J'17 i11'\iJ '::Ji17 .i1::J1il'\ i17Yn 1!:lU"tV c1wn
71:Jn7 7:JI'\ , pnn 111~7 i10I'\ i1n11::J1 17:m 11' Y1tJp7 p:~::J ,i1::J1il'\
·11?.)?.) 1i1~7 in1i'.) :l"i1::J1 t:l1 l'\'~1i17

It seems that he (Abba Hilkiah) permitted passing through thorns
and injuring himself in order to protect his clothing since his body
would heal itself. Thus it seems reasonable to conclude legally that
an injury which will not heal itself, for example, amputating a
hand, a foot, or something similar, would be forbidden even for
monetary need. But to inflict self-injury in order to remove blood,
and similar matters, would be permissible for monetary need.
The distinction which Rabbi Zorger draws does not appear in the work of other
poskim, at least as far as I have been able to find. Nonetheless, it seems to be a reasonable
and even compelling distinction. It leaves the laws of self-injury as follows: (1) all selfinjury which will not heal itself is forbidden, even for cause (other than medical necessity); (2) self-injury which will heal itself is nonetheless forbidden in the absence of cause;
and, (3) self-injury which will heal itself is permissible for cause.
In the case of blood donation, the cause which permits might be the financial need of
the donor who is donating for money, or the ongoing protection of one and one's family in
the event that blood is needed bv them in the future, or (in an extension of Rabbi
Auerbach's claim above) the saving of the life or health even of a stJ·anger or one whose
identity is as yet unknown because his need of blood is not yet present.
Though many of the poskim restrict their permission to donate blood to those who
have a rare blood type, which is often unavailable for purchase, or which might cost a great
''"See above, n. 191.
19

"I shall forego the "pleasure" oJ a kngtl1y discourse aLLhis Lime on tlw suhjeel oJ whether this would apply iJ
the chances were significant that the recipient might be non-Jewish. Rabbi Moshe Ze'ev Zorger addresses
this issue in 1"~ ,''0 ,(1989 0'71V11') nw~ :l1V'1.

'"P. 249.
I')HN"Y ::J"~, ~,

,'::J n,N

,j,"~

'"0

,iltv~

::Jtv",, referring to the Gcnlara in Tan'anit 23h.
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deal because it is so rare, there is no reason to be so resti·ictive. Wltile it is true that there
arc sometimes acute shortages of rare blood types, hospitals and blood banks arc always in
need of all types of blood. Tit ere never seems to be a glut in the blood market of even the
most common types of blood. If there is never enough blood, there is always a need.
Our deliberation thus far has made mention of the donation of blood for compensation.
But, the essence of our discussion was about the laws of self-injury and their applicability
to blood donation. Now, though, we will turn our attention specifically to the question of the
permissibility of donation for compensation. 199 Obviously, there is a relationship between
one's view on the issue of self-injury, and one's view on the permissibility of donating blood
for compensation. If one forbids self-injury even for need, as does Rabbi Menashe Klein, it
must be forbidden to donate blood for compensation even when in financial need. Indeed,
IGein says so explicitly at the end of his responsum. 200 According to the views above that
exempt blood donation from the laws of self-injury either on the grounds that there is medical benefit to the donor, or that there is no injury, or that the prohibition against self-injury
does not apply when the donor gives permission for the injury to be inflicted, or because
the category of n11V£ll n?~il supersedes the prohibition, or because the prohibition against
self-injury does not apply to injuries inflicted for cause and which heal themselves - there
can be no objection to donation for compensation based on the prohibition ofil?:m. Indeed,
that is the thrust of Rabbi Feinstein's responsum/01 the comment of Rabbi Auerbach quoted by Abraham Sofer Abraham, 202 and the responsum of Rabbi Zorger. 201
The question that needs yet to be addessed, however, is whether there are other grounds
on which n:ceiving compensation for blood donation should he considered halakhically prohibited. The issue that might be raised is that the blood donation and the bone marrow donation are in the category of a mitzvah, and perhaps the performance of a mitzvah for compensation is itself forbidden. Without going into the history of the acceptance of pay by those
who perform mitzvot - like teachers, doctors, mohalim, and shohatim - it is now an accepted practice. Indeed, the Radbaz makes an interesting comment about those who might practice il7'7.) without pay. He wrote concerning one who had taken an oath not to derive any benefit from the inhabitants of a city, whose services were then needed, and about whom
~Iaimonides codified that his oath should he annulled: 204 l'i'n7.) Oln:::l mtv:ll? il~1i 0~ '£l~1
illpn:l il1~7.)il il1V:l7' ~7 i:::ltv 7~1l 1l'~1V P':::l1 205 ~'11V P,7.) P,7.):::l ~'0~1 ,17 - "Titat even if he wishes to pedorm the services without cost,' 0 " the oath should be annulled, because 'a doctor who
treats for nothing is worth nothing,''"' and since he would be taking no wage, he would not
be fastidious in performing the mitzvah correctly:'
109

There is clear evidence of' some types of' sale. Tn the Mishnah (Nedarim 9:5, 6Sb), Rabbi Akiva insists that a
man pay the full mnount of his wife's k..tubbah, <'V<'n if he has to sc·ll his own hair to eat! It seems, too, that

Rabbi Akiva was drawing on his own Iamily experience, Ior the Yerushalmi (Shahhal 6:1, 7d) records tl1at his
wife used to sell her hair in order to support him at the academy.

'""See above, n. 183.
above, n. 187.

:wl See

'"'See above, p. 252.
"''See above, p. 252.

"''IVLT. Hil!Jwt Shcvuot 6:9.
:ws .N"l" il"£:1 N~j:' N::J::J

"'"Thereby avoiding Lhe need Lo annul the oath sinee he would not he deriving any benefit Irom the inhabitants
of the eity since he \vould be acting vvitl1out charge.
~ 117 llava
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We must be realistic in this matter. If we declare compensation for blood donation
(or blood platelets, or bone marrow) to be halakhically forbidden because the donation
is a mitzvah, we will succeed mainly in reducing the supply of available blood.
Donors, after all, have the right to refuse to donate. lf receiving fair and reasonable
compensation for their time and pain can serve as an inducement to donate, we should
not seek to impose a level of "piety" upon them that will do nothing more than reduce
the available supply.
We might wish to make a theological claim similar to that made by Rabbi
Moshe Sternbuch: 208
tz.7!:lJ r1t;,:!ri1 t;,tz.7 ilt;,11:1 i11:!i~t;, il:m N1t;,il ,t:l'~tz.7 ctz.7t;, i11:!i~t;, 1~1~ c1m CN
I1111ilt;,1 1I11N :sm~t;, t;,::m Nt;, t"]O:l i1T t;,37 np1t;, t:lN1 i11~:l 7'N1Zi t;,N11Z.7'~
.mn!:l t:l'~tz.7i1 1~ 11:Jtz.71Z.7 'N11 t;,:JN ,Np11 cJn:J 1'1:!itz.7

If one donates his blood as an act of t:l'~1Z.7 t:l1Zit;, i11:!0~, he merits the
great and incomparable mitzvah of saving a life. But if he takes
compensation for this, we should not prevent him from doing so by
issuing a decision that the donation must be free. Surely, though,
his heavenly reward will be less.
We would even wish to add the admonition of Rabbi Moshe Ze'ev Zorger 09 that
,.,t;,1 i1N1J1 t:l:\il , 1no~ ilT'N m~ i11Z.71:li1 t"]O:J t;,':Jtz.7:J p1 1~1 7mJ 1J'N eN
N1i1 t:lN i10J1!:l 111:!it;, 1!11~ ilt;,:Jn Ni11 NJ'1~ 110Nt;, T'N 'I11Z.71'!:l1Z.7 il~
•1:l1il 1:li1:l~ t:l1j?~ t;,:J~ ,il:l11N ilt;,:li~

If one does not give his blood except for compensation, making a
type of business of it, even though it follows from what I have
explained that it is not forbidden by law since self-injury is permissible for purposes of a livelihood when the body heals itself, it
is nonetheless unseemly.
But, we would be ill advised to prohibit compensation for the donation of blood or
bone marrow.
We shall have to return to this issue later, as well. Suffice it for now to affirm that
the distinction drawn by Rabbi Zorger between il:l11N ilt;,:li~ and not il:l11N i17:li~ may, but
also may not, allow us to distinguish between compensation for blood or bone marrow,
on the one hand, and the creation of markets for the sale of other organs (like kidneys,
for example), on the other.
We can deal with the question of Shabbat blood donation with some brevity, since two
quotations epitomize what our view of the subject should be. Rabbi Moshe Ze'ev Zorger
wrote the following:' 10
~"~1 .t;,m:J t:l11I1t;, 11Zi!:lN1 t:l11I1t;, 110N I1:l1Zi:l1Z.7 NJ'1t;, 111:l ilT i1Jil1
p1 c1 m~11r1 np't;,, T'pilt;, 1nN T~T cilt;, T'N1 il~nt;,~ I1:li N1i1 CN1Z.7 pi1'

T'I1~ilt;, 1t;,:J1'1Z.7 137 p1~i1~ t:l1 '1 T'N1 t:l1NI1!:l il~nt;,~ i1:!01!:l1Z.7 p:l:l ,I1:l1Zi:l
t:l1j?~ '!1371' Nt;, •••• t:l1 p1Z.7N1 t:l1':l np't;, 11N~ il1Zij?1Z.7 1N p1Z.7N1 t:l1' 1:17
.t:l1 TI1't;, 110Nt;,
'"" .~"!lpn ·~~ ,n"~nn ''C ,'N p'm ,(:l"lttm 0''71!111') <T1ll1n <1111n~ .m~mn1 n1:111lln
200

See p. 246a or Zorger~s responsu m delailed above, n. 198.

"" .N"l7 1"~1 ']1 ,1"~ ''C '(1989 ,0''71!111') <11!1~ :::11!1'1
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The following is clear legally, that it is forbidden to give blood on
Shabbat since it is possible to donate during the week. Nonetheless, it is likely that if it is war time, and there is no other time
tu take the donation~ than Shabbat, a~, fur example, if the war
broke out suddenly and there is insufficient available blood to
allow waiting until Sunday to take donations, or if it will be very
difficult to take the donations on Sunday.... [Under such conditions,] I know no reason to forbid blood donations [on Shabbat].
In a similar vein, but expanded beyond the eventuality of war, Rabbi Joshua Isaiah
Neubirt wrote: 211
,01i1 pl:::l:::l p1i')i1 17) 01 "'tzm7 11Zi!:lN 'N1 i171n7 01 '11'l':::l 111:.: 1Zi'1Zi:::l
:::l:::l1:::l 1Z.77)n1Zii17 111:.:;, m7:::l ,1m;') ~N, ,n:::l1Zi:::l 01 o11n7 N'1:::l7 1mi')
i17)11ni1 ON o" m1Zil'7 1n17)1 ,i17)1ni1i1 11':>: 1N 0'7)11ni1 nN:::lil7
.o1mil 01Zi 011Zi'1:::l n'Jml)

When a blood transfusion for a sick patient is needed, and it is
impossible to obtain blood from the available supply in the blood
bank, it is permissible for a healthy person to donate blood on
Shabbat. It is even permissible, when necessary, to use automobiles
to transport the donors or the donation equipment. And it is permissible [to carry out the donations] even when they are contingent upon recording the names of the donors.
Under normal circumstances, blood donation on Shabbat is inappropriate, and entails
prohibited acts. It should he avoided whcll<:vcr possible. Blood donation on Shahhat is permissible, however, in circumstances that can be defined as 1Zi!:ll mp!:l. When it would be permissible to desecrate the Sabbath in other ways, it is also permissible to desecrate it
through blood donation. \'\Then Shabbat blood donation is permissible, one should seek to
avoid ancillary Sabbath desecrations, but when they are unavoidable, they do not render
the donation forbidden. Rather, the ancillary desecrations should be violated, and the
blood donated and collected.

Conclusions
1. There is no halakhic impediment to the donation of either blood or bone marrow
for the use of an identifiable individual. Indeed, under such circumstances donation is a
great mitzvah and should be greatly encouraged and lauded. It should be spoken of in
terms of moral imperative, reflected in the halakhic categories of :::l1Uil1 11Zi'i1 n'1Zil'1 and,
possibly, T'1il n111Zi7) 0'l!:l7. Those in positions of authority or influence should couch th<:ir
encouragement to donate in the strongest possible religious and theological terms, stressing the obligation of Jews to behave morally and ethically. Refusal to donate is not, however, a violation of the negative commandment 1l'1 01 7l' 117)l'n N7, for which physical
coercion would be halakhically justified.
2. It is permissible, indeed, desirable and praiseworthy, to donate blood to a blood
hank for later use either by oneself or by someone else. Such donation does not put the
donor in violation of the prohibition against self-injury.

' 11

:-l":l 'liO ,'r.J p10 ,(!Y''itzm ,:1'111:l- :1:::1'?:1 1ZI111:l n':J :C''i1Z111') :11ZI1n :1111:-lr.J ,;,n:J'?:-I:J n:Jlll n1'1:l1ZI
Hahhi _Vloshe Wasserman, 'l ''O ,:11Z11:l n'?•Nlll.
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3· Though it should be discouraged as unseemly, donation of blood or bone marrow
for compensation is not halakhically forbidden. Of course, if civil law forbids accepting
compensation, it becomes forbidden under the category of l'tJ'1 l'tm:J1;>7;)1 l'tJ'1.
4· Blood donation on Shabbat is forbidden except under circumstances of lll!:lJ mp!:l.
Cnder such circumstances, even prohibitions which are ancillary to the actual donation
process become permissible, when unavoidable.

Part IV: Live Donors - Kidneys
1his paper"""' approved by the C./LS on March 16, 1999, hy a vote ofjifteen inj{wor and one ahstaining (15-0-1). Vi>ting
inj(wor: Rahbis Kassel Abelson, lJen :LionlJer;;man, L'lliol N. Dorff; lJaruch 1·/ydman-Kohl, Myron S. Geller, Nechama LJ.
Goldberg, Arnold Jl. Goodman, Judah Kogen, -h~nzmz H. J(urtz, Liorwl b'. _Moses, ~llayer Rabino1.vitz, }ames S. Rosen, Joel
Roth, _H/ie K(q>lwz Spitz, and Gordon 1lu:ker. Abstaining: Rabbi Suswz Gros:.;man.

77w Committee on ]erci_o;h T,aw (JJUl Standards <-if the Rabbinical Assemb~''l provide.s guidance in matters <-ifhalu1dwhfur the
CunsenHttire nwt'ement. The indiridual rabbi, however, i.s the authority.f()r the inte17)retntion and application(!{ all matters
of hnlairhah.

Is it permissible to donate a kidney? If so, is it ever halakhically required? If so, when? May
one donate a kidney for compensation? Are there instances in which donation would be
forbidden even if the potential donor wishes to donate?

TI1e essential issue which must be discussed thoroughly before any answers can be offered
to the ml;>l'tlll of this section is the question of putting oneself in danger for the benefit of
another. TI1e issue, as we shall see, has many subissues, and is a matter of considerable disagreement among poskim. We shall be best served by presenting the central primary texts
first, and following them through the deliberations of poskim.
Maimonides records the following: 2 "
111-t i1l't11i1 p1 ·1l'1 C1 1;>:17 117:):1711 loti;> 1;>:17 1:J1l' l;>'!i1 1-tl;>1 l;>'!i1l;> 1;>1:J'i1l;>:J
1l;>'!i1l;> 1;>1:J'1 1'l;>l' i1l't:J i1l'1 i1'n 11-t 1'l;>l' C'l't:J C'!JO'l;> 11-t C':J l':J1!J 11':Jn
11-t C'U l'i':)llllll 11-t ,7'!i1 l't71 1l;>'!i17 C'1nl't 11:Jlll'lll 11-t m!l':J l't1i1
, 1l''11i11 11':m 1n1-t i17l l't71 n!:l 17 PJ7;)1tJ 1~ i1l'1 1'l;>l' C':Jlllni':) C'1017;)
11':Jn 1;>7:~:J 10"!:l7 71:J'1 11':Jn 7l' l;>:J1p l't1i1lll oJ~:J 11-t 'U:J l'1'lll 1~
1:J1l' cml't i1lll1l'i1 , 171-t C'1:J1:J l't!1':J 7:J1 , 10"!:l l't71 1:J7:Jlll i17;) 1'0i171
·1l'1 C1 7l' 117:):1711 l't7 737

Anyone who is able to save one in danger and who does not do so
violates the negative commandment, "Do not stand idly by the
blood of your fellow." And similarly, if one sees one's fellow drowning in the sea, or being attacked by bandits or by a dangerous ani'"M.T. Hilkhot Hozeah 1:14.
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mal, and is able to save him either by himself or by hiring others
to save him, and docs not do so; or, if one heard either non-Jews
or informers plotting evil against someone, or laying a trap for him,
and did not inform the person; or, if one knew about a non-Jew or
some violent person who was lodging a complaint about his fellow,
and he could appease that person on behalf of his fellow and did
not do so; and all such similar matters, whoever does these things
violates, "'Do not stand idly by the blood of your fellow."
For the moment, we shall suffice with the following brief observations about this quotation from Maimonides. First, the obvious talmudic source which serves as Maimonides'
basis is the Gemara in Sanhedrin 73a. Second, while the baraita quoted there by the Gemara
uses the phrase 17•~;,7 :l"n - "He is obligated to save him" - Maimonides does not.
In commenting on this passage, Joseph Karo writes: 213 ·~7lV11':l ···11~"~ mm;, :lTl~1
p~o ~1m ,~,, ;,7;-,w 'J~~ LllltJ:-JlV '1J1 .7"~11 :l"n m:lO p~o:l ,~~ll O'J~;-,7 17·~~ p•o~ - "The
Hagahot Maimonfiyotj wrote ... 'The Yerushalmi concludes that one is even obligated to
put oneself in uncertain danger.' The reasoning of the Yerushahni seems to be that the
endangered person is a case of 'certainty,' while the potential saver is a case of 'doubt.'"'''
At face value, Karo understands the Hagahot to imply that the certainty of the death of the
endangered person supersedes the uncertain danger of the potential saver, and compels
him to attempt to save, even though he is himself potentially jeopardized thereby.
The Tur' 15 basically quotes the Rambam. Karo, in the Beit Yosef, refers again to the
comment of the Hagahot, using ahnost exactly the same language as he did in the Kesej
Mishneh, but adding ~7~ c71ll Ll"i' 17·~~ 7~1lV'~ nn~ tvm Ll"p~;, 7~1 - "And anyone who
preserves one life of Israel is as though he preserved the entire world." Note, though, that
neither the Rambam nor the Tur state explicitly that one must put oneself in jeopardy in
order to save the life of another. Tt is, apparently, precisely because they do not say so that
Karo adds the comment to each. Additionally, and perhaps surprisingly considering his
comments on Maimonides and the Tur, the Shulhan Arukh itself also contains no statement obligating one to put oneself in jeopardy in order to save another. Neither the Rosh
nor the Rif has such a comment either.
None of the sources that refer to the Yerushalmi clarify where the passage appears in
the Yerushalmi. Among the few who adopt the view clearly, Rabbi Ya'ir Haim Bacharach
seeks to buttress support for the unidentified Yerushalmi from the Bavli. He wrote: 216
·~7tv11':-J LllV:l lV~J m·~w, n~,, m~7:-J1 ~"~o mw~ ~o~:l :Jm
:l"O ,, ~":l 11'1 O"lV1 ,,,:Jn lV~J 7•~;,7 1lV~J p~o7 01J~7 :J'm~w
p~o:J p p~w ;,~ ,~,, 1m~· Ll:-J'JlV mw• c~w en;, ll~lV~ ·~;, ·~J [W'll]
:l'1n~ ~,~, ,,~,, 11':ln m~,, 11:l7 ~,;, ;,nw• ~7, Ll:-J'JlV mtv' ,~,7 lV'
.;,7~;, p~o:l ··~~ mwm p~o7 01J~7

The KesefJI!lishneh wrote in the name of the Yerushalmi at the end
of chapter one of Hilkhot Rozeah that one is obligated to put one'n Kesef Mishnah, ad locum.
211 The comment atlrihuted hy Maimonides to the Hngalwt Mnirnoniyot does not appear in our editions oJ tlw
Mishneh 'l(>rah. It does, however, appear in the Constantinople printing of 1.509, and reads: j:''07J '7J'i1Z111':1
.:-Jl:JO j:'!lO:I 17J~l7 O'l:J:-1'? 1'i'!lN
215

Hoshen Mishpat 426.

"".1"7Jj:' ''0 ,1'N' 111M n1:111Zin1 n1'?N1ZI
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self in jeopardy in order to save the life of another. And our
Tahnud, in Bava Metzia 62 [a] also implies the same thing by referring to a case in which if both drink they will surely die, but implying that were it doubtful whether both would die if they both
drank, perhaps both should drink rather than he alone drinking
and bringing about the certain death of the other. Thus, [the Bavli
also implies that one is] obligated to jeopardize himself, even when
the ultimate saving is also in doubt.
The Havat Ya 'ir refers to the passage which contains the dispute between ben
Petura and Rabbi Akiva concerning the case of two who were in the desert, but had only
a small amount of water. About this case the Gemara claims: 0~1 ,O'n~ Oi1'J11i pm11i 0~
:mV'~ :l7'l~ Oi1~ in~ i1n111i - "If they both drink, they will die; but if only one drinks,
he will be able to arrive at a populated area [and get more water]." Ben Petura affirms
that they should share the water, even if both die, rather than that one should see the
death of the other. Rabbi Akiva claims that the verse 1~:17 Tn~ 'n1 - "That your fellow
might live with you"' 1c - implies that 11:m "n~ p~11p 1"n - "Your life takes precedence over the life of your fellow."
Bacharach understands this passage to intimate agreement between the Bavli and
Yerushalmi that one must jeopardi..:e oneself in attempting to save another. He deduces this
by affirming that the dispute between ben Petura and Rabbi Akiva refers to a case where
it is absolutely certain that both will die if they share the water. In that case ben Petura
says they should share, while Rabbi Akiva - whose view is normative - says that one
should drink. Implied, however, is that in a case where it is not certain that both will die
if they both share, even Rabbi Akiva would agreee that they should share. Since the law
follows the view of Rabbi Akiva, it would follow that one is obligated to put oneself in
potential danger in order to attempt to save the life of another."" If the analysis of the
Havat Ya'ir is uncontestable, the combined support of the Bavli and the Yemshahni for the
position it <:spous<:s would mak<: it a pot<:nt argum<:nt. 219
The view of the Havat Ya'ir was taken on dire<:tly hy Rabbi Eliyahu hen Samuel of
Lublin. 220 He claimed that the dispute between ben Petura and Rabbi Akiva is in a case
of doubt. That is, though the chances are that they both will die if they share the water,
it is not absolutely certain that they will. In this case ben Petura says they should share,
and Rabbi Akiva says that only one should drink, to insure that one survives even if that
also insures that the other dies. Since the view of Rabbi Akiva is normative, it follows
from the Yad Eli_yahu that the passage in Bava Metzia does not support the claim of the
""Lev. 2S:36.
mour major focus, at the moment, is on the question of putting oneself in potential jeopardy. However, we
should not overlook the other irnportant irnplication of this staternent of Bacharach. He claims that one rnust
put oneself' in potential jeopardy even if' it is uncertain that one's efTorts to save the other will he sueeessf'ul.

One could have held that it is obligatory to put oneself in danger for the benefit of another only when it is
certajn that onc~s eHorts wjll succeed~ even jJ one tfjes jn the process.
m Hacharach ends his analysis with the claim

ll"~1.

He does not exactly explain what requires further investiga-

tion. Perhaps he is wondering ·why, if the Uavli supports the vie·w of the Yerushalmi, the- poskim seern to
ignore them.

''"He lived in th•· second ha If of the 17th century and the first part of the lllth century, serving communities

in Poland, Lituania and Moravia. He died in Hebron in 1735. His responsa, 10''7!> 1' n"111!, were published
in Amsterdam in 1712. The responeum in which he deals with our subject of discussion is no. 43, pp. 48a.)0h of the hook.
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Yerushalmi, because Rabbi Akiva mandates that one not put oneself even in doubtful
jeopardy for the benefit of another."" Indeed, the passage from the Bavli contradicts the
view of th1: Ycmshalmi. 22 "
The Yad ~'liyahu is not the only one to reject the explanation of this passage given by
the Havat Ya'ir. Rabbi Naftali Zevi Berlin, the f\etziv, also understands that passage differently from Bacharach. TI1e passage itself appears not only in the Bavli, but also in the
Sifra.""' There it is clear that both ben Petura and Rabbi Akiva base their views on the verse
17):57 T'nN in1. Ben Petura requires both to drink because he understands the verse to mean:
"Your brother must live together with you:' Ostensibly, the implication seems also to be
that if your brother cannot live together with you, you, too, should not live. Rabbi Akiva
understands: "'Your brother should live with you," but you come first. If he can live "with
you," fine; if he cannot live "with you," you take precedence.
The Netziv understands the dispute as does the Yad El~yahu, but comes at it by
logic. He wrotc: 224
T'nN in1 Oiip7 ,11i~N iNtli 7i:J11i:J i::J1 ,il17)!i ;,1\:J~ p 1'1:571 i1,1N:l71
o" 11'1i11i i1i') i1ii1!i n7:!71!i WN1 ,;,7;7m on ,17):>::!7 !iN !'1il)i17 N1i1 :Jii1n7)
0), Oii7)1i 1N 01i 1ini Oil~ 7::J 7:!7 Oi1il11i 1!i11ii ON1 pl:l7i1 N7N .1,i:Jn7
ON p pN11i i17) ,Oil) Oi17 17)1Ti i1:l 1:57 i71N1 ,:J111ii7 1J7i),i N711i ,Oi1il11i
T'nN in1 11.7,11 N:Jip:s7 ,, N:J1 ,NI):I::J iN11:J !i17)i ;,;, ,,i:Jn7 11'1; N7
•p7)11p T'in 17):57

It seems that the view of ben Petura is astonishing. Is it reasonable
that just because one cannot fulfill "Your brother shall live," that
he should be obligated to kill himself, God forbid? And what will
it help to share the water with his fellow [since they will both die
for sure anyway]? Rather, the issue is that if they both drink, they
will both live for another day or two. And even though they will
not reach a populated area, perhaps they will find some water during that period rand both livel But that would not be the case if
he did not share with his fellow, for his fellow would then die of
thirst with certainty. [Tims, ben Pctura insists that they share in
the hope of ultimately fulfilling "Your brother shall live together
with yon]. But Rabbi Akiva came along and explained the verse to
mean: "Though your brother should live together with you," your
life comes first.
For Berlin it is so illogical that two should certainly die when one could certainly live,
that he affirms that ben Petura could not have meant that. He must have been referring to
'"We shall not deal at length with the textual evi1knee for and against the views of Bacharach and Eliyahu of
Lublin. Sul'Jice it to say, however, that the phrase O'n?:l 00'l11.' O'n111.' 01\ seems to support the Havnt Yr/ir,
implying that if both drink they will surely both die. On the other hand, the phrase nn•?:I::J 007:1 1nN 0Ni' '?N1
1i::Jn is prohlematie for him, hceause surely one will still see the death of the other (it hcing highly unlikely
that both will die at exactly the same instant). For the r(u/ 1\liyohu, on the other hand, that phrase is less
problematic. He understands it to mean: Both should drink when it is not elear that both will die, rather
than one oi tlwm drinking and surely seeing the deatlr oi the other heeause he muses that certnin death by

/,Pithholding tPater.fi·Otn hinr. For the Yad Eliyal1u, Ll1ougl1, the pl1rase

O'ni.l Oil"j'tV O'n1tv ON is not so srnootl1.

~~~

\Ve shall return to this point, and its possible implications on our subject, below.
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Parashat Behar, Parashah 5. Mishnah.), to Lev. 25:.)6, Weiss ed., p. lO'Ic.

'" She'eltot, no. 147, lln'rnnek She'dnh, near the end of par. 4, p. 212.
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a case when two might die because they share, but they might also both live. It is precisely the element of doubt that justifies ben Petura's view. The normative view, however, is
that of Rabbi Akiva for whom the c<:rtain life of the one takes precedence over the doubtful life of both. Hence, for Berlin, too, this passage implies that one ought not put oneself
in even potential jeopardy for the benefit of another.
What's more, the Netziv finds support for his understanding from elsewhere in the
Gemara, as well. TI1e Talrnud~~s proves the principle that life endangerment supersedes the
Sabbath by quoting a variety of biblical proofs offered by a variety of sages. TI1e last verse
quoted as proof, by Samuel, is Oi1:::l 'n1 - "And live by them."""' Samuel says: l\?1 Lli1:::l 'n1
Oi1:::l n17)'lll - "You should live by them, not die because of them:' Wben the Gemara proceeds to ask how we know that even a case of potential life endangerment supersedes the
Sabbath, it rejects all of the verses quoted by the sages other than Samuel. None of those
verses necessarily applies to lll~J mp~ p~O, but Samuel's does. Thus, Ci1:::l 'n1 is applied by
the Talmud itself to lll~J mp~ p~o, implying that even potential life endangerment supersedes the other mitzvot of the Torah. Thus, the mitzvah to save the life of another is also
superseded in the face of potential life endangerment to the saver.
ln the final analysis, then, the f\etziv and the Yad ~'liyahzl agree that the passage quoted by the Havat Ya'ir to support the position of the Yerushalmi not only does not support
the Yerushalmi, it contradicts it.
Rabbi Haim Heller'~' also rejects the explanation of the Havat Ya'ir. Bacharach had
deduced from 1n17)' 0i1'llll 11'1lll' Lll\ that the case was about inevitable death to both, and
that ben Petura and Rabbi Akiva were discussing the same case. Thus, it is only in the case
of inevitable death to both that Rabbi Akiva allows one to drink without sharing, whereas
if it were doubtful that both would die, even Rabbi Akiva would demand sharing. Heller
claims that the phrase 1n17)' Lli1'Jlll 11'1lll' Lll\ was correctly understood by the Havat Ya'ir to
imply certain death for both. But, Bacharach is mistaken, says Heller, in thinking that ben
Pctura and Rabbi Akiva must both be referring to exactly the same case. TI1c words of ben
Petura are a l\n1:::li, applying only to ben Petura. That is, he indeed does require that both
drink, even if the death of both is certain. Rabbi Akiva's disagreement with him, though,
is not restricted to that case. Rabbi Akiva believes that even if the death of both is not certain, the water should not be shared, but drunk by one of them. 2 ' 3
It is not only moderns who assume that the dispute between ben Petura and Rabbi
Akiva is about mlll~J p~o. TI1e Ll'l\i17)l\1 0'!\JT'l '01n' also makes the same claim:"'" i1l\iJ1
l\':::li1?1 n1ith 0'7) i:::l17):::l pN 'l\11:::llll .p~O:::l 0i1'llll1 1i1:::l p:l?i17)lll 'J~7) llli~? - "[TI1e essence
of the dispute] seems to be linked to the fact that they are walking on the way and are both
in potential danger, since water is not readily available in the desert:'
'''Yoma 85a and b.
" 6

Lev. Hl:.).

'''Tn his edition of' the Srfer ha-Mitzvot of' Maimonides, negative commandments. no. 297, n. 9. pp. 175.
""What seems to lead H.ahhi Heller to this •·xplanation is that if Bacharach is corn·ct, one must jeopardize oneseH to save anotlwr even when it is not certain tlwt the saving will ar:Lually be eHective (see above, n. 218).
That elaim, says Heller, seems to go beyond the demand of the Yemshalmi which '?';:;,';> :1"1n7::l1V !>'iN 17JN N'i
U';:?J N'? ;,';>;:;, j?!lO ti11V7J '?:JN , U'i'~' 'N11:11V N:l':1 1l":11 !111V!ll j?!lO'? 17J;:~ MN O'l:l' tiN '!lN1 11':1n MN - '"Demands
only that one put oneself' in potential jeopardy in order to save another, but only when tl1e saving is certain,
but there is no demand [to put oneself in potential jeopardy] when the saving is doubtful." Heller feels that
tlw eondusion to whieh lladwrach is drawn by his understanding of the passage is so unlikely that it calls
the entire understanding into (JUestion, and rorees its rejection.

Judah Leih Maimon eel. (Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Hav Kook, 5723), p. 33.
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We were led to the discussion of the past few pages by the fact that Bacharach affirmed
the position of the Ycrushalmi, as stipulated by the Hagahot Maimoniyot, and contended
that the position was supported by the Bavli. We have been analyzing whether his understanding of the Bavli is compelling. We have quoted the opinions of the Yad Eliyahu, the
Ha-amek She'elah, Rabbi Haim Heller, and the 0iN11~N1 OiNJl"l i01l"l\ all of whom find that
understanding wanting. Given the understanding of these four, the very passage adduced
by Bacharach as support, contradicts his claim and indicates a disagreement between the
Bavli and the Yerushalmi. Of course, of the four, only the Netziv sought support for his
understanding of the passage from elsewhere in the Bavli. For three of the four, at least,
the matter boils down to a difference of opinion on the meaning of the sugya, hut their
interpretations do not disprove Bacharach's.
As the Havat Ya 'ir took a clear stand in favor of the view of the Yerushalmi, there is a
chain of others who took a clear stand against the view of the Yerushalmi. We shall quote
a couple of them. The 1l"lii11 110iN 1;)0 wrote: 2 "'
71:Ji1 1i7:!7 pN:l Oi!JOi7 1N i1:l71 i1in 1N 1i1J:l :l7:l1!J 11i:Jn !"IN i1N11i1
N1i1 p Ol i1ii1 iN11:l ON 1i1i~1 •••• 1l1i1 1iN::J :Jtl)nJ 7;~~ 1JiN1 17i~i17
i1N1111) ;J":l7N ,i1J::JOi1 1~ y1n N1i111) 1nN~ 1;)1l po7 17 pN 1~:!7 p1o~
m::Jo p:l p17in 1Ji~~ N71 1~:!7 TnN im pi11)111:l 11i:Jn nni~:J
.l"liN11 i1l"li~7

If one who sees his fellow drowning in the river or attacked by an
animal or robbers and is able to save him but does not, he is considered as though he had killed him ....I\onetheless, if he would
also become endangered together with him, he should not endanger himself, since he is currently not in danger, even if that results
in the death of the other. For thus have we understood "And your
fellow should live together with you," and there is no distinction
between endangerment and certain death.
Similarly, the Sema (Rabbi Joshua Falk, 1555-1614) wrote:""
•••• i1J::JO p;,o7 1~~:17 OiJ::Ji17 'i;JN T1~, pio~ i~711)11i:J1 1:Jl"l:l ~":li1:J1
~"i1i1 Oij701;Ji111) 11i::J 1~17 tl)i i1T:J1 ,7"T 0"11~1 1:Jn~i1 1tJi~tl)i1 m o:~
1i11!Ji~tl)i1 i::Ji1 0111)~ Oi1ij70;J:J 1Ni:Ji1 N7 11\Jin ti)"N1i11 O":l~1i11

.p

0:1

The Hagahot Maimoniyot wrote that the Yerushalmi concludes that
one must even put oneself into potential danger.... This, too, i;,
omitted by Karo and Isserles, of blessed memory. It is reasonable
to claim that they omitted this because neither the Rif, the
Rambam, the Rosh, or the Tur included it in their Codes.
The Eliya Rabbah232 quotes the Issur ve-Heter as his decision in the matter. And
Rabbi Hayyim Benveniste (1603-1673) agrees, writing:''" pnOitl) tl)i 7i~i17 N:li1 ON 7:JN
i1J:l0 j7;JO:J 1~~:!7 OJ::Ji71 17i~i17 17 pN 1l"l7~i1:l - "But if the one who attempts to save would
'·"''Kdal S9:3S. The book is often atlrihuted to Rabbi Jonah Gerondi, hut was most probably written by a Rabbi
Jonah who was a student of' Rabbi Tsrae1 Tsser1ein.

'" S.A. Hoshen Mishpat 426, Sema, par. 2.
'"Orah Hayyim .)29:8. The Eliya Rabbah was written by Rabbi Eliyahu Shapira, 1660-1712.

'''Kenesset ha-Cedolah, Hoshen Mishpat 425:10.
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endanger himself in the act of saving, he ought not to save him by putting himself in
potential danger:' Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Lyady (1745-lSB) is also very clear, sounding much like the Issur ve-Heter. He wrote:"'"
~1i1ID 1n~~ 11':m l"'~ 7'::m7 '1:::l 1~::t:v po7 17 i'N i1J:JO 'tV' eN ~"~1
11':::lm p!:lo ~1i1'tli !:l":l7~1 , 11':::ln l"'l"''~ l"'~ i1~11w '1~1 ,i1J:JOi1 1~ y1n
i1~ t:l"i'''tli '"'!J i1l"''~ p!:lO '1'7 N:::l''tli N71 t:li1:::l 'n1 1~NJ '1i1 ~"~ 'N11
·1'!J1 t:l1 7'!J 11~'!Jl"' N7 1~NJ'tli

Nonetheless, if there is danger, one should not endanger himself in
order to save his fellow, since he is currently not in danger, even if
that results in the death of his fellow. And even though his death
is "doubtful," while his fellow's is "certain," nonetheless, it says:
"And live by them," and not that he should put himself in potential danger by virh1e of fulfilling the verse, "Do not stand idly by
the blood of your fellow:'
Rabbi Shnuer Zalman is equally clear in another place as well. 235 p!:lO:::l OJ:::l'7 ''!:lN1
7pi17 l"'1'tli!:lJ p!:l01 ,i17:::l t:l'p7m 'tli'1 l"''N11 i1l"''~~ 11':::ln l"'N 7'::ti17 '1:::l 1'1:!1''tli ~"' i1J:JO - "And
even regarding putting oneself in danger there are some who say that one must do so in
order to save one's fellow from certain death, while others disagree. And [we apply the
principle that] we rule leniently in matters of doubt where life may be involved." The
~71p, obviously, is that we do not require one to endanger oneself, even if that will result
in the death of another.
At some point it seems reasonable to seek the source in the YerushaLni which is
referred to by so many, but not defined. The earliest identification of the source that this
author is able to find is by the Yad Eliyahu. Though admitting near the beginning of his
responsum that he is not certain that the Haga]wt }\i[aimoniyot referred to the same
Yerushalmi he would later explain, the Yad Eliyahu refers to a passage of Yerushahni as a
potential source for deducing that one must put oneself in potential danger in order to
attempt to save the life of another. His doubts nothwithstanding, everyone else who
attempts to define where the source in the Yerushahni is, accepts the identification of the
Yad Eliyahu as accurate. Let us look at the source: 2
.3('

11'!J~'tli

'1

1~~

•1J'10:::l

l"'~i111:::l'

1l"'J1' '1

1~N

.i1!:l'0!:l'O:::l 1:!1'l"''N

'~'N

':::l1

.~7"n:::l ''7 :::l'T'ID~1 7'T'~ ~J~ 7'~i'l"''~ ~J~ 7'~i' ~J~, 1'!J ID'p7 T:::l
.i1'7 i1'J1:::li1'1 PO"!:l1 71TN

Rabbi Ami was trapped in a place of great danger. Rabbi Yonatan
said: "Let the dead be wrapped in his shroud." Rabbi Shimon ben
Lakish said: "Either I shall kill or I shall be killed, but I am going
to save him by force." He went and appeased them, and they handed him over to him.
The translation above
Assuming it to be the
understood as follows:
response to the plight

reflects the understanding of the P'nei Moshe on this passage.
passage to which the Hagahot Maimoniyot referred, it must be
Rabbi Yonatan and Resh Lakish disagree over the appropriate
of Rabbi Ami. Rabbi Yonatan considers it forbidden. Rabbi Ami

'·"' S!wlluuz Arukh /w-lim', Orah Hayyim 329:B.
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Tbid., Hoshen Mishpal, ffilkhot nizkei gu{va-nef''sh, par. 7.

.1. 'lhumot B:4, 32h (46h).
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should prepare to die. Resh Lakish, however, disagrees and affirms that though he will put
himself in potential danger, he will go attempt to save Rabbi Ami. The lfagahot understands their dispute to be over whether or not one is obligated to endanger oneself for the
benefit of another. Rabbi Yonatan says no, and Resh Lakish says yes. The Hagahot feels
that the thrust of the Yerushalmi favors the view of Resh Lakish, whose act should be
viewed as a :Ji iltvY~. Hence, '"the Yerushalmi concludes that one is even obligated to put
oneself in danger."
Tn his response to this passage, the Yad Kliyahu says: 11i:J' i~~i 1llJ1' 'ii i~1? itv!)~
pi i~~ ~?1 mi'tm ni~~ i':JY tzrp? tv'i 1~ , pmm? e':J"m~ 1J'~i 1~1? il~1i 1J'iO:J n~il -

"It is possible to say that Rabbi Yonatan meant to imply by his statement, 'Let the dead be
wrapped in his shroud,' that there is no [legal] obligation to endanger oneself. But Resh
Lakish acted out of piety, but not law." In other words, the fact that Resh Lakish took the
risk does not mean that one must take a risk. It is permissible, as an act of piety, to endanger oneself for another, but it is not mandatory. The same position is affirmed by the
Netziv:"" .m~1ini '1i':J [tv'p? 7:J] pY~tv ':Jii ~i:J1Y 1J"il1 '~tvi i'~nil? il~1iil ,e1p~ ?:J~
1~~y ?Y i'~nil ~?~ .~l'i:J 1llJ1' 'i ?Y l'?!) ~?1 - "In any event, one who wishes to be strict
upon himself is allowed, and that is the case of Rabbi Shimon [ben Lakish] in the
Yerushalmi Terumot; and not that he disagrees with Rabbi Yonatan about the law, but that
he was strict for himself."
Rabbi Haim Heller"" also questions whether the Yerushalmi implies what the
Hagahot affirms:
1J':Jiltv 1~:J ~1il1 'tv1i'~ m'J1~"~ mmil ~':J~tv piil ij?'Y:J eJ~~1
i"JY?1 .piil ?:J? i1j?~il 1~:J~1 ••• (n"!)O) m~11n '7tvw~ e?1:J
7":Jtvi p"m iliil 1'iil 1!)'il m1~tv '7tv1i':J 1n~ ''!) 1tvi'!) e'J1tv~iiltv
m'il? ?:J1' ?~pn~ ~J~ eliil~tv e1~1 en~ en?~ e~ ''!) ?~p ~J~i iY
' ' :J~1~ ~?"n:J il'? :J'T'tv~1 ?'T'~ ~l~ ?7:J :J"1n~ 1l'~ ilT?1 'JU iil'tv
?Y 'i'~ ~'tvj? ~? p1~:J ilnY~1 110"!)1 ?7~ iltvY 1:J1 71~~:J 1Ji!)~tv
.ilT pi e'j?01!)il 1~'~tvili ~il

Indeed, regarding the law quoted by the Hagahot Maimoniyot on
the basis of the Yerushalmi, it is, as all have said, based on
Yerushalmi Terumot (end of chapter eight) ...which serves as the
basis for the decision. And it seems to me that the Rishonim [must
have] explained it differently, such that it yields the opposite of this
law [as understood by the Hagahot], to wit: This is what Resh
Lakish meant: ?~p ~J~i iY - "If I fight them, and before I kill
them" - ?~pn~ ~J~ - "It could be that they will kill me" - for
which he is not at all obligated. ~?"n:J il'? :J'T'tv~1 ?'T'~ ~J~ - "I am
better off ransoming him with money" - which is what he did, ?T~
p0"!)1 ("He went and appeased them"). And now it is completely
comprehensible why the poskim omitted this law [of the Hagahot].
ln essence, all of the commentators are trying to figure out why the classical codifiers seem to ignore the view of the Hagahot. Heller's answer is that they all ignored it
because they understood the Yerushalmi very differently from the way the Ilagahot
understood it. The Yerushalmi, they understood, rejects the claim that one must put one237

She'eltot, no. 12'!, ffo'arnek She'eloh, letter !'our, p. 76; el'. no. 147, ffa'wnek She'elah, letterl'our, p. 212.

~.,x See

above, n. 227.
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self in potential danger for the benefit of another. Even Resh Lakish who says: "Why
should I take the chance of getting myself killed before I can kill enough of them to save
Rabbi Ami. I am under no legal obligation to do so, thereby endangering my life. I'll take
ransom money and go to buy his freedom," does not believe that he is legally obligated
to endanger himself. Why did the poskim ignore the view of the Hagalwt? They ignored
it because they disagreed with the way he understood the Yerushalmi on which his decision was based!' 39 An explanation of the Yerushalmi very similar to Heller's was also
given by Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef.""
Rabbi J. David Bleich'''' rejects Yosef's explanation as not being in accordance with the
plain meaning of the text; and Heller's explanation as strained. It is worth noting, howev<or, at least in passing, that the reading of th<: Veniee printing and tlw Leid<:n manuseript
has 7'~pn?) ~J~1 7'~P ~J~1 1:!7 which would lend support to the meaning, "Rather than that
I should go and kill while being killed." What's more, the ending of the story- 110"~1 7T~
il'7 il'J1:lil'1 - "He went and appeased them, and they gave him to him" - seems also to
support the view that force was not the method used by Resh Lakish.
We have now been analyzing the only Yerushalmi reference which is quoted as being
the source of the claim of the Hagahot Maimoniyot. We have raised several explanations
for why the poskim may have ignored this decision of the Hagahot. The first is that there
is a dispute in the Ycruashalmi passage, and no incontrovertible evidence that the view of
Resh Lakish is normative. Perhaps it is the view of Rabbi Yonatan which is normative.
Second, perhaps there is no real dispute between Resh Lakish and Rabbi Yonatan at all.
Both agree that one is under no obligation to endanger oneself for the benefit of another.
TI1e behavior of Resh Lakish, then, is to be understood either as his having acted out of
piety, but not intimating an obligation to endanger oneself; or, that even Resh Lakish did
not endanger himself, because he went to ransom rather than to force or because he went
with a large contingent that could easily have overpowered those holding Rabbi Ami, without endangering them.
There is one further eomment on the Yerushalmi to he made before we move on. One
author, Rabbi Yehiel Ya'akov Weinberg,' 13 believes that the Yerushalmi can be understood
to imply that even Rabbi Yonatan agrees that one must endanger oneself for the benefit of
another. According to him, Rabbi Yonatan would agree that one must endanger oneself for
the benefit of another, but only when it is clear that the effort, if carried out, will result in
saving the person in danger. In the case of Rabbi Ami, Rabbi Yonatan thought it was probably a lost cause. There would probably be no success in saving him. That is what he meant
by 1J'10:l n?)il 11:J'. But were saving Rabbi Ami certain, even Rabbi Yonatan would agree
that one must endangn oneself. Aeeording to his explanation, one must say that R<:sh
Lakish was certain that his efforts would succeed, and that is why he undertook the mis""''Rabbi Menashe Klein, m:~'m Oll111~, vol. 6, no. 324, p. 394, finds this thesis problematic because p 1111!l7 01111p
p 11111'!l ~'7111 '7"! C'l11n~011 I:J'l1111~101 't:J 1ll - "It is diilieult to explain thus against all the Rishonim and
Aharonim who did not explain thusc' T do not understand Klein's objec:Lion. ,\l'ter all, we don't have explanations of Ri:-;honim on thi:-; pas:o;agc in th(' Ycrn:o;halmi. All we hmw i:-; their c.ontinncd quotation of the Hagahot
tlwt such a deduction ean he made lrom the Y<'fushalmi.
" 40

See his thorough article in '7N1111' 'l'1, vol. 7, pp. 27-43. This point is on p. 28. The only significant difference between him and Heller is that Rabbi Yoseltakes ~'t"n to mean "lar~e loree," ratlwr than "money,"
as Heller does.

~

.

"'Contemporary llalnkhic l'roblems (New York: Ktav and Yeshiva University Press, l99.'i), vol. 4, p. 275, n. 6.
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TI1ese two explanations are also offered by the 7iz Eliezer, vol. <J, no. 45, letter 01, p. llll a.

"'Morinh 4, issues 3-4 (Nisan-lyyar .)732): p. 64, as part of an entire article, pp. 62-67.
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sion. Only that would justify Resh Lakish's putting himself in potential danger. According
to this, the lesson of the Yerushalmi must be refined to mean that one is obligated to put
oneself in danger for the benefit of another only when it is certain that the efforts will be
marked by success. That is, when it is certain that the person being saved will, in fact, be
saved if the person doing the saving survives the attempt, the attempt should be made.
lt is well known that for poskim, the Bavli has primacy over the Yerushalmi. One turns
to Yerushahni for guidam;e on issues where there is no guidance in Bavli, but only very
rarely would one decide according to the Yerushalmi when it disagrees with the Bavli. It
would not be surprising, then, to expect decisors and commentators to seek evidence elsewhere in the Bavli to prove that the Bavli disagrees with what the lfagahot says the
Yerushalmi says. If one can find such evidence, it would surely account for why the poskim
ignored the Hagahot. The Hagahot must be mistaken, as a matter of actual law, because
the Bavli disagrees. It is to such evidence among the poskim that we now turn.
Both the Yad Eliyahu and the Agndat Ezov244 refer to the following story of the Gemara: 24 '
p~itJ ':li1 i1'~p7 1nl'\ 1'\lV~l 71tJp1 l'\7p 1i1"7:i7 p~l1 i11'\7'7" iJ:J 1i1li1
1:J"n' 1m 1:JJ'i~tJI'\ 1'\7 '!'\ 1':l:i7J ':J'i1 1i17 i~l'\ i~ P'i~tJ7 i1'7 ,,~!'\
i:;):J~ 1'\7 '71:Jp71 )":;)!'\ 1'\lV':::l l'\llV'7 'l'\i1 lJ:li i1~1'\ l'\i1 1::ll'i~tJI'\
•1:J"W~J 1i~tJ pnl'\ 17'7 ':ll:l~ i1'7 wn'~

There were certain Galileans about whom there was a report that
they had killed someone. They came to Rabbi Tarfon and said to
him: "Let the master hide us." He answered: "\'\lhat should I do? If
T do not hide you, they will find you. Tf T do hide you, the Sages
have said that though one should not listen to rumors, one must be
concerned about them. Go and hide yourselves:'
Rabbi Tarfon refused to hide the suspects, though they were clearly in danger, and certain danger, at that. Rabbi Tarfon, however, seems not to have been in certain danger, but
only potential danger. After all, perhaps they would never be found, and even if they were,
he might not be identified as the one who hid them, or he might well be able to convince
the authorities that he was unaware of their crime. Also, maybe the rumor was just that,
and they were innocent of any wrongdoing and would be exonerated at trial. Thus, Rabbi
Tarfon's refusal to hide the suspects clearly indicates that the Bavli does not believe that
one must jeopardize oneself for the benefit of another.
This understanding of the passage is predicated on the assumption that what Rabbi
Tarfon was worried about concerning himself was that he might be endangered if he
were discovered to be harboring fugitives. That is exactly the understanding of the
Tosafot, who explain in the name of the She'eltot: 216 17~7 'lVI'\i cn:J"n c:ml'\ 7'~tJI'\ Cl'\
- "If I hide you, you make me liable for execution." Rashi, on the other hand, does not
understand the Gemara that way. lie understands that Rabbi Tarfon is concerned about
hiding the men because C:Jnl'\ p~tJi17 i101'\1 Cmii1 1'\~lV - "Perhaps you did commit the
murder, and it is forbidden to hide you." For Rashi, then, the passage is irrelevant to
our discussion because Rabbi Tarfon's concern is not for his safety, but for the halakhic
legitimacy of hiding the men since they might be guilty. The passage is understood by
the Yad Eliyahu and the Ag?tdat Ezov according to Tosafot, and they see it as confirm"' Hahhi _Vloshe Ze'cv Ya'avctz, in the
215

tJ'1V,"r"r

section of the hook, p. 3e, and later there, p. 3Bh.

Niddah 6la.

"" lhid.,

,:Jl'"r~tJ!'< 0""r,

referring to S/w'Pltot no. 129, p. 76 in the lla'mnek She'elah cd.
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ing that one need not put oneself in jeopardy for the benefit of another.
But even if we understand the passage according to Tosafot, it is not conclusive proof.
It may be only partial proof. That is, it is clear from the passage that Rabbi Tarfon was concerned that the fugitives might he found and the purpose of their hiding thwarted. Thus,
hiding them was not certain to save them, hut only potentially saving. Thus, the point of
the passage is that one need not endanger oneself for doubtful saving. Perhaps, though,
both Rabbi Tarfon and the Yerushalmi agree that one must endanger oneself for certain
saving. 217 Furthermore, there is another difference between the Rabbi Tarfon instance and
the Rabbi Ami instance of the Ycrushalmi. Rabbi Ami was completely guiltless while the
fugitives in the Rabbi Tarfon case were, at least, the subject of a government search
because of some accusation against them. Perhaps the degree of requirement to jeopardiL~e oneself is greater when the one who needs to he saved is a total innocent.
This last claim leads us to comment on an interesting fact. Tosafot refer to the
She'eltot, as we have already indicated. In the She'eltot, the end of Rabbi Tarfon's comment reads as follows: 11n'~1'-1 1~"n7'~ l'\Y"nO~ :-\71 l'\n7,~7 l'\n'l'\ :-\~7'1 ':ll:::l'~ 11'7 1Z.7n'~7
1~"1Zi~J 11'~!1:-\ pnN 17'7N 'm '7'17 N1Y:!I: - "One must be concerned lest the rumor is true
and the matter of hiding you not work out, and you will cause pain to me, too. Therefore,
go and hide youselves." Ignore, for the moment, the words "and you will cause pain ...."
The NetL~iv comments on the Rabbi Tarfon case as follows:' 43
Nil ,Nn7,~7 l'\n'N N~7'1 11~1!1 '1 1~Np1~ (11:!7) M'~1i17 1Zi' i17 '~71

1J'11~l17 pp17~ il'il 1p1Zi n7'7Y N7l'\ 1J'N1Zi 11~1!1 '17 111:::l il'il ON
1J"i11 11Zil'\1 :::l"M~1 1~:!1:Y:::l pno~ il'il l'\n7'~ Y"nO~ N7 'l'\1Zi '-":liN
1Zi"N11 '01ni1 nY1 '~il i111N~71 .... '~71Zi11'i1 Ctzi:::l ... ~"'-il:::l ~"1Zi~~
•1J':::l1 71li 1~1Zi:::l

From this one can demonstrate that since Rabbi Tarfon [justified
not hiding them on the grounds that] "maybe the rumor is true,"
it would follow that if it were clear to Rabbi Tarfon that the accusation was entirely false, he would have been required to hide them
even though he himself might have been endangered and even
become liable for execution if the hiding was not effective. And
that would be exactly as is written in the Hagahot Jvlaimoni;yot . ..
in the name of the Yerushahni ....And it appears that this is precisely the view of the Tosafot and the Rosh in the name of our
Master [i.e., the She'eltot].
What is fascinating is that the very passage in ~iddah which was used by the Yad
El(yahu and the Agudat Ezov to prove that the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi, is
understood by the Nctziv to prove that the Bavli agTees with the Ycrushalmi. Rabbi Tarfon
could refuse to hide the persons involved only because the rumor about them might be
true. If it were clear to him that the rumor was false, he would have to hide them, even if
his own life were jeopardized thereby. That, says the Netziv, is how the Tosafot must have
understood, since they say that Rabbi Tarfon was worried that 17~7 '1ZiN1 - "You will make
me liable for execution."
"''The proof from Niddah is rejected in precisely this way by l{alJbi Yehiel Heller in 11~ '11~l' n"11V, no. 96, see.
3. p. SOa. Sec Ovadiah Y.)sers article in Dinei Ylsmel, vol. 7, p. 29, and ef. the explanation ol' the Ycrushalmi
given above (p. 264) by Rabbi Ya'akov Weinberg.
~ 4 H See

the passage referred to above, n. 237, letter , in the Nctziv.
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But, continues the Netziv, our version of the She'eltot does not support this conclusion.
'lot11 lot in ,,~ lot i n p1i'i')il, lot7lot 1J':::li 'i:::l1:::l ;n 7~ lot1i'7 1l'l£l7 7:::llot
1i1117£lJ m~o p£Jo 7:::ll-t ••• 117£lJ 1i7:~m7 c71Y:::l117 iY::l 7~ 7:::lp7 :::l'1M7)1
7'::::1117::::1 i1J~O P£l0:::l 17)::lY 0'l~i17 1'lot117 p01£l 1l':::li1 •••• 1JY7)117 lot7 1"1Y
'~i1 l-tl'11 i1~7i17 m~17) plot ~"" 117"l-tii11 '11ii1 1iY11 i1l-tili11 •••• 1i':::ln
.l-t'i1 1i11'0n 1"117) l-t7l-t

But our version of the She 'eltot does not have any such thing [i.e., that
"You will make me liable for execution''l, but rather "You will cause
me pain, etc:' And surely it is the case that one must cndun; significant pain in order to save the life of another... [b]ut there is no proof
that one must jeopardize his very life ... .And it is the view of our
Ylaster that one need not jeopardize one's life for one's fellow....And
it seems that even the view of Tosafot and the Rosh is not to be taken
as a definite legal requirement, but rather as an act of piety.
In the final analysis, the Netziv denies that the Niddah passage supports the
Yerushalmi, according to his version of the She'eltot. The Niddah passage requires one to
endure pain in order to save the life of another, 219 but does not require one to jeopardize
one's own life. And even according to Tosafot, the implication of the Niddah passage need
not be that one mnst jeopardize one's life. One is permitted to jeopardize one's life as an
act of piety, but one is not required to do so.
We have now analyzed a passage in I\iddah which has been utilized to prove both that
the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi and that the Bavli agrees with the Yerushalmi. We
do not deny that the passage can be defensibly understood in either of those ways. We
affirm, however, that neither understanding is so compelling as to force us to conclude
either that the Davli agrees or disagrees with the Yerushalmi. Thus, the Niddah passage
can become supportive, but not determinative.
The next Bavli passage which is quoted both by the Yad El~yahu and the Agudat Ezov
as proving th<: Bavli's disagreement with the Ycrushalmi is from Sanhedrin na. There the
Gemara quotes a baraita which deduces the obligation to save a person who is drowning
or being chased by an animal or bandits from the verse 1Yi t:l1 7Y 117)Y1i lot7. ~Whereupon
the Gemara asks:
t:l1ii17) 'lot 17 11i1::::1117i11 7"1"1 1")7) 1£lU 1i1:::llot lotp£ll C1ii17) lotp£ll lot~i17) lotin
.7"7)P l-t7 l-t;')'lot 'iUl-t il'7)1 ni~';') 7:::llot i1'117£ll:::l '7'7) 'li1l-tl';')lot ini1

Is it true that we deduce [the obligation to save] from here? Do we
not deduce it from the following: "From where do we know that
one is obligated to return the body of someone to him (i.e., save
him)? The Torah says: 'Return it to him (Deut. 22:2)'? If we were
to deduce exclusively from there, I would claim that the obligation
applies only when the person doing the saving can do so alone.
ButT would think that there is no obligation if it would be necess""Even this is not certain. See, for example, the comment of llabbi .Ia cob Emden in l '!l:N ,)n:J pN ,T1ll 't1l~,
who wrote: Nm~~ '1ZIP N1'll1 11':Jn n':>!n 't•:JlZI:J ':>1:::10':> 1'1! )'NlZI '1l C'1~1 C'lZIP C'110' Cl - "One need not
endure great pain and Lorture in order Lo save another, f'or ""'hipping is worse than dealh." On Lhe lasl clause,
N1ll~ :-rwp NlZI':J N~':>n - "A nightmare is worse than a h<·ating." The view of Emden has serious
implications Jor the question oJ bone marrow donation, as well, since tlwre is more than a little pain
involved. See !Vishmat Avrahanz, Hilkhot Avodah Zarah, 157:.5, p. 66; and, in his Nl'ln :1111:1~, Even Hal•:zer,
Hilkhot Ketuhhot, B0:1, pp. 193-194.
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sary for him to bestir himself and go hire help rto save the person]. The verse "Do not stand idly by" teaches us [that he must
even hire help].
At face value, this passage indicates that two verses are needed in order to know both that
one must save another by his own efforts and that he must also take the trouble to go out
and hire help in order to accomplish the act. We shall quote from the Ya.d El~ya.hu his proof
that this passage contradicts the claim of the Yerushalmi, but the same deduction is made
by the Agudat Ezov. Th<: Yad Eliyalw wrote:
1:::ll'\' l'\71Zi p11:!ril 7:~ 7:!7 i1Tn71 ,,,~71 n1tJ'~7 pi ::J"n 1l'l'\1 TJ!)7 'iil
11in1tJ 7:!7 l'\ip ':s7:::l 'l'\~ 1~:!r:s7 po7 17'!)l'\ Ti:!r1 1"0 '1il 'l'\1 1il:l7i 01
17'!)l'\ Ti:!r1 l'\1il'\ 11~:!71'1 l'\71 l'\ip1 ,~·~7 il'7 mil '!)tJ 11:!71 ,,,l'\ ,, ·~7
•17 1i:::l1Ziil11 l'\ip~ P':l71' mil l'\71 1~:!r:s7 po7

This clearly demonstrates that one is obligated only to exert himself and hire help in seeking every way to insure that the blood of
his fellow not be lost. And if the Gemara felt that one is required
even to jeopardize himself, why would a verse be needed to prove
that one must hire help. Furthermore, [if one really were obligated
even to jeopardize himself,] it would have been much more likely
for the Gcmara to claim that the vcrs<: "Don't stand idly by" comes
to teach that one must endanger himself, for we would not know
that fact from "And you shall restore it to him."
The Yad Eliyalw makes the following claim: The argument of the Gemm·a proves that
one need not endanger oneself for the benefit of another. The Gemara deduces from l'\7
11~:!71'1 that one must hire help to save. That would be self-evidently true if one were also
obligated to endanger oneself. lt would be so self-evident that there would be no need of
a verse to prove it. Thus, the fact that we do need the verse to prove it demonstrates that
the obligation to endanger oneself must not exist. Furthermore, if there were such an obligation, it would have been most logical for the Gemm·a to deduce it from 11~:!71'1 l'\7, since
it cannot be deduced from 17 11'11:::l1Ziil1, which is needed to deduce the obligation to save in
the first place, and could not be used to deduce that one must also endanger oneself.
Hence, the passage in Sanhedrin proves that according to the Bavli there is no obligation
to jeopardize oneself in order to save another. Finally, in the absence of any convincing evidence to the contrary one would have to say that the obligation to jeopardize oneself does
not exist even if it is only potential jeopardization of the saving party and certain death for
the pal1y to be saved.
That this sugya proves that the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi has met with wide
agreement. Rabbi Moses Schick (1807-1879) affirms it."'"' Rabbi Jacob Ettlinger affirms it."'
It may well be the basis on which those who were quoted at the beginning of this section
' 50

S•·e <l"lj? ''0 , 1"1' j?17M ,p'111 0"1<1~ n"1111 :!>1':10 !>'7 )1'1 0"111<11 :1"~1 !\1~~;, 1'1!l N7 n1111!ll j?!lO:I ''!lN '~'711111':1 'N1
<1'7 - '"And if the law were aecording to the Ycrushalmi that [one must endanger ones ell] even Ior a
case of doubtful saving, the Cemara would not argue [about the need for 11mm N7]. Therefore, perforce,
our Gcnrara rnust not agree.'' lt is interesting to note that in the continuation of the rcsponsurn, Schick
equates the Rabbi Akiva and ben Petura dispute with the navli-Yerushalrni dispute. Rabbi i\kiva agrees
with the Havli view and ben l'etura with the Yerushalmi view. Of course, in order to make that equation,
Sehick must assert that the ease is one in whieh it is not certain that the one who docs not drink will die,
but rather that he will pul hi mseH in potential jeopardy.
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See Arukh La-wir, Sanhedrin, 73a, s.v.
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were so certain that the requirement of the Yerushahni is not normative. Rabbi Menashe
Klein accepts it. 2 " The Zi:~: Elie:~:er says about it:'" ::m~ n11:1~ ?l'::J 11~li1 ?tv n'110'i1 i1'~1i1
~'i1 i1pTn i1l:::l0 p~o? Ol:::li1? ::J1'M 1'~1 p11i1l01 ~'i1i1~ - "TI1e basic proof of the author of
Agudat Ezov from Sanhedrin that one need not enter a state of potential danger is strong:'
And the support comes not only from Aharonim. Here are the straightforward words
of the Meiri: 254
c·~o? 1~ 1n111:1 i1'n 1~ 1i1l::J l'::J1~ 11::Jn i1~1tv ·~ ~10 ~;, ,m?~i1::J
.i1J:::lO ~?::J ?1:::l' ~1i1 c~ ,~~l'::J 1::J1 71ntvi1? ::J"n 1'7l' c•~::J

If one sees his fellow drowning in tlw river, or b(;ing dragged by a
beast, or attacked by bandits, he is duty bound to attempt to save
him, and not only by himself if he can do so without danger.
And here is what the Sefer Hasidim has to say, based on this passage in Sanhedrin:'"
1~~l' T?tv• ?~ 1'7l' c·~n?n~ i1::J1i1 c~ ?::J~ 1ll1 c1 ?l' 11~l'n ~? ::J'n:::l
1? 117l'' ?~ 1::J:::l ~1i11 1i1l::J l'::J1~ C1~ C~1 1~1l::J i1l''tv~ i1tvl'' ?~1 i1l:::lO::J
•ml'

l'::J~' 1~

Scripture says: "Do not stand idly by the blood of your fellow,"
but if he is under mass attack, he should not put himself in danger and should not commit an offense toward his body. And if a
person is drowning, and he is corpulent, he should not help him,
lest he himself drown.
Even though Joseph Karo does not include the requirement of the Yerushalmi in the
Shulhan Arukh, the very fact of his mentioning it both in the Kesef Mishneh and the Bet
Yoscf makes it highly desirable to find some method to defend it. In this instance, then,
that would require finding some explanation of the Sanhedrin passage that does not put it
in direct conflict with the Yerushahni. TI1e direction that taketl itl batied upon the cornrnenttl
of the Ran to the passage in Sanhedrin.
In order to understand them completely, we must note that the primary focus in the
sugya is really about the case of the ~111 - one who can be summarily killed in order to
save the life of another. The classical case is of one who is running after another with the
intent to kill him. A third party is entitled to kill the pursuer in order to save the pursued.
It is not critical to understand the details of the Talmud's proof of the legitimacy of such
behavior, but we should understand the overall picture. The right to kill a pursuer is
deduced either by 1~m ?p or by tvpi1 from the case of similar permission to kill one who
is pursuing a woman for purposes of rape. Once deduced, the permission to kill the pursuer who is intent on killing is itself considered as proved from Scripture.
Both Tosafot and the Ran ask:'"'
~1p •? i1~? ~11li1 ?·~·tv '1:::l ~111i1 l11i1? ~1i1 i111~~tv 11':::l1 ,~~n c~1
l'::J1~ pl:::l m?~i1::J m1~? i111~~ ~1i11 ~~·tv~ 1l'1 c1 ?l' ,,~l'n ~;,

P'l'~tv ~? 1tv~J::J 1?'~i1? 1n'l1 ~1p~1 '"' •1'?l' C'~::J c·~o·? 1~ 1i1l::J
'"See :J"l7

T"~P ·~l7 , 1"~1!1 ''0 n1:111Zin;J 111~ ,'1 p':>n .m~':>;J ;JJ1ZI~.

'''' .N"l7 Yllj? '~l7 ,'~ n1N ,;"I"~ ''0 ,'~ p':>n ,1Tl7''7N f'~ n"11Z/
25 '1

Heit ha-Hehirah, Sanhedrin, AlJTaham Schreiber ed., p. 272.

''" SP;(er Hasirlim, Reuven Margolioth, ed. (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1964 lS724j), see. 674, p. 428.
""'l(>safot, Sanhedrin 73a, s.v.

1'7'~;"1\

and N"l7

~"l7)'11;"ll0 ,)"1;"1 '1ZI11'n,

Jerusalem, .5718 ed., p. 138. We quote

fron1 the text in the Han, ·whose ans-wer is different from the answer of 'lbsafot.
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i1i:J1Zi 'f':):J !\m" '!\il '=>:J1 , iil7 il~1i !\1il1Zi Wf':)W:> 17 i1i:J1Zi 'f':):J !\7!\
j?!:lO 7:17 7:J!\ 17'~il7 :J'"nf':)1 !\1il 1il17'~' !\7 0!\ iill:J :l7:JU'1Zi 1Zif':)1Zi:l 17
~1il1Zi i/':)17 1:l7i 01 7:v 11f':):l7n !\71 !\ij? !\n!\ '=>il 011Zif':) '1'1':) P':l71':)1Zi !\7
.p!:lOil 7:17 "]!\ n1iU7 il11~1':)

And if you ask: Since one is already commanded to kill the pursuer
in order to save the pursued, what purpose does "Do not stand idly
by the blood of your fellow" serve? Obviously one is commanded
to h<:stir himsdf to sav<: on<: who is drowning or who is h<:ing
attacked by bandits [since it is even mandatory to kill someone in
order to prevent the death of the pursued]. One might answer:
From the scriptural proof that one may kill the pursuer for the
benefit of the pursued one would assume that [the obligation to
save] applies only to a case in which it is absolutely clear that the
pursuer is intent on killing, or, similarly, that it is absolutely clear
that the person will drown if he dues nut save them. Only in such
cases of certainty is one obligated to save him. But, in cases of
doubt we would have no evidence one way or the other. It is precisely for that purpose that the verse "Do not stand idly by the
blood of your fellow" comes, to teach that one is commanded to
bestir oneself [to save] even in cases of doubt.
We must first understand the Ran on his own terms. Then we will apply his explanation to our subject of discussion, vi?~., does the Bavli disagree with the Yerushalmi. As an
explanation of the sugya itself, the Ran says that 11f':):l7n !\7 (which the Gemara said proves
that one must bestir himself and hire aid) refers to a specific category of cases, and not to
the overall category of all people in danger. It refers to the category of people whose danger is uncertain, doubtful. 11f':):l7n !\7 demonstrates that even for them one must bestir himself and go out and hire help to assist them, even though it is not certain that they are in
danger. 11f':):l7n !\7 <:ould not possibly he telling us that we must bestir ourselves for the benefit of those who are in certain danger. We already know that from the fact that if we are
sometimes duty bound even to kill for the benefit of one in certain danger, surely we are
duty bound to bestir ourselves and hire aid for those in certain danger. We might have
thought, however, that when one cannot himself save one in doubtful danger, he is under
no obligation to do anything further. Tt is to negate such a thought that 11f':):l7n !\7 comes,
according to the Ran.
Now lei us apply this to our issue. For the Ran, the 11f':):l7n !\7 verse deals with cases
of doubtful danger to the person who requires saving. It cannot be referring to a case
in which the saver would also be in doubtful danger together with the person needing
saving, and mandating that the saver nonetheless attempt himself to save him. \Vhy not?
Because if both were in the same category, namely, doubtful danger, what would be the
grounds for mandating action on the part of the saver? To the contrary, we would say
'!:lU j?f':)10 il'1'1 Nf':)1 !\1':)7'1 '!:lU j?f':)10 il'i:Jn1 !\1':)11 if':)" '?;) - "Who says the blood of one's
fellow is sweeter? Perhaps his own blood is sweeter.""' There would be no reason to
mandate the precedence of the life of the one who needed saving over the life of the
saver. Quite the contrary, if both were in the same degree of danger, we should apply
'"' CJ'. Sanhedrin S4a where the opposite claim is made Lo prove that one cannot save one's own life al tlw eost
of another's life. Here, the i{an would assert that if both parties are in doubtful danger, the party requiring
saving has no greater clairn on being saved than the saver has on not endangering hirnsdf.
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TM!'\ "n7 p~11p 1"M. Thus, what does 11~j;J1 1'\7 teach us? It teaches that even in the
case where one would not be required to attempt himself to save the other, he would
still be obligated to seek his saving through bestirring himself to get aid. But, if the case
were one in which the person requiring saving were in certain danger, while the saver
was in doubtful danger, the Ran might well affirm that the sugya in the Bavli does
require him to attempt to save the other. At a minimum, we can say that the Bavli does
not reject that claim, and there is, therefore, no proof of a contradiction between the
Bavli and the Yerushalmi.
This approach to proving that even the passage in Sanhedrin does not necessarily contradict the thesis of the Yerushalmi is adopted by Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef'" and by Rabbi
Haim Heller.''" One must admit, though, that this application of the Ran to our issue is a
little forced. Why, after all, would the Ran need a special verse to prove that one should
bestir himself to save even when the danger to the person in need of saving was doubtful?
Is it not well known and clear that even 1V~J mp~ p~o supersedes the Sabbath? If one may
violate a capital offense for a p~o, is there any real doubt that one should bestir oneself to
help save someone, even if the danger is only a p~o?'""
Rabbi Meir Slutz2" 1 attempts to go even further, and to demonstrate that the Bavli actually agrees with the Yerushalmi. He contends that the sugya shows tl1at there are three sources
for derivation of laws on the subject: (1) the 1~m 7p or 1Vpil, (2) the verse 17 1l11:::l1Vil1, and (3)
the verse 11~j;J11'\7. He claims that the three can be used to deduce (1) the essential requirement for one to save another himself, (2) the requirement to bestir oneself and hire help when
needed, and (3) the requirement even to put oneself in some danger in order to effectuate the
ce1tain saving of fue other 262 Once going that far, though, Rabbi Slutz must account for why
the Hagahot Maimoni:yot bases his claim on tl1e Yerushahni rather than on the Bavli. He
answers that the Yerushahni was fue preferable basis because the norm is explicit there in the
behavior of Resh Lakish, while in the Bavli it is only implicit.
The attempts of Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef, Rabbi Haim Heller, and Rabbi Meir Slutz are
valiant, but, though possible, are less than entirely convincing. For the former two, the
Bavli is basically silent about the subject of self-endangerment, and for the latter the most
far reaching conclusion is left to be entirely inferred. Neither is likely.
Furthermore, some affirm that the very wording of the law as it appears in Maimonides
argues against the thesis that the sugya implies or is silent about a requirement to endanger oneself. Let us look once more at Maimonidcs' wording:
111'\ ill'\11il p1 ·1ji1 C1 7ji 11~j;J1 1'\7 7ji 1:::l1ji 7•~il 1'\71 7•~il7 71::l'il 7:J
17'~il7 71::l'1 1'7ji ill'\:::l ilji1 il'M 11'\ 1'7ji C'l'\:::l C'!J0'7 11'\ C':::l ji:J1tJ 11':::lM
11'\ t:l'U ji~1Z71Z7 1N ,7•~il N71 17'~il7 t:l'1MN 11::l1Z7'1V 1N 1~~:17:::l N1il
,1:17'11il1 11':::ln F1N il7l N71 n~ 17 p~1tJ 1N ilY1 1'7:17 C':::l1Vn~ C'101~
11':::lM 7?l:::l 10"~7 71::l'1 11':::lM 7:17 7:::l1p N1il1V OJN:::l 1N 'U:::l ji1'1V 1N
'''" Dinei Yisrael, vol. 7, p. 32.
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See above, n. 227.

'""See the artjek by Rahhj Mejr Slutz, Halakhah u'Rrji/ah, vol. 3 (Jerusalem, 5743), pp. 158-163, and espeejally p. 162 l'or lh is poi nl. Sl ul' all em pts to resolve the issue by elai m i ng t hal the l'aet that p!lO supersedes the
Sabbath docs not necessarily imply an obligation to act, but only permission to act. Thus, Wt' would still need
the second verse. W'hat he says is possible, but also seeins quite forced.
;:(' 1

See previous note.

'"'Slutz agrees wjth the Ran and tlw "1mkh la-Ner that tlwre js no neeessary link between tlw words of the
verses and the derivations from them. The derivations are based on tl'i1!1'. The l{an phrases the same claim
thus: '~'<ip 'in '::!'n~ '~:1 01111~1 :1'l1~m ''!l1l )l'Mi~, 1'<1:1 '~'<ii', l'<i1n'~.
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i:m7 ern~ il11i111il , 17~ C'i:J1:J ~::l1':l 7:J1 ,10"!) ~71 1:J7:J11i il~ i'Oil71
·111i c1 711 11~11n ~7 711

Anyone who is able to save one in danger and who does not do so
violates the negative commandment "Do not stand idly by the
blood of your fellow." And similarly, if one sees one's fellow drowning in the sea, or being attacked by bandits or by a dangerous animal, and is able to save him either by himself or by hiring others
to save him, and does not do so; or, if one heard either non-Jews
or informers plotting evil against someone, or laying a trap for him,
and did not inform the person; or, if one knew about a non-Jew or
some other violent person who was lodging a complaint about his
fellow, and he could appease that person on behalf of his fellow
and did not do so; and all such similar matters, whoever does these
things violates "Do not stand idly by the blood of your fellow."
In commenting on this wording of Maimonides, quoted by the Tur, the BaH wrote:""'
17 i1i:J 1)'~ ''!)~ 17'::lil7 :J"n1 11~11.7~ ~n"i:Jil 1111.77~1 '!)71 il~i)
:Jn:l C":J~iil 7:J~ 17'::lil7 iJ):lO j?!)O:J 1~::l11 0'):lil7 :J"n 17'::lil7 7:J1'11i
:J"n 1)'~ 7:J~ 17'::lil7 71:J'11i p!)o 1'~1:J ~p111 11~11.7~1 "17'::lil7 71:J'"
•1i:Jn n7::lil7 il):JO j?!)O:J 1~::l11 O'):Jil7

It seems that the language of the baraita implies that one is obligated to save another even when it is not certain that he will be
able to save him. He is duty bound to place himself in danger in
order to save him. But the Rambam wrote, "And he is able to save
him," which specifically implies that there be no doubt that he can
save him, but that he is not obligated to put himself in potential
jeopardy in order to save his fellow.
The BaH notes the difference between the language of the baraita and the language
of Maimonides. The baraita says 17'::lil7 :J"n ~1il11i - "He is obligated to save him"- while
Maimonides uses the phrase 17'::lil7 71:J'1 - "And he is able to save him." After having quoted the language of the baraita, the Tur quotes the language of the Rambam. The BaH is
explaining this apparent redundancy by clarifying that the Tur quotes the Rambam as well
as the baraita in order to make certain that we understand that the baraita is to be understood as the Rambam understood it, and not as we might mistakenly have understood it,
namely, to imply an obligation to put oneself in danger." 6'1
The claim of the BaH on the basis of the language of :\1aimonides affirms that the
Rambam understood the Bavli to disagree with the Yerushalmi. Thus, Maimonides must
be numbered among those who reject the view of the Yerushalmi because it is contradicted by the Bavli. This inference from the language of Maimonides is affirmed by
"'·' llaH Lo Tur, Hoslwn Mishpal, 426.
"''It is virtually impossible that the wording of the llambam implies a disagreement between the !lam bam and
tlw haraila. Since tlw haraita is um:ontested in the Gemara, there is just no way that the Ramham would reject
it in his code. Tn this, Rabbi Tsaac Jacob Weiss (!>"l1 U":J 7Jl1 ,l"' mN 'T ''C ,';J p7n ,pn:s' nnm) is absolutely correct when he wrote: C":I7J1;'1 'N11:11 ,p 7"C Nn"1:1;'1 Cl n?JN:I 'i:JN ,Nn"1:l;J pt21'7:1 ;J~Un N'itV '71'7t21'7 <1~1 11U;J
Nn"1:1;'1 '7l1 p1'7n' N'i - "Tiw Tur wants to make sure that we not misunderstand tlw language oi the haraila.
Hut, in fact, [what Maimonides says] is the view of the baraita too, sinee surely Maimonides would not disagree with the haraita."~
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Rabbi Isaac Jacob Weiss, 261 by Rabbi Eliezer Waldenberg/ 66 Rabbi Hayyim David haLcvi,267 and Rabbi Pinchas Barukh Tolcdano. 2611 Admittedly, the final three also raise
objections to this derivation and claim that the proof is not definitive.
By far the most interesting objection to this derivation from the language of the
Rambam is offered by Rabbi Yehiel Ya'akov Weinberg." 6"' It is well known that before each
collection of laws Maimonides lists the positive and negative commandments which the
laws reflect. If one looks at that list for Hilkhot Roze'ah it will become clear that
}laimonides does not list a positive commandment to save a person who is in danger. He
lists only a negative commandment against standing idly by such a person's blood. Of
course, the existence of the negative commandment implies some positive action, but the
purpose of the action, legally speaking, is to avoid violation of the negative commandment.
Thus, Weinberg claims, the language of Maimonides reflects nothing at all about whether
the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi. Rather, it reflects a wording which allows
Yiaimonides to couch the failure to save as a violation of a negative commandment.
Obviously, if one literally cannot save another one does not violate the negative commandment. So the only way for \faimonides to word the law so as to make clear that failure to save is a violation of a negative commandment, and yet make it dear that not all
failures to save constitute such a violation, is to phrase the law thus: "If you are able to
save and do not do so, you violate a negative commandment against standing idly by the
blood of your fellow:' The wording intimates nothing, one wa:Y or the other, about whether
or not one should endanger oneself in order to save one's fellow.
There is a benefit to finding some way to account for Maimonides' wording that does not
imply that one ought not jeopardize oneself for the benefit of another. If the wording did
imply that, it would be difficult to understand why Karo, in the KesPj" Mishneh, would refer
to the Yerushahni position without at least noting that it was rejected by Maimonides. It
would not be problematic, however, if the wording of Maimonides were silent on the subject.
Wbether or not the language of Maimonides proves his understanding of the passage
in Bavli Sanhedrin can be a matter of disagreement. There is no disagreement, however,
with the affirmation that the Rambam does not clearly insist that self-endangerment for
the benefit of another is a requirement of the law.
At this point, then, we have analyzed another Bavli passage which is understood by
some to prove that the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi. We have affirmed that the evidence is strong, though not absolutely conclusive. As a postscript, we have also discussed
whether the language of Maimonides' codified position based on this passage implies that
he understood the passage to reject the Yerushalmi view. We have claimed that his language can certainly be understood that way, and that some have understood it precisely
that way. It is not, however, the only way to understand the language of Maimonides.
There are other Bavli passages which we must address. But, having referred to the language of Maimonides as evidence of Bavli disagreement with the Yerushalmi, we turn to
another example of the same phenomenon. The Mishnah records 270 that one who has
~os See

preeecding note.

'" Ziz fJiezer, vol. 10, no. 2.5. eh. 7, letters

1\ and :I, pp. 124-12.5.

SP;(er Asia (Jerusalem: Reuben Mass, S743), vol. 4, p. 255.
"" Harkai 3 (fall .5746): 24. l{abbi Toledano is head of the Sefardic eourt in London. Harkai is a journal of the
207

Mizrahi- ha-Po'd ha-Mizrahi, and was under the editorship of Habbi Saul Yisracli.
269

~foriah

4, issue l-2 (Nisan-Tyyar 57.32): 6.).

"" 1\laldmt 2:7 (llb).
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committed manslaughter and gone into exile into one of the cities of refuge may not leave
it. He may not leave it 1'\~1' 1l'l'\ i1'1,~ p ::JI'\1'::J ?I'\, tv' 1'\:::J~ ,tv 1?'!ll'\1 1? t:l'::l',~ ?1'\,tv' ''!ll'\1
- "Even if the people of lsrael need his aid, and even a general of lsraellike Yoav ben
Zeruiah, he may not leave." When Maimonides records thitl norm 271 he adds a phratle not
found in the mishnah: i1n'7.)? 17.)~37 ,,ni1 !'\~' t:ll'\1 - "And if he does leave, he surrenders
himself to be killed."
In explaining the purpose for this addition, the content of which seems quite self-evident, Rahhi M<:ir Simha of Dvinsk, the Or Sarnea.h, writes:
i1,1n::Jtv m~?.) 7::J i1n11 tv!ll mp!l l'\?i1 1'\~1' 1l'l'\ i17.)? t:l37tJ 1l'::J, ~'01i1
71'\u 7 17.)1 ,mi1tv P'::J1 •.•• n'::J1n ,nOI'\1 71'\,tv' ?::J1 tv!ll mp!l ptv ?::J7.)1
,n'l'\11 i1l::J07.) 1,'::Jn n?~i1 ,1::J37 i1l::JO p!lo::J 17.)~37 O'l::Ji17 1? 7'1'\ t:l1i1
'7.)?tv1,'7.)1 •••• m7.)1,n1 '7.)?tv1,' t:Jtv::J '"7.)li1::J 1'\?1 ;,m n::J17.)1 .i11'\,l p
•1::J ::JtJ'i11"377.)7 n::J17.) 1l'l'\ i1'!lU

Our master [i.e., Maimonides] added a reason to explain why he
should not leave since saving another, and surely saving all of Israel,
should supersede all mitzvot of the Torah [including the commandment not to leave the city of refuge], as the case of Esther proves."'"
... But tlince [the act of leaving] maketl him eligible to be killed by
the blood avengers, he ought not put himself in a positon of potentiallife endangerment even to save another from certain life endangerment. This seems lto be the implication of Maimonides' having
added the clause]. And this proves that the view of the Ha.ga.hot
Ma.imoniyot in the name of Yerushalmi Terumot is incorrect....And
a careful look at the Yerushalmi itself will demonstrate that it need
not be understood [as the Ha.ga.hot].
Before we deal with the essence of the claim of the Or Sarneah, let us comment hriefiy
about his final sentence. Rabbi Meir Simha must affirm that the Yerushalmi need not mean
what the Hagahot says. Indeed, it probably cannot mean that! Maimonides is explaining
the law of the Mishnah, and he understands it to imply that one ought not jeopardize oneself for another. Since the Yerushalmi has the same Mishnah as the Bavli, it is highly
unlikely that Maimonides would understand the :\1ishnah contrary to the Yerushalmi without absolutely firm basis to believe that the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi. Since
there is no such basis in this case, it must be that the Yerushalmi need not be understood
to imply what the Rambam rejects.
As to the substance of the claim of the Or Samea.h, he contends that there could be only
one reason for :\Iaimonides to add the apparently superfluous clause to his codification of the
law. It adds an explanation which clarifies an otherwise inexplicable law. Since all commandments are superseded in order to save the life of another, there should he no distinction
between the commandment to remain in the city of refuge and any other commandment. 271
Yet, according to Maimonides' codification, there is. Tiwugh a manslaughterer can violate any
271

1\!I.T. Hilkhot Ro,e'ah 7:ll.

"'Though the Or Swnmh does not stipulate exactly what ahout Esther proves the point, he apparently means
that Esther's consorting \vith a pagan l(ing \vas justified because it was needed to save Tsrael, even though
such relationships are otherwise forbidden. The discussion in Sanhedrin 74b is an attempt to explain why
Esther was not obligated to allow herse!I to he killed rather than violate one oi tlw carrlinal sins which arc
not superseded by 1V!ll mp!l.
See l'ijPrd Yismd, 1\lakkot 2:B, lJo'az, letter :::1.
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other commandment in order to save a life, he cannot violate the commandment to remain in
the city. Why? Because the mit7:vot are superseded in order to save lives only when the life of
the saver is not thereby endangered. When the saver's life is endangered, even potentially, the
mitzvot are not superseded. In the case of a manslaughterer there is potential endangerment
if he leaves the city, because he becomes fair game for the blood avenger. Thus, he should not
leave the city even to save others because by doing so "he surrenders himself to be killed:'""
If the Or Sameah is correct, the Mishnah itself proves that one ought not to jeopardize
himself for the benefit of another, and the Hagahot Maimon~yot must surely be mistaken,
and that is why the view was ignored as a matter of actual law by all of the classical poskim.
What's more, the implications of lVIaimonides are very far-reaching. They imply that a single
individual may not jeopardize himself, even potentially, even for the benefit of all of Israel.
It is no wonder, then, that others have mshed to reject this claim of Rabbi Meir Simha.
The most direct attack can be found in Klei Hemdah, by Rabbi Meir Dan Plotzki
•
(1867-1928), who wrote: 273
,~~., O'J~i17 il:l1nw ,,,:::l 1:::l1i1lli ill1~J 1:::l'1 1\7 m1m 11:::l~ n7'n~:::l

lli"~~ O":::l~1i1 '1:::l1:::l lli11'~i1 1'1\ n~,, p1:::l1 .71\1lli' n7~i17 ill~O:::l
,l\1i1 11~i1l 1\71\ , w~J mp~ o1p~:::l ''~1\ 1\~' 1\7 ilT 'l~~w n~w 111\il
7~ 7w l"j?1~ 111~7 ''~1\ o71:.77 ow~ 1\~' l\7lli :::l1n~i1 muw 1nl\~lli
,~~., O'l~i17 1'1\lli n~w 11\1i1 lli"~~ ,~,7 i17'7m on 7:::Jl\ ••••71\1lli'
1r101\~ n'~1i1 1~~:.7 n~lli 111\i11 ,ill~O~ 71\1lli' 77~ 7'~i17 ill~O j?~O:::l
.111:::l ilT ,71\1lli' 77~ n7~i17 '1~T n:l'1il:::l ,~~., P'O om~ t']l\1 ·1~'i17

With all due deference, he is simply mistaken. For it is clear that
one is obligated to put oneself in danger in order to save Israel. And
the law of the manslaughterer in :\1aimonides should not be understood as th<: Or Sa.meah did to imply that Oll<o ought not <:ndang<:r
oneself even in a case of lli~l mp~, but just the opposite. [The
manslaughterer case] contains a biblical decree that he should not
leave [the city of refuge] ever, even for the lli~l mp~ need of all of
Israel. ... But God forbid that we should say as the Or Smneah that
lin generalJ one should not jeopardize oneself even potentially
even in order to save Klal Yisrael from danger. And even the Or
Scuneah himself proves the opposite [by referring to] Esther. And
so too did Pinehas endanger himself by killing Zimri in order to
save Israel. And this is clear.
The essential claim of the Klei Hemdah is that the manslaughterer case is exceptional,
a :::l1n~i1 r11T:\. 276 It cannot he a paradigm for other cases. Thus, Maimonides is correct in hitl
statement of the law, but the deduction of Rabbi Meir Simha is erroneous. Note, though,
"' Hahhi _Vleir Simha makes the same claim in his 'lhrah commentary, Meshekh lloklmwh, to Ex. 4:19. There
God tells Moses to return to Egypt 11V!ll n~ t:l'1Vj?::l~Oi t:l'1Vl~Oi ':>: > m~ ':J. TI1e Or Satneah affirms that God had
to tell Moses that his enemies had died because otherwise Moses would have l!een obligated to violate God's

eommand to return heeause fu!Jilling it would have put Moses in potential jeopardy.
2~5

Heginning of Paras hat Pin has.

""It is dear that the reslrietion of the manslaughterer to the eity of rd'uge is not exdusivdy for his proteetion
against the blood avenger. See, for example, the statement or Abbaye (Makkot llb) that even if the
dies immediately after conviction, his bones must lw taken there. H(·sides the~t, thos(' w·ho die

me~nslcmghterer

in the eity of rd'uge are buried tlwre, even though they are no longer in any danger from tlw blood avenger.
One must admit. though, that this arsrument is not overly persuasive as a way of accounting for the language
of Maimonides, nn•~':> ,~ll' ,,nn ~l' c~,.
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that Rabbi Plotzki restricts his rejection of Rabbi Meir Simha to the case of general endangerment of IGal Yisracl."77 He makes no claim that one must endanger oneself for the benefit of a single other. There may, in fact, be no such obligation, but that cannot be proved
as the uncontestable view of the :\Iishnah, based on the language of Maimonides. 273
We return, then, to our analysis of Bavli passages which have been understood to
imply that the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi. The Gemara in Nedarim 279 quotes a
baraita which reads:
on?.):-J:J ,0'1nl\ "nl;> 1'?.)11p T:-J"n 0'1nl\ "n1 p"n , 1':17:-J 'J:J l;>w 1":17?.)
0'1nl\ nO':J~1 T1iO':J~ 0'1nl\ 1"1?.):-J:::Jl;> 1"1?.)11p on?.):-J:J 0'1nl\ 1"1?.):-J:J1
1'?.)11p 0'1nl\ "n rno':J~1 0'1nl\ "n 0'1nl\ no':J~l;> 1"1?.)11p rno':J~
.0'1nl\ "nl;> 1"1?.)11p rno':J~ 1?.)11\ '01' ':J1 rno':J~l;>

Regarding a spring which belongs to one city rbut which other surroundings cities which have no spring also use: if the amount of
water available is such that it creates a conflict between] their lives
and the lives of the others, their lives take precedence over the
lives of the others; their cattle and the cattle of the others, their cattle take precedence over the cattle of the others; their laundry and
the laundry of the others, their laundry takes precedence over the
laundry of the others; the lives of others and their laundry, the lives
of the others take precedence over their laundry. Rabbi Yosi says
that thcir laundry takcs prcccd<:nc<: ov<:r thc livcs of thc othcrs.
The contents of the baraita produce no surprise until the last line, the view of Rabbi Yosi.
On the surface, it seems counterintuitive. In explaining the importance which Rabbi Yosi
attributes to cleaning clothes, the Gemara continues: 280
,,,~;> 1\'1"1?.) l\lll'11 l\1i':J1:J1:l7 '1\:-J 1;>1\1?.)'(1) 1?.)1\1 '01' '11;> 1\?.)'1;>1\ :-JO':J~
1\'1"1?.) !\!:lUi l\1i':J1:J1:l7 l\1"1'?.)1?.):l7lll '1'1;> 1\'1"1?.) 'Jl\?.)1 l\1i':J1:J1:l7 1\1'1:17
•':J'~1 'Jn'w ,,,~;>

Laundry is so critical for Rabbi Yosi because of what Samuel said:
"Thc skin discasc rcsulting from insufficicnt attcntion to thc clcanliness of the head leads to blindness, that resulting from insufficient attention to the cleanliness of clothing leads to madness, and
that resulting from insuffit:ient attention to cleanliness of the body
leads to boils and scabs.
finally, the sugya seeks the biblical grounding for the view of Rabbi Yosi, and says:
'!\?.) 01i'n 1;>~1;>1 Olll1~11;>1 01"1?.);-J:::Jl;> 1':1' 00'lll1'-?.)1 281 :J'1i~1 ••• Tl;>m l\1j?
lll?.)?.) 1\m'n on"n '!\?.) 1\1;>1\ 1\'0 0?.)0:J l;>l;>~:J 0'n 1\l;>m 0'n 1\?.)'1;>'1\ on"n
.l\1i':J1:J1:l71 1\1:17~ !\~'!\ 1\01 00':J~ 11\1;> 1\1;>1\ 1\U'lll!:l
"'It is very difficult to understand how the Or Sameah se•·ms to have ignored the fact that l<:sthn put hnself in
potential danger by appearing in the lung's anteroom without having been beckoned.
""Similar arguments to those of the Klei Hemdah are also offered by Rabbis Slutz and Toledano in the articles
rderred to earlier, and by Rabbi Shlemo Zevin in ;-dmn 11!>'7 (Jerusalem: Mosad haRav Kook, S706), p. 8I.
See, too, Ahral1am Sof'er i\hraham in T"~i.lil, Nisan 5742, pp ..)5-.)6.
''" 80h. Sec also T. llava Mctzia 11: 33-37, Lieberman cd., p. 127£.
280

Nedarirn 81 a.
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What is the scriptural verse . . .as it is written:"" "And the surrounding fields should be for their cattle and their possessions and
all On'n." What is the meaning of On'n? If we say it means "beasts,"
beasts are included in "cattle." Rather, perhaps, On'n means their
sustenance, literally. [No, because] that is obvious. It is, rather,
[that on'n] means "laundry," because there is the pain of the
resultant skin disease [for insufficient attention to it].
Tak<:n at fac<: valu<:, without <omhdlishnwnt, th<: G<:mara s<:<:ms to h<: claiming that for
Rabbi Yosi, understood on the basis of Samuel's dictum, refraining from laundering presents real danger, and, therefore, the laundry of the community on whose territory the
spring is found takes precedence over the thirst needs of the other community. The Ianna
karnma obviously disagrees, but it is not clear on what basis. Does he hold that the thirst
needs predominate even if the real danger from not laundering materializes? Does he disagree with the premise that there are serious consequences to not laundering?
The earliest decision we have regarding the dispute of Rabbi Yosi and the tanna
lmrmna com<:s in th<: She'eltot: 283
~7)37~1 .on"n ~Ji')ni il'~ '1P1 ,ilO':::l::l ?[p10!:l:::l1V on"m] ~'il '~7) ~~~
1::l~'il1 ,017)371V '1'~ n'n~ ~J7)1 ~n,:n:::l137 17)~1 ~~17)1V1 011VI) ?'~7)
p1 0'1n~ "n~ n7)11p Til"n 0'1n~ "m Til"m .~m'n ~'11il ilO':::l::l
.~n::l~'il

Rather what is [On"n of the verse]? It is laundry, which is called
on"n ("their life") by Torah. And why [is laundry equated with
life]? [It is equated] because of Samuel who said: "The skin disease
resulting from insufficient attention to laundering leads to madness." And therefore, laundry is equated with life, and their lives
take precedence over the lives of others. And that is the law.
The Geonic decision recorded in the She'eltot, therefore, determines the law in accordance with Rabbi Yosi. The Netziv'n< notes that the She'eltot seems to be deciding in favor
of Rabbi Yosi because Samuel agrees with him, and because a verse is quoted to support
his position. He objects, however, by reminding us that Samuel's statement was not made
as an explanation of Rabbi Yosi's statement. It is an independent and uncontested statement. There is no hint that the tanna kamma disagrees with Samuel. What's more, it is
highly unlikely, says the Netziv, that the argument between the tanna lwmma and Rabbi
Yosi is over whether certain things are dangerous, since such matters are "objective:' Thus,
the Netziv explains:
Tnl)il:::l m:::~o~ ~7)~ m:::~o il7)11 ill'~ '~111 il~1J1 ?'l~!:l'I)P '~l):::l
rno':::l::l1 rnl)il:::l p T'~1V ill) ~i')~:::l 1n17)'1V 111:::l ~7)~ nJ::l01 .rno':::l::l1
01~371V '1'~ O'~:::l OJ'~ 01~ 'J:::l il~::l ... ~:::l~ ,ill::lO '1'~ 1~1:::l'1V 11V!:l~
p"n~ ~"01 .~1il mw!:l~ m:::~o p!:lo o1p~ ~:::1~1 ~~~ ilO':::l::lil 1137il:::l
1~:::1 11':::ln ~"tV "tV!:lJ mp!:l '~11 ~':::l1V:::l n11V!:lJ nJ::lO p!:lO:::l OJ::lil~ :::l"n1
'"'~!:) '01' '11 n1'J1~iil) millil 01V:::l 1"::ln ''0 ~!:l"tV~ rwn '":::lil :::ln:::l"tV
'::lil1 11':::1 ~~~ il'n11::l '~P ~~1~1V1 011V~ ~~1 '"1:::l 1J':::l1 po!:l1 ,ilT ~37
'"' Num. 3.):3.
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Parashat Re'eh, no. 147, p. 212 in the ffa'arnek She'elah ed.

'"' lln'mnek She'elah, letter,.
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0):Jil7 l'!\1 ,,,::l il::l7il !\7'?:m ,!11'(1)!:1) l'U::lO p!:!O i1T:J W'1 71\11':)'(1) ,1':)1\i'
7:!7 1\m po!:im •••. 1,':Jn 7w W!l) mp!:i '1\11 7':JW:J mw!l) ru:Jo p!:io:J
1\1'17'/':):::J 1\:::lil 7:J!\ m1'0n 1'11/':):::J '::lil 1':Jl' 7",1 ... m/':)1,1'1 '1':)7W1,'il '!:!
1'1\ t:l!\ 1m') ii7'nl':) '):J 11\71 •7!:!~ po71 10nn;,7 1"W 1\7 ,'l'il '):J1
•'::lil T'1il

About what do they diller? It seems [that they differ about the following:] TI1at surely the danger of thirst is not exactly comparable to
the danger of their cattle"' and tl1eir laundry. TI1e danger of thirst
will ce1tainly result in death, while regarding their cattle and laundry
it is [merely] possible that they will result in endangerment, since
... some people do not go mad because of the absence of laundry.
Nonetheless, [not laundering] constitutes a potential life endangerment. The tanna lwmma holds that one must put oneself in potential danger for tl1e certain saving of another, as the Bet Yosef wrote
in Hoshen Mishpat, no. 426, quoting the Hagahot Maimoniyot. And
Rabbi Yosi disagrees. Our Master [the She'eltot] decided in favor of
Rabbi Yosi. [lie did so] not because Samuel agreed with him, but
because it was Samuel who informed us that there was potential danger in this. From this it follows that the law is according to Rabbi
Yosi, that one should not put oneself in potential life endangerment
even for the certain saving of another....And the decision is based
on the Yerushalmi Terumot. ..where Resh Lakish acted out of piety.
But in our case about the city dwellers [whose water supply is not
sufficient to share], it is inappropriate to behave with such piety and
endanger the lives of children, if the law is not that way, since they
(the children) are not entitled to forego their legal rights.
The ~et7.iv, remember, is explaining the decision of the She'eltot, who decided in
favor of Rabbi Yosi. Rabbi Berlin claims that the dispute between Rabbi Yosi and the
tanna kamma parallels the dispute in the Yerushalmi concerning the need to put
oneself in potential life endangerment for the certain saving of another. The tanna
karnma holds that one should, and Rabbi Yosi holds that one need not. The She'eltot
decides in favor of Rabbi Yosi because, as the Netziv understands the Yerushalmi,'"'
Resh Lakish acted from m1•on 1'111':), not from legal requirement. Hence, since there is
no attested legal requirement to endanger oneself, the law in the Nedarim passage
under discussion must follow Rabbi Yosi. This is the way the Netziv can explain the
view of the She'eltot, which, on the surface ignores the majority view (tanna kamma)
in favor of a 1'n' 1'1:!71. Hence, assuming that the Netziv is correct, this passage reflects
that for the She'eltot the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi, as understood by the
Hagahot Maimoniyot.
It seems, though, that one can raise serious objections against the She'eltot, as
"'The baraita in the Havli has no disagreement between Rabbi Yosi and tanna, kmnnw about cattle. The Netziv,
however, quotes a clause from the 'lbsdta (llava Metzia 11:33) in which there is such a disagreement: C'111N
0'111!\ "117 m:mp )117:l0i:J 17:l1!\ '01' '1 )117:l0i:J'7 C'?:l11j? )01 0'111!\ "n Jn?:l0i:J1. The Net,iv explains that the view of'

Rabbi Yosi is based on the statement of the Mekhilta (Heshalah, Vayasa, l'arashah 6, Horovitz- Rabin ed., p.
']~1107:l 17:ll1 1117:l0i:J )'N CN 111:!1'7017:l01 C1N ?111 1"n N101 01N ?111 1117:l0i:J. Thus, both Oi?:lOi:l and laundry are polenLially lire Lhreatening. For the purposes or our discussion, \Ve can ignore the il?;:ljl:J clause.

174) that N101

"'See ahove, p. 263.
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explained by the Netziv. Since the Yerushahni is ambiguous, why not claim that this very
passage of Bavli proves that Resh Lakish acted from legal obligation, not piety? After all,
if the majority view in our passage is that of tanna lwmma, should not the She'eltot have
decided in favor of the majority, and clarified thereby that both the Bavli and the
Yerushahni require one to jeopardize oneself for the benefit of another?
W11ile it is impossible to prove, it seems reasonable that it was precisely such an objection that prompted others to seek a different reason for the decision of the She'eltot. Rabbi
:\Ienashe Klein'"7 thinks that when the She'eltot adopted the view of Rabbi Yosi on the
basis of Samuel, he meant "on the basis of Samuel's view concerning tvnJ mpn pno in
which the law follows him." We have already referred""' to the sugya in Yoma 85a and b,
from which the Talmud deduces that even tvnJ mpn pno supersedes the Sabbath. Only the
proof of Samuel from the verse t:li1:::l 'n1 is affirmed as an uncontestable proof. Thus, claims
Rabbi Klein, when the She'eltot refers to Samuel it is not only because it was he who
taught that failure to launder can lead to problems, but because it was he who taught the
uncontestable law that mtvnJ nJ::lO pno must be avoided, even at the cost of Sabbath desecration. It must follow, therefore, that since failure to launder sufficiently can lead to
mtvm nJ::lO pno, and since Samuel has proved conclusively that we should avoid such
things, the law in the dispute between Rabbi Yosi and the tanna kamma must follow the
view of Rabbi Yosi. Thus, it is the internal consistency of the Bavli that leads the She'eltot
to conclude as he does, and that very consistency proves that the Bavli disagrees with the
Yerushahni on the basis of the passage in Nedarim.
There could be another explanation of why the She'eltot decided in favor of Rabbi
Yosi. This explanation, too, does not require an a priori understanding of what Resh
Lakish meant in the Yerushalmi. The Gemara in Eruvin'"' asserts that 1'i:::ln~ '01' 'i::l i1::l7i1
- "The law follows Rabbi Yosi even when he disagrees with more than one other sage:'
There is considerable uncertainty about whether the correct version is as we have just
quoted, or whether it ought to read 1i:::ln~ '01' 'i::l i1::l7i1 - "The law follows Rabbi Yosi
when he disagrees with one other sage lbut not when he disagrees with more than one
other sage]:''90 Nonetheless, there are many''" who have the first reading, and it could well
be that the She 'eltot decided in favor of Rabbi Yosi because of that mandate of the
Gemara itself. furthermore, the opinions of Rabbi Yosi are defined several times by the
Gemara itself by the phrase 1~:17 1j?1~'J '01' 'i - "Rabbi Yosi's reasoning is cogent:''"' Thus,
there could be more than one reason that might have prompted the She'eltot to decide in
favor of Rabbi Yosi, and those reasons are independent of the Yerushalmi. The argument
of the Netziv that the dispute between Rabbi Yosi and the tanna kamma reflects the issue
of whether one should endanger oneself for the benefit of another has merit, and the
decision of the She'eltot in favor of Rabbi Yosi lends support to the claim that the Bavli
disagrees with the Yerushalmi.
A proof that one need not endanger oneself for the benefit of another, based on our
Mishneh Halakhot, vol. 6, no ..324, p ..396.
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See above, p. 260.

''"46b.
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See Tosal'ot, arllocurn, '01' ':l1:l :1"1 and Eruvin 83h, Tosal'ot s.v. nl7:l1V, and Dikrlukei Sojrerim to Eruvin 46b.

''HSee Ta'anit 28a, 'lbsafot s.v. 7Y'1 'N; Semag, positive commandment no. 74 (46d) who claims that this was the
version ol' Ri and Ramham; SP;(er Ra 'avin, :Vlegillah. siman S79 (Aptowilzer ed., vol. 2, p. :306). See Rabbi
Ovadiah Yosef's article in Dinei Yismel, vol. 7, p..34.
'"'See Ermin l4h and 5la, Gittin 67a, and llava Kamma 24a.
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passage in Nedarim, is also brought by Rabbi Abraham Braun in his comments to the
Sefer Issur ve-hetter.' 9.3 He wrote:
:::l":li £l"1 C'11Ji') (i1J:::lO ptlo? OJ:::li1? ::J''n 1J'l\1) i1'l\1 l\'::Ji1? tzr1
11':::l1 C'1nl\ ''n? Tl7)11p 1TlO':::l:::l 17)!\ '"17 ,p:::l11 '01' 1 '"''£l1
i1T pl\tv ~l\1 '1i1 .... l\1i1 tv£lJ ''n l\:::l1t) l\1:!7~ l\:::l'l\ i10':::l:::l Tl:li'm:::l1
11:::l:li i1J:::l0 ptlO:::l OJ:::l'' Ci1? Pl\ 7)"7)1 i1111:::l CTlJ:::l01 1TlJ:::lO 1:::l ?:::l 111:::l
''n Ci1:::l pl\ 01:::l':::l1 7"01 C1tv7) p1 '1'?£l !\? C'l):::ln m, 1 .Ci11':::ln
.:::l":::l 11)£)J

One can bring proof (that there is no obligation to enter even into
doubtful danger) from Nedarim SOb, where Rabbi Yosi and the
sages disagree. Rabbi Yosi holds that the laundry of the city takes
precedence ov<:r the lives of th<: oth<:rs because in refraining from
laundering there is great anguish, actual life endangerment. ...
From this it follows that even though their danger is not so certain
and the danger of the others is certain, nonetheless they need not
put themselves in potential danger for the benefit of their friends.
And the sages disagree only because they feel that there is no significant danger in refraining from laundering.
The comment of the Zer Zahav differs from what we have seen already seen in one
important way. For him, the disagreement between the Bavli and the Yerushalmi, as evidenced by this passage from Nedarim, is not at all contingent on whether the law follows
the sages or Rabbi Yosi. Both agree that one need not endanger oneself for the benefit
of another. Their dispute is over a question of realia, viz., does refraining from laundering have such pot<:ntially dire consequences. The v<:ry matt<:r that the N<:tziv found
unlikely to be the source of their disagreement becomes for the Zer Zahav the very
essence of their dispute.
The relevance of our passage to our discussion also comes up in the context of the
comments of commentators on the Shulhan Arukh. Karo wrote: 294
?1:::ll\? 1!\ 1m' ?1:::ll\? i11l\Tli') l\'i1 '1i11 i1? C'1l\1i1 nmm i1? 1po£l
1?1i1 TlJ:::lO 'J£l7) :::l:::l:li? ?1:::l' ?:s7:::li1 7'N1V 17)1!\11.7 ';') 11.7' ,Ll'1nN m?:::ll\7)
.:::l:::l:li? ?1:::l'1V 17)1!\11.7 ';') 11.7'1 C11p i1£lU 1:!7~11.7

If they had ordained for her (a nursing mother) an appropriate
amount of food, but she craves eating more or eating other foods,
sonw claim that the husband may not prcv<:nt her on the grounds
of the danger to the child because her bodily discomfort takes
precedence, while some claim that he may stop her.
The first view alluded to is none other than the Rambam. He is very clear on the subject, saying:'"' 'J£l7) 1?1i1 Tl17)'[1V]17)1?1 :::l:::l:li? ?1:::l' ?:s7:::li1 pl\1 i1~1Tl1V i17) ?:::l ••• n?:::l1l\ 1T '1i1
Ll11p i1£l1:\ 1:17~11.7 - "She may eat ...whatever she wants, and her husband may not stop her
by claiming that the child will die, because her physical discomfort takes precedence."
There is no ambiguity in the Rambam's wording either. The passage implies a confict
203

Zer Zahav, Comment 21, to Kelal .59, no ..38. See above, p. 261, where we have already quoted the passage
from the SPfer lssur ve-lletter.

"'Even HaE,er ll0:12.
"'M.T. Hilkhot lshut 21:11.
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between the death of the infant and the bodily discomfort of the mother,'"" and the stance
of Maimonides does not seem unclear. Tts clarity, of course, does not eliminate surprise.
In the comments of the Bet Shmuel (Rabbi Samuel Phoebus, mid-seventeenth century)
to the quotation above from Even HaEzer, Phoebus quotes the Helkal Mehokek (Rabbi
Yloses Lima, 1605-1658) and then offers his own reflection. The Bet Shmuel wrote:'"'
l''m Cl\' :pp1n~ np?n:::l :Jn:l1 .C":::l~1i1 :Jn:::> p - "C11p mm 1l':!itv"
pon 1l':!i n:::>~, •n•n 'i1~ , 1l':!i l\?l\ m:::>o 1'!\ ;,?1 i1J:::>o p!)O 1?1? i1Ti':)
p7:)11p i1"n1 m ?l' p1?n•tv '7:) •nl'1' l\? m:::>o ;,? Cl Cl\1 , 1?•;,
?1:::>!\? mm~ ~"7:) m:::>o p!)O 1?1? l''m1 l"l'l\ 17:)1? 1tv!)l\1 ,'l\111:::l
l"l'l\ Ll11p i1nO':::l:::l Ll'1Ml\ "n1 i1nO':::l:::l '!) t']1 Ll'11J O"tv:::l l\n'l\1 i1i':):::l
l\1':::l01 i1T ?l' ,, ''!) 1J:::l11 p i1'' i11':::l0 '01' ,, Lltv 1i1'i':) •1l':!i l\?l\ 1J'l\1
•'"1:::l p10!)? Ll":::l7:)1? i1'? l\J7:)1 ,Ll11p C'1Ml\ "M 1i1?

"For her physical discomfort takes precedence" - thus wrote the
Rambam. And the Hellw.t Mehokek wrote: "Tf [her eating] results
in potential danger to the child, and she experiences discomfort
but not danger, from where could one deduce that the child should
be endangered on account of her discomfort? And if she, too, is
endangered, I do not know of anyone who would disagree that
under those circumstances her life would surely take precedence:'
And it is possible to say that even though the child is potentially
endangered, nonetheless it is permissible for her to eat, as we find
in the Talmud, Nedarim 80, that the laundry of a city takes precedence over the lives of another city, even though [refraining from
laundering] causes only discomfort. However, it is Rabbi Yosi who
holds this view there, while the sages disagree with him and affirm
that the lives of the others take precedence. And on what basis did
the Rambam decide according to Rabbi Yosi.
The Shulhan Arukh had given two views, one permitting and the other forbidding the
mother from eating more than had been stipulated as her need. That, of course, implies a
dispute. TI1e Helkat Mehokek is in a quandry because he cannot understand the grounds
of any dispute. If the child is potentially endangered and the mother suffers only discomfort, surely the child should take precedence, and there should be no dispute. If both the
child and the mother arc potentially <:ndangcrcd, the mother should tak<: prcccdcncc, and
there should be no dispute.
TI1e Bet Shmuel, without having to say so, surely agrees with the final point of the
Helkat Mehokek. lie offers, as well, an answer to the first claim of the Helkat Mehokek.
The su.gya in Nedarim contains an example of the discomfort of one potentially superseding the life of another, if one adopts the view of Rabbi Yosi. That, says the Ret Shmuel, is
what Maimonides seems to have done. TI1e problem he has with this is his inability to see
what basis the Rambam would have for such a move.
The sugya we are analyzing is cited as the source for the Rambam's view, provided that
}1aimonides decides according to Rabbi Yosi. That is what Maimonides did, and that is the
29 ('~1e

will not. go into a long digression on wllet.her pain and diseornfort. e\-er supersede t.he life or another.
Surely, though, it would follow by 1~n1 ':>p that for anyone who would allow pain to supersede the life of
anotlwr, n11ZI!ll nl:JO j?!lO surely would. We have already made passing rderenee lo the question oJ pain, above
p. 267, and n. 24<J. See, too, in Rabbi Ovadiah Yosel''s article, p. 34.

'"'Even HaEzer, see. 80, par. 15.
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underpinning of that view in the Shulhan Arukh. Even if the Bet Shmuel can find no justification for Maimonides' doing so, we have seen several justifications above. So, here
again, our sugya becomes the evidence that the Bavli disagrees with the Yerushalmi. lf we
can say that Maimonides was motivated in his decision regarding the nursing mother by
any of the proofs offered above as to why the view of Rabbi Yosi should predominate over
the view of the sages, we can understand well why Maimonides makes no mention in his
code of a requirement potentially to endanger oneself for the benefit of another.
There an; some, however, for whom this view in th<: name of Maimonides is so
astounding, that they must find some other explanation of the Nedarim passage which does
not leave Maimonides claiming that the personal discomfort of one supersedes the life of
another. If one could find such an approach, and if one continues to affirm that what is
true of discomfort is also true of 1Z.7!ll n1p!l p!lO, our sugya might no longer be evidence of
a disagreement between the Bavli and the Yerushalmi.
One such approach redefines the way we have understood 0'1n!\ "n - the lives of
the others - until now. Thus far, we have taken the words literally, and understood Rabbi
Yosi to be allowing their lives to be forfeit, while the sages have affirmed that their lives
take precedence. The author of 0'!\11~!\1 0'!\Jrl '01n'' 98 understands that '1' ?:57 1il? 11Z.7!l!\
1n!\ 01p~? 1:::l?' 1N 1nN T":l7~~ p!lnoil? n11tj - "It is possible for them, with effort, to use
another spring or to go elsewhere:' Under such conditions, Rabbi Yosi allows the convenience of the original city to override the convenience of the other city, even though
for one it is a convenience relating to their laundry while for the other it is a convience
relating to their drinking water. Similarly, Rabbi Pinhas ha-Levi Horowitz wrote:'"" '1l
01Z.7~ 1:::l?'1Z.7 1N mnN 1':17~ 0'~ N'~il? 0'?1:::l'1Z.7 N?N mnNil 1':!7il? ill:::lO 1Z7'~ '1"~ N? Onil1 - "It
seems that there they are not dealing with a case in which there is real [life threatening]
danger to the other city because they can bring water from some other city or leave
there." Also, Rabbi Moses Feinstein wrote: 300
TnO'~:J1Z.7 1~1? '01' '1 '-1?!:1' N?1 1Z.7!lJ n1p!l T!l1N~ 01Z.7 '1"N N? Nil
TN , 1Z.7!ll mp!l ilO'~:J~ il'il oN o" 1 •••• lnp!l N:::l'N1Z.7:::l o•1nN "n? n~11p
.ilO'~:J, 1Z.7!lJ mp!l~ il"n1Z.71 1Z.7!ll mp!l NJ1Z.7 'N~, p~1 '"''!l

We are not dealing there with a case of real life endangerment, for
Rabbi Yosi would never say that their laundry would take precedence over the lives of others when there is real life endangerment.
...What's more, if there were real life endangerment in laundry,
how could the sages disagree [with Rabbi Yosi,] because there is no
difference between life endangerment resulting from [absence of
water for] drinking and life endangerment resulting from [not
doing the] laundry.
Finally, Professor Saul Lieberman wrote"" 1Z.7~~ n11Z.7!ll nJ:::lO~ 0'1~1~ T'N1Z7 Nlj'1Z.7!l - "lt goes
without saying that we are not speaking about real life endangerment:'
For all of the above, the dilemma presented by the view of Rabbi Yosi is ameliorated.
One must admit, however, that the language of the text of the Talmud does not so easily
lend itself to that meaning. But, assuming this understanding, our passage in ~edarim is
""Judah Leih Maimon eel., p..)4.
""p1n!\ 01tmp tl~ ,0!>'7!l0 1!l0 1~ 1MK p1n K10 0:11M:I 1!l0 (Warsaw, 1B61), in the p1nK 01tJl1p, see. BO, no. 12.

""Tggrot Moshe, Yoreh Tle'ah, pl. l, no. 145, p. 2BBa.
""' T. llava 1\ktzia 11:33, p. 127 in the 1~p;, ll/11!l to line 112. See, too, the 111K0 11K:l in limfta Kijf,shuta, p. 326.
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silent on the issue under our discussion, namely, whether one must put oneself in jeopardy
for the benefit of another.
There is another small group that reacts to the decision of Maimonides in the nursing
mother case in a way that rejects his having deduced his decision from the Nedarim sugya.
TI1is approach posits that the nursing mother might endanger herself if she does not satisfy
her craving. If so, her potential self endangerment takes precedence over the potential endangerment of the r:hild, and that is why Maimonides says that the husband <:annot stop her.
Rabbi David Oppenheim is one who adopts this view. He wrote: 302 7:::l~~ rm~n1 ~il'J: Lll
nl'17 7":.: :::l"l' p1 •••• (':J1 ~"l' ~"o "]1) n1:J1n:::l1 O"'r.V:J ~:J1tJ ~1:J1l' ~n·~1:::l ill:::lO ,,,, ~·n~
n~11p m:m il'J:1 :Jn:::l'r.V Ll":J~ii1 - "Even the discomfort of food craving can lead to [real] dan-

ger, as the examples in Ketubbot 6la and h"'" show....And, perforce, that must be the view
of the Rambam when he '\Tote that her bodily discomfort takes precedence:' TI1e same view
is espoused by Rabbi Pinehas Toledano 301 i1~':Ji17 717l' i1T "''1n" ... i1T:J i1J1J:i n~ ~7~J ~' Ll~
"ill:::lO p~O" '1'7 - "'If we do not fulfill her craving...this 'disease' is likely to result in 'potential danger:" This explanation would surely explain why Maimonides decided as he did. It is
also not an entirely untenable (though not entirely smooth, either) reading of his words. It
does leave very difficult to understand why the Shulhan Arukh would record a dispute about
the matter, however. And finally, according to this explantion, there is no relationship at all
between Maimonides' decision in the nursing mother case and the sugya in Nedarim.
In the final analysis, then, we have again made a reasonably strong, but not decisive,
case that the Nedarim passage, at least as understood by the She'eltot and possibly understood by Maimonides, demonstrates that the Bavli rejects the view of the Yerushalmi that
one must endanger oneself for the benefit of another.
Thus far, then, we have seen and analyzed four sugyot from the Bavli, and several
decisions of the Rambam. Each of the four was understood initially to imply that the
Bavli disagreed with the Yerushalmi. For ear:h, that argument was clearly defensible.
However, each of the four, some more strongly than others, could be understood differently. At a minimum, they could be understood in such a way that there was no conflict between the Bavli and the Yerushalmi, because the Bavli was silent on the matter;
and two of them were understood by some to imply even that the Bavli agreed with the
Yerushalmi. Of the four, the .mgya from Sanhedrin 73a seemed to provide the most
convincing proof of a disagreement between the Bavli and Yerushalmi, but even it is not
absolutely conclusive. Additionally, it is good to remind ourselves that even the
Yerushalmi itself is not so clear. Though the Hagahot understands it to imply an obligation to jeopardize oneself, it may be that others disagree with that explanation, seeing the behavior of Resh Lakish not as a reflection of mandatory behavior, but as an
act of piety.
There is one final su15ya which we shall deal with. Unlike those we have already
seen, however, this one is quoted originally to prove that the Bavli agrees with the
·"'''1 ''0 ,1Tl7;J pN p':>n ,111 ':>Ntvl n"1lV (Jerusalem: Machon Hatam Sol'er, 5735), p. l3b.

3l''That vny sup,ya, in which Rav As hi appm..-ntly puts hims<·lf at risk by sticking his fing<·r in the king's food
Ior the bendit oi Mar Zutra, is raised by Rabbi Ovadiah Yosd (p. 40) as perhaps indicating at least that
one is entitled, if not obligated, to jeopardi'e himself for the benefit of another. Rabbi Yosef himself
rejects the claim that this sl/gya really proves that. First of all, the sugya makes dear that Hav Ashi saw
that something was wrong with the l'ood, and thus was probably not endangering himseH. Secondly, Rav
\shi was known to be a friend of the king, and his act would not have endangered him. Rabbi Chaim
Heller also mentions this passage as a possible prooi, but concludes his rderenee with mn1':> lV'1. He does
not, hovvever, actually provide the il"n1.
·" 11 ""

See reference above, n. 26B. This point is made there on p. 27.
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Yerushalmi. Rabbi Baruch ha-Levi Epstein, the Torah Temi.ma.h, wrote the following
regarding Lev. 19:16 - 1.,1 t:l1 7., 1m.,n 2'\7: 105
t:l12'\

:::l'1n~

c2'\ 11pn cw C"J11nN::J1 '":::l:::l1 ••• 1":m '"O

~"1n::J

,.,.,1

11V!:lN1 ,iUJO '2'\1m 11':::ln !12'\ 7•:!ti17 '1::l i1J::l0 j?!:lO:::l m:!t., 0'J::li17
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See Hoshen Yiishpat, no. 126 ... and in the Bet Yosef and other
Aharonim there is investigation of whether one is obligated to
put oneself in potential danger in order to save one's fellow from
certain danger. And some proof of such an obligation can be
brought from the aggadah of Berakhot 33a: It happened once
with a lizard that was injuring people, that they came and told
Rabbi Hanina ben Dosa. He asked them to show him the lizard's
hole. He put his foot on the hole. The lizard came out and bit
him and the lizard died .... Now in the third chapter of Ta'anit,
24b, and in several other aggadic passages, it is said about Rabbi
Ilanina ben Dosa that he was experienced with miracles.
Therefore, standing on the hole ofthe lizard was [only] potential
danger for him since he was accustomed to miracles, while for
others it would be certain danger. Thus this talc proves that one
must put oneself in potential danger in order to save another
from certain danger. And it goes without saying that one may not
object to deducing something from this passage on the grounds
that one ought not deduce matters of legal behavior from
aggadah, since this incident actually happened.
At the end of this passage, the Torah Temima.h rejects the potential objection that might
be raised at its use in the first place, namely, that it is an aggadic statement which cannot
serve as a legal source. He rejects that claim because the passage is a record of a real event.
The essence of the proof is that since Rabbi Hanina ben Do sa was no stranger to miracles,
putting his foot on the hole was only a potential danger for him, and his action provides evidence that one is obligated to do so for the benefit of others who are in certain danger.
The proof of the Torah Temima.h is rejected both by the Ziz Eliezer"" and Rabbi
Ovadiah Yosef,"'7 on the grounds that for Rabbi Hanina ben Dosa there was no danger at
all because he was accustomed to miracles. 108 Rabbi Waldenberg makes an interesting addi"''' Tomh Temimah lo Lev. 19:16, no. 110.
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"""This could also account for other acts of sages that seem to rely on the miraculous. See Ta'anit 20b, 21 a, 25a,
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tional comment to the effect that this claim must be correct, or else we must consider the
danger to Rabbi Hanina to be certain, not just potential. Supernatural factors can never be
used to change the status of real dangers from certain to doubtful. lf one is not certain that
he merits a miracle being worked for him, he must refrain from any danger which in the
natural world would be considered a certain danger. Reliance on the supernatural is acceptable only when one is certain of one's merit.
We end this set of analyses inconclusively. We cannot prove definitively one way or
the other regarding the view of the Bavli, though we incline to believe that it seems to
disagree with the Yerushalmi. We note, however, that none of the passages dealt directly with the issue, but only by implication. We turn our attention, then, to the one posek
whose direct words on this subject become the focus of attention of almost all subsequent poskim, the Radbaz (Rabbi David Ibn Abi Zimra, 1479-1573). first, the question
that was addressed to him: 309
7Ni1V'7 p~71Vi1 i~N LlN :nn:::l n'Ni1Z.7 i1~ 7ll 'nlli 1ll'i1N 'J~~ n7N1V
1Z.7' , 1i:Jn 7Ni1Z.7' n'~N 1N 1J~~ n~ 1J'N1Z.7 inN i~N pp7 '7 nJi1
P'i~Ni~ i1'Nii11 .n~ 1J'N1 7'N1i1 i~N~ r:.:p7 n'Ji17 ~"n1V Ll'i~1N
c11V~ N~ll~ 1Vi!)~, n~1V~ i17m:J7 inm 1'J'll~ 1Vn (~"ll n":::l) T"ll~
piJi1 N1~' Nn1Zii11 .N7 inN i~N Ni1 ll~1Z.7~ .N'7n N~7~ NJ'lli 'J"i11Zii
'J!)~ n'niJ N'i1 i1mN i1n11 inN i~N T'N1V i1i1~ni1 n~1Z.7 i1~1 :1"i'~
mp!) 'J!)~ i1n1n1V T'i 1J'N n~1Vi1 'J!)~ i1n1J1Z.7 inN i~N ,1Z.7!)J mp!)
.i1T ell~ 7ll 11~07 1V' eN nlli7 n':>:i1 ?1Zi!)J

You asked me to express my view concerning what you found written, viz., that if the ruling power said to a Jew: "Let me cut off one
limb, from which you will not die; or I will kill your fellow Jew,"
that some say that he is obligated to allow the limb to be cut off,
since he will not die. And the proof [for that view] comes from
what is said in Avodah Zarah (28b), that one who experiences eye
pain on Shabbat is allowed to apply salve. [And that permission] is
explained on the basis of the fact that the eye muscles are conm~cted to the heart [and would endanger one if he did not take care
of the eye]. TI1e implication [of the reason for the permission] is
that for some other limb it would not be permissible [to violate the
Sabbath]. And now our case can be answered by i~m 7p: If the
Sabbath, which is strict insofar as it is not superseded by other
limbs, is superseded by a limb which, if not tended to would
cause] life <ondang<:rment; surely other limbs, which are superseded by the Sabbath, should also be superseded by life endangerment. And you wish to know if one should rely on this reasoning.

r

The opinion which the Radbaz's questioner cites comes almost verbatim from the late thirteenth-early fourteenth century Italian kabbalist and halakhist, Rabbi Mcnahcm Rccanati. 310
He mandates that one must allow a limb to be cut off in order to save the life of another, provided it is not a limb whose removal will result in certain death. Recanati reaches that conclusion on the basis of a i~m 7p, based on the Gemara in Avodah Zarah. From the Gemara
it follows that one may tend to his eye problem on Shabbat only because failure to do so
3(' 9

.(:JJ ']'?~) T":J1n ''O ,'1 p'?n ,T":J1101 n"11V

·" 111
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would endanger him. If failure to tend to some other limb would not endanger him, he may
not desecrate the Sabbath for that limb, even though he might lose it. Surely, then, it follows
that one must forfeit such a limb for the benefit of another, since saving the life of another
;;uper~ede~ even the Sabbath, even though ~aving that limb would not. It i~ to thi~ argument
that the Radbaz is asked to react by his questioner.
Almost every line of the response of the Radbaz is important. We shall quote the entire
responsum, in sections. We shall number the sections in the English translations.
m:Jo7 il~ .il:J11V11 'tV' p17 7:JN 1111'0n 111~ 1T :il:J11V11
N1il N':J''tV 7:JN ,11:J1V iln11 1:JN m:JO 7'N 1:l'~71 N'~'tV~ '11N1 Ol1N
. m7~1V N7 11':JM "l~~ 1"7:17 Ol1Nil

pw 11:J1V1 1:JN

r. Response: TI1is is an act of piety, hut as a matter of law, there is

a rebuttal. W1wt distinguishes the case of the endangerment of a
limb on the Sabbath is that the danger came from Heaven, and
therefore, the endangerment of that limb does not supersede the
Sabbath; hut we have never heard of a requirement to bring such
a danger on himself for the benefit of his fellow.
first, the Radhaz defines the act of sacrificing the limb in order to save the life of the
threatened person an act of piety. There can he no question that the term 1111'0M 111~ intimates both approval and praise. However, the 1~n1 7p which led Recanati to posit the sacrifice of the limb as mandatory is flawed. Tiw essence of the argument of Recananti was
based on a comparison to a person's obligation to forfeit a limb, the loss of which would
not kill him, in deference to the Sabbath. Radha;.-:'s answer is that in the Sabbath case the
obligation to forfeit the limb stems from the fact that God Himself has endangered it. The
person himself had nothing to do with it. It would he erroneous to conclude that because
one must forfeit a limb in a case where the danger is already existent one must also "chose"
to forfeit a limb in a case where the danger to it is not already there, not from Heaven.
From this statement of the Radhaz it would follow that the halakhic evidence which proves
that one mu~t sometime~ ~ubmit to danger not of hi~ own making is in~ufficient to compel
the halakhic conclusion that one must ever bring danger upon oneself. Allowing one's limb
to he cut off in order to save another is a laudable act, a pious act, hut not a required act.
N~" N~'tV 1:J il"1711 il~1Vlil 7'N1V ~":iiN 1:JN 11:l'11M '1' 7:17 N~7'1 , 1111
N~1 N~7'1 , '~!J p~10 11':JM 011 11'Tn 'N~1 ,111~'1 il:J1il 01 1l~~
111tJ'11V 1JTN 11N 1tJ101V '1' 7:17 11~1V 1MN '11'N1 'JN1 •'~tJ p~10 il'1'1
7p 1:JN 01N:J 17 7'N '1il1 .11~11i 1:17 1:l 7:J N~'1 01 Oil~ N'~1il7 111p1
•1111N 1:l11M' ON 1V":l1 'F1N:l

n. Furthermore, perhap~ the act of cutting off a limb the lo~~ of
which does not entail death will result in sufficient blood loss to
cause death; and on what basis would one conclude that the blood
of the other person is sweeter, perhaps his own blood is sweeter.
Indeed, I have witnessed the case of one on whose ear were made
thin lacerations in order to remove blood, which resulted in such
profuse bleeding that he died. And there is no thinner organ on a
human [and vet we see that even it can result in death], and surely [such danger] would exist if one were to cut off the ear.
Beyond the fact that the 1~n1 7p does not work, the very premise that the limb can he
removed without putting the person in potentially life threatening danger is questionable.
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Even the simplest surgery can result in uncontrolled bleeding and cause death. And if that
can happen even when one is not intending actually to remove the limb, how much more
can it happen when that is one's intention. Surely one might have to take such risks for
one's own health, but there is no halakhic basis to a claim that another's life is more
important than mine. Thus, I could be under no obligation to put myself at risk, even
potential risk, that could result in my death.
ii':)~-t1 1~-t7 '~-t1 ,n:nzm n~-t i1mv7 p:l"n 1'i:l'~-t1 ~-t1il p1Zi n:J1Zi7 iJ7:)1 1m
iJJ:::lO 1:l 1Zi'1Zi •71n 7:!7 17'!:ll't 1-tJ'i':)l-t iJ1iJ "OiJ:l m7:)'1Zi ~-t71 - OiJ:l 'n1'' ~-tip
7l' 17:):>l' i107:)7 :J"1ni':) 1J'~-t1Zi 1i':Jn:J ii':)~-tn ,n:J1Ziil n~-t p77ni':) p~-t
•1'i:l'~-t m:::lo:J ~-t7 7:J~-t , 1J17:)7:):J 17':>il7 :l"n1 l"l'~-t m7:.iJ

Furthermore, what distinguishes the Sabbath case is that one is
duty bound to observe it with all of his limbs. And were it not for
the derivation from "And live by them - rather than die for them,"
one would have held that one should refrain from desecrating the
Sabbath even for a dangerous disease. Could one possibly make
the same claim regarding one's fellow, for whm;e benefit one is not
obligated to forfeit one's own life? And even though one is obligated to forfeit one's money to save him, one is not obligated to put
one's limbs in danger.
III.

It would probably have been better to have part III after part r, since it, too, offers a
rebuttal to the ii':)n1 7p of Recanati. The argument of part III is as follows: It is not self-evident that the Sabbath should be desecrated in life-threatening situations. Indeed, were it
not for the midrash on the verse "And live by them," which interprets the verse to mean,
"Don't die by them," there would be no grounds to make such an assumption. In other
words, we need the Torah itself to teach us that the maintenance of our lives takes precedence over the commandments of the Torah. But, unlike the case of forfeiting one's life for
God, it would never occur to anyone to think that there is an obligation to forfeit one's life
for another, since one's own blood may b(; sweeter than his. Indc(:d, W(o need a special
scriptural derivation even to learn that one must sacrifice one's wealth to save the life of
another. Surely, then, there could be no argument to compel one to sacrifice one's limbs
for the benefit of another.
1mn•1Zi ii':)1~-t iln~-t1Zi iJTi':) 711:\ 1ZiJ1l' 17 T'~-t1 1np 1'17:) p1ZiJ1l' p~-t1 1m
7:::l , 1np 1'17:) p1ZiJ1:!7 p~-t mp77:) iJ7:)1 ~-tn1Ziil1 , 1np 1'17:) 1'i:l'~-ti':) 1n~-t
.i:J~-t n:::l•nn p1Zi
TV. Furthermore, one may not impose punishment on the basis of
an argument by ii':)n1 7p.m And there could be no greater "punishment" than cutting off one's limb on the basis of a ii':)n1 7p. Now
if one cannot even impose lashes on such a basis, how much more
so the cutting off of a limb.

Even if the ii':)n1 7p offered by Recanati were solid and irrefutable, it could not become
the basis for an actual decision that involves removing somebody's limb. Removal of a limb
falls into the category of 1ZiJ1l', and cannot become mandated by a ii':)n1 7p argument.
~-t7:)1Zi 11Zi1Zin ':::lil ''!:l~-t1 ,il'1:::l nnn il'1:::l l':>!:l nnn :s7:>!:l iJii':)~-t ili1nil1 1m
1:::l71 ,pl' nnn 1'l'1 1Zi!:lJ ~-t71 p:s7 nnn p:s7 iJii':)~-t ili1nil1 ,mi':)' il"1:::lil ,,._,

'"See Sanhedrin 54a, 73a, 74a.
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il11' il'1=>il 11':) l11f':)'tv l\1il pmi il11'tv i1i:J i:J1il1 ·111':)1':) c7tvf':)tv 1if':)l\
:l71n •11'1 p1'J:J pw 7:::> ,il7 P'tv"n '=>il ''~1\1 i:Jl\ n:>'nn '1' 7:!71':)
m:::>l\71':) 7:>:J n:Jtvil nl\ il'7:!7 77n7 wnil 1\ili 1\i'f':)n i:Jl\ m:>o1
.71\ilV' '1' 7:!7 ''~!\ ,l:lil'i:J11':) l:lillV

v. Furthermore, the Torah says:·312 "A wound for a wound, a burn for
a burn," and even so the sages were concerned that an actual burn
might result in death. And ;,ince the Torah said: "An eye for an eye,"
and not "An eye and a life fur an eye," the ;,ages mandated that [the
law is fulfilled by] monetary compensation. 111 And it is clear that the
danger of death from a burn is far less likely than from cutting off
a limb, and still the sages were concerned about it. Surely, then, it
is so in our case. And know how serious a limb is [to the sages], for
they permitted the violation of all rabbinic prohibitions on the
Sabbath, even by the Jew himself, in order to save it.114
This section of the Radba:.~'s argument provides additional proof of the lengths to
which the law goes to protect even limbs which would not automatically result in loss of
life if lost. The demand of the Torah is, "An eye for an eye, a wound for a wound, a burn
for a burn." When the sages stipulated that monetary compensation replace the literal
fulfillment of the Torah's mandate, the motivation was to protect against possible life
endangerment. Even though the inflicting of a wound or a burn on a person is not likely to result in that person's death, surely less likely to do so than the removal of a limb,
the law is concerned <oven for the unlikely. Compensation n:placcs lit<:ral fulfillment of
the law in order to prevent accidental and unintended loss of the limb. Limbs are very
important, even to the extent that rabbinic violations of the Sabbath are ignored in order
to protect them. Surely, then, there can be no requirement to sacrifice a limb for the
benefit of another, since, even though perhaps unlikely, such an act could lead to the
endangerment of one's own life.
71\ l:l'f':)':>Of':) 1'il' 1J'ni1n 'tJ~tvf':)tv 1'i:!l'1 c:s7J '=>i1 il'=>i1 :J'n=>1 1m
11\ 1J':s7 nl\ 1\1':)07 l:l11\ n'J'tv 1Jn:l71 7:!7 il7:!7' 1'1\1 .l\i:JOil1 7:>tvil
l:l:s7tJ ill\1i 'J'l\ 1=>7il .1i':Jn nl\ 1n'f':)' l\7tv '1:::> 17'-i 11\ 11' nl\ 1mn7
p~O IV' l:ll\1 .ilT:J 111':):!77 7:::>1'\V '?;) 'ilVI\1 ,l111'0n nil':) 1\71\ iTT p17
.il'i:Jn1 '1\1111':) 1')'1:!7 il'1'1 l\P'~01 iltJ1lV 1'0n ilT 'iil mtv~J nJ:>O
•'n:>n:> 1":!77 ill\iJil1

vr. Furthermore, it is written: 115 "Its ways are ways of pleasantness." That implies that the laws of our Torah must agree with
common sense and logic. And is it logical to think that a person
would allow another to blind his eye or cut off his hand or foot
in order to prevent the killing of his fellow'? Therefore, 1 see no
justification for this as law, but only as an act of piety. Happy is
he who can fulfill it. But if there is any danger of a life threatemng type, such a person would be a "foolish saint," for his
312

·'
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Exod. 21:25.
llava Kamrna B4a.

0n this complicated subjeet, see Orah Hayyirn 3.28:17.

"'' Prov. 3:17.
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doubtful danger supersedes the certain danger of his fellow. This
1s my opmwn.
Finally, the Radbaz argues that positing such a requirement is counterintuitve, and
violates the premise that the laws of the Torah must be reasonable and logical. It is simply not reasonable to demand that one allow the cutting off of a limb of his even in order
to save the life of another. It is not a demand that most people will find acceptable and
reasonable. A pious individual might be able to accept this, and blessed would be such a
person. Then, as almost a post script, the Radbaz adds that if by doing so one puts oneself in the position of even doubtful life threatening danger, he would be a "foolish saint"
for doing it.
The following conclusions would seem to follow from the responsum of the Radbaz:
1.

There i;; no halakhic obligation tu allow the amputation ur removal
of a limb, even to save another from certain death.

2.

Tt is permissible to allow it, even though it puts a person in nJ::JO
i:l!\, and that one who does allow it is praiseworthy, acting from
m1•on

n1~.

3· A person who allows it is a "foolish saint" if the act engenders
n11V!)J nJ::JO ji!)O.

Clearly, somehow the Radbaz is distinguishing between i:l!\ nJ::JO and ti)!)J nJ::JO. Two
things, however, complicate a clear understanding of the view of the Radbaz. First, does
labeling a person as a i1tJ11V 1'Cn imply that the act is forbidden; or does it remain a permissible act, intimating only that the person is a fool for having done it? Second, how can
we really distinguish between i:l!\ nJ::JO and 1V!)J nJ::JO in any reasonable way when the
Radbaz himself, in parts n and v, makes the claim that even the most ostensibly "safe"
actions might involve life endangerment?
Surely the Mishnah is not too fond of a i1!J11V 1'Cn, listing it among those who desti·oy
the world."" When the Bavli gives an example of such a "foolish saint," it is embodied in
the case of man who rduscs to save a drowning woman h<:causc it is improp<:r to look upon
her;'" The Yerushalmi gives as its example one who refuses to jump in the water to save a
drowning child without first removing hi;; tefillin, fearing that the water will erase the
parchments, while the child drowns in the meanwhile."" The Radbaz himself uses the term
elsewhere to define one who refuses to desecrate the Sabbath in a case of n11V!)J n1jl!).m In
these cases, it seems quite clear that we would define acting as a "foolish saint" to be forbidden. Tf we apply this to our case, it would follow that for the Radbaz it is permissible to
donate an organ when the act does not endanger the life of the donor, and forbidden to do
su when the act dues endanger the donor.
Having said that, the relevance of the second complication raised above becomes all
the more critical. The Ziz Eliezer addresses the issue: 120
316

Sotah :\:4 (20a), and reading o'?,l' •'?:J~ rathn than as appears in the Mishnah in the Havli,

o'?,l' •'?:::!~.

Of

eourse, even the latter reading is anytl1ing hut Iavorahk.
317

Sotah 21b .

.m.r. Sotah 3:4, l9a. Quoted hy the 'Ihsaiot. Sotah 2lh, s.v. ':l';"i.
Jl9

.(TO)

o'?p ']'?N ''O .'1 p'?n ,T":J11 n",lll

·""Vol. 9. no. 45, par. ll. See, too, vol. 10, no. 25, eh. 7, par. 5, p. l27a, h. I admit that I am ignoring a distinction that Rabbi Walden berg makes between internal and external organs. Nonetheless, his basic distinction stands.
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·~7 1:::l 7l' p1j71) l-i7 ~"~ ,m:::lo p!:lo i1l~ 7:::li1 i'1l) 1)7 71l-iw7
l-i7W 17 i~l\)1 ••• 1~ il'17l1 il~W)il pl-iW i~l\ 7:::l 1~7 p~i~ ~1)7 i1~1iW
Cl\[1] •••• m1•on l11~ 7w ;,7,, l\li1 'il1T Cl\ ':::l iltJ1W 1'0n :::l"'l' l\ij7'
il'1'1 l-ij7'!:l01 iltJ1W 1'0n m 'iil mW!:l) m:::lo p!:lo m~ W'W 1l'~P'
.i1'i~n1 'l\11~ ~'1l'

In truth, some thought is required to determine when it should be
considered an act of piety and not the act of a foolish saint, since
the Radbaz went to some length to explain that all limb removal
entails danger to a person .... So one must say that the view of the
Radbaz is that if one comes to ask, we must define all limb removals
as entailing potential danger. However, we should not be overly
zealous lto discourage or forbidJ with one who wishes, of his own
free will, to donate an organ the loss of which will not cause certain
death ... and we should say to such a person that the act is not one
of a foolish saint, but rather constitutes the highest level of acts of
piety.... But if [experts] determine that the act entails significant
potential danger, [the donor] would he a pious fool, since his case
of doubtful danger supersedes even the certain danger of the other.
Rabbi Waldenberg treads a fine line. But he is forced to do so by the responsum of the
Radbaz. The term i1U1W 1'0n seems to have a fairly clear meaning, and implies more than
simply discouraging Oll<o from taking an act. And the Radbaz docs go to lengths to make
clear how potentially life threatening all organ removals can be. Yet, he also does define
the act of the donor of a limb for the benefit of another as an act of piety. Since it is reasonable to assume that the Radbaz is not contradicting himself within a single responsum,
the solution of Rabbi Waldenberg is not unreasonable. There is always the possibility that
a life threatening situation could arise, even in the "safest" of procedures. One who is worried about that possibility may rest assured that the law does not require him to donate an
organ, even to save the life of another. However, when that possibility is more remote than
real, the act of donation is a highly praiseworthy act of piety. Wlten that possibility is more
real than remote, a person would be a foolish saint to put himself in that position, and
should even be instructed not to do so, since being a iltJ1W 1'0n is actually forbidden, no
matter how pure the motivation.'"'
Rabbi Menashe Klein1" 2 even raises the possibility that there is no conflict between
"" 1

Rabbi .1. David Kleieh, Contenzpormy Halakhic Problems, vol. 4, p. 279, n. 20, has a different approach. He
prders to understand that <lt:l11V 1'0n in the context oi the responsum oi the Radhaz means Ioolhardy, but discretionary and nol l"orhidden. He reaches this possibility by contending that the claim j?7:l10 <1'1'1 !\7:l11 17:l" '7:l
"OU p~,O ,,.,, N~, N~7, ,"Otl becomes an imrwrative only when ""the danger to one's own life is gn·akr or cqnal

Lo tlw danger Lo tlw person in need oi reseue:' If tlwre is real danger to tlw donor, hut it is not greater tlwn
the danger to the one in need of rescue, the donation may be foolhardy, but it is permissible. Rabbi Kleich
offers no proof to this claim. Furthermore, the Hadhaz raises the '!ltJ j?7:l10 11'1 !\7:l1 N7:l'71 argument in section
TT, where tlw ostensible danger to the donor \VaS rar less than tlw danger 10 tlw person needing reseue. nleicll
would have to say that there the daim merely allows one to refuse to donate, but does not intimate even that
tlw aet was Iooll;ardy. But I can see no place" in the Radhaz's leshuvah where tlw degree oi danger Lo tlw
donor versus the degree or danger to the one in need or reseue is raised or llinted at as a raetor.
"":l"l7 ,tJ~p ']1 ,1":1lV ''O ,'1
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this responsum of the Radbaz and the Yerushahni. The latter mandates jeopardizing oneself for the benefit of another only when the saving party reverts, upon successful completion of his mission, to a state of no longer being in danger. But in the case of organ
donation, the danger into which the donor enters remains forever, since the organ will be
forever gone. In such a case, even Resh Lakesh would not insist that one is duty bound
to endanger oneself.
Rabbi Moses Feinstein also expounds upon the responsum of the Radbaz. 321 On July
15, 1968, he reacts to it as part of a responsum on heart transplants. Rabbi Feinstein did
not have the actual responsum of the Radbaz before him, and referred to it through the
Pithei Teshurah."' V/hile the ar:tual teshuvah of the Radbaz is directed at answering the
position of Recanati, Rabbi Feinstein provides a theoretical basis for the Radbaz's thinking. The reason one is not obligated to donate one's limb is that the prohibition of ~7
11~~11 is not different from all other prohibitions. About all other negative commandments
the law mandates that one must expend one's fortune in order to avoid violating it, but
there is nowhere indicated that one must go beyond that. Surely one need not give up one's
life in order to avoid violating the prohibition. One might wonder whether losing a nonlife threatening limb is in the category of life or money. The Shakh" 1 contends that one
need not give up a limb in order to prevent violation of a 1~7. Thus, the logic of the Radbaz
is that since it is permissible to violate a 1~7 rather than lose a limb over it, it is possible
to violate the commandment of 11~:!711 ~7 rather than lose a limb over it.
Even without having the actual responsum of the Radbaz in front of him, Feinstein
also raises the possibility that the law requiring forfeiting a limb rather than violating
the Sabbath might seem to belie his claim. And he gives exactly the same explanation
of the difference between the two as docs the Radbaz himself, in section I. So, concludes the Iggrot Moshe:
iPili 1~1 t:J1 7:!7 1m~n ~7, ,~7 7lllV 1Ji~~ ~7lV 1n~~ i":::l11il 1:::l10
11::Jn 7i~il7 11:::l~ 11nn7 t:Jl ::Jii,n~ iliililV il1111:::llV p1~7 7:J~ ,,~n
,ili:l lV11M 1~17 1J7 p~ p1~7 1~lV~ 11i~nil7 iP~1 ~7:::l1 ::Jiim~ 1Ji~ll)
•11:::ln n7~n 7i::JlV:::l 1:::l~ 1mn7 ::Jiim~ 1Ji~ p71

The Radbaz holds that since we find no indication that the negative commandment, "Do not stand idly by the blood of your fellow," is any more strict with regard to being obligated to cut off a
limb in order not to violate it than any other negative commandment in the Torah, [it follows] that it is not mandatory. For we cannot apply such a novelty to this commandment against all others
without evidence. Thus, one is not obligated to sever a limb in
order to save another.
The argument of Rabbi Feinstein is quite substantive. There is no indication that
11~:!711 ~7 is different from other p1~7, so why should this mitzvah demand a measure of

sacrifice that no other negative mitzvah demands, or gets. The problem which Feinstein's
analysis leaves him with is that it could push him to claim that not only is it not required,
it is forbidden. After all, we do not usually permit one to sacrifice a limb in order to pre'"17'l'(1 :l''~1 ''IJ'.J ,'1 ']l'.J ,1"'.Jj? ''0 ,':::1 p7n ,01'.J1 0111' ,Oilli'IJ n11ll'( n"1lll. An answer very similar to the one which
Hahhi Feinstein gives is also given hy Hahhi Aryeh Leih Grossnass, l'("'.J :J"~j? ']1 ,n"7 ''0 ,:::1 p7n ,01'1l'( :::1':> n"1lll.

myoreh De'ah 157:15.
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vent the violation of other negative commandments. We tell them to violate the commandment instead. He avoids that conclusion by asse1tion that :J"llli t"]N 11:m lli!)J 7'~i17
7N1lli'~ lli!)J 7~1' !)":J371 1:J1~ ji!)tl:J 1~~37 0'J:Ji17 1m~ i1'i1' 1N7 110'N:J ji1 N1i1 - "To save
the life of one's fellow, even though [that obligation stems] from a negative commandment, it would be permissible to put oneself in potential danger, since the life of
another Jew will be saved."'"
Rabbi Isaac Jacob Weiss also affirms that the right to donate exists, and that the dispute between the Hagahot 2\!Iaimoniyot and the poskim who disagree with him is only
about nN 7'~' i1J:JO ji!)07 1~~37 tl'J:J' ON Nji11 i17 7:J[1] i1~11 ON 1m~ 7:JN ,N7 1N 1'1~ ON
111:::1 11':Jn - "Whether it is mandatory or not. But it is permissible. And all of this concerns a case in which it is certain that the other will be saved if the donor puts himself
in potential danger."""'
We have been analyzing a responsum of the Radhaz which seems to state very clearly
that there is no obligation to donate a limb, even if failure to do so will certainly cause the
death of another. Wl1ile there is no obligation, it is an act of great kindness and piety to do
so, provided the donation does not put the donor in a situation of mlli!)J nJ:JO ji!)tl. If it
does put him in such a situation, he would he a i1U1lli 1'0n to donate.
There is, however, another rcsponsum of the Radbaz which considerably complicates
our ability to understand him. lndeed, on some level, this second responsum of his seems
to contradict the teshuvah we have been dealing with until now. Therefore, we must look
at the second responsum of the Radhaz.""
11~37n N7 737 1:::1137 7'~i1 N71] 7'~i17 71:J'i1 7:J" 32'7"i :J1i1 ::~n:Jlli i1~
,77:J 7'~~i1 pnO'lli N7:J N'1i17 7'~i17 71:J'lli '~:J '1"N ''[1371 01 737
1N 11'37i1 N71 1miD~ 11'37i17 71:J' i1'i1lli 371371 7m:J nnn 1lli' i1'i1lli pl:J
·1371 01 737 11~37n N7 737 1:::137 , 17'~i17 m137 17 :l711'lli pl:J

r. Wilen the ~laster [Maimonides] wrote: 310 "Wnoever can save [hut

does not save violates "Do not stand idly by the blood of your fellow,"] it refers to one who is clearly able to save without endangering himself at all; for example, if one was sleeping at the foot
of a rickety wall and it was possible to wake him from his sleep,
but he did not do so; or, for example, that one knew exculpatory
testimony [concerning the other, but did not offer it], these constitute violations of "Do not stand idly by the blood of your fellow."
Maimonides wrote that 1371 01 7:v 11~37n N7 7:v 1:::11:17 7'~i1 N71 7'~i17 71:J'i1 7:J
"Whoever is able to save and does not do so violates 'Do not stand idly by the blood of your
fellow."' The Radbaz offers a straightforward explanation of this clause. It applies to cases
in which saving is certain and there is no danger whatsoever to the saving party, as, for
example, warning people to move from a dangerous location.
3~ 6

Rabbi Feinstein rest rids this permission to certain saving of tlH~ person in need, v. . hen accompanied by only
potential danger to the saving pmty. He do('S not rwnnit one to s<:~crifice his life, ('V('n if that sacrifice wonld

surely save another. That one may not do, even ii tlw one who will he saved is a sage or a saint.

.)"P ''O :1

p'm ,(1"7117n ,o•711711'l pm:• nm?J n"1117

oi part v oi the Responsa oi the Radhaz is
devoted to explanations of questions arising from the flam bam and the Hasagot of the llavad, two hundred
and thirty-four such questions in all.

"'"(n"'1) :l"!lj?n ']':>!> ''O ,IJ":I1J10 nm1117'7 ,'0 p7n ,1":1110 n"111/. All
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After this clause, Maimonides paraphrases the end result of the passage in Sanhedrin,'"
mandating saving one from drowning or attack by animals or bandits, both by one's own
efforts and by hiring help, if needed. He then adds a couple of other examples which do not
come from the Talmud, including them in the prohibition against standing idly by. The
Radbaz continues:
C':::J :l7:::Jm 1ml'\ i1l'\1 pl::l ,i1J::lO p!:lo n~p 1:::J 1l.7' 17'!:ll'\ l'\71'\ 1:::J7:::J 11 l'\71
'::li1 17'!:ll'\ ,m::lo p!:lo 171'\ 7::J:::J 1l.7'1l.7 i1:l71 i1'n 11'\ 1'7:!7 t:l'l'\:::J c•~o7 11'\
l'\71'\ 1::1 7•:::Jtz.7:::J 1~!:ll l'\7 1!:l1l:::J 7•~;,7 71::l' i1'i1 l'\71l.7 17'!:ll'\1 ,7•~;,7 :::J"n
Ll"1::l:l7 :l7~1l.7 17'!:lN N7N i1'i''"r'i1 '1:::J1 1:::J7:::J 11 N71 1l1~~:::J 7•~;,7 :::J"n
11':::Jn p1l'\ i17l N71 n!:l 17 p~1~ 1N i1:l71 1'7:!7 t:l':::Jtz.7n~ c•1o1~ 11'\]
77l:::J 10"!:l7 71::1'1 11':::Jn 7:!7 7:::J1i' N1i11l.7 OJN:::J 1N '1l:::J :l71'1l.7 11'\ 1:l7'11i11
'1:::J l'\71 ,[171'\ C'1:::J1:::J l'\~1'::l 7::l1 10"!:l l'\71 1:::J7:::Jtz.7 i1~ 1'0i171 11':::Jn
Cl'\1 7•~;,7 :::J"n '::li1 17'!:ll'\ , '1:::J:l7 l'\71 '::l7~~ l'\~7'11 'l'\i1 •71::l i1'i''"r'i1
.1:111 c1 7:!7 11~:11n l'\7 7:!7 1:::J:l7 7·~i1l'\7
II. And not only in the cases already mentioned [is one duty bound
to save], but even in cases where there is some small potential danger; for example, if he saw somebody drowning or attacked by bandits or an animal - in all of which there is some potential danger nonetheless he is duty bound to save. And he is not exempt from
this responsibility even if he cannot save him alone. Rather, he
must save him with his money. And not only in such cases where
the danger to the one in trouble is clear and certain, but even if he
heard pagans or informers plotting evil against him, or setting a
trap for him, and he did not reveal the information to his fellow and
tell him; or if he knew about some gentile or property confiscator
who was registering a complaint against his fellow, and he could
assauge him on behalf of his fellow to alter his intention, and he did
not do so; and such similar things, even in these cases where] the
danger is not as clear and certain, for perhaps they would rethink
their intentions and would not carry them out, nonetheless one is
obligated to save them, and if he did not do so, h<: is in violation of
"Do not stand idly by the blood of your fellow."

r

One is obligated, says the Radbaz, to save another even when there is some small
potential danger to oneself. ~ormally, one can save a drowning person by throwing him a
rope. Usually, the danger to the saver is minimal. But, it could happen that he might fall
into the water, or be pulled in by the drowning person, and be endangered. :r\onetheless,
he must take that risk. Furthermore, the obligation to save extends even beyond the cases
of immediate and clear danger to the person needing saving, like drowning or being under
attack. The obligation encompasses even cases in which one is privy to information about
plans which, if acted upon by those plotting them, would endanger one's fellow.
Note that nothing in the first responsum of the Radhaz contradicts part II of this
rcsponsum. The contents of this section arc based on the Gcmara in Sanhedrin. It already
anticipates the possibility of minimal potential danger to the saving party, and already
includes failure to act under those circumstances in the 11~:l7n l'\7 prohibition. The first
responsum may seem to he unaware of the Yerushalmi, hut it cannot he unaware of the
JJ173a.
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Bavli. It is inconceivable that the intent of the Radbaz in the first responsum was to
exclude the obligation to attempt to save another who was drowning on the grounds that
one might be pulled into the water, because such an exclusion would contradict the Bavli.
Thus, in this responsum, the Radbaz makes clear that the obligation to save extends to
these circumstances.
But the Radbaz concludes:
1J'~lli ~?~ 1i':m 11?.)?.) 1o~i1 ?:!7 11?.):!7' ~?w i1T 1~? ??:J:J lli'lli :!711' '1i1
•••1i':Jn lli~J ''~i1? ?:J~ •1J1i'.)i'.) ?':Jlli:J i1J:JO p~o? 1?.)~:!7 O'J:Ji1? :J"n
?:Ji'.)1 •'i'.)?lli1i':J ~!"1'~ ':Ji11 ,?'~i1? :J"n m:Jo p~o ~:J'~1 c1pi'.):J 1?'~~
,1i':Jn n~ ''~i1? 1?.)~:!7 i10?.)? :J"n 1J'~ '~11i1 ?~ i1mJ p~oi1 c~ ,c1pi'.)
pi'.)10 11'1 ~?.)11 l"1'Tn '~?.)1 1?.)~:!7 i10i'.)? :J"n 1J'~ Yi:J1i'.) p~o:J ''~~,
i1tJ1J ~?~ :lli:J1?.) 1J'~ p~Oi1 l:l~ ?:J~ 332'~tJ p?.)10 i1'1'1 ~?.)1 ~?.)?'1 '~tJ
.,~, l:l1 ?:!7 11?.):!7!"1 ~' ?:!7 i:J:ll ''~i1 ~?1 pl10' ~' ~1i11 i1?~i1i1 '~
•'l"1:Jl"1:J '!"1:!71 l"11'J:!7? i1~iJi1
III. Be aware that refraining from saving the wealth of one's fellow
is included in the prohibition, though one is not duty bound to put
himself in pot<:ntial danger for another's W(oalth. But one is obligated to save the life of another, even when it entails potential danger, and that is what the Yerushalmi says. However, if the potential
danger leans toward certainty, he is not obligated to put himself in
such a position for another's benefit. And even if the potential is
fifty-fifty, he is not obligated, for why would it be certain that your
blood is sweeter, perhaps his blood is sweeter.'" But if the danger
is not even fifty-fifty, but leans toward saving without his being
endangered, one violates "Do not stand idly by the blood of your
fellow" if one does not save him. So it seems in my opinion.

Part rn of this responsum goes considerably further than part n. Tt obligates one to
save another even when there is some danger to himself, greater than the minimal danger indicated in part II. The Radbaz distinguishes between levels of danger. He seems
to be saying that one violates 11?.):!7!"1 ~?if he fails to attempt to save his fellow when the
chances are fifty percent or less that attempting to save him will result in actual
danger to himself. One does not violate 11?.):!7!"1 ~? if the chances of actual danger to
oneself are greater than fifty percent, and, as a result, one does not attempt to save the
person in danger.
Surely there appears to be a conflict between this responsum and the first. In part II
of the first the Radbaz makes the case that even the most minor surgery can result in life
threatening danger. Ilis example of bleeding to death as a result of a laceration on the
earlobe surely must be one where such a chance was less than fifty percent. And in part
v of the first responsum, where he talks about why restitution is made rather than literal
fulfillment of i1'1:J l"1nl"1 i1'1:J :!7~~ l"1nl"1 :!7~~, it is also clear that the chances were less than
fifty percent that literal fulfillment of the verse would result in death. Yet, these arguments
led him to conclude that there is no obligation to endanger oneself at all, and that doing
so would be an act of l"111'0n !"11?.). Surely, though, if one did not do so he would not be
guilty of violating 11?.):!7!"1 ~?, even though he would not be a 1'0n.
""'. '!lD j?~10 11'1 !\~1 N~':>'1 ,'!lD
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One might wish to argue that in the second responsum the Radbaz is explicating the
view of Maimonides, while it is in the first responsum that his own view is expressed. TI1at
is highly unlikely, however. First of all, there does not seem to be anything in the language
of Maimonides that implies what the Radbaz says in part III of the second responsum.
Furthermore, many poskim reject the view of the Hagahot precisely because they thought
the Rambam, the Rosh and the Tur decided against it by ignoring it. Additionally, the
Radbaz does not link anything in palt III of the second responsum with the language of
:\Iaimonides himself, while he does do that in parts 1 and 11. Finally, the Radbaz actually
says that part III of the second responsum is based on the Yerushahni. So, we must reasonably conclude that the contents of the second resposum reflect the opinion of the
Radbaz himself,"''' creating a contradiction between the two responsa.
There exists the theoretical possibility that one of the responsa is intended to be a
retraction of the other. TI1ere is no hint to that, however. Besides, we could probably never
tell which responsum is the retraction!
Another possibility is simply to concede that the two contradict each other, and decide
which we would choose to follow on the basis of which we think the more compellingly
argued. This approach would leave part III of the second responsum at a great disadvantage, since it is not argued at all, but merely asserted. Wbat's more, the Radbaz does not
identify the Yerushahni which ostensibly is the basis for the essential claim of palt III. We
would have no choice but to identify it as we have assumed all along. And, in that
Yerushahni passage there is no evidence whatsoever what percentage chance of endangerment Resh Lakish accepted in deciding to go after Rabbi Ami.
A significant number of poskim who refer to the Radbaz as the source of their decisions on our question do not refer to the second responsum at all. They appear totally
unaware of it. This is true, for example, of Rabbi Feinstein, Rabbi Isaac Jacob Weiss, Rabbi
Arych Lcib Grossnass, Rabbi Pinchas Tolcdano, and Rabbi Mcnashc Klein. In his rcsponsum in volume 9 of the Ziz i'-'liezer, Rabbi Eliezer Waldenberg also makes no mention of
the second responsum of the Radbaz. TI1ere are others, however, who are aware of the second responsum of the Radbaz, including Rabbi Waldenberg in volume l 0, and it is to them
that we turn our attention now. Not surprisingly, of course, the premise which they all ti·y
to substantiate is that there is no contradiction between the two tcshuvot of the Radbaz.
The reconciliations take two different directions, and we shall focus first upon the direction taken by the Ziz Eliezer.
Mter sp.elling out the apparent contradiction between the two teshuvot, and quoting
the last part of section III of the second responsum in which the Radbaz distinguishes
between various percentages of potential danger, Rabbi Waldcnbcrg wrote:"''
nm:::l 1:::l7 i1~i1 t:m 1n371 n~ 1ii1:Ji11 1m 7"T T":::l11i11V ~i1i1:::l i1i1
t:l:\ :Jim~ iT~ i17~i1i1 7~ i1~1J ~7~ 371:::l1~ 1Ji~1V p::>O:::l p11V , i~71V11ii1
1JJil-t iTl't 371:::l1~ 1:::l7 p::>Oi11V 7:::l 7:::ll't 11i:Jn nl't 7i~i17 i1:::l 1:::l7 t:JJ:::Ji7
i:J71 •i:J~ p~1o i1i1i1 ~~, ~~7i, 1:Jii17 'i1~l't, 1w::>J ,,o~7 1:::l:::l :Ji1n~
.T":::l11i1 i1:::l1:::l n11inO 1n1i

plot

i1T

TI1e Radbaz explicitly clarifies his opinion, and even intimates
that it is the intent of the Yerushalmi. Only if the danger is less
than 50%, inclining toward saving, is one obligated to put one·'·''It does seem reasonable to daim tlwt the Radba, saw no contradiction between Maimonides and what he
says in part 111 or tl1e second responsum. T do admit that it is dirrieult to see l1o\v he reaches that conclusion .

.m Liz b'liPzPr, vol. 10, no. 2.1, ch. 28.
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self in danger in order to save his fellow. But whenever the danger is .SO% [or greater], one is no longer obligated to put himself
at risk. Indeed, we say the opposite: "Perhaps his own blood is
sweeter." In this way, there are no contradictions in the words of
the Radbaz.
TI1e solution of the Ziz Eliezer to the contradiction between the teshuvot of the Radbaz
is to claim that the two complement and clarify each other, rather than contradict each
other. That solution is also adopted by several others: Rabbi Abraham Sofer Abraham, 1 "'
Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef, 137 and Rabbi Moshe Hershler. 318 And the idea that this distinction is
also implicit in the Yerushalmi also appears earlier than the Ziz Eliezer. Rabbi Haim
Benveniste wrote in i1?11'-i1 nOJ:::l :339 j?>lO '>lN1 'N11i1 ?N i1~1J j?>l0i1 t:lN n1i1'-i1i1 n1:::JO? ,,,.,N,
i1?~i1i1 ?N i1~1l n1:::l17:) 1l'NW j?>lO:::J Nj?11 N?N •••• :::J"n 1l'N n1:::l17:) - "Even according to the
Hagahot, one is not duty bound if the potential danger inclines toward certain or is even .
. . . [He is obligated] only when the danger is less than even, inclining toward saving." And
Rabbi Moses Schick 'Hote: 140 N?N ?1j?Wi1 j?>l01 '(1)7:)7:) i1J:::l0 wwn:::J 17:)Nj? N? '7:)?W11'i1 t:l'-1 7"J
mW>lJ j?>lO N:::l'? :::J11i1 '">ll' ?:::JN ~1:!7'7:)i1 '">ll' wwn N:::l'N1 - "Tt is my opinion that even the
Yerushahni does not refer to a significant danger or an even danger; but only to a case in
which there is usually only slight danger, but usually not significant danger."
The motivation of these poskim to wish to reconcile the teshuvot of the Radbaz is both
understandable and commendable. It is eminently reasonable to assume that the Radbaz
would not contradict himself so blatantly. And if that is reasonable, there must be some
way to reconcile his teshuvot. The test of the reconciliation, however, lies in the ability to
apply it to the teshuvot in question. In our case, the distinction made by the Radbaz in the
second responsum is presumed to apply also to the first responsum. We would then have
to say that the i1~1W 1'0n of the first responsum is one who donates a limb even when that
endangers him more than fifty percent. But to which level of danger can the category of
n11'0n n17:) be applied? Since it is clear that n11'0n n17:) refers to an act of piety, rather
than a dictate of law, it cannot be applied to a case of less than fifty percent risk on the
part of the donor, because according to the second responsum that donation should be
mandatory and not merely an act of piety. Wbat's more, as we have said above, 111 in the first
responsum the Radbaz uses cases where the danger is less than fifty percent to prove that
there is no obligation to donate, while in the second responsum those very cases should be
obligatory. Thus, the reconciliation proposed by the Ziz Eliezer, and the others, works well
enough to help us define a i1~1W 1'0n, but not well enough to help us distinguish between
an obligatory act and an act of piety which is not obligatory.
It is perhaps just such considerations that moved other poskim toward a different solution to the contradictions in the Radhaz. TI1is din:ction diff<:rcntiatcs the two tcshuvot in
such a way that they are dealing with entirely different subjects and ought not be compared
at all. TI1is approach is formulated by Rabbi Moshe Hershler as follows: 112
336
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'f':)')tl i~!\ l"li'j7Y 7:l11i !\1i11 ••• '110' 71~i1 11Y ~l"l:l ••• T"~1ii1 l1~1llil1~
Yf':)llif':) 1'i~11':)1 ,mllitl) m:>o7 O):>i17 ptl0[1':)](7) 17 i10!\1 11=>'0 lli'
lli'lli i/':)17 L:J1j71':) 7'1\ L:l'-1 ,71=>'0i1 711'-~ '17l1 7'1\ i~!\ l"l:l'l"ln '~'-71
i~!\ 7:::> 1\71\ ,71j7llii1 j7tl07 ~1ij7 11\ i17:!>i17 ~1ij7lli j7tl0 i1T Ll!\ 71~i1
0):li17 17 i10!\1 i1~1lli 1'f':)l1 !\1il 'ii1 l"l!\T i1lli1Yi1 7:::> 1~ i1'17l1 i1f':)lli)i1lli
m:>o m~ 7'1\lli p•:> m~ 1i~n 7•:!>i17 i1:!>i L:J!\[1] •••• mllitl) m:>o ptlo7
.!\1':)7Y~ l111'0M l111':) i1T 'ii11 il111':) l11llitl)

In the responsum of the Radbaz [i.e., the first responsum]. ..he
indicates a fundamental distinction ... [namely,] that any removal of
an internal organ is dangerous, and it is forbidden for one to enter
into a situation of potential life endangem1ent. And his words imply
that the removal of limbs is not at all contingent upon level of danger, even the case where the danger is not significant or the danger
is even. Rather, nobody may put himself in potential danger regarding an organ on which life depends, and is always considered a
"fool" [if he does]. ... But if he wishes to save his fellow through
[limb donation of a limb on which life does not depend], it is permissible as an act of piety since it does not entail life endangerment.
Hershler's assertion is that the responsa nm on different tracks. The second responsum, which distinguishes between levels of danger and posits a requirement even to endanger oneself at times, refers to a danger which passes entirely when the saving is done. \Vhen
the saving party is done saving, he is no longer in danger and has reverted to his former
state. When one pulls another from the water, the danger to both ceases when the act is
completed, and both are as they were before the event occurred. Even in such cases there
is no requirement to endanger oneself if the chances are greater than fifty-1iJty that the saving party will be endangered. The first responsum, on the other hand, does not indicate
any such distinctions precisely because they are inapplicable. Sacrificing a limb is different because it is permanent, and because it always is potentially dangerous, even when it
seems to be not very dangerous. Nobody is ever obligated to donate an organ. Indeed, if he
donates one the loss of which is likely to cause his death, he is a "foolish saint." If he wishes to donate one the loss of which is not likely to cause his death, he may, as an act of piety.
The same view is expressed by Rabbi Moshe ~Ieiselman, who wrote:'''' ~l"l:llli i11':)1
i~!\ 10tli1 lli'1 c•pf':)~ 7~1\ i~!\ 10tli1 1\:::>'71 c1pf':)~ 1\pn i1T 7:::> .~"n i17:!>i17 i1~1)lli:>1 T"~1ii1
~1'n T!\:l 7'1\1 l"liM!\ i1~1llil1~ ~l"l:l 1f':):!>Y T"~1ii1 -

"And when the Radbaz wrote [in the
second responsum] that there is an obligation [to endanger oneself] when saving is
almost certain, that applies only when no loss of limb is entailed. But when there is loss
of limb, the Radbaz himself wrote in another responsum that there is no obligation."
Rabbi Shaul Yisraeli also distinguishes between the two responsa. 111 He contends that
the first responsum considers the act as l111'0n l111':) alone because there is no obligation
under 11f':)Yl1 1\7 when the saving would entail either pain or suffering or the invasion of
the body in any way. The second rcsponsum, however, would be included under 11f':)Yl1 1\7,
because it refers to physical activity, effort, and difficulty, but not physical invasion or bodily pain and suffering.
·'''.n"'P ·~:J

::~ 11:J ,(N"mvn ,)1:J1Zin1 J1:J~ :o•71Z111') ,7N7D77 ,7:J'?,7

JH\Ve have quoted from this responsum above, p. 221. The way he distinguishes between the two responsa of
the Hadhaz is made clear in n. 8 of that article.
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There is more to be said in favor of this direction for resolving the apparent conflict
than there is in favor of the first direction. Assuming that the Radbaz is not just simply contradicting himself is reasonable. Mter all, these two teshuvot, if seen as contradictory, are
fundamentally different from each other. It is simply unlikely that the Radbaz would have
changed his mind so radically, and left unstated that he had changed his mind. One of the
two should tell us it is a retraction of the other. Furthermore, the first responsum never
leaves the issue of limbs. It never distinguishes between percentage chances of saving or
endangerment. Tt never says that the absence of obligation regarding limbs does not extend
to other types of dangers. lt simply ignores other types of dangers. And the second responsum never mentions limbs or organs. Indeed, if the distinctions within it applied to limbs
as well, the Radbaz had a wonderful chance to make that clear in his conclusion, which is
where he introduces the factor of percentage of danger. It is possible that the responsa are
connected, but it is not probable.
Additionally, there is a common sense distinction to be drawn between subjecting oneself to danger which passes and leaves one unchanged, and a danger which may pass, but
leaves one permanently changed; or, between a requirement to extend oneself physically
for the beneftt of another, and a requirement to allow the invasion of one's body for the
benefit of another. It does not seem implausible that the Radbaz meant just such distinctions when he claimed that the demands of the law must seem reasonable and logical to
average people. It is reasonable that the law might demand of one to put himself in some
minimal amount of temporary danger in the anticipation that the danger will not materialize and the person will return to his prior state. It is less reasonable to think that the law
would demand of one to subject himself to a similarly minimal amount of temporary danger from which, even if the danger does not materialize, he will not return to his previous
state of being. It is precisely because the latter is unreasonable to demand of average people that the Radbaz affirms that acting in such a manner is an act of admirable piety, worthy of praise, but impossible to impose.
We have been discussing two teshuvot the Radbaz at length. They have been the focus
of our discussion because they were the focus of discussion of so many of the poskim. At
the point we began this discussion, we had concluded that the talmudic passages raised as
relevant to the issue of endangering oneself for the benefit of another were inconclusive,
though some made quite strong cases that the Bavli did not require self endangerment.
Now we see that the first of the responsa of the Radbaz is exceptionally clear, and cogently argues against a requirement of self endangerment. It calls one who risks endangerment
for the sake of another a pious person, provided the risk does not pose a significant danger to his life. If it does, and the person yet undertakes it, the Radbaz calls that person a
i1tJ1lV 1i0n - "a foolish saint." The second responsum seems to contradict the first by
requiring self endangerment if the chances of its actualization are less than fifty percent.
We have argued, however, that it is improbable that the two rcsponsa, so widely different
on the surface, really contradict each other. It is precisely because they are so widely different that it is unlikely that the same decisor would have contradicted himself thus. One
possibility we entertained was that the second responsum fills in detail not clear from the
first. That is, that the two complement each other. That possibility seemed far less likely,
however, than the possibility that the two deal with different issues. Thus, at this point we
would say that the view of the Radbaz about self endangerment resulting from organ
removal or donation is as summarized earlier in this paragraph.
There is one other approach to the question of self endangerment for the benefit
of another that we should look at. It is espoused by Rabbi Eliyahu ben Samuel of
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Lublin, the Yad El~yahu." 1 What is quite remarkable is that the Yad Eliyahu makes no
mention of the Radbaz whatsoever. He actually puts his conclusion right at the beginning of the responsum:
p:l:l ,il7:!7~:l 0'1!.1.' Oil')!.V 01\ :':lil l\)'1 'l\il1 l\iP':l7 '11:171 111'):!77 11\
,il":l7 7:!t•m1 n"n 7•:!t~il Ol\ !.V":l~1 , fil\il '~:17 11\ o•~:Jn '1'~7n Oil')!.V
r7 m:l:l'l\ l\71 , 'l\11 il7:!tili11 p!:lo::::t 17'!:ll\ o~:!t:l7 0'):Jil7 0'1\!.Z.'i O)'l\1
1":!77) Tl\ 7:!t')il 1~::1 n"n 1)'1\ 7•:!t~il Ol\ 11\ .... ilT::::t 'l\11::::t 11\ p!:lo::::t
.il:!ti' Ol\ m1•on 111~~ l\7 Ol\ ::::t•m~ 1)'1\ 7::::tl\ 1~:!t:l7 O'):Jil7 im~1

In my opinion, the basic law in this matter is thus: If the two are of
equal standing, for example, if they are both scholars or both uneducated, and surely if the potential saver is a scholar while the
party in need of saving is uneducated, one is not permitted to
endanger oneself. rAnd this is sol even if the endangerment is
merely potential while the saving is certain. Tn these circumstances
the categories of "doubt" and "certainty" are irrelevant. ... But if
the saving party is less of a scholar than the party to be saved, it
seems to me that it is permissible as an act of piety, without legal
obligation, to put oneself in danger if one wishes.
Later in the responsum he adds that regarding one's own teacher it is not only permissible to put oneself in danger, but :::J'1n~ 1)'1\!.Z.' !:l":l7l\ ,T111'0n n1~~ ... 1:::Ji 7•::::t!.V:::J '~) i11:!t~ "There is even a mitzvah to do so for one's teacher... as an act of piety, even though one is
not obligated." Putting the two together we can summarize the view of the Yad Eliyahu as
having three parts: (1) Persons of equal standing should not endanger themselves for each
other. (2) One may endanger oneself for a person of higher standing as an act of piety,
though there is no obligation to do so. (3) Though there is no legal obligation to do so, it is
a mitzvah to endanger oneself for one's teacher as an act of piety.
Tite evidence of the Yad Eliyalm that there are different statuses which have legal
implications is very clear. 11te mishnayot at the end of HorayotH6 list the order of precedence for saving, and end with the claim that the stipulated order applies only when the
persons in question are of equal wisdom, but if among two people in need of saving one is
an fil\il 0:17 high priest and the other a sage im~, the latter takes precedence over the former - fil\il 0:17 711l p:l7 011p o:Jn 1'~7n im~.' 1c
It is also clear that if one is himself among those in need of saving, as in the case of
multiple captives, he takes precedence over everyone else. There is a clear baraita to this
effect in Horayofl 13 which states: 011p l\1il ':::J!.V:::J 1:::Ji1 1':::Jl\1 l\1il il'il - "If he, his father
and his teacher were captives, he takes precedence."·349 If he himself takes precedence
when they are already captive, surely it follows that he is under no obligation to endanger himself even for the benefit of his teacher when he himself is not in danger. And you
should not think that he himself takes precedence only when he and others are in equal
·"'No. 4:3. See above, pp. 2621I., where we have dealt with parts oJ the responsum already.
34 (,3:7-8.
·'"See M.T. Hil!Jwt Matanot Aniyim 8:1.'5-18; Y!moh De'ah 251:'), 2.'52:8, and tlw comment oJ tlw Remain 248:1.'5.
340
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The haraita itself ineludes the daim that one's mother takes preeedenee over all three Jor redemption. The
Shakh, Yoreh lle'ah 2.52:10, affirms that this is so only when none is in danger of death. If they are in danger of death, ,~N 7w7 ''!lN T'~,,p ,,n.
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danger, but if his danger is only "doubtful" and his ability to save is certain, he ought to
endanger himself for the benefit of another (even his equal, not only his superior). There
is no such distinction drawn in any authoritative source. Indeed, the very silence of the
mishnayot about the matter of "doubtful" versus "certain" seems to imply that the distinction is irrelevant. Had it been relevant, either the Mishnah itself, or at least the
Gemara, would have told us that the list of precedence applies only when the people in
danger are in equal degrees of danger. If the danger of one lower on the list, however, was
greater than the danger of one higher on the list, the one lower on the list should be saved
first. Neither the Mishnah nor the Gemara say anything of the sort and, therefore, they
imply that it is not true. Thus, there is no grounds to distinguish between "doubtful" and
"eertain." What matters is status. But, one's own danger, eertain or doubtful, takes preeedenee over the danger of even one's superiors. Thus it follows, at a minimum, that one
need not endanger oneself, even "doubtful" danger, for the benefit of another.
The basis of the elaim that one's own redemption from eaptivity takes precedenee
over even that of one's father and teacher is that the obligation to save a life is linked to
the obligation to save the property of another. After all, the context of the verse m:llVi11
1\'10 from which the obligation to save the life of another is deduced,'" is returning lost
articks, i.(o., saving the money of another. So it is logical that as one's lost article takes
precedence over those of all others,"'" so too should one's own life take precedence over
the lives of all others.
Yet, the Gemara makes quite dear that one ought not be so much a stickler on the
precedence of his own money over that of others that he never is prepared to risk his own
money for the benefit of others. As Rav put it: 303 1::l '1'7 ~:::l ~10 1::l 17.)~:11:::1 tl"Pi'.)i1 7::J "Anyone who is too fastidious rin observing the verse 'Be careful not to impoverish youself' (Deut. 1.5:4)] ultimately beeomes what he sought to avoid." Rashi explains: "Even
though Scripture does not impose it upon him, a person should act beyond the requirement of the law. He should not always say to himself, 'Mine comes first: He should say that
only when significant loss is likely. And if he is overly fastidious, he ignores the obligation
for tl'10ll n17'7.):1 and charity, and will utimately himself need the aid of others."
finally, the Ya.d Eliya.hu. puts together all of the relevant verses and eon eludes:
.117.):11ll ~7 :::lll::l ,1l'i'.)1 n1!1'i'.) ~71 ~J'i'.)~ '1i1 ,17 1n:::ltvi111 ~,p :::lll::l ·~
:::1m p 7:111 •••• 17.)~:11 po7 ''~~ 1'1~1 ~J'i'.)~ '1i1 117.):11ll ~7 :::1m ·~1
1"1:11 1~ .c1~ 7::J 7tv7 c11p 17tv1 1J17.)7.) ll1':::l~ 17.)::l 17 m:Jtvi11 ~mm
117.)7.) ll1':::l~:::l 1i'.)::J c1~ 7::J 7•:Jtv:::l 17.)~:11 po7 11':::1 mtv1i11 ~J'i'.)~ '1i1
1"l"l1 i1tv11 ~mn1 :::lll::l ,1:::l1:::l :J'1lli'.) 1J'~tv ~":11~ 11':::1 mtv1i11
1ll:::ltvi111 ,~,p ~71 •mn 'Ji1 :::lll::l ·~1 ·17.)~:11 po7 ·~tv, 1J'~1 , ri'.)11p
:::lll::l , 1J'i'.)'i1 711ltv '7.)1 1:::11 7•:Jtv:::l ''~~ 17.)~:11 po7 ·~tv, 1J'~1 ~"i1
'i'.)J i11~i'.)1 ·~tv, C'J~ 7::J 7:11 i11':::l~ ':::ll1 17 m:Jtvi111 ~,p ~mm
.:::l'1ni'.) 1J'~tv ·~ 7:11 ~~ ll11'0ll ll1i'.)i'.) 7•:117 'll:::lll::ltv 17.)::l 1:::11 7•:Jtv:::l

If Scripture had written only 17 1ll:::ltvi11, I would have believed
that there is no obligation to expend money to save another. So,
Scripture ineluded 117.):11ll ~7 [to teach that one must do so.] And
350
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if Scripture had written only 11~l'l"ll\7, I would have believed that
one must put oneself in danger [for the benefit of another]. ...
Titerefore Scripture wrote 1? m:nvm, [in order to make the obligation to save a life] comparable to saving the possessions of
another, in which one's own takes precedence over those of all
others. Yet, even so I would have believed that one is allowed,
though not obligated, to endanger oneself for the benefit of
another as one is allowed with one's money. Therefore, Scripture
indicates through midrash that your life takes precedence, namely, that you are not allowed to endanger yourself. And if only
these two [i.e., 11~l'l1 1\? and p~11p 1"n] had been written, but
not 1? m:rtZlil1, I would have believed that one is not allowed to
endanger oneself even for one's teacher or one greater than oneself. Therefore Scripture wrote 1? m:rtZlil1 in the context of lost
articles, from which I have demonstrated above that one is
allowed, though not obligated, to endanger oneself, and for one's
teacher it is a mitzvah.
TI1e Ya.d Eliya.hu constructs a l\l11~'1~, utilizing 11~:l7l1 1\?, 1? m:nvm (including its
contextual juxtaposition with monetary possessions), and p~11p 1"n to prove the three
points he began with: one may not endanger oneself for someone of identical or lesser
status, may for anyone of higher status, and may - with an element of true piety verging
on mitzvah - for one's teacher. And, mira.bile dictu, one of the passages he quotes to
demonstrate that one is entitled, though not obligated, to endanger oneself for the benefit of another of identical status is the Yerushalmi to which we have been referring all
along. In that passage, the Ya.d Eliya.hu views the act of Resh Lakish not only as one of
l111'0n l11~ as opposed to legal obligation, but also one in which Resh Lakish and Rabbi
Ami are not just "any men,'' but both sages.
Tite YcLd Eliyahu may present the most complete argumentational defense for the position he espouses, but he is not the only one, or even the first one, to advocate it. Rabbi
Judah he-Hasid had already written in the twelfth century:"'
c~n ,,~?n 1nl\ Cl\ ,cil~ 1nl\ :mil? C':J'11\ 1Wp:J1 C':JlZ71'lZ7 c•Jw
T:J p11\1 ,,~ '1':Jn 1\71 'JU1il ,~,7 ~1'1il7 il1~~ ~,,,il •Jwm
'17 C'~,,~ 1'il C':J1 ·~ 1\:::J'pl' '17 1\71 1ilU1il'lZ7 wp:JW •7:J11~~'1\
.1\:::J'Pl'

If enemies demanded to kill one from among two who were sitting,
and one of the two was a sage while the other was a commoner, it
is a mitzvah for the commoner to say: "Kill me, not my fellow."
And this is what Rabbi Reuven ben Strobilus did when he
requested that they kill him rather than Rabbi Akiva, since the
many needed Rabbi Akiva.
Titis passage could, on the one hand, he understood as a great support for the position of the Ya.d Eliya.hu. We quoted another position of the Sejer Ha.sidim 155 in which he
had decided clearly that one should not endanger oneself for the sake of another, even if
that meant certain death for the other. Yet, here, Rabbi Judah he-Hasid affirms that it is at
35 '1

Se{er Hasidim, Reuven IVIargolioth ed. (Jerusalem: IVfossad haRav Kook, 57.34), no. 6'Jll, p. 4.)6.
Above, p. 269, taken from SejPr llasidim, no. 674, p. 42R
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least very praiseworthy, even if not exactly mandatory, to actually sacrifice oneself for the
benefit of another, provided the other is a sage. Tndeed, that is exactly the way Rabbi
Menashe Klein understands the relationship between the two passages. He wrote:'' 6
;m~ 7,,, 1nl'\:::J 7:::Jl'\ c•1w Cii'JW:::J ,,,~ l'\::lil1 ,,,~ l'\'llii' l-\7 m·~,

•1il'7l'\ 1'il7 il711'- il'l'\i iln 7•:!77 :::Jl"l::llli m::l1 1W;JJ i1tm7 17•;,l'\

In reality, there is no conflict between the two passages of the Sejer
Hasidim. For there [i.e., in the passage from section 674] the case
deals with two people of identical status. But, in a case where one
is a great person, it is permissible even to sacrifice one's life, as he
[Rabbi Judah he-Hasid] wrote above [i.e., in section 698]. And this
constitutes a great proof for the view of the Yad Eliyalw.
On the other hand, the proof is not necessarily so compelling, as the Ziz Eliezer realized."7 First of all, the lwginning of the passag<: can he understood to mean that the initial
demand was to kill one of them, with no stipulation as to which to kill. In which case, the
claim of the Sejer Hasidim would be somewhat more restricted. It would mandate a mitzvah for the commoner to sacrifice himself only under those circumstances. There would
be no mitzvah on the commoner, however, to offer himself instead of the sage who had
been stipulated as the victim. One must admit, though, that the end of the passage argues
against this understanding of its beginning. The end of the passage does seem to indicate
that Rabbi Akiva had been stipulated as the victim, and even so Rabbi Reuven ben
Strobilus offered himself instead. But even if we understand this wav, the incident does not
necessarily support the Yad Eliyahu because the clause l'\:::J'i':17 'iS t:l'::l'i:::l' 1'il t:l':::Ji '::l "Since the many needed Rabbi Akiva" - could intimate that Rabbi Reuven's action was
motivated hy a desire to help the many, not a single individuaL358
Even more, the incident of Rabbi Reuven ben Strobilus has no talmudic source.
There does seem to have been an ancient tradition concerning Rabbi Reuven's desire to
sacrifice himself, but it cannot be traced to the Talmud itself."' It would be risky, claims
the Ziz Eliezer, to base a legal claim that it is a mitzvah to sacrifice oneself upon the Sejer
Hasidim alone.'""
Rabbi Yehudah he-Hasid is the earliest to espouse the view subsequently adopted
by the Rabbi Eliyahu ben Samuel (d. 1735 in Hebron). But a younger c_;ontemporary of
"'".Yl7 396 'r.J~ ,1"::>111 ,'O .'1 p'm ,m::>7n <Tl111r.J

'"Vol. 10, no. 2.5, eh. 7, p. 128a and b.

"'"It is interesting to note that Rabbi

Hayyim Benveniste, in ']01' n':l l11<1)<1 ,T"lp ''O <ll71 <111' ,<T71"U<J nol:J '1"111
Se{er ffasidim. ,\ccording to hirn, therel'ore, it would l'ollow that the
reference to Rabbi lkuvcn lwn Strobilus in th•· SPfa Ha.vidim, and the fact that Rabbi Akiva was m·cdcd by
tlw many, arc incidental. TilC behavior ol' Rabbi Reuvcn hen Strobilus indicates tlw desired, though not
mandatory, behavior of any single individual toward another single individual of higher status. All of this also

<1"7 l11!\ quotes only the first part of the

assumes that Hahbi Alciva was dearly of higher status than Hahhi Heuvcn, ·who \Vas as a cornmoncr vis-a-vis

Rabbi ,\kiva. That claim, too, is debatable since Rabbi Reuven was also a Ianna.
35 ''

In th•· '1 mN ,(t1'!>117:JN1 ti'Nln 110) ':::1 p7n ,m111n 110 1!l0, Rabbi Ychi•·l ben Solomon Hcilprin (1 oo0-174o)
makes hrid rderem:c to the same tradition, hut there N:I:J p n11<1' '1 tl1j?'/:J:J 1<1)1<1'111 <1~1- "[Rahhi Reuven]
wanted to be killed in lieu of RalJbi Yehudah ben flaba." The version of the m::>7r.J ')11<1 n1111l7 pulJiished by
Ur. Aaron .lellinck in 11111'/:J n':l (.Jerusalem: llamhergcr & Wahrmann, l93B), vol. o, p. 3.1, also records the
incident There, too, the two involved are Rabbi Reuven and Rabbi Yehudah ben Tiaba. Tn that vel"sion,
Rabbi Reuven asks of RablJi Yehudah: <InN ':>~lm Tnnn 'lN l117:JN1111l1~1- "flo you wish that I should die
instead oJ you~ and you he saved"!"'

360

0f course, the Ya.d f.'liya.hu l!arely mentions the Sefer Ha..sidim, and it would l!e an error to eonelude that this
claim of the Liz Hliezer constitutes any direct refutation of him .
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his also espoused the same view, carrying it even further than does the Ya.d Eliya.hu.
Rabbi Jacob Emden (1697-1776) also quotcs 361 as law the passage from Sefer Ha.sidim
which affirms the mitzvah of sacrificing oneself for another of greater status. Even more
stunning, however, is the extrapolation from it made by Emden. He wrote:·'""
p~i~ 1i:Jn 7'~il7 il:\'iil7 ,~~:17 i10~7 'l\llli L:J1l\ l'l\lll tJ1lll~ ill\i) L:l'c:m 1'~7n 1i:Jnw i1i:J 1)'1\ L:Jl\ , i:J1:J il'17n m'l\lll il::Jill\~1 tJ1lll~
'l\~ P'i~l\ 'l\11 '::lil l\7 'l\1 1:Ji1 1':Jl\ 7':Jlll:J 11\ 1m~ im' P'1~, illl::l
1)'1\ :Jill\ ill.'!\ 11'M' 1):J ''~!\ 1::l'~7, ·11'1~ p~10 il'1'1 l\~11 n'in
m~~ 11:17 L:l"p7 17 illl~l\ 'l\lll 1PT :Jl\illll l\7 L:Jl\ ilT 1~11\::J 7'~il7 71::l'
711'- 1)'1\ ''~!\ ,mn~7 illl::l L:J1l\ pillll::l 7pil7 'l\i) ilT:J , 1:Ji1 1i~
, ,,77:17~::1 i::lmil l\7 1"1:!7lll 17' l\1illll 11\ , ,~,p~ nl\ l\7~~ l\71 m1~::J

•11':17

Ti~

1"1:171

It is very clear that one is not allowed to sacrifice himself out of
pure good will and selfless love in order to save the life of another,
except if it is certain that the other is a scholar who is more worthy
and righteous than he, or for one's father or teacher. Except for
such cases, we claim, "Why do you think his blood is sweeter than
yours." Therefore, one cannot sacrifice himself thus even for his
dearly beloved son, except if the father i~ old and no longer capable of fulfilling the commandment to procreate. In that case one
can be lenient, provided the son is at least worthy, even if not as
great as he himself is and not his replacement; or, if the son is yet
young, not yet having established alienating behaviors. Still, the
matter requires investigation.
Emden extrapolate~ from the principle of the Sejer Ha.sidim in a way that no one ebe
had. Not only may one sacrifice himself for an actual scholar, one may do so also for one
who is owed honor by him, namely, his father. One may not do so for his son, however,
except if one has reached the stage of his life that it seems clear that the life of his son will
be "more useful and productive" than his own. Even then he may do it only if the son is
at least minimally worthy. Finally, he may sacrifice himself for his son who is so young that
judgments of his character and worthiness cannot yet be made. Having made the extrapolations, Emden ends with a cautionary note. That note is sufficient for the Ziz Eliezer to
claim that one should not act on the view of the T1:!7 71m. In the absence of support from
other poskim, and in light of Emden's own doubts, his words should not be implemented
illl.':l7~7, le~t one find him~elf in violation of the biblical prohibition 11\~ L:Jni~lll)1
Ll::l'n1lll~)7 because he has acted in accordance with an unsupported view.
Finally, the Ziz Eliezer objects to the conclusions of the Ya.d Eliya.lw because he
believes that he never saw the words of the Radbaz. Had Rabbi Eliyahu ben Samuel
seen the words of the Radbaz, who so clearly and compellingly argued against any obligation to endanger oneself for the benefit of another without any mention whatsoever
of distinctions between statuses as a factor, he surely would not have decided as he did.
The most use that one should make of the view of the Ya.d J;,'l~ya.hzl is as support in cirmN ,'N :1l!l ,]n1::J ]:IN ,T1ll ':>1m n1'::J 1!l0. Remember, too, that it was Emden to whom we referred above in
n. 249, who claimed tlwt one need not even endure extreme pain Ior tlw henclit oi another. That makes it all
tl1e more striking tl1al l1e allov.'S the aelual saeririee or one"s lire ror a sage .
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cumstances when the doctors are convinced anyway that the level of danger to the
donor is very minimal.
At the other end of the spectrum, Rabbi Menashe Klein finds the argument of the Yad
Eliyahu very convincing. As he puts it: 11' 1 tl'11~il ?:l~ tl')')~il ~"J'PillV il~ il?11l l"11:l',~:J lJJ"~
??:l 1:J ,,,_nil? ,,~,lJJ il~ ,,~lJJil ~71 - "See [how the Yad Eliyahu] dealt at length with all
the pertinent matters from every angle, and left no stone unturned and requiring further
comment;' What's more, Rabbi Klein immediately proceeds to refer to the Radba~~:, seeing
no inherent conflict between the two.
Finally, Prof. Abraham Sofer Abraham quotes a private communication to him from
Rabbi Joshua Isaiah Neubirt:"' 4 tl'1lJJ 7~')il1 ,,~~illJJ:l Cl T":J1,il:l tl'lil1) 1)~ C1'il - "'Today
we follow the view of the Radbaz even when the potential saver and the one in need of saving are equal;' That is, we are not concerned with matters of status in terms of permissibility or prohibition to donate.
We began this section with the assertion that we must undertake an analysis of the
issue of self-endangerment in halakhah. We have been engaged in that enterprise until
now. We have now reached the end of our analysis of texts- talmudic, medieval, and modern - that impinge on the subject. Though we have provided summaries periodically
throughout, it is appropriate to summarize once again now that we have reached the end.
None of the authoritative codes contains a clear requirement to put oneself in danger,
even potential, for the sake of another. TI1ere are, however, references in commentators to
the codes to a passage of Yerushalmi which does require it. We undertook discussion of a
responsum of Rabbi Ya'ir Bacharach which sought basis for the Yerushalmi view in Bavli
Bava :\Ietzia 82a. Our analysis, during the cour~e of which we first made mention of the
Yad Eliyahu, led us to conclude that Bacharach's understanding of the passage, though
possible, was hardly conclusive. Indeed, we quoted others who used the very same passage
to prove the opposite, namely, that Bava Mctzia proves that the Bavli disagrees with the
Yerushalmi. At a minimum, the passage remains inconclusive.
Thereafter, we analyzed passages from Yoma 85a and b, the Yerushalrni at the end of
chapter eight of Terumot, Niddah 6la, Sanhedrin 73a, ~edarim 80b and 8la, Berakhot
33a, and several codified statements of Maimonides. These passages were quoted principally because they have been used by various poskim to prove that the Bavli disagreed (or
agreed) with the Yerushalmi. In the course of analysis we affirmed that none of the passages was conclusive, one way or the other. The passage from Sanhedrin did seem to be
very strong evidence that the Bavli disagreed with the Yerushalmi, though even it was not
conclusive. We noted that the Yerushalmi itself goes unidentified by the early authorities,
and that its identification by the Yad Eliyahu seems to be universally accepted thereafter
as the source of the reference of the early authorities. The Yerushalrni itself was inconclusive upon analysis, and could cogently be argued to affirm that self-endangerment was not
a legal requirement, but an act of piety. It could be that those codifiers who actually knew
the Yerushalrni passage may have decided that it did not mandate such a requirement, and
that is why they did not codify such a view. For whatever reason, the vast majority of
poskim do not include any requirement to put oneself in danger for the sake of another,
and many include specific statements contending that one ought not to do so. We conclude
that it is impossible to find sufficient talmudic evidence for such a far reaching requirement that would warrant positing it as an halakhic requirement.
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Our analysis then turned to two responsa of the Radbaz, with which we dealt at length.
His first responsum was a reaction to a decision of Rabbi \fenahem Recanati which mandated that one must allow the removal of a non-life-threatening limb in order to save the
life of another. TI1e Radbaz presented strong arguments against Recanati's claim, and concluded with a three-tiered answer to our question: (1) There is no legal requirement to sacrifice a limb for the benefit of another. (2) Sacrificing such a limb would be an act of great
piety and highly praiseworthy, if its severance did not confront one with significant threat
to life. (3) lf the removal of the limb would endanger one significantly, agreeing to have it
removed would be the act of a "foolish saint," and forbidden.
The second responsum of the Radbaz, which makes reference to the Yerushalmi, posits
that it is mandatory to put oneself in jeopardy for the benefit of another, provided that the
chances are less than fifty percent that the potential danger will be actualized. We rejected
the daim that the second responsum merely explains the view of Maimonides, but not of
the Radbaz himself, and the claim that one or the other of the responsa retracts the
Radbaz's earlier view. We entertained the view that the second responsum clarifies the first.
TI1at view allowed us a fairly clear definition of when one would be considered a iltJ11Zi 1'0n,
but left us in a real quandry over how to define the act as I111'0n n1~. If the fifty percent
level is the divide between mandatory and "foolish piety," where is the domain of n1~
I111'0n? Ultimately, therefore, we preferred the view that the two responsa run on parallel
tracks. TI1e 1irst, dealing with the sacriftce of limbs, is as we have summarized. TI1e second
mandates self-endangerment when the risk is lower than fifty percent in cases where the
risk to the saver does not involve threat to his limbs, and is not permanent and continuing,
but passes when the act of saving is over. TI1is resolution to the contradiction between the
teshuvot allows us a fairly clear definition of I111'0n n1~ and iltJ11Zi 1'0n in the first responsum: one's act is one of piety when, under usual conditions, one endures i:JN nJ:JO but not
I111Zi5:1J nJ:JO p5:10; and one's act is that of a iltJ11Zi 1'0n when, under usual conditions, one
endures significant I111Zi5:1J nJ:JO p5:10.
Finally, we turned again to the Ya.d Eliya.1w who also posits a three-tiered view: (1) that
if persons are of equal status, or if the potential saver is of higher status than the person to
be saved, it is forbidden to endanger oneself for the benefit of the other, and the categories
of "doubtful" and "certain" are irrelevant; (2) that if the saver is of lower status than the person to be saved, it is permissible to endanger oneself as an act of piety, but not mandatory;
and (3), if the person to be saved is the parent or teacher of the saving party, the act of piety
is in tlw cat<:gory of mitzvah, though still not obligatory. W<: not<:d that his vi<:w is not without talmudic basis, and that it finds echoes in the decisions of others, both earlier than he
and later than he. We afftrmed that some of these other views, as, for example, the Srifer
Ha.sidim, need not be understood to imply the same position as the Ya.d Eliyahu. We quoted
an obiter dictum of Rabbi Joshua Isaiah ~eubirt to the effect that today we follow the Radbaz,
even in cases where the pmties are of equal status. Beyond that, it should be noted that far
more poskim affirm the position of the Radbaz than affirm the view of the Yad Jo,'liyahu. We,
therefore, rejet:t the stringencies of the Yad Eliyahu, and posit that donation is an ad of piety
under the situations stipulated by the Radbaz no matter what the status of the two parties;
and accept the leniencies of the Yaa El~ya.hu in defining as a mitzvah ce1tain acts of donation to one's parent, teacher, or child (following the ext1·apolation of Rabbi Jacob Emden)."''
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We turn our attention now from the theoretical to the practical. Just what danger is
involved in the donation of a kidney from a live donor? Tt is important for us to deal with
this issue in order to determine whether such donations should he considered piety or fooli~lme~~, and to guide m; in determining the extent to which we ~hould encourage or di~
courage those who come to us for consultation on this matter.
Kidney transplantation is not particularly new, as far as transplantations are concerned. There were Russian experiments as early as 1936, French in the 1940s, and
American beginning in the 1950s. At the present time, kidney transplantation from live
donors is considered virtually medically routine. In 1988 there were 8,831 kidney transplants reported to UNOS (United Network for Organ Sharing), and 10,204 reported in
1996. The increased number derives mainly from the increase in donations from live
donors, from 1,812 to 3,149 during the same period.
The most current statistics on one-year survival and projected ten-year survival reveal
the following: when the donor is an HLA -identicaP 66 living sibling, the one-year survival
rate is 96%, and the projected ten-year survival rate is 73%; when the donor is an HLAmismatched living donor, those figures become 91% and 56%. Compare these figures to
those for cadaver donors. In that category, when the cadaver donors were HLA -matched,
the percentages were 89 and 55, comparable to those for HLA-misrnatched living donors.
For cadaver donors that were not HLA-matched, the figures drop to 82% and 39%. 167 The
differences remain striking even at the three-year survival rate which, for recipients of live
kidney donations is 90%, while for cadaver kidney recipients is 80%."'" All studies show
that survival rates for kidney donation from live related donors is higher than for dialysis
and cadaver donations, and related donors are still preferred over unrelated donors. 369
In terms of the danger and risks undertaken by the donor, we note the following.
Immediate post-operative (usually called now "perioperative") mortality rates for the donor
are very low, under 0.03%."" Immediate medical complications following removal of the
live donor kidney fluctuate between 15% and 47%, mainly mild and passing, with 2.5%
being serious."' In the study referred to in footnote 370, which is based on the 920 kidney
transplants performed at the University of Minnesota between January l, 1988, and
December 31, 1995, from live donors, the overall complication rate was 8.2%, with only
0.2% con~idered to be seriou~. In that ~tudy, most donor~ were di~charged from the ho~
pital in fewer than five days, and only 4% of the donors expressed dissatisfaction and regret
at having been a donor. Long term medical complications are always more difficult to
measure, and there are not yet as many studies. One study did show that 10% to 20% of
donors develop mild hypertension, and about 33% develop proteinuria (loss of protein in
the urine). Some believe that these findings are directly related to the earlier kidney donation which causes some type of long term damage to the remaining kidney. Others dis366
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pute that interpretation and believe that these after effects are a natural result of the aging
process of the donor and have no relationship to the kidney donation. 3"
An additional factor which should be mentioned stems from the desirability of related donors as the best matches for kidney transplants. If the transplant is necessitated by
a genetic or hereditary problem, the statistical probability is increased that the donor will
himself develop the same problem at some later stage in his life. Rabbi Moshe
:\Ieiselman reports 374 having been asked about such a case in which the hereditary nature
of the disease made it likely that donation of the kidney was likely to shorten the life of
the donor by ten years.
TI1e final potential additional danger, logically speaking, is the possibility that the kidney donor's remaining kidney will suffer a trauma or disease. Bleich reportsns the
Connecticut case of Hart v. Brown, in which the court accepted medical testimony to the
effect that such danger is minimal, and that life insurance companies do not even rate such
individuals higher than those with two kidneys. Bleich himself adds the phrase, "Perhaps
overly optimistic," in his reporting of the medical testimony.
The facts and figures now presented make it clear that ahnost all kidney donations
have a statistically high chance of prolonging the life of the recipient significantly. TI1e
dangers and risks to the donor, however, are neither negligible nor overwhehning, and
include unknowns about which judgment is virtually impossible. Even according to the
most demanding interpretation of the Radbaz - not the interpretation we have recommended - it is highly unlikely that kidney donation could be considered halakhically
mandatory. The thrust of his second responsum seems to have mandated jeopardizing oneself for the benefit of another when the risk to the donor was less than fifty percent only
in cases when the effectiveness of the intervention to save the person in need was certain.
In the case of kidney donations, particularly to unrelated persons, the effectiveness is high,
but certainly not certain.
Tt should be clear, therefore, that all common and usual kidney donations would surely he in the category of n11'0n n1~, and should he encouraged and praised as the laudatory act they are. We must, however, walk the fine line between the just praise we lavish on
those who are able and willing to undertake kidney donation, and couching that praise in
a way that induces great guilt in those who are unwilling. It would be appropriate to utilize the view of the Yad Eliy-ahu and the extrapolations of Rabbi Jacob Emden especially
when we discuss the possibility of donation from a relative.
Though we have argued the position that the donation cannot be compelled and that
it does put one in potential jeopardy, 1:::J~ nJ:JO, and even mtv;,J nJ:JO p;,o, we end this
part of this section with the wise and sage counsel of Rabbi Moshe Ze'ev Ya'avetz, the
Ag11dat Ezov, who wrote:"'"
p1p17 ~7, .~7 ,~ ;mo p;,o 1:::J tv' o~ :::JtJ'i1 pl>~i1 71ptv7 ,,~ ~,~,
1~~>7:::J 0"p~1 p1p1~i1 7:J (tv">~ ,7 ~":::J:::J) tv"~:J1 ,i1l:JO tv' ~~tv 1n1':::J
.,:J '1'7 ~:::J "J10 '1:J

Nonetheless, it is mandatory to evaluate the matter with great care
to determine whether or not there really is danger, and not to be
See A. Spital, above, n. 371.
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overly cautious rto decide in almost every case thatl maybe there is
danger. And that is what the Talmud (Bava Metzia 33a) <:autions
against when it says that one who is overly punctilious in fulfilling
[the law that one's own money takes precedence over the money of
others] is destined to end up in the state of need.
The same idea was also expressed by Rabbi Yehiel Epstein, with an ending more in tune
with modern sensibilities :177
~:li1 1i1'7.)1 ,[i1J::JO p~o~] m:g-:~~ nl'\ O'l::Ji1~ ::J"n 1l'l'\tt7 n::J17.) 1J~tt7 Ott7::J
i11::J1 '1-\17.) 1m• 17.):g-:17 nl'\ 117.)tt7~ 1-\~1 o~~::J p:~~i1 ~1ptt7~ tt7'1 ,pl:17i1 ·~~
~::J1 ,1'n1n111'\ Ott7tt7 1i11 ",O'jl~l'\ :lltt7'::J 1ll'\11'\ [111] Ott71" 37817.)1-\l
.1-\~7.) o~1:11 O"P 1~1-\::J ~l'\1tt7'7.) 1nl'\ tt7~J O"j77.)i1

It is dear from the Bavli that one is not obligated to put himself in
potential danger. Nonetheless, everything depends on circumstances. It is essential to weigh each situation carefully, and not to
be overly cautious. And about such matters is it said:·379 "To one
who appraises rhis pathl, I will show the salvation of the Lord."
And this [r:areful, hut not over zealous weighing] is the meaning of
"appraising one's path." And one who saves a Jewish life is as
though he had saved an entire world.
We affirmed above 1110 that whatever conclusion would apply to kidney donation
would also apply to the donation of liver parts. It should be pointed out, however, the
donation of liver parts is much newer medically and there have not been nearly as many
attempts as there have been for kidney donations. The need for the development of this
technology is clear: as of July 1999, there were 1.3,519 people awaiting liver transplants
in the United States. In 1998, only 4,450 liver transplants were performed, and more
than 1,125 people died waiting for a liver. So, if it were possible to receive one of the
lobes of the liver of a live donor, rather than having to wait for the death of a donor,
and if the miraculous ability of the liver to regenerate itself continues unabated, the
problem of the shortage of available livers could be virtually eliminated. Nonetheless,
dear <:aution is to he advised. Surgeons report that the operation is ter:hnir:ally diffir:ult,
because blood vessels and bile ducts must be carefully divided between the donor and
the recipient. This same issue does not exist in kidney donation, and its existence puts
the liver part donor at considerably higher risk than the kidney donor. Even more, until
recently almost all such donations were from an adult to a child, because such an operation would only require removal of about fifteen to twenty percent of the adult's liver.
In adult-adult donation, however, it may be necessary to remove as much as sixty percent of the donor's liver, the entire right lobe, for the operation to be effective for the
recipient. The medical world, as yet, has little experience with this, and that makes the
dangers to the donor greater.
Regrettably, there are not yet, at least to the best of my knowledge, enough data on
this matter to allow us to determine whether agreeing to donate would be an act of
n11'0n n17.), or the act of a i1tJ1tt7 1'0n. This practical caveat is therefore included in this
Arukh ha-Shulhan, H.l\11. 426:4.
"'" .(1'~' 1~:1 <T11j?ll "t11V"1 (7!>~1V 1~:::1 <T11pl:ll "ti1V1" 1':1 c•7~ pnw~ 1~0 7Y ,!>"Yo ;; 1cp ,~,~ '!l 7~ ,l":l:l c•':>•;;n
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Ps. 50:2.), as understood by 1\To'ed Kalan 5a, with a play on words belv. . een ue-.swn and ve-shai1L
Above, p. 212 .
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section, even though the halakhic issues involved in liver pa1t donation are the same as
in kidney donation. 381
We have dealt above"" with the question of blood and bone marrow donation for compensation, and need not repeat all of the discussion again. Suffice it to say that even those
who would forbid donation of blood to a bank because of il7:m, would have to permit il7:m
for the donation of a kidney, since kidneys are not removed from live donors except for an
actual recipient - 1)')~7 il71n - and, thus, fall under the category of 117~) n1p~. Once we
accept the premise that kidney donation is not entirely forbidden on grounds of selfendangerment, we must confront head on the question of whether donation for compensation changes our view of the permissibility of the donation.
(N.B. - It is our intent to deal with compensation for organ donation from a live donor
from a halakhic perspective. There is always the theoretical possibility that halakhah may
permit what lU"l"l:::l7~1 ~)'1 may forbid. Obviously, Jews do not have the legal right to violate a prohibition of civil law because Jewish law permits the act forbidden by civil law. On
the other hand, if Jewish law forbids what ~m:::l7~1 ~)'1 permits, Jews have no halakhic
right to violate the halakhic prohibition on the grounds that civil law permits it.)
I do not have statistics on this matter, but am prepared to assume that the issue of
compensation for donation is very uncommon when the case is of donation from related
donors. However, with the increased success in transplants from live, unrelated donors, the
problem will be more acute. Tiwt is particularly true considering the intense shortage of
kidneys available for transplantation. People in dire financial straits, convinced that the
donation will not place them in significant danger, may consider donation entirely unobjectioable, and perhaps even a mitzvah. People in need of a kidney, knowing that they are
likely to die without a transplant, may consider it unobjectionable to offer money for a kidney, particularly when the party to whom the money would accrue is in financial need.
Rabbi Isaac Zilbcrstcin, of B'nci Bcrak, wrote the following simple sentence in the
context of a more complicated issue that he was discussing:"" m•7:::l •7m7 tl'Y'~~il tl)117'
in"l~ i:l1il"l il7:Jn i"lO'~ ilT:l 1'~117 il~i)"l ,ili':::l~7 tlll'7:::lll~ - "There are those who offer their
kidney for sale to someone with renal disease. It seems that this does not fall under the
prohibition of self-injury, and is permissible." In the previous sentence he had made clear
that he was speaking of people in dire financial straits, who saw no way to extricate themselves from their financial problems except through sale of their organs.
Professor Abraham Sofer Abraham writes at greater length:"'''
llm!( il'7:::l C"lill7 ,il~7117 n"l~'i:l 1"lll~ ,p1~117 C1~ ':::l'-7 p1il il'il' il~
il)117' .~O:::l tl"l:::lO il'7:::lil i"l:JY 117i"l1 1~ ,il'7:::l ll7ll117il7 p1pTil il7"ln7
7~~~117 p10 CY 1~ il7"lnil CY n"li'117' 1ll~"l ~117~ 7ill~ ~"lil117 n"li117~~
~7 il'7:::l ll~"lill117 ilmil~ tl'~~"l'117:::l i"lO~ 1~ in"l~ i:l1il C~il •pY:l
"l:l"lip 117~) 7•:~m7 '1:::l ilT ll~ il117"l:l7117 C1~[1] ••• ilJ~i' ilJ:::lO ~7~ il"lil~
n"\117:177 p1il 1~ "ln"l~ :l"n7 1'~ p1~:::l 1~ .~ii'' 1'0n tl'~117 C11771
.ll~T ll~
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Wnat would be the law regarding a completely healthy person who is
prepared to donate a kidney to a sick person in need of a kidney
transplant, but who demands compensation for the kidney? This can
occur either through direct negotiation between him and the sick
person, or via a middleman who handles such matters. Is it permissible or forbidden, presuming that the donation is only minimally
dangerous ... and that a person who did the same for the benefit of a
sick relative, and acting for the sake of heaven, would be considered
pious, though there is no obligation on his part to donate.
Here is the issue, in all of its initial complexity. The act in question is identical to an
act about which we have already made a praiseworthy judgment. We have decided that the
medical risks do not prohibit the act, while we affirm that the halakhah also does not
demand the act. The only difference between the two acts is that one is carried out on
behalf of the relative of tl~e donor, and without compensation; and the other is carried out
for a stranger, and with compensation. Does that difference change the halakhah?
Prof. Sofer Abraham continues:
n?~i1 ?tv ,~~ 111 i1?11l m~~ mtvll? z:l1p~:::J ,i1Ti1 z:mni1tv 1~1? 1'~1
:::J1'n t:l1tv 1'?11 T'~ em~ c~ '::l .i1J1m 1:::J1 i1:::J11~ i1tv1:.7 ?~1tv'~ tv!:lJ
m~~ ,m n~ i1tv1:.7 ~1i1 n~T ?::J:::J c~ ,n?1m n~ ''~i1? m'?::l 011n?

1''"''

tv' t:l~i1 ,t"JO::l ll~:::J c1tv~ p1 m n~ i1tv1:.7 c~
tv'1 •1? :::Jtvn' i1?11l
c~ p1? tv' m~~? p1::l~ 1J'~tv T1'::l~ ,i1:::J11~ 1~ m~~ i1tv:.7~ c1tv T~::J
''~i1? '1::l t")O::J? p1pr 1~~11 ~1i1 c~ 1~ •••• i1?:::Jn c1tv~ 110'~ T~::J 1'~
111::li1 t:l"10~ ?1!:l'~' p1pn) tv!:lJ mp!:l ?tv :::J~~:::J ~~~Ji1 1:::J11p n~
n~ 011n? 1? 1m~1 ,i1?1!:l::l m~~ i1tv1:.7tv pn' ,(m'!:lO::l m~~1i1:::J
p11 m'?::J n~ c1m ~1i1 c~ i1J'~ ~p!:lJ '~~ '::J ,c1?tvn 11:::J:.7 m'?::J
?:::Jp~ ~1i1tv t")O::li1 0:.7 i1?1n ,,~~ t:ll 1~ '1'tv' T!:l1~:::J i1?1n ,,~~
•m'?::J 11:::Jll c1?tvm

One cannot claim that this donor, instead of performing a very great
mitzvah of saving the life of another Jew, is, to the contrary, guilty of
an unseemly act. For if, in fact, he is under no obligation to donate
his kidney to save another, and he does so nonetheless, it must be
considered a great mitzvah for him. W11at needs to he investigated is
whether one who does the same from pure avarice is also considered
to have performed a mitzvah; or whether, to the contrary, he is in
violation of the prohibition against self-injury because there was no
intention on his part to pelform a mitzvah .... But if the donor needs
money in order to pay for the medical treatment of a dangerously
ill relative of his [who needs a certain expensive treatment], it is
probable that his act of donation constitutes a double mitzvah, and
it is permissible for him to donate his kidney for compensation. For
what difference could it make rlegallyl if he donates his kidney for
the exclusive purpose of directly saving another, or he also saves yet
another party with the money he receives in compensation for
his kidney.
Professor Sofer Abraham begins his answer: Since there is no legal obligation to
donate, a donation must be considered an act of kindness. Even if the donor demands payment for his kidney, part of his desire is to save the life of another. TI1at cannot be con.)10
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sidered an unworthy or blameworthy act.ws Indeed, one can posit a situation in which
demanding payment for a kidney may constitute a double mit>wah. Tf one donates for pay
in order to use the proceeds for the medical expenses of one's relative, one saves two lives.
His act is no less praiseworthy for having received the compensation than if he had donated exclusively to save the life of the kidney recipient.
Prof. Sofer Abraham continues:
cl\ c,w i1l\iJ 1J'J~7w i1i 711J:::J :W'~'7w 1l\:::Jil''1l\ i"Wi,i1 '7 :::J11:::l1
7,~~'(]) l'11'1 7'l\1i1 1!\ •1'111:::J1n l'1i~7 1:::l:::J i1~1i'(]) 1!\ 'Jl' l\1i1 Lli111i1
l\7 1:::J7:::J i17~i1 7':::JW:::JW ""l'l\ m~~ 1':::Jl'P 'l\11 7!\iW~ w~J 1:::l:::J
i171ni1 T':::J ,Ll'i1Ml\ 11i1~11 ·11111~'(]) i10itli1 ':::J,71 ••••7":::ll' ,Lli111 i1'il
Ll,W l\"~'7W 1l\:::Jil''1l\ i"Wi"il '7 i~l\ ,Lli111i1 p:::J1 i1711Wi17 p1piil
l\1i1 1~0:::l I'll\ ':::l ,i1i':::Jl' 1!\ m1m i1Wl'~ c1w i1i:::J l'l\1 i17'M11:::l7 111m
7:::Jp~i1 T':::J1 cimi1 T':::J Lll\1171 l\1~~7 i1Mi~i11 f~l\~i1 i1:::Jl' 7:::Jp~
n71ww 11w~ 1!\ i:::li~ T':::J7 m 7':::J 71:::Ji1 7'!\ i1i1l\:::l71 •1":::ll' •i:::Jl\i1
Ll17W11 7:::Jp~1 17'~i17 '1:::l i171Mi1 11':::J7 .i1~~'i1 111l''(]) 7:::l:::J •Ti111 l\~1i
.miWi1 i1:::Jl'

And Rabbi Shlomo Zahnan Auerbach wrote to me: "In the matter
before us it seems that even if the donor is a poor person or wants to
pay off his debts, he has still performed a mitzvah since he knows that
his act of donation will save a life, even though he would not have
donated for that reason exclusivelY:' ...And regarding the broker who
serves as a middleman between the sick person in need of a transplant
and the donor, in exchange for a percentage, Rabbi Auerbach told me
that his deeds are permissible a.b initio, and entail no transgression or
unseemly act, since he receives his payment in exchange for his
efforts and labor to find and co-ordinate between the donor and the
recipient. [TI1is is what he told me.] And there seems to be no difference between this [brokering] and a center or office which provides
and sends on-duty physicians on house calls at any hour of the day to
provide medical services, and receives a fee for this service.
Relying on cornrnunicatiom; from Rabbi Shlomo Zahnan Auerbach, Prof. Sofer Abraham
completes his answer. Whatever the motivation of the donor, he knows that his donation will
be used to save a life. That knowledge cannot be separated off from any assessment of the
donor's act. Even if his exclusive motivations were personal financial ones, the act of donation for compensation is not illegal or even blameworthy. Even the broker is not guilty of any
illegal or immoral act. He is providing a service for a fee, just as many others provide such
services. He is not compelling the donor to donate, but rather serving as a go-between to coordinate between the two parties.
1l1ere is both logic and reason to the line of reasoning offered by Sofer
}\braham/Auerbach. If the level of danger in kidney donation is low enough to make it permissible in the first place, why should motivations short of pure and selfless altruism on the
part of the donor impel us to forbid him from putting himself in an acceptable level of danger'? It is hard to have it both ways. We cannot easily justifY the danger as acceptable when, in
our opinion, the motivation of the donor is also acceptable; and judge the danger as unacceptable when, in our opinion, the motivation of the donor is unacceptable. By what logic do
.'>w> See,

however, the comrncnts of Hahhis Sternhuch ancl Zorgcr, quoted ahoV(\ p. 2.S4.
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we reach the conclusion that one's desire to free oneself from terrible financial burdens is less
defensible a justification to enter into acceptable ranges of danger that result in saving the life
of another than is the pure desire to save the life of another'! Perhaps Rabbi Sternbuch is correct that the Divine reward for the selfless act is greater, but that alone does not constitute
grounds for forbidding the act itself.'""
Earlier on, 387 we quoted from Rabbi Moshe Ze'ev Zorger a distinction between injuries
which are i1:::l11~ i17Y~ - "heal themselves" - and those which are not. Rabbi Zorger permitted injury to self healing organs for money, but not to organs which do not heal themselves.
His own examples of organs which do not heal themselves were the amputation of an arm or
a leg. Obviously, therefore, he could not have meant that the open wound remains forever
open, because there is some closing of the wound after the removal of an arm or leg. What he
appears to mean is that it is forbidden to remove an organ which is not self replacing, if the
motivation to remove it is finant:ial. Tims, one could receive compensation for blood and bone
marrow because they replenish themselves; but one could not receive compensation for a kidney because it does not grow back, and one is not allowed to remove it for financial reasons.
If we adopt the view of Rabbi Zorger, it appears to allow us grudgingly to permit compensation for blood and bone marrow donation, but to forbid it for kidney donation. Of
course, we must remember that Rabbi Zorger was not talking about kidneys in his responsum, and it is our n~sponsibility to judge whether he would have included them with arms
and legs, or with blood and bone marrow.
There is, medically speaking, a vast difference between removing an arm or leg, and
removing a kidney. TI1e removal of the former affects the person from then on. One may
learn to compensate for the absence of an arm or leg, but one does not function identically with one arm or leg as one would with two. There will always remain things that one could
do when he had both arms or legs that one cannot do now. On some level, his functioning
is adversely affected by the removal of the arm or leg. This is not the case with the removal
of a kidney. The claim of the doctors is that one will not notice its absence at all. No function of the body will be adversely affected. The kidney will not replace itself, but its absence
will he irrelevant, so long as the patient does not suffer any of the immediate or possible
long term after effects of the surgery, and so long as the remaining kidney remains healthy.
In truth, then, even for Rabbi Zorger, the removal of the kidney should be considered more
comparable to the removal of blood and bone marrow than to the removal of an arm or leg.
This conclusion, then, leaves us where we were before we reintroduced Rabbi
Zorger's distinction between i1:::l11~ i17Y~ and not i1:::l11~ i17Y~. Tt leaves us with the conclusion that there is no halakhic reason to forbid kidney donation for compensation, no
matter how much our hearts may incline us otherwise.'"" That, too, was the conclusion
""The conelusion oJ ProL SoJer Abraham's position is not relevant to our analysis, hut worthy oJ being
quoted: "What needs to be looked into is a community that permits a person to reach such a low level in
tenus of his debts, and certainly in ternrs of his inability to pay for needed, though costly, rnedical treatment, that he finds no alternative solution to his problem than to sell an organ in order to earn enougl1

money for livelihood or medical care."

·""'P. 252.
"'"Rabbi Mordecai Halperin in an article in Assia 45-46 (Tevet 5749): pp. 54-.5.5, attempts to make two further halalJ1ic arguments to prohibit dona lion oJ kidneys Jor compensation. He contends that the Jinancial
pressure and need vvl1ieh ultimately motivate donors ror eompensation prevent eomplete informed consent

and willingness (nl?, n,,.,~l). It is risky~ to say the least, to begin to posit that actions done out of financial
need can he invalidated in halakhah, because they lack these ingredients. Halperin is forced to untenable
considerations such as these because he lJelieves that there is no longer authoritv to make nupn and nn!l
·which will he universally authoritative arnong .Jews . .Even by his rcas(~ning, though, each 2'\1nl'\, N1~ still
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drawn by Rabbi Shaul Israeli'"' and Rabbi Israel Meir Lau.""
TI1c question is, why do our hearts incline us otherwise? If kidneys arc like blood and
bone marrow halakhically, why do we accept compensation for blood donation with relative equanimity, yet recoil from the idea of compensation for kidney donation? We quote,
in tran~lation, from the word~ of Rabbi Abraham Steinberg:m
The matter of commerce in organs is a very difficult question.
There are numerous possibilities for receiving compensation for
the donation of organs: (•) receipt of compensation from another
living person, when the transplant is intended to be carried out in
the life of both of them; (2) receipt of compensation by one person
from another, when the transfer of the organ will be done after the
death of the organ owner; (3) receipt of compensation by members
of the family of a deceased person in exchange for their agreement
to transfer the organ; 392 (4) receipt of compensation by the organ
owner during his life, or by his family after his death, from an
organization or state, in exchange for their agreement to donate the
organs; and, (5) the purchase of organs by people in need of transplants in order to push them to the head of the line.
Most ethicists and doctors who perform transplants oppose all
commerce in organs in exchange for compensation, other benefits,
political pressure, etc., and prefer that all selection be made on a
purely medical basis of preference. lTI1ey prefer this J since there is
a real danger that there might be created a medicine that is not
even-handed, such that the rich will receive preferential treatment
in receiving organs; and the poor will not only not receive organs,
they will become a source for the acquiring of organs as a result of
financial pressure. Indeed, this very thing has happened in reality
in poor countries, like India and states in South America, where
living people have offered to donate their organs [on which life
depends] in exchange for money. Beyond that, there are medical
centers which suggest transplants for citizens of other countries in
exchange for compensation, or which export organs to citi11ens of
other countries in exchange for money, thus giving citizens of other
countries preference over their own citizens.
possesses the authority to make such enactments for his community. Thus, even if he were correct that we
cannot make a <11Tl, it would he better to suggest that each N1MN1 N1~ make the necessary enactment than
to argue on the basis of informed consent and n~1 n11"~l.
3" 9

Sec Assia, vol. 1 S:.'l-4, nos. S7-,'iR (Kislcv S7S7): p. R.

'390

See 7i?luunin (\lon Shevut: Twmet, 5758). vol. 18, pp. 125-138.

3

'!1.240-239 '~ll ,'::! 11::1 ,(1991 ,1ll'T'illl p'?lllll"ll )1:J7)M :tl''illl,1') nWl!li n•n:J':Y1 ,1'i!ll~p'J:JN

'TI1is was forbidden by Rabbi Shlomo Zalman 1\uerbaeh because the receipt of money by the family would consti-

·' 9

tute n~n 1~ nNm. He allowed it when the money received would be used for payment of medical treatment by

another Iamily member (sec his notes to Nislwwi Avraharn, voL 4, Hoshen Mishpat 420:2). It was also Iorhiddcn
by Rabbi Eliahu Bakshi-Doron, on the grounds that the l'arnily of the deceased has only an obligation to bury,
but haw no proprietary rights to organs or limbs of the deceased relative (sec '/bm.h slw-lw-al Peh, vol. .'lR, S7S2).
Rabbi Eliezer Waldcnherg, however, permined it on the grounds that it is not M7)M ]7) MNln, relying on the view oi
the lmrei Yosher (Rabbi Mordecai Arik), pt. 2, no. 22, that when one fJelfonns a mit,vah with something that
would otherwise he nNlM:! ,,OK, one is not liahle for profiting from nNln '1,0'N.
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Many recoil at the idea of compensation for organs because it conjures up images of
the exploitation of the underpriveleged,m of a reversal of whatever small progress has
been made toward universal medical rights and treatment. Compensation for organ
donation would be a step backward in its potential consequences. We have become too
civilized to tolerate the use of one's body parts as an economic commodity. Such use
diminishes the c•p7N c7~ of humans. All of this is true! Commerce in body parts could
throw us back to earlier standards of ethics that we believe we have long outgrown, and
the return of which we could not tokrat<:.
Let us be clear and honest with ourselves. We oppose organ donations for compensation because we cannot devise a reasonable and enforceable method to allow it in a
controlled and acceptable way, even if we think there could even be a controlled and
acceptable way."'4 We fear, and not without reason, that the slightest breach in the wall
will bring a flood of uncontrollable activities that will make humans into mere commodities, restoring a medieval standard of conduct in which the value of human life will
be diminished because it will become an economic commodity to be bought and sold on
the open (and not so open) market.
In halakhic terms and categories, we need to make a i11Tl that forbids the permissible. We would forbid all commerce in organs by halakhic decree, in order to put up a
protective fence against human abuse of the limits of what might be acceptable. We
should do this, hut with full knowledge of what we are doing. We, who are so eager
always to remember that "W1wever saves one life is as though he saved the entire
world," will make a decree that will make that impossible in certain circumstances
when there would be no technical halakhic objection. We must at least acknowledge
that we will allow people to die when they might live, in order to prevent abuses that
we will not be able to control. And we should not delude ourselves into thinking that
this will be an infrequent occurrence. As the medical potential for successful transplantation of kidneys from unrelated donors increases, the impetus to purchase such a
kidney from a donor willing to sell will be very great. We are making the difficult judgment that the c•p7N c7~ of the potential donor is safeguarded more by refusing to allow
him to benefit from the money which he might earn, than by allowing him to improve
his life through the sale of an organ, the loss of which is not likely to cause him any
long term debilitation of any kind. Our imposition of this judgment not only leaves the
potential donor in no less financial need than he was before, it probably will often condemn the intended recipient to death.
We ought to take the step of making such a i11Tl with full knowledge of its consequences, both positive and negative. And though we make it, we should not be too quick
to judge the contrary view as totally indefensible and unreasonable.
Once we have affirmed that kidney donation is permissible as an act of piety, but not
as a mandatory act, there are conflicts of values and interests that can arise. It is not our
intention to deal with these at length, but to make a few comments.
19·'

lL is IaseinaLing to note that Rabbi Judah HaHasid used the same tlwsis lo explain the Torah's prohibition against
remanying one's divorced "ife if she has been married subsequently. In his remarks to the end of l'arashat Ki
'j(,.e [N"~1Vl1 ,C''71V11'] 1'011<1 <111<1' '17 N1p~;, 11110~ '~l7tJ ,<lll'? )11V~1V pn~') he says that "if it were permissible,
tl1e rieh would hire the poor to divorce t.l1eir own \Vi\es so that the rieh eould marry them for t.l1eir pleasure, and

when they were sated, they would divorce them and they would return to their original husbands:'
""Rabbi Lau, in the artide rderred lo above, n. 3')0, precisely makes the point that we should not mandate
a prohibition against what is in fact lawful. We should, rather, make laws to prevent our worst fears from
coming to pass.
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It is clear that the objection of one's spouse or parents to one's fulfillment of a legal
obligation is null and void, legally. The obligations of the law supersede the objections of
spouses and parents. But what is the status of such objections regarding positive and
praiseworthy acts which are not mandatory, but acts of n11'0n n17:)?
We referred above·'% to a comment by Rabbi Isaac Zilberstein, taken from the context
of a more complex discussion. The subject of that discussion was our current question. 'I11e
actual respondent in Rabbi Zilberstein's article was Rabbi Moshe Sternbuch, to whom the
questions had been sent, after having been raised.
Regarding a conflict between the husband's desire to donate a kidney and his wife's
opposition, Rabbi Sternbuch was inclined to allow the wife to have veto power. His considerations included, among others, that since there was some danger in the donation, both
immediate and long term, especially the fear that something might happen to his one
remaining kidney, the wife could claim that his act infringed on her rights. And since the
act was one of piety but not obligation, her rights should predominate. After having formulated his response, Rabbi Sternbuch writes: 3%
1\"~'7117 :J'117'7!\ L:J17117 1']01' 'i 111\'-il '7:)n1 'i17:) ')~7 L:l'i:J1i1 n!\ 'nl'~m
"i1l1l'" ':l1'n:J l''-~n i1'7:m n7:)1in L:Jl'\117 i:J10 l'\1i1 :ci17 L:l':::>Oi1 l'\71
cl'\ p 17:):::> .i1'n1'1=>T n~p71 m117l'\ 11:J117n 7l' 1'0n m'i17 'l'\117i 7l':Ji1
7'1'\ ,1l''-~' l'\7 i1':Ji1 i1'i~, i1)1l' m~?;) i117l'\:::> 7:Jl'\ •••• i1':Ji1 i1'i~:J l''-~'
.117~) n7~i1 7117 p'7l'i1 1il'i1 717:) i1117l'\i1 m1,)ni1:J 7p1177:) ,,

7'1'\

I presented my position to my master and father-in-law, Rabbi
Yosef Shalom Elyashev, and he did not agree with my view: He
claimed that if the donation of the kidney would interfere with the
fulfillment of the obligation for conjugal relations, the husband
would have no right to be a pious one at his wife's expense, infringing on her rights. And similarly if it would intedere with procreation .... But when these would not be affected, his wife's objection
is insufficient to out-balance the supreme value of saving a life.
Rabbi Elyashev's remarks were accepted by Rabbi Sternbuch, who retracted his own
view in favor of his father-in-laws's view. Indeed, Rabbi Elyashev's view seems completely
on the mark. 'I11ere is a potential conflict behveen the husband's desire to donate and his
wife's rights. If there is a significant risk that those rights will be infringed upon, the act of
piety is no longer so pious. Indeed, Rabbi Elyashev called it 7u - "robbery." But, in the kidney case, the evidence is great that the donation will not result in any infringement of the
rights of his wife. It is not that her concerns are without any basis, but rather that her fears
are not likely consequences of his act of donation. In such circumstances, his desire predominates, and his donation is permissible as an act of n11'0n n17:). Since Rabbi Elyashev's
reasoning is ultimately based on whether the rights of the wife would likely be infringed,
that would clearly be the basic concern if the situation were reversed, too. Thus, it seems
clear, that if it were the wife who wished to donate, and the husband who objected, his
objection would not be sufficient to forbid her donation, since she would be able to fulfill
all of her obligations after donation, and there would be no infringement of his rights.
The same type of conflict could arise between the desire of a child to donate and
the wish of the child's parents that he or she not donate. The added wrinkle here is a

"" P. 32 in Hahhi Zilhcrstein's article.
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specific commandment incumbent upon children to honor their parents. It is not simply a matter of infringement of their rights, as in the spouse case. In the parent case
there is a specific duty of children to be obey their parents, so long as they do not order
them to violate the law.
In dealing with this issue, Rabbi Sternbuch refers to a statement of the Sejer
Ha.si.dim'"" which forbids a child from continuing to observe voluntary fasts, because his
parents object.'118 He refers, as well, to the claim of Rabbi Moshe Greenvald1'' 9 that a son
whose parents have ordered him not to immerse himself in any mikveh which is unheated must convince them to withdraw their objection, or else he may not violate their order.
But Rabbi Sternbuch's conclusion makes an important distinction: 11111
7'N n11'0n n17:)7:) N'iJlli iJ1~i'.) pi ':l ,C'i1iJ:l :JllinniJ7 7'Nlli i:ln07:)
iJ'7:J n7:)1inlli 1ll'l37:l p 1'Nlli iJi'.) ,iJn1lli377 ON1 :JN 11:l:l 737 i1:J377
07137 O"p 17'N:l 7Nilli'i'.) nnN lli~l 7'~i'.)iJ 7:Jlli N'iJ 1Ni'.) iJ711l iJ1~7:)
i:JN 1:JN7 :l"n 1l'N ':l ,n11'0n n17:)7:) pi N1iJ :l1'niJlli N7N , 1N177:)1
.ON1 :JN 11:l':l iJn11 11 i1711l iJ1~i'.)lli 'N11 , 1i:Jn n7~iJ7

However, it stands to reason that the objection of the parents can
be ignored [in the kidney case]. The only time the wishes of the
parents cannot be ignored is when the mitzvah itself is only n17:)i'.)
n11'0n. But that is not the case in the matter of the kidney donation because it itself is a very great mitzvah, since whoever saves a
Jewish life is considered as though he had saved an entire world.
Only the obligation to donate the kidney is an act of piety, since
nobody is kgally obligated to forfeit a limb for the benefit of his fellow. In such circumstances, surely this great mitzvah supersedes
the honor of parents.
The voluntary fasts of which the Sefer Ha.sidim spoke, and the immersion in the
mikveh of which the Olli1:liJ nl1i37 spoke, are very different from kidney donation. In the
former two cases, the entire mitzvah is completely voluntary. There is no obligation of any
kind to undertake voluntary fasts. There is no obligation of any kind for men to immerse
themselves in the way that pious men often do, as a regular or daily act of sanctification.
The fasting and the immersion are themselves "acts of piety," with no element of law whatsoever. The kidney case is very different. There is an actual legal obligation to save the life
of another. That commandment is not an act of piety, but a l~gal mandate. There are limits, however, to how far one must go in fulfilling that commandment. An obligation to forfeit an organ is beyond the limit of requirement, and is permissible only as an act of piety.
The und<:rlying commandment which this act of piety fulfills, however, is not itself mcrdy
an act of piety, but a real commandment. Thus, concludes Rabbi Sternbuch, if one is motivated to act piously in the fulfilhnent of the mitzvah to save another person by donating a
kidney, one's parents cannot prevent him from fulfilling the mitzvah because they object
to his willingness to go further than the law requires.
197

1Vlargolioth ed., no . .340, p. 256.

39 ~To

sh(rW to what e-xtent the- mitzvah to honor parents goes, consider that in the case- described by the SP;{f'r
Hnsidirn the ehild is undertaking these voluntary Iasts as a metlwd oi eonvincing his parents to stop tlwir own

punishing voluntary fasts, which the child fears are too difficult on them. Nonetheless, the child is obligated to
cease his own fasts hecause of parental objection, even though his desirable goal w-ill rernain unaceornplished.
390
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""'Zilherstein article, PI'· 32-33.
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The principles adduced by Rabbis Elyashev and Sternbuch seem very sound. 11tey can
serve us well as preliminary guidance in resolving conflicts that might arise between potential kidney donors and their spouses, parents, and children. And, since other relatives have
even less of a claim against the potential donor, their objection, too, would be insuf1icient
to forbid the donor from donating.
Titere is one further issue to be dealt with briefly. Since there are countries that are
reported to be taking organs from prisoners against their will, our position should be clear
and unambiguous. Prisoners are no less created in the image of God than anybody else,
and their bodies and organs belong to the government no more than those of anyone else.
Organs may not be taken from prisoners against their will.
Wbat about suggesting kidney donation to a prisoner with either an explicit or implied
promise that th1: donation will benefit the prisoner somehow? The following quotation,
written about the same question regarding a suggestion to prisoners that they allow themselves to be used for medical experiments, speaks exactly to the issue: 401
tl"10'J n:J',:l7~ :::J1Jni1~ ,,oN~ ,m~ ':J N1i1 i1:J 1:17 ,,~Ni1 Ti1 i1~Wi1
,'ON:::J ,:::J1i~ i1,1N:J~ .... 1n1!:l:J~ ,10N 1N 1!:l1:\ ~:17 tl"N1!:l, tl',pn~1
yn~ n1'1N 11n~ ~:171!:) N1i11V pn' nNT tlY 1N ,m:::JiJni1:::J ~:l71!:li1
i1:JT' '10'Ji1 n:J',:l7~ tl':JO' tlN1V m,:::J 1N 1V,1!:l~:::J 1~ ,~NJ1V:J in1'~:::J1
.'1:J ,,oN~~ 1V'~1V '1:J'J ,c1p1~ ,,,nw~ '1:J'O TU:J , 1'NJn:::J ,,.,,1V~
,,ONi1 n~:JOi1 "'1Vi1~ N~, ,i1'!:l:J~ pmni1~ ,,~, ':J ,,J ••• ?i1'!:l:J 1:J:::J 1V'i1
,,,nw TU:J m,J 1N w,,.,~ tl1'N ,,, ~:17 11V!:lJ:::J1 1!:lU:::J tl"10'J n:J',:l7~
tl'J1:J'Oi1 ~:17 tl"10'Ji1 m:::J•wn nN 1'J!:l:::J "'~i1~ 1V' .i1~1i:J1 c1p1~
, ,,0Ni1 ,N1i1 •,ON~i1 'NJn:::J m,nN m~pi1~ tln1N ,11Vp~ N~1 tli1:::J1V
, ,~ c~nw~ ,:::Jii11V :::J11Vn' ,n'i1 p:::J tlN1 , m~Y~ p:::J1Vni1 nN i11VY'
nN ,m, 1V':Iii1~ 1V' •••,m' ~,,, P:J'Oi11V ~:J:J .i1'!:l:J c1w~ 1:J:::J T'N
•P:J'Oi1 m~m

What follows from what we have said so far is that it is permissible
for a prisoner to volunteer to be a subject of a medical experiment
or researeh, but it is forbidden to eompel him .... Ostensibly, we are
speaking of a prisoner who acts [completely] voluntarily. But, it is
probable that[, in fact,] he is acting from an atmosphere of pressure,
especially if he has been told either explicitly or implicitly that if he
agrees to the experiment he will benefit from improved conditions,
for example, a chance to be freed early, a one-third reduction in his
term, etc. Does this constitute "compulsion?" .. .It is clear that it is
desirable to refrain from [all] compulsion, and not to obtain the
agreement of the prisoner for the experiments on his body or soul
by means of either an explicit or implicit promise (like early freedom, etc.). We must present before him how impmtant the experiments are, together with the dangers that might be involved, but
make no connection to any other leniencies in the conditions of his
imprisonment. He, the prisoner, will make his own calculation, and
if, among other things, he thinks it might pay for him, that does not
constitute "compulsion:' Tite greater the danger... the more one
must stress the seriousness of the danger.
"''7bhumin (Aion Shevut: Tzomet, .5740), vol. 1, pp . .5.3.3-36. The author is listed as "the editor." The beginning
of the volume lists only one editor, Dr. ltamar \Varhaftig.
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Prisoners may be treated no differently than any other person. Just as we would not
remove the kidney from a living donor without the donor's consent, so, too, we may not
remove a kidney from a prisoner without his or her consent. \V11at's more, we have already
made clear that we will refuse to allow any compensation for the donation of the kidney,
and that refusal must apply to the prisoner as well as to everyone else.
The added wrinkle in the prisoner case is the possibility of subtle coercion. The reaction of the author above, whom we assume to be Dr. !tamar Warhaftig, seems to be exactly correct. Any type of subtle coercion which we can recognize as probably putting pressure on the prisoner to agree, is unacceptable. On the other hand, we do not wish to create a situation that would make it totally impossible for prisoners to be kidney donors,
since we do nut prohibit others from donating. A priwner might well be motivated by
exactly the same altruistic motives that we hope others will be motivated by. Prisoners, in
fact, may have the additional motivation of a type of teshuvah for some earlier act. We may
not link donation to any other benefit which we might have to offer, and we must give prisoners exactly the same honest evaluation of the risks involved in the procedure as we do
all others, but once we have taken care to do these things, there is every reawn to allow
prisoners to become live kidney donors.

Conclusions
1. It is permissible for a live donor to donate a kidney, and under general circumstances
the act is highly laudable. Indeed, it is considered by some to be even more tl1an merely
laudable when the donation is made to a parent, teacher, or child (in some instances), based
on the view of the Yad Eliyahu and Jacob Emden. 102 Except for the possible exceptions intimated above, however, the act of donation is one of piety and not of legal obligation.
2. We affirm our commitment to a i11T:\ forbidding donation for compensation under
all circumstances, even as we affirm that there is no compelling technical halakhic objection to such donation.
3· An objection to donation by the spouse, parents, or children of the potential donor
is insufficient to forbid it.
4· Prisoners may be considered voluntary kidney donors when they have agreed to
donate, have been given no explicit or implicit promise of improved conditions, are not being
compensated, and have been apprised of the possible dangers and risks of the procedure.

""See ahove, PI'· 301-303.

